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ADVERTISEMENTS

Contractors to H.M. Government

RICHMOND, SURREY
'Phone: Richmond 1866

AND

HANWORTH PARK, MIDDX.

Aerodrome- HANWORTH PARK, MIDDX.
'Phone: Feltham 6
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AEROPLANE AND AIRSHIP
MANUFACTURERS

THE following firms have laid themselves out at enormous expense
to contract and erect Aeroplanes, Dirigibles, and Balloons of

all types and designs.

The bulk of these constructors, in a most enterprising manner,
have already commenced preparation for After-the-War business.

xin

xNvi

XIV

cxxiii

IX

cxxi\

xlviii

cxxv

Firm
Blackburn Aeroplane Co
British & Colonial Aero-
plane Co. Ltd.

Central Aircraft Co.

Coles & Son
Curtis Aeroplane and
Motor Corporation.

Davidson Aviation Co.
Ltd. . - - -

Dawson, John,& Co. (New-
castle-on-Tyne) Ltd.

Glendower Aircraft Co.

Ltd.
Grahame-White Aviation

Co. Ltd.
Handley Page Ltd.

Hooper & Co. Ltd. -

London Aircraft Co.

National Aircraft Manu-
facturing Co.

Nieuport and General
Aircraft Co. Ltd.

Regent Carriage Co. Ltd.
Roe, A. V. & Co. Ltd.

Rudge-Whitworth -

Sopwith Aviation Co.
Ltd.

Spencer, C. J. & Sons Ltd.
Standard Aircraft Manu-
facturing Co.

Stanley Aviation Co.
Sturtevant Engineering

Co. Ltd.
Super Aviation Co. Ltd.

Thames Aviation Works
Vickers Ltd.

Whitehead
11919) Ltd,

Aircraft

Telegrams
' Propellers, Leeds

"

' Aviation, Filton
"

'Aviduction, Phone,
London "

Curtisavia, Phone,
London "

' Davicraf, Hammer,
London"
Dependable, New-
castle-onT-yne

"

' Glenacelle, South-
kens, London "

Volplane. Hyde,
London "

Hydrophid, Crickle,

London
"

' Sociable, London
"

' Vertically, Hack,
London "

Xieuscout, Crickle,

London
"

Carbodis, London
"

' Senalpirt, Phone,
London

"

' Rudge, Coventry
"

' Sopwith, Kingston
"

' Aeronaut, London
"

Sturtevant, Lon-
don
Supavicol, Phone,
London

"

' \'ickerfyta, Knights,
London "

Whitecraft, Rich-

mond, Surrey

Telephones
Roundhay 345
Bristol 3906

Hampstead 4403-4

Hammersmith 1413
City 7724

Hammersmith 1992

Central 2604

Kensington 7066

Kingsbury 120

Hampstead 74^0

( Regent 912
I Kensington 4762
Dalston 25

London Wall 6723

W'illesden 2455

Putney 2240
Gerrard 3186

Coventry 1104
Kingston 1988

(8 lines)

Dalston 1893
East 3833

City 8347
Central 71 21

Willesden 142

London Wall 9766
,
Kensington 6810

Richmond 1865-7
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AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS VI

LONDON AIRCRAFT CO.
CONTRACTORS TO

H.M. WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY

URSWICK ROAD, LOWER CLAPTON, N.E.

COMPLETE MACHINES AND SPARES

Experimental and Deliver^ Flights bg own Pilot

General Manager: Telephone: Dalston 25

J. J. NORCH „ 2438

(10 Extensions)

AIRCRAFT
- FOR

POST-WAR REQUIREMENTS

ALL INTERESTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMERCIAL

AVIATION ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE WITH

The NATIONAL AIRCRAFT NFG. CO. Ltd.

15 DRUMMOND CRESCENT (Seymour Street)

•Phone : LONDON WALL 6725 L-OIN IJOlN , IN •W .

When connnioiicatng luith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Vll AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

COMPLETE MACHINES

SPARE PLANES, STRUTS, Etc.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK EXECUTED

THE

CENTRAL

AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Telegraphic Address: " Aviduction, 'Phone, London

'Phone: Hampstead 4403 and 4404

179 HIGH ROAD, KILBURN

LONDON, N.W.6

IVAen communicating 'with Advertisers please mentio/i the Aiiation Pocket-Book



AKROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

HOOPER & CO.
AEROPLANE BUILDERS
TO H.M. AIR COUNCIL

MOTOR -BODY BUILDERS

Ltd.

TO

BY ROYAL WARRANT

BY ROYAL WARRANT BY ROYAL WARRANT
HIS MAJESTY THE KING
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN
H.M. QUEEN ALEXANDRA
H.I.M. MARIE DOWAGER EMPRESS OF 'RUSSIA
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT

HOOPER & CO. are also Coachbuiiders to

H.M. The King of Spain H.R.H. The Princess Royal

H.M. The King of Norway H.R.H. Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll

H.M. The Queen Mother of the Netherlands H.R.H. Princess Victoria

AS BUILT FOR H.M. THE KING

54 ST JAMES'S STREET
PICCADILLY, LONDON, S.W.I

\\'he>i communicating u-if/i Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



IX AEKOPLANK MANUFACTURERS

There are over

40 Years'

expert engineering experience

behind our products, and we are speciahsts in

Planes



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

B. A. 5.
The letters B.A.S. associated with

any aircraft parts have become

synonymous with highest quality,

accuracy and efficiency

BlackbuTi

Made by PIONEERS in the

construction of Land Machines

and Seaplanes

THE BLACKBURN AEROPLANE AND MOTOR CO.. Ltd.

LEEDS and HULL

"Always at the Front!"

Steele's Ad. Sennce

\\'hcn communicating u<ith Advertisers please me>itipn the Aviation Pocket-BoQ^



XI AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

GLENDOWER
AIRCRAFT C? L™
54 Sussex Place, South Kensington

LONDON, S.W. 7

^Manufacturers of

AIRCRAFT
AND

SEAPLANES
of All T>escnptions

Telephone : Kensington 7066 and 7067

Telegrams : Glenacelle Southkens London

When connniinicaiing with Advcrti'iers plea<ie mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

The

British c^ Colonial aeroplane Co. ltd.

FILTON, BRISTOL

CONSTRUCTORS OF

^^ £n^vu^to{, CU^t^^

CONTRACTORS TO

H.M. WAR OFFICE & ADMIRALTY

Telegrams

:

Telephones

:

\ Private Branch
''AVIATION, BRISTOL" 3906 BRISTOL) Exchange

Mien comnmnicating loith Advertisers please nienfion the Aviation Packet-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS
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AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

CARRIAGE C?i:'"

Fulham

London
SW.6.

'^/%

IV^n communicating with Advertisers please ?nention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

VICRERS
LIMITED

CONTRACTORS TO THE

WAR OFFICE & ADMIRALTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT, IMPERIAL COURT
BASIL STREET, KNIGHTSBRIDGE, S.W. 3

Telephone No.
vl\5*DTOV^/

Telegraphic Address-

KENSINGT0N681O ^^sJLjg^ VICKERFYTA. KNIGHTS

(2 Lines) ^IT LONDON

II /le// communicating -with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS XVI

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT

mnnsojs
Aviation CsZ^

Designers and Inventors of

AIRCRAFT, WATERPLANES

FLYING BOATS

Offices

229/231 HAMMERSMITH BOAD

LONDON, W.6

Managing Director: Consulting Engineer:

W. EWART CHESTER H. B. MOLESWORTH

Telegrams

:

Telephone

:

" Davicraf, Hammer, London" Hammersmith 1992 (3 Lines)

U'/ic// (ommuiiicatiiig with Advertisers please mefitioii the Aviation Pocket-Book
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AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

XVlll

THE GRAHAME-WHITE

AVIATION COMPANY LTD.

<:iillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllll!llillllllllllllllllllllilllllil

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS

:: AND CONSTRUCTORS ::

Contractors t6 the Admiralty

:: and the War Office ::

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON

N.W.9

Proprietors of the London Aerodrome and the Grahame-

White Schools of Aviation

IV/ie// communicating 7i<ith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XIX AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

HANDLEY PAGE
AEROPLANES
1912.

FIVE YEARS AGO THE FIRST FLIGHT
THROUGH LONDON WAS MADE IN A
HANDLEY PAGE MONOPLANE .

1915

1917

IN JULY 1915 A HANDLEY PAGE
BIPLANE CARRIED 21 PERSONS TO
A HEIGHT OF 7.180 FEET: A
WORLD'S RECORD FOR THE GREAT-
EST NUMBER OF PEOPLE EVER
CARRIED -IN ONE MACHINE .

IN JULY 1917 A HANDLEY PAGE
BIPLANE, FITTED WITH TWO 275 H. P.

ROLLS-ROYCE ENGINES, FLEW FROM
LONDON TO CONSTANTINOPLE:—

"The total distance flown was nearly 2,000

miles . . . in 31 hours . . . easily a world's

record for a cross- country journey, and also

for the weight carried for the distance."—

Admiralty Official Communique.

Ltd.

Telegrams- — CRICKLEWOOD — Telephone-

*u;r:'"" LONDON, ENGLAND "'ZT^IJ

II hen commiaiicating with Advertisers please uiention the Aviation Pocket-Bo

j



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

JOHN DAWSON & CO.

(NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE) LIMITED
SUPER PLANE MAKERS

FOR ALL AIRCRAFT-

FOR MILITARY, NAVAL €r

COMMERCIAL PURPOSES

VICTORIA WORKS -\

WALLSEND WORKS _ I
NEWCASTLE-

QUAYSIDE SHOPS -j TYNE
ST PETER'S works'



XXI AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

The STANDARD AIRCRAFT

MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.

CONTRACTORS TO THE AIR BOARD

FOR

SPARES AILERONS

MAIN PLANES TAIL UNITS
AND

METAL FITTINGS

OFFICES :

28 BOW COMMON LANE

LONDON, E.3

Telephone - - - EAST 3833-3832

When cotiimiiHtCiilitig wilh Adverliiers pkase mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS XXll

Telephones—

DALSTON 872 LONDON WALL 9766 HAMPSTEAD 4768

THAMES AVIATION WORKS
(BURTON'S LTD.)

THE ADDRESSES OF OUR SIX SAW MILLS

AND WORKS MAY BE OBTAINED ON
APPLICATION TO OUR

OFFICES

141 CURTAIN ROAD, E.G. 2

Constructors of Complete Aircraft

AND ALL KINDS OF

WOOD PARTS, WINGS, AILERONS, STRUTS,

LEVERS, RUDDERS, NACELLES, ETC.

SPECIALITIES—

\

Big Stuff and Best Work
\

When C07nmunicating with Advertisers please metition the Aziation Pocket-Book



AEROP[ANE MANUFACTURERS

TELEPHONE : TELEGRAMS

:

WILLESDEN 142 " SUPACICAL, PHONE, LONDON "

Aeronautical Designers

Constructors and General Engineers

DUDDEN HILL LANE
DOLUS HILL

WILLESDEN
N.W. 10

Managing Director - Mr N. LEWIN

COMPLETE MACHINES
AND

SPARES
When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS XXIV

Contractors to H.-^7l^. Qovernment

C. G. SPENCER & SONS
LIMITED

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS
THE PIONEER FIRM :: :: :: FIRST J[N 1835

FOREMOST TO-DAY

MAKERS OF . . .

BALLOONS
RITE BALLOONS

AND THE

CELEBRATED SPENCER

PARACHUTE
as used by the BRITISH AIR SERVICES

FABRICS— ROPES - VALVES— BASKETS, &c.

Head Office: 56a Highbury Grove, London, N.5

Telegrams: "AERONAUT, LONDON ' 'Phone: 1893 DALSTON

When Lonimunicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XXV AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

JUST PUBLISHED

576 Octavo Pages, with 250 specially prepared Engravings

Price 15s. net
(POSTAGE 6d.)

AVIATION ENGINES
Their Design, Construction

Operation, and Repair

BY

Lieut. VICTOR W. PAGE

An invaluable book by an expert on

Aviation Engines based on practical

experience gained in the American Air

Service. It gives practical Installa-

tion and Repair Instructions not

obtainable elsewhere

PROSPECTUS ON APPLICATION

London: CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, E.C. 4

\V/ien conimunicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Focket-Book



AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS XXVI

The Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor Corporation,
17 Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.2 (Home Office: Buffalo, N.Y.,

U.S.A.). is always glad to hear from officers and men who
have to do with its products, and to furnish any information

or assistance desired. telephone : Citp 7724

When lunicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pucket-Book



XXVll

AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
AND ACCUMULATORS

THESE firms either make or supply parts and fittings

for Aeroplanes and Airships— a most impoitant

department where expedition and promptitude are

highly essential.

PAGE Firm

\xxvi Aero Mechanical Co. Ltd.

xlvi Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd.

xxxiv Avery, W. & T., Ltd.

Telegrams Telef>hones

Aerochanic, Sowest Vicloria 7570
London "

Upcast, Rand, Gerrard 276
London

'*

Avery, Birraing- Smethwick 300
ham "

xxxiii C. C. Sparking Plug Co.

xxvii Edison - Swan Electric "Ediswan, Enfield"- Enfield 520
Co. Ltd.

xxxi E. R. Calthrop's Aerial "Savemalivo, Ave., London Wall
Patents Ltd. London" 3266, 3267

ROYAL

EDISWAN LAMPS

DRAWN WIRE AND

OTHER TYPES

ENTIRELY BRITISH

When coi!iini4niLati>i>y with .\dv(rtisers please inen/ioii the Aviation Pocket-Book



ACCUMULATORS XXVIU

AIRCRAFT ACCESSOBIES—Coyitimied

TELEGRAiMS
' Garrard,
London "



ACCESSORIES

JOHN MAGLENNAN & CO.

CORDS ^
THREADS

ELECTRICAL l»MUNITION WRK.

30Newgate St
LONDON. EC.I.

CONTRACTORS TO
H.M.- GOVERNMENT.

otoc/{.

LONDON AND GLASGOW

When communicating -with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



TAPES, WEBS, AND CORDS XXX

JOHN MACLENNAN & GO.'S

AERONAUTICAL SUNDRIES

TAPES
Fine Egyptian Cotton Tapes
Grey and Wliite India Tapes
Linen Tapes
Insulating Tapes, Tubular Sleeving, Etc.

WEBS
Cotton Webs and Spindle Banding
Linen, Hemp, and Jute Webs
Balloon Webs
Packing Webs
Elastic Webs and Belting

CORDS
Flax Kite, Lacing and Hand-Sewing Cord!
Hemp Binding and Lacing Cords
Balloon Cords
Cotton, Linen, and Silk Cords
Safety Belt Cords
Net Cords

THREADS
Linen Sewing Threads
Cotton Sewing Threads
Seaming Twines, Etc.

JOHN MACLENNAN & CO.
(contractors to h.m. government)

30 Newgate Street, London, E.C.I

And at GLASGOW
Telepiione-CITY 3115 Telegrams-" VANDUARA CENT." LONDON

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

When commufiicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XXXI ACCESSORIES

The "Guardian Angel" Parachutes
Are the only Parachutes that can be dropped with absolute precision

and safety from Aeroplanes flying at any and the highest speeds. They
open instantaneously and are carrying their man at the safe landing

speed in 2^ seconds. There is no free-fall, which, with other Parachutes,

is so disastrous to an Airman's nerves. The Airman's Instantly

Keleasable Harness is so designed that the strains are taken by those

parts of his body best able to support them. The Shock Absorber takes

off all shocks from the Airman and the Parachute also. The
"GUARDIAN ANGEL" Parachutes are equally adapted for use with

Free and Kite Balloons and Airships.

The Company's entire output is being taken by the Air Board for the British and
Allied Air Services.

RELIABILITYrFirst RELIABILITY, Second ~RELIABlLITY7an the time

E. R. CALTHROP'S AERIAL PATENTS Ltd.

Eldon Street House, Eldon Street, LONDON, E.C.2
Telephone (2 lines)— Telegraphic Address-

London Wall. 3266 and 3267 "SAVENALIVO, AVE, LONDON"

C.R.G. BALL THRUSTS

n
C. R. GARRARD Ltd.

45 & 51 EHDELL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone: 2388 Regent

BALL BEARINGS FOR ALL PURPOSES

When tommunicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ACCESSORIES XXXU

OLEO
PLUGS

are favoured by

ALL FAMOUS PILOTS

AS SUPPLIED TO THE AIR MINISTRY

The Smile of Suooe**. TYPE HO. a7C.

OLEO were the first Aero Plugs ever made.
OLEO won the Aero Grand Prix SIX TIMES in succession.

OLEO Plugs have been supplied to the Government since 1918,

OLEO Aero Plugs have the "Largest Sade in the World."

OLEO Plugs have won over £30,000. in prizes.

OLEO Plugs were the first to Loop the Loop.

OLEO Plugs were the first to Cross the Alps.

OLEO Plugs are supplied to NINE Governments.

Whe?! communicati?ig zi'ith Advertisers please nientio7i the Aviation Pocket-Bcok



ACCESSORIES

THE

RIVERS ENGINEERING CO. LTD.

27 LOTS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. 10

Telephone—3116 Kensington

METAL PARTS FOR AIRCRAFT MACHINING

Eye Bolts, Turnbuckles, A.G.S. Parts, Etc.

SHEET METAL AND TUBE WORK-
Tail Plane Units, Rudders, Fins, Undercarriages,

all classes of Metal Fittings, including NA/elding

Prompt Deliveries Send us your inquiries

I

-HValve adjusting
NUT

THE C.C. (Clean and Cool) SPARKING PLUG SYSTEM
For Cleaning and Cooling Sparking Plugs

The Plugs are CLEANED and COOLED at every

suction stroke of the engine by bye-passing the fresh

mixture from induction pipe to the sparking points,

at the same time eliminating the dead gas which is

formed in the plugs by the ordinary method.

The gieatest improvement in Sparking PIu.ps

since they were first used.

Movable Spark Points.

THE C.C. SPARKING PLDG SYSTEM

PREVENTS Pre-ignltion. Leakage of Electric

Current Strain on Magneto Coils, and the

Burning Away of Platinum Points.

AND ENSURES Long Life of the Plugs. Greater

Economy in Fuel, and Easier Starting.

Valve
Seating.

For ^ull particulars apply to

C.C. SPARKING PLUG CO.

145 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4

When communicating -iK'ith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pockct-Book



ACCESSORIES XXXIV

Testing Machines
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FOR EVERY PURPOSE H
4-

SHEET OR BAR STEEL

IMPACT
(IZOD)

HARDNESS
(BRINELL)

BALANCING CYLINDERS X. PROPELLERS.

MANUFACTURED BY

W. & T. AVERY, LTD.

BIRM INGHAM

U'/iefi communicating iijtth\idvertisers please mention tlie Aviation Pocket-Book



ACCESSORIES

AVON HOUSE -

35 LONG ACRE, W.C. 2

Telegrams: WHITOMOSS, OX, LONDON

Telephone: Gerrard 6824

WHITENAN & MOSS Ltd.

Aeronautical Engineers for all

Types of Aircraft Accessories

(Admiralty — A. G. S. Parts)

— MAKERS of —
A.G.S. SHACKLES
Mark—A, B, C, D, E, and F

1

1
'//(// i.\>inmunicating7vith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ACCESSORIES

Telephone: Victoria 7570
7571
7572

XXXVl

Telegrams:
'

' AEROCHANIC, SOWEST
LONDON"

QUICK DELIVERY OF Xl^, ^
ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF \^ V"
AEROPLANE FITTINGS \^ ^

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book
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XXXVll ACCESSORIES

AIRCRAFT
SUNDRIES

WHEELS MAGNETOS
AEROPLANE COWLS
SPARKING PLUGS
IGNITION SUNDRIES

GEAR CUTTING, Etc.

Send us Inquiries and we will give Quotations

and Deliveri;- Dates

Morris^Dtissell &- Co£!

75 Curtain Road, London, E.C.2

LONDON AND NOTTINGHAM
'Phone: London Wallj 443-4 Wire: Luminously, 'Phone, London

Also at Paris and New York, etc.

l\'hi';t commit. :icati)ig luith Advertisers please mention the .iiiation Pocket-Book



HEATING AND VENTILATING xxxvin

HEATING, " -

(Hot Water and Steam)

DRYING, and

VENTILATING

FOR DOPE SHOPS. AERODROMES,
AIRCRAFT FACTORIES, and WORKS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SPECIALISTS IN HOT WATER SUPPLY
FOR FACTORY PURPOSES. ALSO BATH

AND DOMESTIC USE.

WE SUBMIT PLANS AND
ESTIMATES FREE OF

CHARGE.

CATALOGUE V54 POSTED
ON REQUEST.

C. p. KINNELL & CO. Ltd.

65, 65^ SOUTHWARK STREET

LONDON, S.E. 1

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XXXIX

ADDING MACHINES

STRANGE to state, in pre-war days, many did not even

know of the capabilities of accounting machines and

their absolute accuracy. Now that shortage of clerical

staff has more or less brought about the universal use of these

mechanical aids, it is often wondered how they could have

been dispensed with under any conditions. Even the staffs

now realise that such installations are mutual advantage

propositions rather than inimical.

PAGE Firm Telegrams TELEPHONEb

xxxix, Burroughs Adding "Additive, Cannon, City 7497
xl Machine Ltd. London"

"AEROPLANE" YOUR PAY ROLL & COSTS

The Royal Aircraft Factory, Grahame-White, Aircraft

Manufacturing Co., British dr Colonial, Martinsyde,

Curtiss, and other Flying Machine Makers use - -

BURROUGHS PAY ROLL
and COSTING MACHINES

to save money and avoid trouble with figures. WHY
DONT YOU?

The aeroplane is the greatest idea ever invented for

overcoming obstacles on the ground and in the air

and eliminating distance.

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ADDING MACHINES Xl

BURROUGHS MACHINES
Attain Aeroplane speed and efficiency in doing the office

work, and in cancelling the difficulties incident to the
shortage of experienced clerks and indifferent handwriting
and arithmetic.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE
Anyone can operate the Bur-
roughs. The absence or loss / .

of a clerk does not interrupt
/

your office routine or delay the /

Pay Roll.
/

PAY ROLL AND COSTING
These machines extend the time tickets, add up the job
costs and departmental costs, post stock ledgers, and make
out the Pay Roll with absolute accuracy and with the usual
speed of modern machinery.

WHO PAYS FOR THE BURROUGHS?
You pay for any machine which you need and do without

—

pay for it in loss of time and mistakes.
Write for Catalogues, Specimen Pay Roll Forms, Ledger
Sheets, Etc., or call at our Showroom for a Demonstration.

BURROUGHS ADDING MACHINE LTD.

76 CANNON STREET, LONDON, B.C. 4

When commu7iicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



xli

AEROPLANE NECESSITIES

' T^ HE " gadgets " on modern aircraft are now very

I numerous. Hence a very necessary feature of the

equipment is a number of suitable nameplates,

each giving explicit directions as to the operation of the

" gadget " to which it refers.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

xli, Hughes Label Co. Ltd. "Nivose, Enfield" - Enfield 543 and
xiii 420

WE HAVE HAD THIRTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF

INSTRUCTION & DESCRIPTIVE LABELS
IN ALL MATERIALS

IVORY, IVORINE, BONE, CELLULOID, ULITE,

ALL METALS: Cast, Etched, and Engraved

We work by ten distinct processes, and have made upwards of 70,000

Instruction Plates for AEROPLANES within the last few months

THE HUGHES LABEL CO. LTD.
Manufacturers, Engravers, and Printers upon above Materials

ENFIELD
And 34 GT. TITCHFIELD STREET, LONDON, W. 1

Telephones: Enfield 545 & 420 Telegrams: "NIVOSE, ENFIELD"

W%cn Cdtnmwiicdting with Advertisers please mentiofi the Aviation Pocket-Book



AEROPLANE NECFSSITIES xlil

IVORINE WARNING PLATES
FOR ENGINE REVOLUTIONS KEPT IN STOCK

LABELS made to all Drawings of . . .

AERONAUTICAL DEPARTMENT

IVORINE, ULITE (Non-flam), CELLULOID,
ALUMINIUM, and all other METALS

Designing, Engraving, Etching, and Printing upon

IVOBY, IVOBINE, BONE, CELLULOID,

ULITE, LEATHER, and all METALS

Special Diagrams, Scales, Drawings, and Wording
reproduced upon ani) of above materials

WE ARE THE LARGEST GENERAL ENGRAVERS IN GREAT BRITAIN

ESTABLISHED THIRTY YEARS

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES:

THE HUGHES LABEL CO. Ltd
Manufacturers, Designers, Engravers, and Printers

ENFIELD
London Office : 34 GT. TITCHFIELD STREET, W. 1

Telephone: Enfield 543 & 420 Telegrams: "NIVOSE, ENFIELD"

IV/ien comviunicating 7vith Advertisers please 7ne7itio7i the Aviation Pocket-Book



xliii

AS is well known, these mystic letters indicate Aero-

plane General Standards or Supplies. These

comprise the smaller parts, which are universally

employed in general aeroplane construction, such as

pulleys, bolts, nuts, etc. The dimensions, etc., are those

specified by the Royal Aircraft Factory. The manufacture

of these standard parts has grown into an enormous

business,

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

xliii, A. G. S. Manufacturing "Agstropar, Eslrand, Central 1446
xliv Co. Ltd. London

'"

A.Q.S. Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Contractors to the Air Board

Works—

LACLAND PLACE, CHELSEA, S.W. lo

Telephone— Kensington 5139

Head Office

-

4 and 5 NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, W.C. 2

Telephone— Central 1446

Telegrams— "Agrstropar, Estrand "

When cgmmunicating xvith Advertisers please mintign the Aviation Po,;ket-BoQk



A. G. S. xliV

A.G.S.
Mfg. Co, Ltd.

4 & 5 Norfolk Street

Strand, LONDON

Manufacturers ofall Government Standard

Aeronautical Metal Parts.

All parts examined and passed by the

Aeronautical Inspection Department at

our Works.

fK The Factory is large and equipped with

modern automatic and other machine

tools for the efficient manufacture and hand-

ling of large quantities of high-class precision

and repetition work for home and abroad.

f\[
Large stocks of parts carried to complete

pressing orders. Daily or weekly deliveries

over any period.

When comfnunicaiing with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



xlv

AIRSCREWS AND PLYWOODS

RULE-OF-THUMB designs for Airscrews are a thing
of the past. Modern requirements call for scientific

and accurate construction, accompanied by a
polished surface that reflects the highest of the French
polisher's art.

The laminated construction of an airscrew reminds one
of the very extended use that is now made of plywood
in building aircraft. Plywood manufacture is an art in

itself, as very considerable experience is required to pro-

duce an effective combination of selected thin layers of
wood, properly glued or cemented together.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones
xlvi Aircraft Supplies "Upcast, Rand, Gerrard 270

Co. Ltd. London"
xlv London Plywood Manu- "Plymaco Phone, London Wall

facturing Co. Ltd. London" 3077
xlviii Stanley Aviation Co. ... City 8347

THE LONDON

PLYWOOD
HANUFAGTORING CO. Ltd.

384 OLD STREET, E.C. 2

Telegraphic Address : "PLYMACO," PHONE, LONDOW

Telephone No.: London Wall 3077

\\'hen communicating -with Advertiiers please jnention the Aviation Pocket-Book



AIRSCREWS AND PLYWOODS xlvi

ASCO I

Over Five Million Parts
Actually in Stock

FROM A TINY SCREW TO A COMPLETE UNIT

^ Aircraft Manufacturers' requirements for speeding up

their works can be obtained through " Ascol Service."

§ Do you receive "Aircraft Supplies," our Fortnightly House

Journal, which contains Illustrated Stock and Quotation

List and Articles of particular interest to Aircraft Manufac-

turers ? If not, send us your name and address on your business

paper and copies will be forwarded to you FREE regularly.

THIi

Aircraft Sui>pui£S
(Company I.to

ASCOL HOUSE, 125 LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.2
Manag-ing Director-

G. H. Mansfield
'Phone—

GerrardYl%
Telegram ?—

Upcast, Rand" London

\Vhe?i comtnunicatitig with Advertisers please tnention the' Aviatio7i Pocket-Book



xlvii AIRSCREWS AND PLYWOODS

Just Published. Demy 8vo, 130 pages, with

Diagrams, Price fO/S "^t'

AIR =SCREWS
AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE AEROFOIL THEORY
OF SCREW PROPULSION

BY

M. A. S. RIACH

CONTENTS
Introduction* —Pressure on Aerofoils.
Chapter L—The Pitch of ax Air-Screw.
Chapter II,—The Forces AcTiNCi on an Air-Screw Blade.
Chapter III.

—

Blade Shape and Efficiency.
Chapter IV.

—

Blade Sections, and Working Formul/e .

Chapter V.

—

"Laying Out" the Air-Screw.
Chapter VI.—Stresses in Air-Screw Blades.
Chapter VII.—Static Thrust.
Chapter VIII.

—

Efficiency of an Air-Screw at Different
Speeds of Translation.

Chapter IX.—Direct Lifting Systems.

APPENDIX I.

Note on the Influence of " Aspect Ratio."

APPENDIX n.

Note on the Effect of the Indraught in Front of an
Air-Screw.

London : CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, B.C. 4

When communicating with Advertisers please mtntion the Aviation Pocket-Book



AIRSCREWS AND PLYWOODS xlviii

STAHLEY PROPELLERS

ARE SYMBOLICAL OF

PURITY o-

DtSIGTi,

EXCELLENCE,

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



xlix

ANTI-FRICTION METALS AND
WHITE METAL BEARINGS

IT is admittedly of the greatest importance that the

severely-worked bearings of aero engines be hned
with white metal of the finest quality, as the failure

of any of these vital parts might mean disaster. The
undermentioned firm has given very special attention to

producing anti-friction metal of the highest grade possible.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

xHx, The Hoyt Metal Co. "Profanity, Phone Hammersmith
1 London" 1702

HOYT BEARING METALS.
HOYT'S NUMBER ELEVEN, THE STANDARD
WHITE METAL FO R AERO ENGINE BEARINGS,

has been proved incontestably by a vast number of users in

the highest quarters to be absolutely

THE BEST OBTAINABLE.

It is higher in quality, lasts longer, and is tougher, stronger,

and lighter than any other. Full particulars on application.

PLEASE WRITE
for our interesting free leaflet, " Hints on Lining Bearings."

We are experts in bearings and their lubrication, and our

advice is free.

(SEE OPPOSITE.)

Pf hen commutiicating liiith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ANTI-FRICTION METALS

BEARING HOYT METALS

FOR AERO ENGINES.

NUMBER ELEVEN
THE WORLD'S BEST WHITE METAL.

OUTLASTS ALL OTHERS.

ABSOLUTELY THE HIGHEST QUALITY WHITE METAL. TWISTED
AND HAMMERED COLD, SHOWING TOUGHNESS. COMPRESSION

TO CRACK SAMPLES : 20-55 TONS Sq. In.

IN LARGEST USE FOR AERO ENGINE BEARINGS.

THE STANDARD BRAND,

"NE PLUS ULTRA/^
(SEE OPPOSITE)

THE HOYT METAL CO., LTD.,

189. HAMMERSMITH ROAD. LONDON. W.6.

(WORKS: MILLWALL. E.)

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



BOLTS AND NUTS

AEROPLANE bolts and nuts are now standardised

and machined to limits like any other accurate

piece of mechanism. Hence it is especially

essential nowadays to obtain supplies of these useful

parts from specialists in their manufacture.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

lii Cashmore Bros. ... Battersea 415

Early application for Advertisement

space in the 1919 Edition of this

Work should be made to

:

CROSBY LOCRWOOD 81 SON
7 STATIONEBS' HALL COURT, LONDON, EX. 4

IV/tO! communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



BOLTS AND NUTS Hi

AERO BOLTS AND NUTS
(4 m/m to 12 m/m)

STOCK LISTS ON APPLICATION

CASHMORE BROTHERS
HILDRETH STREET, BALHAM, S.W.

Telephone : 415 Battersea

Screw-Cutting and Light Engineering

Accessories for Aircraft

Electrical and Motor Trades

Brass and Iron Founders

Now Ready. Small 8vo, 750 pages. Price 6/- net

The

Mechanical Engineer's Pocket- Book

For 1918

Comprising I'ables, Formulae, Rules, and Data. A Handy

Book of Reference for Daily use in Engineering Practice.

By the late D. Kinnear Clark, M.Inst.C.E. Tenth

Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. By H. H. P.

PowLES, A.M.Inst, C.E., M.I.M.E. With a new Electrical

Section by F. T. Chapman, D.Sc.

London: CROSBY LOCKWOOD <& SON

7 Stationers' Hall Court, E.C. 4

When co7nmunicaiing with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pochct'Book
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liii

BUILDINGS, HANGARS. ETC.

''T^HE firms in this Section are specially noteworthy

I on account of the fact that they have done excep-

tional work in extraordinarily rapid aviation building

construction durinii the war.

PAGE

Ivi



BUILDINGS, HANGARS liv

AEROPLANE SHEDS
AND

WORKSHOPS
STEEL OR TIMBER FRAMED

HAVE RELIABLE

BUILDINGS
THAT WILL
LAST FOR
AFTERWAR
BUSINESS.

ADVICE, ESTIMATES, AND
DRAWINGS

FREE ON APPLICATION

CROGGON & CO. LTD.
16 & 230 UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON. E.G. 4

WAen communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Iv BUILDINGS, HANGARS

THE FAIRBY
CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.

CI
FOR THE RAPID

CONSTRUCTION OF ALL

MILITARY, NAVAL, AND

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

FAIRBY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD.

Specialists in Aircraft Buildings

317 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams : Telephone

:

" Bizzibild, London" Holborn 1875

W/i£n communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



BUILDINGS, HANGARS Ivl

ff^'^^Co,

Of^
CONTPACTS CAPDJED OUT
IN SHORTEST POSSIBLE T(ME

UNDER GUARANTEE AT • •

MINIMUM COST-

EXPEPTS IN STEEL CONSTPUCTION

SPECIALISTS «M

AERONAUTICAL DEPOTS

MUNITION FACTORIES

.

ADVICE S, ESTI^\AT£S GIVEN AT ONCE

X 50 OSNABUP^H ST/
Xregents PARK^X LONDON yr

[t£lephom.e t489 mEu/n\|

117?^;; communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ivii BUILDINGS, HANGARS

Just Published. Crown 8vo, Cloth, 900 Pages,

with 14 Plates, Price 4/- net.

LOCRWOOD'S
BUILDERS PRICE BOOK

FOR 1918

A Comprehensive Handbook of the latest

Prices and Data for Builders, Architects,

Engineers, and Contractors- Recon-

structed. Rewritten, and Greatly Enlarged

BY

R. STEPHEN AYLING, F.H.I.B.A.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
The Latest Prices of Every Kind of Material and Latest
Rates of Labour in Trades Connected with Building-
Tables FOR Valuation of Leases, Estates, Etc.—Wages
Tables—Legal Notes and Memoranda—The Form of Building

Contract Issued by the R.LB.A.—Full Section on Electric
Lighting, by A. P. Haslam, M.LE.E.—Supplement Containing
the London Building Acts, 1894 to 1909, with Careful
Annotations on Acts now in Force—Notes of Important
Decisions in the Superior Courts, by A. J. David, K.C,
B.A., LL.M., of iHE Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law—
Bye-Laws and Other Regulations now in Force—An Index

to THE Acts and Regulations.

London: CROSBY LOCKWOOD £r SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT. E.G. 4

When cornmunicating with Advertisers please mentton the Aviation Pocket-Book



BUILDINGS, HANGARS Iviii

SOME CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF THE

1918 RANSOME MIXER
Not found in other inferior makes

VIZ.:-
STEEL ROLLER PATHS
CHILLED-IRON ROLLERS
CAST-STEEL PINIONS

SEGMENTAL RACKS
SELF-OILING ROLLERS
DUST TIGHT BEARINGS

BRITISH WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIAL THROUGHOUT

RANSOME-VERMEHR MACHINERY Co. Ltd.

Wephore BRUNSWICK HOUSE T.Ugrams

viz 2 CENTRAL BUILDINGS, S.W. 1 "'ZZ'

]Vken communicafin g with Adi'erti'^ers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Bcok



lix

:: CASTINGS AND ACETYLENE :;

WELDING (PLANTS AND REPAIRS;

ONE of the revelations of this war in industrial

operations has been the rapid development and

extended application of these arts, in which detail

experience has proved of all importance.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

Ixv Acetylene Corporation " Flamma,Vic.,Lon- Victoria 4810
Ltd. don"

Ixiv Blackwell, G. G., Sons "Blackwell, Liver- Central 952
& Co. Ltd. pool"-

Ixi Electric Hose and " Elechose, Sowest Victoria 4341
Rubber Co. Ltd. London'

1\ Hoggett, Young & Co.- ''Weldjxacet, Isling, Central 1890
London "

Ixii Imperial Light Ltd. - " Edibrac, Sowest Victoria 3540
London"

Ixiii McGowan, Wild & Co. - "Logic, Birmingham" Midland 1816

lix Thorn & Hoddle Acety= " Incanto, Sowest Victoria 6666

lene Co. Ltd. London"

44

INCANTO " WELDING OUTFITS
ARE USED BY ALL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
AND THE LEADING CONSTRUCTORS BECAUSE

THEY HAVE BEEN PROVED TO POSSESS —
EXCEPTIONAL MERIT FOR AIRCRAFT WORK

OXY-ACETYLENE APPARATUS of every description

and ACCESSORIES for all Purposes supplied

ADDRESS YOUR ENQUIRIES TO

THORN Si HODDLE ACETYLENE CO. Ltd.

151 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W. 1

]]7/c/! covimunicaiing with Advertisen please moitioit the Aviation Pocket-Hook



CASTING AND WELDING Ix

The Great Majority

of Aircraft Houses

USE

"OXALENE"
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING PLANTS

Safest, Easiest to handle.

Most Economical in use.

No waste of Carbide or Gas.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Makers—

HOGGETT, YOUNG & Co.

274 Goswell Road

LONDON, E.G. 1

Telegrams: " Weldoxacet, London" Telephone: Central 1890

JiVzen co7nmunicating 7oith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XI CASTING AND WELDING

J I'M I I M I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I li'|i:|i'lMlii|<!|i;|i<lii|ii|i'|i>|i|;|i|i'|ii|i|i'|ii|iiMli<|i,|i!|iilii|n|ii|ii|!'|i:

I
ENGINEERING HOSE

I
Pneumatic, Steam, Gas,

I Oil, Oxy-Acetylene, Etc.

FOOT IS FULLY GUARANTEED.

(L
We invite any Engineering Shop to test "Electric"

Hose entirely at our ri k. If not satisfied that its

merits justify its cost, we will refund the money.

Made on scientific principles, eliminating the defects |

incidental to hose of wrapped-duck manufacture, |

and in continuous lengths up to 500 feet. |
s

THE HOSE to withstand rough usage. 1

THE HOSE that gives longest service. i

THE HOSE that saves trouble and can always be relied upon. =

THE HOSE that has extreme flexibility combined with the greatest |
strength, and will not develop weak places. |

THE HOSE that costs most and yet is the least expensive. |

THE HOSE that enables YOU to reduce working cos's. |

"ELECTRIC" signifies perfection in hose manufacture. EVERY |

5 Fcr prices and particulars of ''''Electric^'' Hone for all mechanical f

I and engineering purposes, apply to the Hose Specialists |

I THE ELECTRIC HOSE & RUBBER Co. Ltd. |

I 7 ROCHESTER ROW \

I
WESTMINSTER, S.W.I

|

= Telephone: Vic. 4341 Telegrams: "Elechose, Sowest London" |

I I

l'|h|M| I 11 1,11 I I HI I I I I HI I III 11 I II II IM I III I 11 I I I I I I I I I I Ml '1111 I 11 I I iF
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CASTING ANt> WELDING Ixii

IMPERIAL LIGHT Ltd.

123 VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, S.W. 1

Telephone: Victoria 5540 (3 lines) Telegrams: "EDIBHAC," 'Phone, London

MANUFACTURERS OF

WELDING AND CUTTING PLANTS

AND .m^. GEAR

SUNFLOWER
TRADE
m WELDING FLUXES

MARK

When communicating luith Advertisers please me::tion the Aviatijv Pocket-Book



Ixiii CASTING AND WELDING

OXY-ACETYLENE
WELDING PLANT
MANUFACTURERS.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS

For Aircraft Works.

McGOWAN, WILD & CO.
HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

ECONOMIC" WELDING BLOWPIPE, the most

EFFICIENT and ECONOMICAL on the Market.

Suppliers to the Trade of all Accessories for Welding and Cutting.

JISK FOR PRICE LIST AND CATALOGUE.

When comviu?iicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



CASTING AND WELDING Ixiv

GEO. G. BLACKWELL SONS & CO.
LTD.

THE ALBANY, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

Works-GARSTON

: Manufacturing Metallurgists

:

(ESTABLISHED 1869)

Telegrams: "BLACKWELL, LIVEBPOOL" Telephone Nos. 952 and 959 Ce&tral

TRADE \ .1-. -K

<"^ METALSLION ^t^m^O'

BRAND -4«*.-^ ^^.^OYS

AUTOGENOUS WELDING SUPPLIES

Ferro Silicon Rods^ k"f iVt W A% ft 2 <iiaj» x 27"

Swedish Iron and Mild Steel Wires in all diameters

Aluminium, Copper, Phosphor Bronze and Brass Rods

Special Fluxes for all the above

ALUMINIUM
Notched Bars, Half Round Sticks, Shots, Granules, Powder

When commzinicating -with Advertisers .please mention the Aviation Pocket Book



IXV CASTING AND WELDING

DXY" ACETYLENE
WELDINS & CUTTINS

PLANT
BLOW PIPES AND ALL WELDING ACCESSORIES

CARBIDE. FLARELIGHTS. HANDLAMPS

A.C.

ATOZ
G.B.

PETROL AND OIL STORAGE TANKS OF ANY QAPAOITY.

STEEL BARRELS, SHEET METAL WORK FOR AIRCRAFT, ftC.

THE
Acetylene Corporation Ltd,

49 VICTORIA ST , WESTMINSTER.
Telefirams: Telephone:

* Plamma, Vic, London." Victoria 4830.

When communicating -with Advertisers pUase mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixvi

COMPONENTS, when placed together, form the

whole ; from this it will be appreciated that

excellence of quality is essential, and that a con-

siderable amount of skill is essential on the part of those

firms who undertake their supply.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

Ixvi Haywards Ltd. - " Hayward Bros., Hop 3642
London "

Components
& Aircraft Deveiopmenti &c.

Components :— SHEET METAL WORK.
Engine plates, bearers.
Strut plates, sockets.
Wiring plates, pulleys.
Tension plates, skids.
Petrol tanks, 6?c., 6?c., &c.

Buildings:—Patent roof glazing.
(Upwards of Half a Million feet fixed during War.)

/23 Medalsx FIREPROOF STAIRCASES.
V Awarded y StEEL SASHES, VENTILATORS.

Heating plants for Doping, &c.

Haywards Ltd. (sifnes) "%42

Union Street, Borough, LONDON, S.E. 1

When co?nmunicating with Advertisers ilease mention the Aviation Pocktt-Book



Ixvii

DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES,
AND OILS

MUCH scientific eflort has been brought to bear upon the com-
position of these materials— they are so vital in the construction

of the modern Aeroplane. The following firms are specialists,

and quality is their first consideration.

Telegrams Telephones
" Tetrafree, Piccy, Gerrard 2312

London "

AjawbAve., London

PAGE Firm
Ixxiv British Aeroplane Var

Dish Co. Ltd.

Ixvii, Cellon Ltd.

Ixviii

Ixxv Dicli, W. B., & Co. Ltd.

Ixxiii Greenhill & Sons-
Ixxi Mendine Co.

Ixxii Naylor Brothers (Lon-
don) Ltd.

Ixix Oldroyd, W., & Sons Ltd.

Ixix Premier Oil Extracting/
Mills Ltd. -I

Ixx Wilkinson, Heywood, &
Clark Ltd.

'

' Dicotto, London " -

'

' Greenberg, London "

" Mendinique, Can-
non, London "

"Naylor, Southall"

-

" Gelatine, Leeds'' -

"Poem, Hull"
" Premier, Hull"

" Storson, Milleast,

London "

London Wall
3622

Avenue 7854
Central 1306
Bank 5873

Southall 30

- Avenue 4978
( Central Office

A 3990 to 3993
\ Corporation 1564
East 1360

CELLON
(Non-poisonous)

DOPE
When communicating "with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS Ixviu

Telephones— Ld. Wall 5359 and 3622

Telegrams— "AJAWB., AVE., London"

CELLON
(Non-poisonous)

DOPE
Contractors to H.M. Government

CELLON Ltd., Broad Street House, LONDON, E.C.

When comrnvnicatiyig zuith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book
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XIX DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES AND OILS

HIDE GLUES
^ FOR AIRSCREWS AND -

AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

APPROVED GLUES
Manufacturers—

WM. OLDROYD &! SONS Ltd.

9 MINCING LANE
TELEPHONE: ^ /-MkiTxrxM y^ r^ ^

4978 Avenue LONDON, L.C. 3

CASTOR LUBRICANTS
*' Jiviol "

6)

TRADE MARK

FOR AIRCRAFT

PREMIER OIL EXTRACTING MILLS Ltd.

WIRES:
"POEM, HULL'

HULL

When commutiieating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Focket-Book



DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS Ixx

W.!l.C.Propellor Finishing Schemn

include' (ram filler* to (ioikb

only those material* tbkl la

practice proTe their edideacr.

(°) [H) Is)

ThI* Airacrew •planlog plaal

was put up to our Loadoa

Works to try the material aod

labour-saTlni schemes of pro-

pellor (Inishiaf CTOlT«d by

W. H. O C. Laboratories.

Scheme after acbeme

was tried aad rejected befor*

we were satisfied that we coald

produce somethlnl to staad

water-spray. ea«ln« hot oil aad

petrol cleanlag.

FuU
schemes

WILKINSON.HEYWOOD.

& CLARK. LIMITED.
MAKERS ALSO OF

mClENT AERO ENAMELS.

PETROL PROOF PAINT.

SPRAYING &DIPPIN(i MATERIALS

fOR METAL PART FINISHING.

We specialise la pra«r«sslTe

methods and materiaU for

Industrial requirements and

welcome correspondence aa' all

palDt aad varnish propositions

POPLAR.LONDON.E.W.
Telephone -Easr.1360.

BOOTLE. LIVERPOOL.
Tdt{^58I.Bcorl«.Iele^i»lb9

Tele^fan> STORSOW. •

LITTLE KING STREET,
BRISTOL.

TelepkgKll6B.T(lc9raaK!l)(^

When communicating zoith Advertisers please mention the'Aviation P&cket-Book



Ixxi DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS

MENDINE COMPANY
8 Arthur Street, E.C.

MANUFACTURERS OF

MENDINE LIQUID SCOTCH GLDES

APPROVED FOR

CLASS 1 and 2 WORK
CLASS I WORK—

All Spars, Booms, etc., built up of two hollow

halves, laminated skids, three-ply sides of

fuselage, and the larger gluing operations

generally.

CLASS 2 WORK—
Ribs and small parts only.

CONTRACTORS TO

H.M. ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Telegrams : Telephone :

MENDINIQIE CANNON, LONDON" BANK 5878

Sole Proprietor—P. W. COOMBB

IVhen coTnmu7iicating with Advertistrs please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS Ixxii

VARNISHES, PAINTS
& ENAMELS
Approved Qaalitiec :

WOODFILLERS
SHELLAC SPIRIT VARNISHES
UNDERCOAT COPAL VARNISHES

AIRSCREW VARNISHES
COPAL VARNISH FOR STRUT
DOPE.RESISTING PAINT
DOPE^RESISTING VARNISH
BATTLESHIP GREY PAINT
SEAPLANE VARNISHES

SERVICE PAINTS
STOVING JAPANS

ENAMELS, GOLDSIZE, Etc^

NAYLOR BROTHERS
(LONDON* Ltd.

Manufacturers of Superfine Varnishes,
Paints, Enamels and Distempers.

LONDON & SOUTHALL.
Officii

T>epo(
407 & 409. OXFORD ST., London, W.

14. JAMES STREET, Oxford St., W,

IV/iefi communicating xvith Advertisers please mention the Aiiation Pocket-Book



Ixxiii DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS

NON FLAM
CELLULOID

In Various Substances

Quick Delivery

QREENHILL & SONS
8 Water Lane, Ludgate Hill

c?nu:r,3o6 LONDON, E.G. 4

Early application for Advertisement

space in the 1919 Edition of this

Work should be made to

:

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, LONDON, EX. 4

llTien communicating -with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Focket-Book



DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES AND OILS Ixxiv

CONTRACTORS TO H,M. GOVERNMENT

TITANINE
Non-Poisonous

Dope

ECONOMICAL & EFFICIENT

ADDRESS ALL ENQUIRIES TO

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO.

166 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W. 1

LTD.

Telephone Telegrams

6CRRARD 2312 TETRAFREE, Piooy., London

Works: Hendon and Newcastle-on-Tyne

IVAefi covimunicating ivifh Advertisers please niention the Aviation Pocket-Book



IXXV DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS

Mnr
I. L. o.
AEROPLANE OIL

HIGHLY EFFICIENT
AT ALL TEMPERATURES

AS USED BY

THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS
AND

LEADING MANUFACTURERS

W. B. DICK & Co. Ltd.

90 Fenchurch Street

LONDON, E.C.3

Telegraphic Address: " Dicotto, London"

Telephone: Avenue 7854 (4 Lines)

IV/ien communicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



DOPES, VARNISHES, GLUES, AND OILS Ixxvi

Just Published. Medium 8vo, with numerous

Illustrations. Price 12 S net {postage 6d,)

LIQUID FUELS FOR

INTERNAL COMBUSTION

^==ENGINES

A PRACTICAL TREATISE FOR
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS

BY

HAROLD MOORE, M.Sc.Tech., F.C.S.

Full Prospectus on Application

London : CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON

7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, P.C. 4

]r/ien communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixxvii

:: ENGINES, ENGINE PARTS, ::

CARBURETTORS AND MAGNETOS

IT has been said that the Engine is the Soul of the Aeroplane. Be
that as it may, it is without doubt the most important part of the
machine. No industry in the world's history has been developed

to so great a magnitude in such a short period, and at the same time
exhibited such a high standard of workmanship.

PAGE Firm

Ixxviii British Lighting & Igni-

tion Co. Ltd.

Dudbridge Iron Worlts
Ltd.

Gallay Radiator Co. Ltd.

lx>x

Ixxix

Ixxvii

Telegrams
" Vicksmag, Phone,

London "

" Humpidge, Cain-
cross

"

" GalyradicOjWesdo,
London "

Gnome & Le Rhone
Engine Co.

Ixxxii Lavalette & Cie -

Ixxxi Selsdon Aero & Engin-
eering Co. Ltd.

cxxv Sturtevant Engineering
Co. Ltd.

Allumauto, Paris"

Selaero, Phone,
London "

Sturtevant, Lon-
don"

Telephones

Museum, 430

Stroud 7

Mayfair 4826

Victoria 3688

Gob. 15-99
Regent 1181

Central 7121

GNOME 81 LE RHONE
ENGINE COMPANY

CONTRACTORS FOR

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY

LONDON OFFICES:
27 BUCKINGHAM GATE, S.W. 1 (Tele. Victoria 3688)

THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W. 9 (Tele Kingsbury 22)

When communicating iviih Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ENGINES, CARBURETTORS, MAGNETOS Ixxviii

BRITISH

AND

BEST

•BLie
THE BRITISH LIGHTING & IGNITION C9 U

^ The "B.L.I.C." Magneto is pro-

duced by an organisation with many
years of practical experience in the manu-
facture of magnetos of the finest type.

^ The most careful scientific research

into every detail, and the absolutely

accurate standards of construction

employed, have placed it in an unassail-

able position as the most perfect Magneto
yet produced.

The British Lighting and Ignition

CO. LTD.
Proprietors: VICKERS LIMITED

204 Tottenham Court Road, LONDON, W. 1

When communicating with Advertisers tlease mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixxix ENGINES, CARBURETTORS, MAGNETOS

GALLAY
RADIATORS

For AERO and OTHER WAR WORK
also for AUTOMOBILES, FARM-
TRACTORS, COMMERCIAL MOTORS
STATIONARY ENGINES, ETC. ETC.

SOPWITH COWLS a Speciality

GALLAY RADIATOR CO. LTD.
198 Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.I
'Phone—4826 Mayfair :: 'Grams

—
"Galyradico, Wesdo, London"

Just Published. Fourth Edition. 88 Pages, with Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, Cloth. Price 21- net

SCREW CUTTING FOR ENGINEERS
A HANDBOOK FOR PRACTICAL
MECHANICS & TECHNICAL STUDENTS

By ERNEST PULL, A.M.I.Mech.E., Etc.

CONTENTS. —Screws — Cutting Threads by Hand and
Machine—The Screw-Cutting Lathe—Change
Wheels—Screw-Cutting in the Lathe.

London: CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, EC. 4, and

5 BROADWAY, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1

When coinmunicating. with Adieriisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ENGINES, CARBURETTORS, MAGNETOS Ixxx
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Ixxxi ENGINES, CARBURETTORS, MAGNETOS

THE

SELSDON
AERO & ENGINEERING CO. Ltd.

ENGINE COMPONENTS

FIRING GEAR

PETROL AND AIR PUMPS

MAIN AND AUXILIARY TANKS

1 ALBEMARLE ST.
PICCADILLY, W. 1

Telegrams :
" SELAERO, 'PHONE, LONDON " Telephone : Regent 1181

CROYDON AND SANDERSTEAD

When communicating 7vith Advertiser!) please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



ENGINES, CARBURETTORS, MAGNETOS Ixxxii

MAGNETO
LAVALETTE

LAVALETTE £r Cf
Ingenieurs Constructeurs

175 Av^ de Choisy

Telephone

Gob. 15-gq PARIS A dr. 1elegr,

AUumauto, Paris

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixxxiii

GLUES AND CEMENTS

THESE are one of the most important aids to the

Aeroplane constructor of to-day. Adhesives have

of late been improved almost out of recognition

by enterprising manufacturers such as the firms mentioned

below.

iFiRM Telegrams Telephones

Ixxxiii, Improved Liquid

Ixxxiv Glues Co. Ltd.

Excroiden, .Avenue 31 78
Wapp, London"

XROI
D'

LIQUID GLUE
ADOPTED BY

H.W. ADMIRALTY, WAR OFFICE, Etc.

and employed by the leading Aircraft Engineers

Sole Manufacturers

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLOES CO. LTD.

Great Hermitage Street. LONDON, E. I

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



gluf:s and cements Ixxxiv

CROID
THE GLUE

exclusively employed by the

leading Aeronautical Construe^

tors of Great Britain and

ADOPTED BY
H.M. ADMIRALTY
WAR OFFICE

Etc.

'Extra" Strength for Class 1 Work
Standard" „ „ „ 2

Manufactured by

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES COMPANY LTD.
Great Hermitage Street London, E. 1

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. AIR BOARD

IVhen comnuinicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book
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Ixxxv

:: INSTRUMENTS AND ::

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS

AVIATION has created a big demand for types of

instruments that comparatively a short time ago had
not been adapted for aeronautical work. In this

work, as in other branches, special experience counts for

a great deal. Hence reference cannot better be made than

to those who have been through the mill, as is the case of

the firms mentioned below.

Firm Telegrams Telephones

Ixxxvi Alexander, G. H. "Viking, Birming- Central

ham" 19 18

Ixxxvii Hughes, H., & Son "Azimuth, Fen, Central 555
Ltd. London

"

xxxiii, Rivers Engineering ... Kensington
Ixxxv Co. Ltd. 31 16

Ixxxviii Smith, S., & Sons - "Speedomet,Lon- Mayfair

don

"

6350

RIVERS ENGINEERING CO. LTD.

27 LOTS ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W. 10

Telephone—3116 Kensington

QUOTATIONS will be given for Engine Parts,

Instruments, Metal Parts, Fittings, Machining,

Sheet Metal and Tube Work, Brazing, Welding,

Etc., and quick deliveries are guaranteed.

Q Your inquiries are invited, and will receive our

pronnpt and careful attention.

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS Ixxxvi

aLJ.̂

H

PETROL
TANKS

OIL
SUMPS

WATER
RADIATORS

FLUID LEVEL Indicators and

LOW METERS
Of extreme Simplicity, Accuracy, and Reliability

Indicating on any scale required at any distance

from the reservoir

DIAL INDICATORS and RECORDING
METERS FITTED IF REQUIRED

George H. Alexander
COLESHILL STREET

BIRMINGHAM
TPI pI*HONE: 1918 Central

1 ErtfErcHAMS
: "VIKING" ESTABLISHED 1896

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixxxvii INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS

^^<^^f:y^rr''^'^f'^r^

AIR. EARTH. SEA.

HENRY HUGHES & SON LTD.

Makers of the latest Improved

Instruments to the Admiralty,

War Office, Aircraft, Etc.

59 FENCHURCH STREET, LONDON, EX.

FOREST GATE AND ILFORD

Catalogues on Application

Telegrams: "AZIMUTH. FEN, LONDON" Telephone: Avenue 1352 and I5S5

When communicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Poeket-Book



INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS Ixxxviii

:: AVIATION ::

INSTRUMENT
SPECIALISTS

j:^

PRICES

ON

APPLICA-

TION

^^"

Manufacturers of Air Speed Indicators, Altimeters,

Clinometers, Chronographs, Manometers, Petrol

Gauges, Revolution Indicators, etc. ; also Car-

buretters, Dynamos, Lighting Equipment, etc.

S. SMITH & SONS (M.A.) Ltd.

Speedometer House

179-185 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

LONDON, W. 1

Telegraphic Address: "Speedomet, Televv" Telephones; 6350 Mayfair (6 Lines)

When communicating with Acfvertise>'i please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



Ixxxix

MACHINERY AND TOOLS

WITHOUT the aid of modern machine tools and
machinery, the manufacture of the Aeroplane of

to-day would be an impossibility. The inference,

therefore, is that nothing but the best products in this

line can be entertained.

I'AGE FlKM

Ixxxv, Alexander, G. H.
xciv

xciii E. W. Bliss Co. -

xcvi Heenan & Froude Ltd. -

xci, Hunton, C. A., & Sons
xcii

cix, Singer Sewing Machine
ex Co. Ltd.

Ixxxix, Terry, Herbert, & Sons
xc Ltd.

Telegrams Telephones

"Viking, Birming- Central 1918
ham "

" Blissdon, Sedist, Hop 4340
London "

"Heenan, Worcester" Worcester 391
"Clyburn, Phone, London Wall

London" 308, 309, 310
City 8510

"Springs or Novelty, Reddilch, 61,

Redditch " ' 62, 63

TERRY
. . for . .

High- Grade

SPRINGS
FROM selected STEELS—specially tempered
—accurate to size—and

guaranteed for service.
War Work First. We will help you if %ve can.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS Ltd.. The
Spring& Presswork Specialists, Redditch, Eng.

Telephone
No. 61

4 Lines
Redditch

Established
1S55

Whfn (Qmmiinicatin^ with Advertisers please jnent'ton the Aviation Pocket-Boo^



MACHINERY AND TOOLS XC

Folding and Double-ended

STEEL Spanners.

Every kind of Hose Clip.

TERRY
The

Spring
and

Presswork

Specialists

OUR productive range
meets many needs
successfully.

We guarantee accur-
acy—high-grade qual-
ity, and utility in idea.

Book orders now for first

delivery. If s WAR WORK
now that has premier call.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS Ltd.

The Spring & Presswork Specialists

REDDITCH. ENGLAND

Telephone

6i

Redditch

Cable Mechanisms

and controls of trust-

worthy quality. You may

order now for earliest delivery ^^'^?|^

\Vhen communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XCl MACHINERY AND TOOLS

MACHINE TOOLS

LATHES

HACK SAW MACHINES

DRILLING MACHINES

PIPE BENDERS

Etc. Etc.

IRON CASTINGS for General Engineering Use

C. A. HUNTON & SONS
HBAD OFFICE:

no BISHOPSQATE, LONDON, E.G. 2

Telephone :

308, 309, 310 LONDON WALL
237 WANSTEAD

Telegrams :

"CLYBURN, 'PHONE, LONDON
Cables: "CLYBURN, LONDON"

liyttn communicating ii.'ith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



MACHINERY AND TOOLS xcn

BENCH AND HAND TOOLS

''HANDY" Punching & Shearing Machines

WE MAKE 50 DIFFERENT TYPES AND SIZES, AND
WILL BE PLEASED TO SEND YOU ON COMPLETE

LISTS ON APPLICATION

WE SPECIALISE IN ALLTOOLS FOR AIRCRAFT MANU-
FACTURERS, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO QUOTE
AGAINST SPECIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS

BELTING DEPARTMENT.-' BASILICA" BELTING, READY
FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH, SINGLE, LIGHT, & HEAVY DOUBLE

TURNER'S PATENT BELT FASTENERS

C. A. HUNTON & SONS
LONDON, LEYTONSTONE

PARIS AND GENOA

IVhe/i comtfinriicciting ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XClll MACHINERY AND TOOLS

T^l^^
PRESSES, DIES
& MACHINERY

For all description of

Aeroplane Metal Parts and Pressings

Write for Catalogue and full particulars to

E. W. BLISS CO.
7 POCOCK STREET, BLACKFRIAHS, LONDON, S.E.I

TPI CGRAMS " Blissdon, Sedist. London"
I CLCpHONE ' ' Hop 4340

Just Published. Fourth Edition, Enlarged. Crown 8vo,

Cloth, 384 Pages, Price ©/- net

MODERN WORKSHOP PRACTICE
A MANUAL FOR THE U5E OF ENGINEERS, APPRENTICES

AND STUDENTS IN TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

By ERNEST PULL, A.M.l.Mech.E., Etc.
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR AND LECTURER TO MUNITION WORKERS UNDER THE

METROPOLITAN MUNITIONS COMMITTEE
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND NAVKiATION,' HOPLAR, E.

With 260 illustrations and 12 Pliotographic Plates

LONDON : CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.4

and 5 BROADWAY, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 1

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



MACHINERY AND TOOLS

ALEXANDER
FOUR = SPINDLE

ADJUSTABLE BORING MACHINE
Patent No. 8109

In use in all of the leading Aviation Engine Shops

Write for Particulars

GEORGE H. ALEXANDER
83=84 COLESHILL STREET

BIRMINGHAM
Telephone 1918 Central Telegrams: "VIKINQ"

Established 1896

ly/ien C07nniunicating vjith Advertisers please mention the Aviaiiori Pocket-Book



XCV MACHINERY AND TOOLS

Just Published. Pocket Size, 100 Pages, with numerous
Illustrations. Price 5h net [postage 2d.)

A GLOSSARY OF AVIATION TERMS
ENGLISH-FRENCH FRENCH-ENGLISH

COMPILED BY

Lieut. V. W. PAGE, American Flying Corps, and

Lieut. PAUL MONTARIOL, French Flying Corps

A valuable Compact Reference Book for

all in the Aviation Service

Price 2/6 net (postage 2d.)

AN AVIATION CHART
THE LOCATION OF AVIATION POWER
PLANT TROUBLES MADE EASY

Lieut. V. W. PAGE, American Flying Corps

A large Wall Chart showing a typical

Aeroplane Power Plant in Part Section,

with all important components. Fold-

:; :: ing to Pocket size •• ••
•• ••

London; CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON
7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, E.G. 4

ll'/itfi communicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



MACHINERY AND TOOLS XCVl

ikx^
OIL

COOLERS
FOR STEEL
HARDENING
= SHOPS =

HEENAN & FROUDE L™
WORCESTER, ENGLAND

When communicating ivith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS

THE parts that form the whole must necessarily be

accurate. Hence metal parts and fittings have to

be made to a higher standard than heretofore,

and it is therefore expedient to deal with such firms as

are mentioned below.

I A(.E Firm Telegrams Telephones

xcvii Aeroparts Manufac= "Aeroulson,Piccy, Gerrard 6603

turing Co. London "

xcviii Russell, J., & Co. "Anchor, Lon- Bank 316

Ltd. don

"

Ixxxi Selsdon Aero & En= "Selaero, Phone, Regent 1 181

gineering Co. Ltd. London "

Proprietor— Tel. Address— Telephone—

FRED A. COULSON "AEROULSON, PICCY, LONDON" GERRARD 6603

AEROPARTS MANUFACTURING CO.

199 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.

EVERYTHING AVIATISH—

TUBE AND SHEET METAL WORK.
WELDING, MACHINING, TANKS,

FINS, RUDDERS, STRUT SOCKETS,

COWLS, EYE BOLTS, ETC. ETC.

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pccket-Book



METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS XCVllI

TUBES
For Cycles, Motors^ &c.

On all Government Lists,

LONDON s

145 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

234 Upper Thames Street, EC.
150 Charing Cross Road, W.C.
58 Commercial Street, E.

43 to 49 Newington Butts, S.E.

Walsall, Wednesbury & Birmingham.

]\//ieH communicating zvith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



XCIX

MOTOR VEHICLES

THK motor cycle, the passenger car, and the motor

lorry are all pressed into the service of Aviation.

Without them, in fact, to-day, the Aeroplane could

scarcely exist.

iA(.E FiK.M Telegrams Telephones

cii Auster (1914) Ltd. - "Winflector,Piccy, Regent 5910
London

"

c Crossley Motors " Motors, Gorton" City46ii
Ltd.

viii Hooper & Co. Ltd. "Sociable, Lon- Regent 912
don

"

Kensington

4762
xiv Regent Carriage "Carbodis, Lon- Putney 2240

Co. Ltd. don'

Third Impression, Demy 8vo, Cloth, with numerous
Diagrams, Price SI- net

MOTOR CAR CONSTRUCTION
A Practical Manual for Engineers, Students, and Motor Car

Owners, with Notes on Wind Resistance and Body Design

By ROBERT W. A. BREWER
Fellow of the Society of Engineers (Gold Medallist and
Bessemer Prizeman), Assoc. M. I nst. C. E. , M . I. Mech. E.

,

M. I. Automobile E., Author of "The Art of Aviation
"

History of the Internal Combustion Engine—Mechanical Details or
Construction — Connecting Rods, Cranks, and Valves — Valve
Actuating Mechanism— Stratification— Thermal Efficiency- Cause
AND extent of Heat Losses—Testing of Gas Engines and Calculations
(JF Results— Ignition Mechanism— Power and Weight of Petrol
En(,ines—Friction and Lubrication of Engines—Two-Cycle and Fouk-
Cycle Engines Contrasted — Clutches and Change-Speed Gears —
Transmission Gear — Li\ e Axles, Bevel, and Worm Drive — The
Differential Gear—Brakes—A Review of Modern Practice—Frames-
Suspension— Front Axles and Steering Gear—Radiation—Carburation
— Lk.iuid Fuel — Carburetters and the Flow of Fuel — Wind
Resistance and Body Design.

LONDON

:

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON, 7 STATIONERS' HALL COURT, E.C. 4

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



MOTOR VEHICLES

Pioneers in the
manufacture of
Internal Combustion
=== Engines=
irOR nearly sixty years the name of Crossley has meant Engineering

efficiency—absolute and dependable efficiency. For this great

period of time the firm of Crossley has been performing world-wide

work of public ser\Mce, work which represents the highest possible

attainment of science and the highest possible degree of engineering skill.

For highest possible

efficienci^ insist
on the Crossley.

The sign oj

CROSSLEY MOTORS LTD.

Builders of Quality Cars

MANCHESTER
Telephone

:

City 4611 (3 Lines)
Telegrams

:

' Motors, Gorton

the Quality Cai London Office and Service De[X)t

:

50 Page St., Westminster, S.W.I

When communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book
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CI MOTOR VKHICLES

ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN

Engineering & Technical Literature

ARE INVITED TO VISIT

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & SON'S

TECHNICAL BOOR ROOM
AT

5 BROADWAY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

\vherc a large selection of the most recent

English and American Technical Books will

be found, comprising works on— —

CIVIL ENGINEERING ^

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MARINE ENGINEERING ^

AEROPLANE ENGINEERING
Etc. Etc.

Selected Catalogue post free on application

W hen communicating 'cvith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



MOTOR VEHICLES CU

Attster
I iMi^HHl(l914)BiLTDl

PATENTEES & SOLE MANUFACTURERS
OF THE

AUSTER - TRIPLEX
AERO WINDSHIELDS
For every type of Machine

Manufacturers of—
Eye Bolts Steel Pressings

Cup Sockets Brass Fittings

Patent Release Catches Castings in Aluminium,

Foot Pads, and Brass, Etc.

A.G.S. Parts Non-Flam Windshields

Steel Stampings Canvas Windshields

AUSTER (1914) LTD.
LONDON-

133 Long Acre, W.C. 2
Telephone: Regent 5910 Telegrams: "Winflector, 'Phone"

BIRMINGHAM
Barford Street

Telephone: Midland 2123 Telegrams: "Austcr, Birmingham"

U7ie'; conimini;c\U/i/o tvif/i Advertisers please mention tlie Aviation I ocket-Book



cm

OILS—LUBRICATING

UNTIL the Aeroplane engine came into existence, it

was hardly appreciated to what severe daily tests

lubricating oils would be submitted. It is a

specialist business in itself, and much depends upon the

experience of the oil firm

—

verb. sap.

PAGE Firm

ciii, Sterns Ltd.

civ

Telegrams Telephones

"Centumvir,Phone, London Wall

London"' 3797

SUPER SCREWOL
IS THE

CUTTING -OIL that has NO RIVAL

'^^'

N.B.—There is no SICK LIST where

SUPER SCREWOL is used

IT IS

ANTISEPTIC

MAKERS STERNS Ltd., FINSBUHY SQUARE. E.C.2

When communicating ^vith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



OILS CIV

THE FINEST OILS FOR
AEROPLANE WORK ARE

STERNOL R.A.F.
AND

STERNOL R. N.S.

THEY HAVE STOOD THE TEST OF YEARS

AND HAVE BEEN ADOPTED BY-
THE ROYAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY

NUMBER LTD., COVENTRY
AUSTIN MOTOR CO., WOLVERHAMPTON

DAIMLER CO., COVENTRY
PETER BROTHERHOOD LTD., PETERBOROUGH

WE GUARANTEE UNIFORM QUALITY

When, communicating with Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pockef-Book



OITFITTEKS FOR AVIATORS

IN the case of the Aviator's Outfit, an entirely new set

of requirements have to be complied with. It is quite

astonishing what detailed attention has had to be

bestowed upon an Aviator's garments, to contend with the

extremes of climate encountered during the course of a

flight. AVarmth, lightness, and comfort are recjuired, with-

out the disadvantage of bulkiness and stiffness.

PAGE FlK.M

cviii Dunhills Ltd.-

cvi Gieves Ltd. -

cv Triplex Safety Glass

Co. Ltd.

Telegrams

"Shatterlys, Piccy,

London "

Telephones

(jerrard 3859

Mayfair 6504

Regent 1340

for

OBSERVATION

PANELS

WINDOWS

GOGGLES

BULLET PROOF

for

AERONAUTICAL

NSTRUMENT

PROTECTORS

WINDSCREENS

UNSPLINTERABLE

THE TRIPLEX SAFETY CLASS CO. LTD.

1 ALBEMARLE STREET, W. 1

Telephone; Regent 1340 Telegrams: SHATTERLYS, PICCY, LONDON

liken comuiunicating 7Vi't/t .Ad'ertiscrs please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



f OUTFITTERS CVl

GIEVES Ltd.
Specialists in

Flying Kit for the Flying Services

ROYAL NAVAL OUTFITTERS
TO THE

R. N.

R. N. R,

H. N. A. S.

R. N. V. R.

R. N. M. B. R.

Inventors and Patentees of the " Gieve" Life-Saving Waistcoat

LONDON - 65 SOUTH MOLTON STREET, W.l

EDINBURGH - 118 PfilNCES STREET

PARIS 5 HUE AUBER
AND

Branches at all Principal Naval Ports in the U.K.

When communicating icith Advertisers please mention the Aviation Pocket-Book



evil OUTFITTERS

Just Published. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with numerous

Illustrations. Large Crown 8vo. Price 1016 net

CARBURATION
IN

THEORY AND PRACTICE

Including a Criticism of Carburettor Development

A MANUAL OF REFERENCE FOR
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS AND OWNERS

BY

ROBERT W. A. BREWER
Fellow of the Society of Engineers (Gold Medallist and Bessemer Prizeman)

;

Assoc. M.Inst. C.E. ; M.I. Automobile E, ; Member of the Society of Auto-

mobile Engineers ; Author of " Motor Car Construction "
;
" The Art of Aviation

"

With numerous Illustrations, Tables, and Diagrams
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Where
Flying Men
are

Fitted Out

gPECIALISTS.
from the earliest

motoring days, in gar-

ments which are wind-

proof and weather-proof

under the most trying

conditions, Messrs

DUNHILLS has be-

come THE House for

Kit for Officers of the

Flying Services.

Their Kit is famous

for superlative quality

and durability, com-

bined with a sweet

reasonableness in price.

A copy of the Avia-

tion Catalogue, giving

Flying Men's Kit in

detail, will be gladly

sent on request.

DUNHILLS Ltd.

2 Conduit Street, Regent Street, W. 1

MANCHESTER
90 and 92 Cross Street

GLASGOW
72 St Vincent Street
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THE amount of fabric required daily for aircraft is

phenomenal. Incidentally, this fabric has to be

sewn, but it is not generally knov/n that this sewing

is largely accomplished by special sewing machines of clever

design, which have been evolved to accomplish this special

work.

PAGE Firm

cix, Singer Sewing
ex Machine Co. Ltd.

Telegrams Telephones

City 8510

SINGER
SEWING MACHINES
FOR AIRCRAFT

A Post'Card or Letter to either of the undermentioned

Addresses will receive prompt attention.

SINGER SEWING MACHINE Co. Ltd.
MANUFACTURING TRADE DEPARTMENTS

BELFAST—43 Queen Street

BIRMINGHAM—93 Station Street

BRISTOL—87 Victoria Street

DUBLIN—69 Grafton Street

GLASGOW—67 Queen Street

LEEDS—36 Trinity Street

LEICESTER-82 High Street

LIVERPOOL—21 Bold Street

LONDON— 17 Chiswell Street, E.C.i

MANCHESTER -8 Newton Street

NORWICH- 16 Calvert Street

NOTTINGHAM -60 Long Row West
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SINGER
SEWING MACHINES

FOR AIRCRAFT
WE supply an extensive range of specially

designed machines for use in the various

stitching operations connected with Airships,

Aeroplanes, Balloons, Hangars, etc. etc.

Full particulars supplied on applicaCion

52W100 Machine
Fitted with 2 Needles, with or without Lapseam Feller

This Machine has a special feeding device for producing

a perfectly uniform seam. It has ample space under the

arm to accommodate broad widths of seamed fabrics

The experience of our Staff of

Experts is always at your disposal

SINGER SEWINQ MACHINE Co. Ltd.

Central Agency for the Manufacturing Trade

17 Chiswell Street, FINSBURY, LONDON, E.C.i

Fo7- full list of Manufacturing Trade Departments see opposite page
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LODGE SPARKING PLUGS

THESE may be termed the Soul of the Engine ; if

they fail, all fails. Of all things, therefore, it is

of especial importance to employ selected materials

of the highest quality in their manufacture, and to con-

struct them in the best possible manner.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

cxi, Lodge Sparking " Igniter, Rugby " Rugby 235
cxii Ping Co. Ltd.

For Rotary and Radial

Engines

The Complete

Output of the

LODGE
AERO
PLUGS

is reserved for the

British and

Allied Governments
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MODEL K. 8.
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MANY old-fashioned processes are disappearing under

the influence of urgent demand for quicker and

yet quicker production. Among them is hand

I)ainting. Whether it be the painting of the instruction

charts employed to educate prospective aviators, or parts

of the actual aeroplane itself, the mechanical spray painter

AGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

:xiii, Aerograph Co. Ltd. " Aerography, Holborn 2041

cxiv London ''

THE
(Reg. Trade)

AEROGRAPH
(Mark)

is now used everywhere for Painting, Varnish-

ing, Lacquering, etc. It saves much time and

gives better results.

CL If you cannot come to us to see a

demonstration send us your articles to be

painted or lacquered, and let us show you the

results and tell you the time it takes to do.
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SPRAY PAINTING CXIV^

THIS ILLUSTRATION SHOWS

THE

AEROGRAPH
as arranged for spraying Dope, Oil Paints, or other

heavy compositions.

The control is so perfect that the same hand piece

will paint a shilling piece without waste, or will

paint three square yards per minute.

No spray is an Aerograph except our own manufacture.

THE AEROGRAPH CO. LTD.
43 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G. 1
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TRANSPORT

WHEN out of its element—the air—an aeroplane is

an unwieldy thing to transport, especially as it

is so light and fragile. Hence new means and

methods have had to be evolved for the safe and speedy

transport of these machines by road. Incidentally the best

of organisation is necessary to carry out such work properly.

PAGE P'iRM Telegrams Telephones

CXV, Pickfords Ltd. ... Brixton 2277
cxvi

ROAD TRANSPORT

PICKFORDS LT?

96 HACKFORD ROAD, S.W.9

'Phone 2277-2278 Brixton

Pioneers of the Aircraft Transport by Motor
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PICKFORDS L^D

96 HACKFORD ROAD
S.W.9

'Phone 2277-2278 Brixton

V^/'E can supply Motors and

Trailers for the convey-

ance of

AEROPLANES,
SEA PLANES,
FLYING HULLS,

& SPARE PARTS

to any part of the Country, by the

Day, Week, Month, or the Year,

or on Mileage Basis
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TYRES AND WHEELS

NO one looking at an Aeroplane seven years ago would

have imagined that the future would affect the Tyre

industry ; but a momentary consideration as to the

thousands of machines being built brings about a realisa-

tion of the present state of affairs and the necessity for the

maintenance of a high standard of quality.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

cxviii Palmer Tyre Ltd. - "Tyricord, West- Gerrard 1214
cent. London"

Early application for Advertisement

space in the 1919 Edition of this

Work should be made to :

CROSBY LOCRWOOD &! SON
7 STATIONEfiS' HALL COURT, LONDON, EX. 4
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TYRES AND WHEELS CXVlll

Every Tin of Petrol

carries you Ten per

:: cent, farther ::

and in addition you get more tyre miles

for every sovereign spent if you motor

on Palmer Tyres. ^ The unique Cord

foundation of the Palmer positively

ensures the io°/^ petrol saving, and the

tough rubber tread makes possible the

greater mileage per cover on the road.

Send for our booklet, " Palmers, Petrol, and Power,"

and by studying the diagrams, prove for yourself

that the above is no mere advertising talk, but

that it is established by positive proof

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.

119, 121, 123 Shaftesbury Avenue

LONDON, W.C,
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WIRE ROPES, CORDS, CABLES,
AND RIGGING

T HESE are among the most important features in

the construction of an Aeroplane, and the life of

an aviator often depends upon their reliability.

The following firms devote very considerable care to the

production of goods that can be depended upon.

PAGE Firm Telegrams Telephones

cxx Bruntons - - "Wiremill, Mus- Musselburgh

selburgh" 28

cxxviii BuUivant & Co. Ltd. " Bullivant, Fen, Avenue 2 108

London "

Early application for Advertisement

space in the 1919 Edition of this
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:

CROSBY LOCRWOOD 81 SON
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FOR

AVIATION
SPECIAL TEMPERED WIRE
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SPECIAL HEXAGON WIRE
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ROUND AND STREAMLINE SECTIONS

Fittings and Fastenings of
every description

Actual Manufacturers

BRUNTONS
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

Thanks to the courtesy of Count Henri de la Vaulx,

Member of the Official French Aero Commission and, for

many years, holder of the world's record for long distance

ballooning, the Author was privileged to be present on the

memorable occasion when the late Wilbur Wright, for the

first time in history, flew with a passenger for over an hour
in an aeroplane. This feat was accomplished as recently as

1908, and the great progress that has been made since is

very remarkable. The Royal Aero Club alone has granted

about 300 pilots' certificates, and this is a very small

number compared with the certificates issued abroad.

When examining Wilbur Wright's biplane—then the

only really successful flying machine in the world—it was
brought home to the Author that it represented certain

principles of construction which were arrived at as the

result of elimination by trial and error, and with the aid of

mathematical research. This was further emphasised by
observations made as the result of attendance at the world's

first aviation meeting at Rheims, and the first Aero
Exhibition at Paris ; and thus led to a collection of data

which would enable an analysis of the principles to be made.

Such information undoubtedly being of great value and
assistance to ail interested in the art and principles of

aviation, it was arranged in the present form of a Pocket-

Book. Owing to the rapid advance of the art, it was
naturally difficult to select the most useful matter out of

the very considerable mass of data which has accumulated ;

however, the choice has been carefully made. The Author
has avoided, as much as possible, the introduction of

mathematical matter, and also any information contained in

other pocket-books, so that this little volume should serve as

a companion or supplement to standard mechanical engineer-

ing books of reference, as well as a general vade mecum.

R. BORLASE MATTHEWS.
Swansea, 1912.



PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION

It has again been found advisable to re-write a very

€onsiderable portion of this book, and also to increase

its size, so that it may be as up to date as possible and
of maximum value to its readers. The limitations put

upon an author who has to deal with technical subjects

of this nature are not now as restricted as they were, for

more and more information concerning enemy practice

becomes daily available. More data can therefore be

published without fear of giving information to the

enemy, as he is already in possession of the same. For
obvious reasons, no comparative criticisms, however, can

be made at this juncture.

The Author wishes to acknowledge the kind assistance

of those who have offered suggestions for the improvement
of the book, and in particular that of Mr W. B. Esson,

M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., past president of the Society of Civil

and Mechanical Engineers ; Mr T. Jones, A.F.Ae.S. ; Mr
A. Neave Kingsbury, B.Sc. ; Mr J. D. North ; Sir W.
Napier Shaw, D.Sc. ; Mr L. Preston Parker, B.Sc, Wh.
Ex. ; Mr E. O. Williams, B.Sc, A.M.I.C.E.

R. BORLASE MATTHEWS.

Letricheux Buildings,

Swansea, 1918.
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FOREWORD
This book is obviously not intended to be read through
consecutively from cover to cover. It is essentially a

work of reference, covering what is now a considerably

wide area of information. A few notes on the general

plan of arrangement, as conceived in the mind of the

Author, may therefore economise time in perusal, and
facilitate reference.

The first Division and the earlier part of Division lY,
are of more theoretical interest, as they deal with the
underlying principles of the Art, the subject in each case

being followed out in logical sequence, as is indicated by
the Division headings. Divisions II., III., V., and VI.,

and the latter portion of IV., cover the practical data
needed by designers, and those who have to come into con-

tact with actual machines in the course of their daily work.
Some of the principal information required by the aviator

or would-be pilot is dealt with in Divisions VII., VIII.,
IX., and X. Division XI. is of the nature of a directory,

while Division XII. provides a key to the latest literature

on aviation, and Division XIII. treats of the filing of

aeronautical data. A glossary is given in Division XIV.,
and this was one of the first and most complete to be
published. It has been considerably expanded in recent
editions of this book, and brought into accord with the
latest authorities. It will be found of real assistance not
only to beginners, but also to others in the settling of

doubtful nomenclature.

Conversion tables are incorporated at the end of the
book. Those selected, have a special bearing on aviation
work. Some general conversion constants have also been
included, to serve as a stand-by when complete tables are
not available.



XVI FOREWORD

NEW FEATURES

A rearrangement of the divisions has been made to

facilitate reference ; and a considerable amount of new-

matter has been incorporated. In fact the book has

largely been re-written. Among the newer items, attention

may be drawn to some of the tables in Divisions II. and
III., also to notes on parachutes—a subject of rapidly

increasing importance, concerning which very little is

generally known at present. Again, reference is made to

modern methods of accelerating aeroplane manufacture by
£i more extended employment of jigs and fixtures.

Some new suggestions are included in regard to the

early stages of piloting an aeroplane in Division VIII.

Some very interesting data has been added to the Meteoro-

logical section, with a view to making it more practicable.

Sir W. Napier Shaw was good enough to draw attention

to the latest meteorological practice, in giving measure-

ments of pressure in millibars instead of inches of mercury.

This is a good plan, as one can never be sure if the proper

corrections have been applied to an ordinary barometer

reading.

The military information in Division XI. has been

re-drafted in accord with present-day knowledge. The
glossary has been revised, so as to incorporate the official

definitions of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain,

by the courtesy of the Society. The notes on the filing

of aeronautical data may prove suggestive to those who
find that their collection of data is fast increasing and

getting out of hand. Slide rule constants have been

included in the conversion tables.

Just prior to the index, a few sheets of squared paper

have been inserted, which it is trusted may prove useful.

A calendar will be found immediately following the title

page, which incorporates also particulars as to the rising

and setting of the sun and the moon. Postal information

and calendar notes find a place on the back of the title

page.
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THE AVIATION POCKET-BOOK

DIVISION I

AIR PRESSURE AND RESISTANCE

General Considerations—Head Resistance of Planes—Of other Bodies—Skin
Friction — Effect of Airscrew Draught —Pressure on Inclined Surfaces-
Cambered Planes—Multiplying Factors to Correct Results of Model Experi-
ments—A Modern Wing Section—Animal Flig'ht.

The resistance experienced by the parts of an aeroplane in flight

are due to (a) distortion of the free flow of the air, otherwise
"stream line flow,"' and (b) "skin friction" on surfaces tangential
to the flow of air. It is difficult to study separately these two
kinds of resistances. The resistance of a flat plate placed at right
angles to a flow of air is mostly due to (a), but still a slight amount
of skin frictional resistance is present. Likewise the same plate
placed edgewise in a current of air experiences resistance, mostly
due to (6), but as it is bound to have some thickness, however small,

distortion of the free flow of air must occur. A plate inclined at
an angle to the flow of air evidently experiences resistance of both
kinds. The difficult^' in separating the two kinds has necessitated
numerous experiments to determine the total resistance of the
various parts of the aeroplane.
The total resistance of an aeroplane is conveniently summed up

under two heads— (i. ) that due to the '

' drag " of the wings or " wing
resistance"; (ii.) that due to other parts, such as body, chassis,

struts, wires, etc., usuallv termed "head resistance."

Head Resistance may well be considered first : the only trust-

worthy values are those obtained from experiment. Three main
methods of experiment have been used : (1) The "whirling table,"
in which the body experimented upon is placed on the end of an
arm rotating rapidly in the air. (2) The "wind tunnel," in which
the bodies are mounted in a special channel, through which a
current of air is made to pass. (3) The method used by M. Eifiel,

in which plates were allowed to fall from a height, and their

resistance calculated from measurements of their velocity.
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The whirling table method, used notaV)!}' bj' Dines and Langley,
i-annot be relied upon to give accurate absolute values, although
useful for comparative tests. The -wind tunnel n)ethod is reliable

if the surface experimented on is not more than 0*7 per cent, of the

area of the cliannel ; a more uniform current can be obtained V>y

drawing the air througli the cliannel than by bloMing it through.
Eitt'el, Stanton, Bairstow, and Riabouchinsk_\ are the chief experi-

menters l)y this method.

All experimenters are agreed tliat :

—

(1) For very low speeds - - - - Rc-V
(2) For ordinary speeds and u]) to a))out

160 ft. ]jer second - - . - Re V-
(H) Foi- speeds above 160 ft. per second - Rcc\ " where n is

greater than 2.

Where R = head resistance due to an air current of velocity V.
It is probable that as velocities comparaVjle Mith that of sound

arc reached the index n in (3) above increases very rapidlj'.

The resistance per unit of area appears to vary somewhat with
the size of the surface exposed to the air, being rather less with
small plates, and increasing to a limiting value when the surface is

about o sq. ft.

For ordinary velocities, therefore, the law of atmospheric resist-

ance to a surface at right angles to an air current may be given as

—

//•

tl

AVhere R- head resistance.
-, = a coefficient, varying slightly with the size of surface.

K':- weight of unit volume of air (density).

S- area of normal surface.

y - velocit}' of air current.

.7= the acceleration of gravity.

It may be noticed that this formula holds with the same coefficient

for ^fluids of different densities if the appropriate values for the
densities are introduced into the equation, if the viscosities are
the same.
The form in which the equation is directly of use is that in which

:;, (J, and "• are incorporated in a single constant ; writing K for

~"— , we have

—

It should be noticed that the value of K is affected by the height
of the barometer and by tiie temperature, since alterations in eithei-

of these cause variations in the density of the air, whose value is

included in the constant K. 'J'he following formula is given by
Eiffel :-

K H 273 ^ T'
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Wliere H = niean pressure in millimetres of mercury.

T = mean temperature in degrees Centigrade.

And (IK, dR, dT are the small changes in K, H, and T respectively.

This moans that a decrease in temperature from 1<S' to 15' C.

((54 •4° to oQ" ¥.), or a rise in the barometric pressure of about 7 mm.,
will cause an increase in the value of K of, roughly, 1 per cent.

The following tables give the results of the most important experi-

ments which have been performed. The values for the constant are

given for different notations, as ixnder :

p = Tj—sr-

P = K8V-

Po-K.,So\V

P., = K.,S..V..-

Where ;: is in absolute units (and jj, y,

.S-, r, and (J in consistent units).

P in lbs. weight ; S in square feet ; V
in miles per hour.

Pj in lbs. weight ; S^ in square feet :

Vj in feet per second.

Po in kilogrammes weight ; 80 in square
metres ; V.^ in kilometres per hour.

Po in kilogi'ammes weight ; S;. in square
metres ; V;., in metres per second.

The conversion factors are as follows :

—

~ = 191-9K, =412-8 Ki, =103-7 K.„ =8-(KJK..

K = -2 - 1 51 K, , = -5304 Kj, = -04092 K...

Ki = -2466 Kl = -0190 K.>.

Ko= 07716 K..

COEFFICIEXTS OF NORMAL PRESSURE 0^' SQUARE PlATES

Experi-
menter.
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The suVjjoined oui ve, due to Dr IStanton, shows the increase in K
w itli the size of the plate up to a limiting value at -0032 for plates

(.f above 3 ft. 6 in. side.

K

•003

002

•001
..

2 4 6 8

I en ofh of SI fir. in IreI

NORMAL PRESSURE ON SQUARE PLATES.

Messrs Bairstow and Booth, of the National Physical Laboratory,
have recently given the following formula for the resistance of a

square plate in a current of air :

—

R- -00126 fiV)- - -0000007 {d)\

Where r is in feet per second, and equals velocity of air current.

/ is in feet, and equals the length of side of the plate.

Circular Plates.—Tlie pressure on circular plates varies with
their size in a similar manner. Eififel's experiments gave results

as under :
—

Normal Pressurp: on Circular Plates (Eifiel)

Area.
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Rectangular Plates.—In the case of rectangular plates the co-

efficient is aflFected b}' the ratio of the length of the plate to its

breadth. The following results were obtained by Dr Stanton, using

small plates in a wind tunnel.

Normal Pressure on' Small Rectangular Plates

Size of riate.
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always comparatively large, K may be taken as 0'0032 at normal
temperature and pressure (N.T.P.), viz., 60^ F. (15'6° C.) and
29'9'2 in. (760 mm.) of mercur3^ From this :

—

R=: 00032 SV",
Where
R is in lbs. weight. 8 is in square feet. V is in miles per hour.

The following tables give the resistance calculated by this formula

and by the corresponding formula R = 0*<X)149 s>\~, where t\ is in

feet per second.

Air Resistance of Flat Plates Normal to Wind

Velocity.
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Air Eesistance of Flat Platp:s Normal T(t Wind

1
Velocity.
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Perforation in Plates.—It has been shown that a considerable
number of perforations may be made in a plate without seriously

altering the air pressure upon it.

Remaining Area
of Plate.
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tion of pressure ; the large effect of suction on the back of the
plate is also shown.
Experiments made by Nipher show much the same results. The

tables below were calculated by Eiffel from the results of Nipher's
experiments ; taking 100 as the maximum pressure, the pressures
at different points on the plate are shown by proportional figures.

57 per cent, of the total pressure Mas found to be on the front face,

and 43 per cent, on the back.

Front Face

53
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Head Resistance of Bodies.—The resistance of a body is due
to disturbance of the natural or stream line flow of the air, and also
to skin friction on its sides. The former component of the
resistance is reduced by "fair-shaping" the body, i.t., avoiding
all sharp angles which would cause sudden changes in the air flow.

The latter component is reduced by shortening the body. This
reduction in length may cause some increase in the stream line

resistance, and therefore the most suitable length of the body is a
matter for compromise determined by experiment.
Stream Lines.—A stream line is the locus of the path of a particle

ot moving fluid : the following expression holds for the total energy
of 1 lb. of fluid moving in stream lines :

—

Where h is the height above a datum level.

p , ,
pressure.

"' ,, weight per unit volume.
r ,, velocity of the fluid.

</ ,
, acceleration of gravit3\

A "stream line form "'
is a body around which the stream lines are

continuous, that is to sa}', a body whic)) forms no eddies when placed
in a current of air. It would appear that the length parallel to the
current should be about six times the thickness, with the maximum
thickness about a third of the distance from the front.

The reduction of head resistance by making everything possible

of stream line form is of the greatest importance, since this reduces
the gliding angle, upon which depends the amount of power required
to drive the machine through the air : the possibility of " soaring*'

is also intimately connected with a reduction of the gliding angle.

For each pound saved in resistance, an aeroplane M'ill carry

an additional load of 8 lbs., assuming a gliding angle of one in

eight : hence the (question of resistance needs most cai'eful

consideration.

Skin Friction. —The most reliable experiments have been made
by Dr Zahm of Washington : he used boards varying in length
from 2 to 10 ft., and observed the skin friction at various velocities.

His experiments indicate little variation in frictional resistance due
to different finishes and conditions of surfaces.

The formula deduced from his experiments for smooth plates is

as follows :

—

VI. S5

ll-()-(M)()(ll.").S-!
/0.(,7

W^liere K — resistance in lbs. per s([uare foot single surface.

/ — length of surface parallel to direction of wind.
V = velocity in miles per hour.
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Skin Friction i'EK 8<,>uare Foot for Various .Speeds and

Lengths of Surface (Chords).
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Rbmarks.
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Wires.—The resistance of circular wires presents some unusual

features. The coefficient K is not a constant, hut varies witli the

product DV, A\'liere

D- diameter of wire.

V :rr Velocitj.

At higlier velocities, however, the variation in K is small, and

the resistance of circular wires may he expressed thus :

—

Fj := 000145 Vj-.

Vj= velocity in feet per second.

Alternatively the expression is :
—

Fi = 0031V-.

Where V= velocity in miles per hour.

It ^^ill be noted that the resistance of wires is practically equal

to the same area of flat plate, and the total resistance of the wing
is no negligible quantity. In the original B.Fi.2 machine the

resistance of the wires accounted for more than one-third of the

head resistance (apart from wing resistance).

It is now customary to use stream line wires of oval section

arranged edgewise to the flow of air. These wires present less

projected area to the wind than that of the equivalent circular wire,

and additionallj' their resistance coeflScient is much less. Stream

line wire resistance may be expressed thus :

—

Fi = 0-0008V^.

Where Fj = resistance in lbs. per square foot of projected area.

And V — velocity in miles per liour.

1

Effect of Airscrew Draught on Resistance

The air behind the disc swept out by the airscrew is known as tiie

slip stream, and has a velocit}' relative to the machine about 2.1

per cent, greater than the surrounding atmosphere. For example,

in a machine travelling at 100 m.p.h., the velocity of the slip stream

relative to the machine would be about 125 m.p.h. It is evident

that the parts of the machine in the slip stream have an increased
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I •2.5"-

resistance, the increase being —-- = 1 "oT. It is usual in predicting

head resistance to calculate as for the velocity of the machine, and
then to multiply the resistance of the parts in the slip stream by
1-57.

Wing or Aerodynamic Resistance.

—

Tu facilitate a prediction

of the lifting capacitj' and resistance of the wings, experiments have

been made with wings of various cross sections, the first experi-

ments being on inclined flat plates.

Pressure on Inclined Flat Surfaces.—The resultant pressure

on a flat plate inclined to a current of air is stated by Langley and

Dines to be normal to the surface : Stanton and Eiffel came to the

conclusion that the resultant pressure made an angle with the

normal to the surface of the order of V.

The horizontal force on an inclined plane equals the head resist-

ance added to the "drift," or horizontal component of the normal

pressure : the vertical force consists of the vertical component of

the normal pressure on the plane.

Several determinations of the variation of the pressure on square

plates with the angle of inclination have been made, of which the

most important results are the following :
—

Note,—P« = Normal pressure on plane set at an angle to air

current of a°.

Py^° = Normal pressure on plane set at right angles to air

current.

TABLE OF EQUIVALENT INCLINATIONS

Rise.



m

eori

40%

"^2oa

^\l

20° 40° 60° 80"

An^/e of inclination fo air current

Pressure on Inclined Square Plates (Dines).

10° 20° 30' 40°

(C of inclination to air current

Pressure on Inclined S-j^uare Plates (Langley).

2 17
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The following tormuUc have beeji j)ropo.sed, most of them bein^

l)ase<l upon the experiments of the author of the formula :

—

S<n'ARE Plates

Pa
P90"
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a
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Finzi and SohUiti experimented on plates 4.") cin. Avide and 8.1, 54,

80, and 10 cm. deep, giAin^; aspect ratios of "^.S, '83, 1*5, and 4*5

respective!}'. Their results are given in the curve heloAv.

20 80'40° 60"

Anple of inclirhifioh fo air current

Pressure on Inclined Rectangular Plates
(Finzi and Soldati).

Soreau has given tlie following formula for the pi-essurc on
rectangular plates inr-lined to a r-urrent of air :

—

Pa

I ~-h

1 +
1 - 1)1 tan a

2m
( I -1- VI )- 1 + ill

tan a f2 tan- a

Where ^H~-", 2/ ))(>ing tlu' horizontal side of the rectangle, and

'Hi tlic inclined side.

It "vvill be seen that for a sc^uare plate this formula reduces t'>

,

—

-=—iJLfL. wliich is identical with Duchemin's formula.
IV 1 + sin- (c
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Distribution of Pressure on Inclined Plates.—Stanton gives the

following cui\ e^~. showing tlie pressure on the front and the suction

on the back of a plate 3 by 1 in. inclined end on to a current of air.

The pressures are measured at the median line of the plate.

Plate inclined

at 60^
Plate inclined

at 30'
Plate inclined

at 45^

Centre of Pressure on Inclined Planes.—The most reliable results

are shown in the following curves :

—

e

1 -20

c 5
?? J:-
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2. ByThiesen—

x = (y2

3. By Soreau

—

COS a

1 +sin a*

1

4[l+2tan a]

This formula of Soreau's agrees very well with tlie results found
by Langley and Dines up to an incliiiation of 20°, but is proljably
inaccurate for larger inclinations.

•30

^ 'A

^ o
^^

•25

•20

15

5 S -10

05

I

90 70° 50° 30" lO**

4nf>le of inclinafion to air current

Centre of Pressure on Iiifliiicd Plates (Rateau).
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The following taV)le will show to what extent ditt'erent authtn'ities

atjrce :
—

1
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Eiffel i-xjjeriniento(l A\itli a eurved ])lane of oamlter —-, span

90 cm., chord lo cm., giving an aspect ratio of (i. Tljo rurve below
shoNvs bis results.

O*" 20° 40° 60° 80" W
Angle of inclination lo air current.

Pressure on an Inclined Aerofoil (Eiffel).

The maximum lift and total pressure both occur Avhen the leading
edge of the plane is tangential to the air current.

Centre of Pressure on Curved Surfaces.—Sellers has determined
the ])Osition of tl\e centre of pressure at varying angles for four
ditiereut shapes of aenjfoil, The aerofoils used were G by P2
in,
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I CircuUr Arc. Camber f2.

2 Circuhr Arc Camber i*.

3. Aerofoit curved for the front third

and fht for remniiider Cambtrm.

4 HaII vertex of Pur&boh CamOtrr/i

Shapes of Aerofoils in Sellers' Experiments.

Xo difference was found in the positif^n of the centre of pressure
for different velocities of the air current.

Wilbur Wright has referred in general terms to the movement
of the centre of pressure on an aerofoil as follows: ''In deeply
curved surfaces the centre of pressure at 90" is near the centre of

the surface, l)ut moves forward as the angle liecomes less, till a
certain point is reached varj-ing Mith the depth of the curvature.
After this point is passed the centre of pressure, instead of con-

tinuing to move forward with the decreasing angle, turns and
moves rtipidly towards the rear. These phenomena are due to the
fact that at small angles the wind strikes the foi'ward part of the

surface on the upper side instead of the lower, and thus this part

altogether ceases to lift, instead of being the most effective part of

all as in the case of the plane." It will l)e seen that tlie above
quotation is amplified by Sellers" experiments.
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The backward movement of the centre of pressure at small angles

is also shown, although in a less marked degree, by Eiffel's results,

on an aerofoil of circular curvature, camber ^-r--, and of dimensions
1.5 o

90 by 15 cm., giving an aspect ratio of G.
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r<»»v,v,»» o,* Value of
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Multiplying Factors to Correct for Aspect Ratio
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Biplane Effects.—Although the biplane arningement of wing.s

is attended with great structural advantages, yet it suffers from
some aerodynamic inefficiency. To apply results of model mono-
planes to biplanes the following table may be used :

—
Corrections for Biplane Arr
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The ertieiency of biplane Hiiaiigement.s is increased b}' staggering
the bottom plane behind the upper. When the leading edge of the
lower plane is about two-fifths of the chord behind the leading edge
of the upper, both the lift coefhcients and lift-drift ratios are
improved 5 per cent.

Note Regarding the above Correcting Factors

^^llen applying the above correcting factors to a model, all the
appropriate factors must be used. For instance, for a biplane of

aspect ratio 7, the results of the monoplane model must be
multiplied by factor for scale effect, factor for aspect ratio, and
factor for liiplane effect.

Modern Wing.—The R.A.F.H wing section may well be selected
as an example, for it has been v.idely used, and is amongst the
most elhcient of wing sections. Its aerodynamic properties, as

given by a model of aspect ratio 6, tested at 30 ft. per second wind
speed, are as shown in Table on previous page.

HORSE-POWEK TO MoVE A PlANE SURFACE.

Where H.P. :=; horse-power, 8 — area in square feet,

and rj = velocity in feet per minute,

H.P. =0 000,000, 000,0 10 fity.

\
Speed in
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air and its vagaries, which might otlierwise be ver}- difficult to

discover. This is instanced particularly in observations deduced
from the soaring of big birds.

There are four forms of bird and insect Might—(a) soaring,
{h) gliding, (c) flapping, and (d) leaping. Professor J. E. Marey's
photographic analysis of flight has shown it to be of a most complex
character, for though the wings reciprocate and act somewhat
like a singlc-bladed airscrew, at the dead centre they reverse their

pitch along the terminal position. The wings are moved diagonalh'
forward on the down stroke, and backward on tiie up stroke.

Further, the axis of the body oscillates v\-ith each stroke. Hence
it would seem highly impracticable to devise a suitable mechanism
that would exactly copy the flight of a bird. Wing propulsion
probably possesses no advantage on the score oi efficiency over a

Mell-designed airscrew, and certainly the latter has the mechanical
advantage.
A number of naturalists and others have very carefully studied

bird and insect flight, and those who are more interested in the

details should refer to the writings of J. E. Marey, de Lucy,
Parseval, Hildebrandt, Floring, Moulliard, J. E. Bell Pettigrew,
Magnan, Wilbur Wright, Lanchester, Lilienthal, and Hankin.
Dr Magnan has made a practical application of his studies of

animal flight in the evolution of empirical formul.-e therefrom for

the design of monoplanes :

—

If:—
P = total weight of machine (including load in grammes).
S:=area in st^uare centimetres.

/ = length in centimetres.
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Tlie Ponnier racing monoplane designs were based upon the

above formuhe.

The principal data connected with bird and insect flight that are

of special interest to the art of aviation, are given in the following

tables ;

—

Wing Surface in Insects and Birds (De Lucv)

hii^ecfs. Birds.
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Flight of Insects and Birds (Marey)

Name.



DIVISION II

AEROPLANE DESIGN

The General Design— Longitudinal Stabilitj— Directional Stability— Lateral
Stability—Elevators—Lateral Control—Soaring—Standard Wing " Sections-
Undercarriage — Parachutes — Structural Design — Definitions oi Tenns —
Design Details— Weights of Components of an Aeroplane—Jigs and Fixtures
Disposition of Factory Accommodation — The Xewall Standard Tables of
Limits—Space required for Aeroplane Manufacture.

The design of an aeroplane may be divided into three distinct
series of calculations :—

1. Stability calculations, which determine the correct relative

areas of wings, tails, elevators, rudders, and fins, to ensure
an inherent tendency of the machine to right itself under all

conditions of flight. It is also necessary to determine the centre
of gravity of the machine.

2. Predictions of the performance before the machine is built,

such as maximum and minimum speeds, rate of climb, maximum
altitude attainable, etc. These calculations are based on results of

model experiments on the air resistance of the various parts of

a machine as given in Division I.

3. Calculations concerning the necessary strength of the various
parts of the aeroplane to withstand any stresses to which it may
be subjected. This part of aeroplane calculation is dealt with a
little later on.

The design of a machine is a process of trial and error. A
general arrangement is first planned out to suit a particular
specification of engine, including duration of flight, minimum
speed, etc., and this arrangement is necessarily modified as the,
design is developed in more detail.

The modern aeroplane consists of a main plane or its equivalent
biplane form, which flies at an angle to the relative wind. A tail

plane, including the elevators, flies normally at a small angle or in

the air stream. In the latter case it merely acts as a stabiliser,

not carrying any load unless disturbed from its normal position.

35
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The main plane and the tail plane are connected by a rigid

structure called the fuselage. The whole is mounted on a frame
known as the landing chassis, and carrying freely running light

wheels, which enable it to travel on the ground. An engine
rotating an airscrew is fitted into the main structure. This
engine exerts a thrust P, urging the machine forward. When
the engine is started, the machine, if not anchored or held back,
commences to move along the ground. It then increases its rate

of motion until it has attained its mininuim flying speed.

For every wing section there is a certain maximum lift co-

efficient, and in the majority of wing sections it is only exerted
when the angle of incidence of the wing is in the neighbourhood
of 16° to 18^

The exact magnitude of the maximum lift coefficient, and the
angle at which it occurs, is determined by experiments on model
wing sections.

As explained in Division I. , the force exerted per unit area of

wing is found by multijjlying the lift coefficient by the s(£uare

of tiie speed in miles per hour. For a particular machine of

known weight, the wing loading equals the total weight divided
by the wing area. It is evident that the machine will not lift

until the force exerted by the relative wind on the wing equals

the wing loading.

If K is the maximum lift coefficient of the wing,

V is velocity in miles per hour,

W is total weight of machine in lbs.,

A is area of main surface in square feet.

Then lbs. per square foot is the wing loading, and KV- lbs.

per square foot is the force exerted by the relative wind on the

wing.
For the machine to fly

A

To satisfy this equation. V can have only one value, and equals

J miles per hour.
K.

In actual design the converse of the problem is given. A certain

landing speed is specified, and fiom this tlie wing loading is

determined, and hence the area of the wings to support estimated

weight of the machine.
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For instance, a usual landing speed is 45 m.p.h., and a good
average maximum lift coefficient for an efficient wing section is

0'0027. The wind force on the wing at 16^ incidence equals
"0027 X 45-= 5 5 lbs. per square foot. If the estimated weight of

the machine were 2,000 lbs., the wing surface required would be
2 000

' ^ sq. ft. —365 sq. ft., e.g., this would be provided bv two wings
5 '5

having a chord and a span of 5 ft. and 36 ft. 6 in. respectively.

It will therefore be observed that the machine travels or " taxies
"

over the ground until its minimum fi3'^ing speed is exceeded, when
it is able to rise. The forces acting on the machine when flying

horizontally may be resolved into four kinds :

—

1. The force acting vertically downwards. This is the weight
of the machine,

2. The force acting vertically upwards. This is the vertical

component of the wind force on the wing.

3. The resistance of the machine acting horizontally. This
comprises

—

(a) The horizontal component of the wind force on the wing.

[h) The head resistance of all the other parts of the body.

When all the resistances are determined, their resultant in

magnitude and position may be found,

4. The thrust exerted by the propeller.
«

Longitudinal Stability.—An aeroplane is said to have longitudinal
stability when it has an innate tendency to maintain a constant
attitude to its flight path. A cambered surface, such as is employed
in the construction of an aeroplane wing, is longitudinally unstable
at those angles of incidence (below 15°) which give a suitable lift-

drift ratio. At the normal angle of incidence the centre of pressure

(C.P. ) of the machine coincides with the centre of gravity (C.CI. ),

However, with a slight disturbance, the centre of pressure (C.P.)

will move eitlier forward or back of the centre of gravity, and
therefore has to be corrected. To counteract this unstabilising

eSect, a tail or rear stabilising plane is usually fitted. This tail

is generally so set as to have either (a) no angle of incidence, or

(/>) a lesser angle than the normal angle of the main planes. This
lesser angle (when adopted) does not usuall}'^ exceed one-third that
of tlie main surface. When the centre of pressure (C.P.) moves,
say, forward, owing to tlie movement of the main surface out of

the normal position, the tail, instead of having practically no
angle of attack and no lift, is swung out of its normal position,

and thus exercises a lift, and so restores the whole machine to

its original position. Of course this operation naturally necessitates

a greater or lesser change in the altitude, which is immaterial at

ordinary flyinfj heiehts.
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Directional Stability.—When an aeroplane encounters a g\ist at an
angle to itself (in plan view), it yaws more or less. If the resultant

side force, on all the surfaces exposed to a side wind, acts at a point

in front of the centre of gravity (C.<^t.) of the machine, it will be
turned at right angles to the gust, and an aeroplane with this

characteristic is called directionally unstable. To make the machine
stable the area of the rudder and the fin is adjusted, so that under
all conditions the centre of side pressure is at or behind the centre

of gravity (C.G.) of the machine. By varying the angle of the

rudder, the balance of side forces is disturbed, and the machine
can thereby be caused to deviate from the straight path.

Another reason for using a vertical fin is to enable the machine
to recover from a " side-slip." If the aeroplane commences to slide

sidewaj's through the air, some means of bringing the tail up and
the front down must be provided, so as to convert the side-slip into

a " nosedive," and permit the pilot to regain control. If a vertical

surface is provided aft of the centre of pressure on the planes, this

will result automatically, and, provided the machine was at a

sufficient height at the beginning of the slip, it will regain its

natural gliding position.

Lateral Stability is the stability of an aeroplane about its longi-

tudinal axis that is non-rolling. It is not so easy to correct

as longitudinal or directional stability, since the tendency to rotate

takes place about an axis which is parallel, or nearly so, to the

path of flight. A certain amount of lateral stability can be obtained

by inclining the planes on gach side of the machine at a slight

dihedral angle, as indicated in the illustration herewith.

Under normal conditions the machine Mould be proceeding on an
even keel, as shown at a, but owing to gusts or eddies it might be
caused to heel over as at h. It will be evident that the air pressure
now acts more directly on the right-hand plane than on the left-

hand one, or in other words, that the lifting force on the horizontal
plane is greater than on the inclined plane. Due to this excess of

pressure on one side, consequent on the heeling over of the machine,
a force is established tending to restore it to the position a, which
will eventually right it into this position.

Other factors also have an effect, such as the position of the centre
of gravity, which must not be too low ; also the arrangement of

the keel surface, which should Ije equally divided about the longi-

tudinal turning axis of the aeroplane. It is further affected by the
airscrew torque, though this is usually corrected independently,
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by increasing the angle of incidence of the side which tends to
come down.

Stability by Longitudinal Dihedral Angle

The sketch shows an exaggerated condition in order to add clear-

ness to the figure.

Total pressures are proportional to A and B.

Resultant pressure = R - Aa + B(3, and acts at a point such that

—

X Aa Aa A
Now let us suppose that the aeroplane pitches, so tliat a and [S

are reduced.

Then ^ will be increased, i.e., - is increased,
a X

1+^
a

C'rccficn of riiqM

<- y

a. Angle of incidence of rear plane (A).

/3. ,, ,, leading plane (B).

a. Centre of pressure on rear plane (A).

h. ,, ,, leading plane (B).

y. Angle between leading and rear planes.

Since a and j8 are small, the pressures per square foot are pro-

portional to a and (3.

This will mean that the resultant pressure moves forward,

producing a righting effect on the machine considered as a wdiole.

The same argument may be applied if the effect of a backward
" pitch'" of the aeroplane is considered.

The above proof is due to Mr T. W. K. Clarke.

The foregoing pages illustrate generally the principles upon which

stability depends, and though every machine must be constructed
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on linos which enable these principles to be adopted, the merely
automatic adjustment resulting has to be supplemented by manipula-
tion on the part of the aviator. To maintain equilibrium under the
ever-changing wind conditions, it is advisable that the relative

inclination of the main planes should be capable of variation. Means
are accordingly provided for altering the angles of the right and left

hand planes relatively to each other. In some machines this is

effected by making part of the planes flexible, and simultaneously
warping or bending this part upwards on one side of the machine
and downwards on the other. In other cases supplementary planes
on opposite sides of the machine are employed, one Ijeing inclined
upwards while the other is simultaneoush- inclined downwards.
In either case the result is in effect to alter the relative angles of

the right and left planes, so as to maintain stability under all

conditions which may arise.

In the design of a machine too much inherent stability must be
avoided, or it will not be so controllable from the pilot's point of

view. If the inherent stability of an aeroplane is too high, it

will tend to follow alterations in wind direction, which makes it

uncomfortable to fly, and dangerous in landing.

Soaring'.—The question of "soaring"' was brouglit into pro-
minence by the experiments of the ^^'right Brothers.

" Soaring " has been defined as "gliding in an upward current
of air," i.e., a current such that the natural downward fall of a
glider is counteracted by the upward trend of the wind. It has
long been known to be possible, and it ma\' be taken that the
following are the requisites for its performance :

—
1. Perfect control of the aeroplane.
2. A very low gliding angle, obtained by diminution of head

resistance. The gliding angle must probably be reduced to at least
5" or 4".

3. A suitable locality for practice.

4. An initial forward velocity is necessary before soaring can
be commenced.

5. It is probable that when actually soaring the angle of
incidence of the machine will be negative and not less than 3°.

It will be noticed that once a sufficient altitude has been
obtained, progress may be made in anj' desired direction by gliding
downwards.

Elevators. —For any particular angle of incidence of the main
wings tliere i.'^ onl}' one possil)le speed for horizontal flight speed.
If the engine throttle were opened farther than necessary for

tliis horizontal speed, there would l)e no increase in the speed
;

otherwise the force on the wings would be greater, and the lift

would not balance the weight. The normal result of the opening
of the throttle results in the climbing of the machine. To alter

thf; horizontal speed, the angle of incidence of the main wings
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R.A.F.6 Clark. Curtiss. Breguet.

Standard Win-f Sections.
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must be varied. This is done by adjusting the angle of the
elevators, which adjustment alters the longitudinal balance ot" the
machine, resulting in a new position of equjlibrium, with the
Avings at a new angle of incidence.

Thus it is seen the elevators do not directly elevate the machine,
and to that extent the name is a misnomer.

If, when the wings are at a certain angle, the thrust horse-power
required is Hj, and on altering the elevators and the angle of

incidence the thrust horse-power rctj^uired is reduced to H._,, then,

unless the throttle is adjusted, the horse-power Hj-H^ is available

for climbing.
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would be beaten to the ground. The sudden increase of the angle

of incidence of the wings, caitsed b}' this movement, would result in

the machine again rising into the air. This would have severe

results, both on the tail skid and main landing gear. A compromise
is effected by placing the main landing gear about one to two feet

in front of the centre of gravity (C.G.) of the machine.

Prediction of Performance of an Aeroplane.—From the various

data on the resistance of model wings, model bodies, etc., as given

in Division I., it is possi1)le to estimate the total head resistance of

an aeroplane at any given angle of incidence of the wings and a

corresponding speecl. Hence the airscrew thrust required at that

speed is known, and is likewise known for all speeds. At the

speed at which the recjuired airscreM" thrust exactly equals the

maximum available airscrew thrust, the maximum power-driven
horizontal speed of the aeroplane is reached.
At some particular speed it will be found that the required

airscrew thrust is a minimum. This is not necessarily at the

lowest speed of the aeroplane, for at the lowest speed the required

airscrew thrust may be very high, owing to the inethcient angle

at which the planes are flying. The difference between the

minimum airscrew thrust horse-power and the available thrust

horse-power is an approximate direct measure of the rate of climb
of the aeroplane. Suppose that the excess horse-power available

equals H,

. ,. 1 .
Hx 33,000

ihen rate oi climb per minute = ^ ,

Where W=: total weight of aeroplane in lbs.

The results are best presented in the form of curves giving avail-

able airscrew horse-power, and required airscrew horse-power, both
to §i,bscissae of speeds in miles per hour. The various points where
the curves intersect indicate the top speeds ; and the maximum
ordinate between the curves gives the horse-power available for

climbing.

It is often assumed that the available airscrew horse-power at

the speed of maximum efficiency of the airsercAv ef|uals 75 per

cent, of B.H.P. of engine, and falls off from that value according
to a parabolic law to zero at zero. However, it is more accurate to

employ the curve of airseiew efficiency at varying speeds obtained

from the airscrew calculations.

Unfortunately for those M'ho are interested in the quantity
production of aeroplanes, the service life of the machines is only

too brief, as a rule barely six months. The reason for this being
that, after a period of six months, the enemy will have been able

to incorporate all the best points of the machine, thus rendering

it out of date. A machine can only be said to be of real value

when it has either a better performance, or makes a superior

fighter. Performance may best be described under the heads of

improved speed, better climbing, greater endurance, or a combination
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of these qualities. From a consideration of fighting re«iuirement.s,

manieuvreability, unimpeded view, and improved gun positions are

of all importance.
To achieve these features, a designer attempts first to increase

the liorse-power-weight ratio. This may be accomplished by the
installation of engines of greater horse-power, or of lighter weight
per horse-power, accompanied by close and accurate design, with
elimination of all redundant weight. Secondly, he would endeavour
to decrease wing or structure resistance. Wind tunnel experi-

ments afford much useful information in this direction. Thirdly,

the ptjssibility of evolving a new arrangement of the supporting
planes would be taken into consideration.

In the light uf present knowledge, the most efficient aeronautical

arrangement for an aeroplane is the unstaggered, equal planed
biplane, with the gap equal to the chord. The aspect ratio, in

accordance M'ith the gross weight, should vary from 5 in small

machines to 10 in large ones. Low resistance aerofoils are essential,

and the wing tips must be properly shaped.
At 45 m.p.h., at the maximum lift angle :

—

Low resistance aerofoil - - - 5 lbs. per square foot.

^Medium ,, ,, - - - 6 lbs. ,, ,,

High „ „ - - - 7ilbs.

High lift aerofoils economise weight and consequently area. As
this results in reduced stresses, weight is again cut down. Further,
this weight reduction means a smaller tail area or length of body.
A reduction in weight and area means an improved view and

easier handling—except in dives.

An increase be3'ond 17 lbs. per horse-power means that the speed
range for the low resistance tj'pe exceeds that of the high lift type.

Speed range, 50-150 m.p.h. low resistance.

,, ,, 50-125 ,, medium lift.

,, 50-100 ,, liigh lift.

The R.A.F. 6 section is an example of a medium lift.

Excess horse-power is of value in a low resistance aerofoil, but it

becomes wasteful as the lift is increased. Practically there is very
little difference in the climbing rates of any aerofoil, despite the
weight handicap of the low lift type.

As an example of the required performance of a modern aeroplane,

it is interesting to note that German specifications call for a single-

seater fighter tliat will climb to 10,000 ft. in ten minutes or less,

and travel at 130 m.p.li. at 12,000 ft., with a ceiling of 25,000 ft.

The requii'ements for a two-seater reconnaissance machine ai-e :

climb to 10,000 ft. in fifteen minutes ; speed at that lieight, 100

m.p.h., with three hours' fuel ; and ceiling of 15,000 ft.

Angle of Climb.—This averages from 1 : 8 to 1 : 10. A very

good instance Avould be 1 : 5 ; however, it may be as low as 1 : 16.
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PARACHUTES
Hitherto parachutes have been nothing more than a balloon

adjunct. Recently, however, considerable thought has l)een ex-
pended upon their use in conjunction with aeroplanes—an entirely
different proposition. From the crude toy of a few years ago, the
parachute has developed into a scientific life saving apparatus.
Only those who have been in touch with the makers of recent
appliances realise what a very specialised business their manufac-
ture has become to-day, requiring much technical knowledge and
experience.

A modern safety parachute, such as the Calthrop, is guaranteed to
open and carry its load at the safe landing speed of 15 ft. per second
from an}' height above 200 ft. , in fact it has done it in less than 125 ft.

,

whereas ordinar}' types require nearl}^ 300 ft. to open, and should
not be used for heights under 2,000 ft. Failure to open, or delayed
opening of a parachute, is due to tlie formation of a partial vacuum
within the parachute body.

This is caused by the rushing by of the external air, producing
an ejector effect through the hole in the top of the parachute.
After the parachute has extended and is in descent, this central
hole acts as a form of rudder. It does this by establishing a stable
flow of air, thus preventing violent oscillations and a possible

overturn. In the case of the safety parachute, the construction is

such that as it emerges from its case the small hole (about 10 in.

diameter) at the top is protected by a cover, while the bodj'

encloses a cylindrical column of air two feet wide, many times
greater in area than the hole at the apex. This column of air is

converted by the fall to a bun-shaped cushion of compressed air,

which instantl}' extends the body of the parachute to its utmost
limits of expansion. The column of air is obtained through the
pleated peripheiy of the silk body having to pass over the edge of

the launching disc, which is 2 ft. in diameter. As assembled for

use the silk body is retained in its symmetrical!}' pleated and folded
condition upon the launching disc by threads which are broken in

sequence by the fall of the aviator.

Another important feature of the safety pattern parachute is the

elimination of the difficult}^ of the entanglement of the usual coiled

cordage, Avhich only too easily occurs when it is flogged together in

an air current. This trouble, wiiich seemed at first almost in-

superable, has been completely overcome b}^ the disco \'ery that
tapes packed and folded so as to retain their obliquation are in-

capable of entanglement in the strongest current. These tapes are

ingeniously retained in position upon the bottom cover by small
rubber bands. The main tapes are extended l)y means of breaking
pieces attached to the launching disc, and, during extension, develop
a resistance which serves to retard the aviator's fall. When the
main tapes are fully extended, then the breaking pieces snap
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dissynohronousl}', the doublet tapes arc also freed, and the pull

comes upon the silk body, which is straightway stripped from the

launching disc and leaves it behind. In short, the safety parachute

is a machine, witli its parts so designed that they can only act in

ordered se<|uunce and in predetermined paths. The release and
action is completely and automatically actuated by the fall of the

aviator. In operation the parachute extends in a concertina-like

fashion. The aviator sits in his harness with the shock absorber

sling attached to the parachute. When trouble occurs all he has

to do is to dive overboard. The pull comes tirst (m the shock
absorber, then the main supporting tapes iinwrap in their controls

followed by the branch tapes. Final!}- the pull comes upon the

body—of tine silk—the snatch unfolds it from its carefully packed
state and brings it over tlie aluminium spreader disc. While the

parachute is unfolding, it is protected from the eflfects of air

pressure V)y another aluminium disc which serves as a shield.

Thus there is no fear of entanglement ; the whole operation of

release from the disc, moreover, only takes the fractional part of a

second. The full expansion of the parachute takes place in the air,

the momentum is absorbed, and the man is falling at the safe

landing speed of 15 ft. per second in the astonishingly short period

of 2^ seconds. All this takes place in a vertical fall of K/J ft.

There is pi-actically no free fall,—so upsetting to the nerves,—the

aviator experiences no shock whatever ; all that he feels is a
quickly increasing support until he is fully supported in the air.

The standard safety parachute is 28 ft. in diameter, and the

total weight, including the aviator's harness, attachments, aero-

plane fittings, and release gear, etc. , is about 36 lbs. It will support

a load of 12 stones, and permit of a safe drop from aeroplanes in

motion at speeds as high as 100 miles per hour. It is anticipated

that the latter speed will shortl}' be increased to 150 miles per

hour. If the parachute body is slightly damp, it will take slightly

longer to open out fully, and make a longer drop before full

expansion. Hence special precautions must be taken to see that

it is " stove " dr}' before it is packed away in its case.

It is evident that in future provision will have to be made in

the design of the fuselage to take a parachute case. In experi-

mental work it has been crudely dangled underneath. The
patentees of the Caltlirop safety parachute prefer to cut away the

stream-line fairing on the slope of the fuselage immediately behind

the aviator, and fix their parachute case firmly in its place with

the aid of a quick release arrangement, not unlike a bomb release

gear. In this position the aviator can dive off his machine on either

side—a most distinct advantage when either wing is shot awa}'

or collapses under undue strain. In this case the parachute harness

also serves as the aviator's safety belt. It is all released together

by a single lever,
' The area allowed in a parachute should be about 4 sq, ft. of silk

per lb. weight supported, e.g., a parachute_of 28 ft. diameter
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(6157 sq. ft. superficial area), which in actual use lias a diameter of
a))out 21 ft. (346-3 sq. ft. projected area), would carry 154 lbs.,

including the weight of the parachute itself. This can be deduced
by referring to the formula given in Division I. of this "Aviation
Pocket-Book,"' which gives the air resistance of a plane in lbs. as
0*0032 SV"-, where 8 is the area in square feet, and V the velocity
in miles per liour. A slight variation of this formula is sometimes
([uoted, owing to the fact that the constant 0-0032 decreases as V
increases, and vice versa ; it is 0-00286 for 90 miles and 00327 for

under 25 miles per hour. Dr T. E. Stanton lias, however, shown
that 0'0032 is a good mean value. Compared with an ordinarj'
convex plane, a parachute has naturalh' a greater degree of con-
vexity, and it is found in practice that the most suitable formula is

0-00125 8V^, or ^ij, HV-, where 8 is the superficial area of the silk

Ijod}- and V the velocity in feet per second.
Owing to varying wind currents, eddies, bumps, etc., the bodj' of a

descending parachute is in a continuous state of slightly opening and
closing, and the pressure underneath varies accordingly. Though
this movement takes place in the body, the load (the passenger)
descends steadily, for elastic shock absorbers and the giving wa}'
of the gussets take up all this motion.

It has been observed that the actual area of a parachute of say
28 ft. in diameter, when measured on the ground, is contracted to

21 ft. in diameter, when carrying a load in the air. However, this

does not seem to affect the supporting capacity of the parachute.
Mr E. R. Calthrop has devoted considerable time lo a stud\' of this

peculiarity, and has come to the conclusion that this reduction
of area in the actual parachute body is counterbalanced by the
effective resistance of an area of compressed air, which is escaping
the whole time from the periphery of the parachute. This is

indicated b}^ the curved lines in the lower of the two diagrams on
the previous page to this. Also the effect of suction eddies on the
upper surface of the parachute body has to be taken into considera-

tion. This effect is likewise indicated in the second diagram.
The centre line of an aeroplane parachute, as it fully expands,

oscillates through an arc of 90", j'et the swing is so quickl}'

reduced, that when dropped from a height of 250 ft., no difficulty

is experienced in landing.

The upper diagram demonstrates that when a parachute is

swinging, the uppermost tapes are in tension ; this is owing to the

fact that the underside of the l)ody is always indented, as indicated

by the dotted line.

In conclusion it may be stated that ^\hen once opened to its full

extent, nearly every make of parachute is a perfectly' safe vehicle

for descent. It is in the preliminary opening that the risk lies, and
the idea of the modern safety parachute is to eliminate this risk.

The table herewith gi\'es the descent data for a parachute 28 ft.

in diameter. The figures for the 12-stone passenger have been
checked by actual experiment.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Definitions of Terms—Load.—The external forces acting on a
istiuctuial member.

Live Load.—A load M'liich does not remain constant ; a load
that varies.

Stress.—The internal forces in a inenil^er resisting the action of

a load : numerically equal to the load per unit of area.

Strain.—The change of form produced bj' the action of a load,

measured as the ratio of the deformation to the original size of the

member. Thus for a tensile load the strain is equal to the increase

in length divided by the original length. Hookt's lav; states that
the stress is proportional to the strain until the limit of elasticity

is reached.

Elastic Limit.—The load at which a material subjected to its

action no longer recovers its original shape on the load being
removed.

Factor of Safety.—It is usual to design the parts of an aeroplane
for the stresses induced in normal flight with a predetermined
factor of safet3\ It is probably, to some extent, dependent upon
the limiting velocity of the machine, the longitudinal moment of

inertia, and the magnitude of the couple produced by the controls.

This factor of safet}' must also be large enough to cover the
increased stresses due to the " flattening out'" of an aeroplane after

a nose-dive or other abnormal strain. It has been customary to

select an average factor of safety in aircraft design as six, but this

is more or less dependent on the type of machine, and in fact it

ranges from five to fourteen for the individual parts on each machine.
In a recent United States Army specification for hydro-aeroplanes, a

factor of seven M-as required for materials subject to deterioration,

and not less than six for other materials.

Modulus of Elasticity.—Since the stress is proportional to the

strain, the ratio '- '-- for any material for a particular kind of
strani

stress is constant, and is known as the Modulus of Elasticity. The
constant for tensile stress is known as Young's Modulus, and is

denoted b}' E ; for shearing stress, as the modulus of transverse

elasticity, or C ; for bulk compression, as the modulus of bulk
compressibility, or K.

Bending- Moment.—The bending moment at an}' section of a
beam is the algebraic sum of all the external forces acting on the

beam on either side of the section, multiplied by their respective

distances from the section.

Moment of Resistance.
—

'I'he moment of resistance of a beam at

any section is the C()ml)ination of internal forces brought into plaj'

to resist the bending moment, and is numericalh- equal to the

strength modulus Z multiplied by the greatest fibre stress at the

section.
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The following symbols will be employed :

a = area of section in square
inches.

E — Young's modulus of elas-

ticity.

Ft = total tensile load.

1\ - total compressive load.

Fs — total shearing load.

/t = tensile stress.

/c = crushing stress.

./i:=: shearing stress.

/q
— maximum compressive

stress.

.7= acceleration of gravity.

I =: moment of inertia.

Tensile Load.—

/c= least radius of gyration.
/ = length in inches.

M — bending moment.
II = factor of safety.

Pe — Euler's limiting value
TT-EI

direct compression.
: total lateral load, uniformly

distributed,

-distance of extreme fibre

from neutral axis.

- modulus of section.

Ft^a/t.

Compressive Load.— Viri/ short struts—
Euler's formula for hug struts—

Fixed at one end, free at other

—

Free at one end, guided at other

—

Fixed at one end, guided at other—

Fixed at both ends

—

Uankiue-Gordon formula Jor struts—

».Fc
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In the above, the spar considered is freely supported at its ends.

If, as is usualh' the ease, the spar is continuous over its supports,
I is often taken as nine-tenths of the actual span. However, this is

not (juite correct.

Crippling- Loads upon Struts (R.A.F.)

Crippling load in pounds;

Where

FA

F" 5,600 lbs. per sq. in. for spruce
--6,250 lbs. per sq. in. for ash,

C= a constant depending upon the value of ?.

The above formula applies to the compression stresses in the
interplane struts, and to buckling loads upon the free lengths of

wing spars.

Greatest Bend-
ing Moment.

Greatest
Deflection.

TO
3EI

w per foot run

jiililiiiiii.

Greatest Bend-
infj Moment.

Greatest
Deflection.

384EI

w per toot run

L

# L #
W^ W/^
^' 1912EI

w per foot run
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Springs

Plate Springs.— \y = n?^f.

' = '^2E^=-

Spiral Springs.- ^^' =^^-

ttCW^

Where W = total load,

/> = breadth of plates,

^ = thickness of plates.

71 = number of plates,

/= length between buckles,

/i=:: length of wire in spring,

y'— maximum fibre stress.

5 = deflection under load W,
(/ = diameter of wire,

T) = diameter of coil.

The lightest form of spiral spring is that made of thin circular

tubing, which has almost twice the resilience of a solid wire spring
of the same weight. Moreover, the resilience of any given material
is greater in spiral spring form than in any other form, for the
same weight.

Shafts

T = Z.c/-V(s?olid shaft).
lb

'Y =— -^^Jzi^f (hollow shaft).
16 d

'

Where T = torque applied to shaft,

cZ = external diameter of shaft,

rfi = internal diameter of shaft,

/= extreme stress.

Thin Cylinders. Pipes

Greatest stress is given by 1 —J^-.
"^ ^ •

-It

Where ^> = internal pressure. ll)s. per pijuare inch,

rf = diameter of pipe,

^ = thickness of pipe.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN AS APPLIED
TO AEROPLANES

(ieiieral engineering practice concerning theories of structures
and strength of materials can be applied with equal etl'ect to
determine the stresses in, and hence the dimensions of, the various
parts of an aircraft. These are, of course, based on assumption of

the magnitude and conditions of loading under various states of

flight and rest.

The general la\"-out of an aeroplane, such as wing area, span
and chord, tail area, etc., are predetermined by aerodj-namic
considerations. These considerations naturallj' depend upon the
speeds required and the total weight of the machine. These
initial estimates must be made from experience supported b}'

calculation.

It is usual to construct a wing with two spars, one about one-
sixth of the chord and the other aboiit two-thirds of the chord, from
the leading edge. For normal angles of incidence the centre of

pressure on the wings lies between the two spars. However,
the centre of pressure moves relatively to the leading edge at
difFei^ent angles of incidence, and depends on the form of wing
selection adopted. It is evident, therefore, that it will sometimes
be nearer the front spar, and sometimes closer to the rear. Having
fixed on the wing section from consideiations of the performance
required, the movement of the C.P. with the incidence is known,
and each spar must l)e designed with due regard to this travel.

For instance, assume that the wing section adopted gives the
best flying angle (maximum lift/drag) at 5 . and the "position of

C.P. for this angle at 0-3 of the chord from the leading edge. The
C.P. will move backward for smaller angles, and forward as the
incidence increases. The angle giving highest velocity maj' be
2^ with the 0-43 from the leading edge, and at the maximum of 15°,

()"27. Tlieu, as the reaction is taken as acting through the C.P. , the
load taken by each spar may be determined by the application of

the principle of three moments. Thus the load per foot-ran for

each spar is calculated, and a l)ending moment diagram can be
prepared. For purposes of calculation the ribs may be con-
sidered as beams with evenly distributed load, and supported
at two points, i.e., the main spars. The latter are, in addition
to bending, subjected to direct tension or compression due
to lift, and also direct tension or compression due to drift.

All these factors must be considered in determining the dimensions,
position of spindling, etc. With regard to calculations for the
planes, it should be pointed out that the weight of the planes
themselves should be deducted from the total weight in determining
the weight per unit area.

The fuselage is considered as a beam supported at the main and
tail plane attachments when in tiie air. and at the undercarriage
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and tail skid attachments when the machine is on the ground. The
weights to be consideied are the pilot, engine, petrol tanks, etc.,

when the macliine is on the ground, and when in the air the weight
of the undercarriage must also be included. For an}' member the

ponditi'in which gives the heavier stresses must be followed in

deciding the section. As regards the undercarriage, it is experience

and experiment which to a large extent govern design, for the

stresses set up by violent landings are alm(jst indeterminable.

Several approximate methods of calculations have been evolved

for aeroplane work, .such as in X.P.L. Report. No. 83. for 1912-13

( Bairstow and Mnclachlan). Graphic solutions often save much time,

and Ritter's method is specially worthy of attention in this con-

nection. This system is described by Mr E. (). Williams in Fh'ght

of 30th November 1916.

WEIGHTS OF PARTS OF AN AEROPLANE
FOR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES

{For Wi-iyhls of EiKjine.-^, Fii^l", etc., rf-pr (dso to Division V.)

Pakt. Wek.ht.

Engine - - - If exact w^eight not available assume :
—

1. Air coolefl - 4 lbs. perH.P. up to l(i(»

H.P.

,,
- 3"5lbs. per H.P. between

100 and -Jf 1(1 H.P.

2, Water cooled 4-2o lbs. per H.P. up to

with radiator IfK) H.P.

Without radia- 3-;i 11)S. perH.P. betM een

tor KMJand 2(X» H.l\

Eiij/ine Mounting

Enf ine ( 'owling

Pvadiators for

Cooling Avater

0-75 lb. per H.l*.

0-35 „

(hie-seventli weight of rotary engine.

One-tenth ,, iixed ,,

'2 Vweight of engine lbs. for rotary engine.

Vweioht of entfine ,, lived ,,
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Wt:h;7[t>; of Pakts of an Aeroplane— ro/?/^/.

Part. Wkkjht.

Euel - - - . Petrol—air cooled 0"(i,3 lb. per B.H. 1*. hour.

fixed

Petrol—air cooled 0'70 lb. per B.H.P. hour.

rotar\'

Petrof- water 0-oOlb. per B.H.P. hour.

cooled

Oil— air cooled 0-10 lb. per B. H.P. hour.

fixed

Oil — air cooled "25 lb. per B. H. P. hour.

rotary

Oil—water cooled 0"05 lb. per B.H.P. hour.

Fuel Tank?; - - One-fifth weight of contents. 1 to Ij lbs. per

gallon, according to shape.
^

Airscrew - - - 3 ^'horse-power in lbs.

Main Planes - - From 'To up to l"2olbs. per square foot of

wing surface.

Tail Unit - - - -,1 to 'To lb. per square foot of entire area

of tail plane, elevators, rudder, and fin.

Fuselage - - - Considerable variation, say 60 to 200 lbs.,

according to type of machine.

Undercarriage - - About one-fourteenth of total weight.

Pilot- - - KiOtolSOlbs. (military specification. 180 lbs.).

Seating Pilot - 10 lbs.

Controls - - - Considerable variation according to type,

say 30 to oO lbs.

Instruments - - 20 lbs.

Wireless Etjuipnient - 100 lbs.

Self-Starter - - Compressed air, 55 lbs. for 150 ?T.P. engine.

Auxiliary- petrol engine, 60 lbs. lor 150 H. P.

engine.

(jlun and Ammunition Approximateh- 15U Hjs., but may vary

considerably.

Useful Load Carried - 0'25 to 0-40 of the total weight of the

aeroplane.

For an actual machine of about 130 H.P., carrying 475 lbs. of

military load and fuel for five hours ; capable of a slow speed of

45 M V.Y\. : with a fa<torof safety on the main planes of seven to
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1

eight ; and with a gross weight of 2,400 lbs. ; the following is the
weight percentage of the different components of the complete
system :

—

Perceiita},'e of Total
Gross Weii^ht.

1. Aeroplane, without power plant, fuel, or mili-

tary load, but including main planes, fusel-

age, fuel tanks, chassis, control, auxiliary

surfaces, etc. ----- 31

2. Power plant, 130 H.P. , including motor com-
plete (without fuel), with radiator, water,
airscrew, etc.----- 31

3. Military load, including pilot, observer, instru-

ments, machine guns, ammunition, bombs
and raclis, radio-telegraphic set, camera, etc. 19'5

4. Fuel load, petrol and oil for five hours at full

power - - - - • - 18 '5

100-0

WEIGHT OF COMPONENTS OF A BIPLANE
A Two-seater, with 340 sq. ft. main plane area

(.4. ir. Judy*')
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MODERN AEROPLANES

Average Distributions

Main planes ....
Fuselage - . . . .

Tail unit . . . . .

Undereain-iage - . . -

Engine unit (including tanks, etc.)

fjseful load

I

Per Cent, of; p^^;^^ Per Cent, of

>\ eitrnt.

Aeroplane
Parts.

41

41

6

12

100

10

62

16

100

53
15

100

WEIGHT OF COMPONENTS OF AN L.V.G.

(GERMAN; BIPLANE

A two-seater with 405 sq. ft. main plane area

A. Dead Loads.
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JIGS AND FIXTURES
Hitlicrto Britisl) uuikeis of acroj>lane.s liavc heeii Imilders i-atlier

than iiiamifacturtTs. Po.s.sibh' owing to tlie ditfic-ully of securing
contracts suitable to the adaptation of repetition production, but
more piobably owing to the fact that niakeis have not realised the
necessity of such organisation, tlie nianufactuie of aeroplanes is

still in its infanc3% ^ow, however, the situation is rapidlj- changing,
for orders are V)eing placed for ver}^ large numbers of identical

machines.
In metal- working industries the use of jigs lias of course been

considerably developed ; it is tlie wood-working industry that is

behindhand in this respect. Economical aeroplane manufacture
can only be achieved by the construction and adaptation of jigs and
ligures. each as nearly foolproof and eliminating as much hand tool

work as possible. The result will not only pr(j\e a saving in

labour, time, and space, but a marked improvement in the product
generally. Also the output of tlie grsat majority of British works
could easily be doubled, without increasing the number of employees.

Carried to the full extent, the jig and fixture system maj' lie

considered very costly at the outset, but if standard fitments are

planned for the jigs, and the system of manufacture carefull}-

thought out. it is surprising how much inteixhangeabilit}' can be
effected. A modern aeroplane requires something like 1,2<X) jigs,

which ma}' cost as much as two finished machines. If, however, by
their construction a saving of only 10 per cent, in labour is shown, it

means that after twenty machines a greater ratio of profit is being
made, and with ever}' extra machine an extra and increasing ratio

of profit will result. In practice, hcnvever. the saving in labour
will be proved nearer oO per cent., and probabh' even more.

Jigs and Fixtures may be classified as follows :
—

(1) Parts Jigs:— (a) MUl jiii--<—for sawing, spindling, etc., parts

to their exact size.

(/>) Drilliiiy jigs—for drilling all the holes called for on .the

fittings, the necessary bolt holes, and the entering holes for large

wood screws.

(c) Part<< jigs—^for completing the small built up parts, ready for

attachment to components.

(2) Component Jigs:— {a) JJui/f/ing jigs—for a.ssembling the

various parts into a component (such as ribs, cf)ntrol pulley boxes,

auHniinition carriers, etc., etc.).

(h) Tapi)ig amf Varnishing jigi^—for assisting in the quick

winding of tape where necessary, and for presenting the component
in the best possible way for doping and varnishing.

These jigs usually take the form of two centre points on which
the work rotates,
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(3) Unit Jigs and Fixtures :— (a) Unit assembly jig-^s— iov
assembling parts and componenls into a unit, such as wings,
fuselage, ailerons, tail planes, etc. These should locate the exact
position tor each part, and the parts, if made correctly, need not
be touched by hand, the onh' Mork necessary Ijeing the insertion of

necessar}' bolts, screws, etc., and wiring.

[h) Unit fixtures—take the form of benches specially made for
a certain process, such as covering with fabric, doping, etc.,

designed to facilitate rapid handling of the unit in construction.

(4) Erection Fixtures are constructed to facilitate assembly
of the units to the complete machine. A cradle should take the
fuselage in its correct position, giving access for affixing the under-
carriage, the tail skid, and the planes. A supplementary fixture

gives the exact position of the w-ings at the tips and fuselage, and
obviates the dittieulty of correctly pitching the dihedral, using
plumb lines, etc. A tension gauge or tautness meter should be
used to determine the tautness of wiring, and by careful application
a much better rigging will be ensured thaji is secured b}^ the old
method of straining until correct alignment is secured.

DISPOSITION OF FACTORY ACCOMMODATION
When planning or adapting a woi-ks for the manufacture of air-

craft, it is extremely important that the necessary departments run
in sequence to the plotted operation, with an inspection space
between each process. The latest factory administration piovides
for an entry to stores and reissue after each operation. If an
independent inspection service is in the factory, it can well be
accommodated in the stores, thus being kept distinct from the
works proper. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the import
ance of ample store accommodation, and the vital necessity of

complete and eflFective maintenance of a maximum and minimum
number of parts in stock.

Lighting must be etticient, and lifting apparatus is necessary in

the aeroplane assembly shop. Forced draught is required for the
doping, l)razing, metal-polishing shop ventilation, and also for the
removal of wood chips in the woodworking power shops. Provision
for kiln drying should be made.
In the engine machine shop, a main tank and distribution system

for lixbricating and cutting compounds will be found ecojiomical

;

on return, the compound should be filtered before recirculation.

An eflective plan, giving the greatest economy in administrative
expense, should show the stores in the centre of the works, with a

covered approach from the main road and railway. The shops
should be placed around the stores and finished units should lead

to the aeroplane assembly shops, whence free access should be
available either to an aerodrome or to a deliveiy station.

Two pages further on will be found tabulated the percentage
distribution of the space required for aeroplane manufacturing.
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DTVISTON" TIT

MATERIALS FOR AEROPLANE
CONSTRUCTION

Tiiiilier—>relals;-,Standar(:l .Screw Threads—Eves and Thimbles—Tiirnbuokles—
Steel Wires and Oahles—Weights of Bar 'iron, .Metal Sheets, Steel Tubes-
Copper Tnhes—Aeroplane Wheels—Weights of Liquids—Mixing (ilues—Aero-
plane Fabrics or Co\erings— Fabric Vainishes and Dopes.

Most materials othor than metal are not very satisfactor\' for
aeroplane construction, for they are not so permanent and cannot
so well ^\ithstanfl age, varying temperature and humidity con-
ditions. Neither can such accurate results be obtained by calculation
in anticipation, as in the case of metals. As aeroplanes become
larger and larger, more and more metal will undoubtedly enter into
their construction, and in fact it is imperative that' metal con-
struction should be adopted in order to withstand the wear and
tear of commercial service. This is anticipating, however, for at
the moment nonmetals hold sway.

Timber

The strength of timber is afiected by various circumstances, such
as the season of felling, the method and period of seasoning, and
the portion of the tree from which the specimen is cut. The
soundest part of a plank is that between the heartwood and the
sapwood.

Artificial seasoning is now very largely and successfully employed.
The process, however, requires care and attention, especially in tlie

ease of ash. It only really amounts to a sj'stem for extracting the
moisture from the wood.
An imperfectly seasoned strut may warp badly, that is, bend and

twist. This would certainly be the case if it were straight-grained
on one side and obliquely sinuous grained on the other, \\ hile at the
same time one side was wetter than the other.
The principal timbers used in aeroplanes are ash and spruce.
Ash is extremely tough and very flexible. It is suitable for

members requiring great strength or subject to sudden shock. It
must be straight-grained, free from all objectionable defects, felled

5
^^
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l)etween the niontlis of September and .January (inclusive), and
thoroughly wind-dried. For parts bent to shape under steam heat,

ash should not have been felled more than eighteen months. The
bending of ash must be efil'ected under steam heat at a temperature
not exceeding 220'' F.

Ash timber emploj'ed in the construction of (jrovernment machines
is required to pass the following bending test :—A sample beam 2 in.

deep and 1 in. wide is selected, and supported at each end so as to

give a clear span of 2 ft. A load is then applied to the centre of

the beam, at the top. A loose protecting piece (preferably leather)

not less than j\ in. thick is placed at the point of application of

the load,' to protect the beam from local fracture. The minimum
breaking load must not be less than 1,100 IVjs. and the deflection at

that load before breaking must not be less than OTo in. The
minimum elastic limit, which is calculated from the bending test

figures, must not be less than 4,500 lbs. per square inch. The
weight of one cubic foot of ash must not be less than 38 lbs. or

more than 48 lbs.

Spruce is very largelj^ used in aeroplanes. It is light, strong for

its weight, works easily, and is obtainable in uniform qualit}'. The
ends of spruce members should be protected, as this class of wood
splits easil}^ being somewhat deficient in shearing strength.

The spruce from British Columbia is considered the best.

The spruce must be free from cross shakes, dote knots, resin

pockets, and other faults. It should be rift sawn and have edge
grain. It should have been in stick for at least six months before

it is shij)ped.

The Uovernment test for spruce is carried out on a 2 in. ijj- 1 in.

member of 24 in. span, under similar conditions to those given

above for ash. A minimum breaking load of 9o0 lbs. is required,

with a deflection at that load of not less than one inch. The minimum
elastic limit, as calculated from the test figures, must not be less than
4,500 lbs. per square inch. The weight of one cubic foot must be

not less than 24 lbs. and not more than 30 lbs.

Properly seasoned spruce, if allowed to stand for ten days or so

after milling, can he drilled to jig, without fear of holes going out

of alignment due to further shrinkage.

Mahogany is easily worked, but rather liable to split. The
Spanish variety is stronger but heavier than the Honduras ; neither

stands exposure well.

Maple is light and resistant to splitting.

Oak is extremely durable and very strong, but expensive and
heavy.
Poplar is durable, tough, and exceptionally light.

Teak is of compact structure, uniform quality, and great dura-

bilitj' ; it is much used in general engineering and shipbuilding.

Wahntt is light and strong, but rather brittle.

It should weigh between 34 and 47 lbs. per cubic foot, and have
a minimum breakin'.i load of 1.2->0 lbs., with a deflection not greater
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thcTii f in. The minimum elastic limit should be 4,500 lbs. per
square inch.

Three-ply woods are lai-gel}' used in aeroplane construction,

chiefly for wing rib webs and fuselages. In man}' modern machines
it is used in a number of parts under stress, replacing wiring.

The outer plies are of asli or birch, and the inner ply likewise
;

for the latter, however, aspen or American whitewood may be
substituted. The inner ply must be between two-lifths and three-

fifths of the full thickness of board. The three laj^ers of wood are

glued together, with the grain of the outer plies running lengthwise,

and the centre ply at right angles to the length.

The weight when varnished should not exceed 0'58 lb. per square
foot for 0^0-in. thickness, and proportionally for other thicknesses.

This is equivalent to saying the weight should not be more than
40 lbs. per cubic foot.

Three-ply wood is tested b\' total immersion in water of tempera-
ture varying from 110 to Vl^y F. for twelve hours, and is then
allowed to dry in the air under normal conditions. The plies must
not part after this test. Another test consists of drying a piece

of three-ph' in an oven at 110^ C. until a constant weight of

specimen is obtained. The total loss of weight due to such drying
should not exceed 12 per cent, of the weight of the original specimen.

It is to be pointed out that when jjlywood is placed in the press

for setting, it is the centre ply m hich doubtless absorbs the major
part of the moisture from the 'glue. If a spirit glue were employed
better results might be expected.

Standard. — Wood is usually sold by the standard of 165 ft.

cube. As an illustration, 120 pieces of 12 ft. x 11 in. x 1^ in.

makes up one standard.

MODULI OF ELASTICITY

(Millions of Pounds per Square Inch)

• Timbers

Timber.
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Metals.

Aluminium Alloys.—The softness and weakness of pure aluminium
lias led to the introduction of many alloys in which aluminium,
as a base, is combined with copper, nickel, zinc, or magnesium, or

with more than one of these metals. A very complete series of

tests on various alloys is now in progress at the National Physical
Laljoratory, and the final results when published should prove
invaluable.

The following table gives the results of a series of experiments
carried out by Dr Kosenhain at the Laboratory on four typical

alloys, as compared with pure aluminium :

—

Material. Condition.
Ultimate
Strength.

Alui

Aluminium
Copper

j

Aluminium
: Copper
I

Aluminium
Copper
Manganese

Aluminium
Copper

I Manganese

Per Cent.

100 i'

97 23J
2-77

^

96-24 f

3-761

96 (

2 06-
1-94 t

9617^
2-89

\
0-94

J

Chill castings

.
^

Hot- rolled

i Cold-drawn

Chill castings

Hot -rolled'

Cold-drawn

Chill castings

Hot -rolled

Cold-drawn

Chill castings

Hot- rolled
Cold-draM'n

Chill castings

Hot -rolled

Ton.s per
8q. In.

5-2

7-2

8-6

16-6

17-8

9-6

170
20

9 06
17 04
18-32

12 05
16-5

Elongation I

on 2 In.
I

Per Cent.

37
30-5

19-5

10-5

16
9-5

10-5

21-0

17-5

5
16-0

6

13-5

15-0

The modulus of- elasticity of the alloys in the foregoing table is of

the order of 10 x 10'' lbs. per square inch, and the density' approxi-
mately 2-7.

Magnalium is an alloy (jf aluminium and magnesium, the propor-
tion of the latter vaiying from 3 to 10 per cent. Specific gravity,
2-5. Can be cast, welded, soldered, forged, etc. : is claimed to be
twice to two and a half times as strong as aluminium. Rather
expensiA'e, but can be obtained in convenient form as sheet, from
0-1 to 5 mm. thickness; wire, from O-l to 10 mm. diameter; and
tubing, 10 to lot) mm. diameter and 1 to 5 mm. thick ; as well as

castings and bars. Manufactured by the tierman Magnalium-
(lesellscliaft.

Duralumin contains over 90 per cent, of aluminium. Specific

gravity, 2-85; melting point, 650' C. Properties vary Mith treat-

ment : can Vje obtained with an ultimate tensile strength of 25 tons
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per square inch, and an extension of 15 per cent, in 2 in. Is un-
affected by mercury, and can be obtained as plates, bars, sheets
(above 0"05 in. thick), screws, forgings, stampings, tubes, or wire.
Manufactured by the Electric and Ordnance Accessories Company.
Aluman contains 88 per cent, aluminium, 10 per cent, zinc, and

2 per cent. co]iper. (Stated to be very strong, and can be readily
forged and milled, but is rather heavy.

Macadamite is composed of 72 per cent, aluminium, 24 per cent,

zinc, and 4 per cent, copper. Tensile strength stated as 20 tons per
square inch, but probably is not ductile, and stands shocks badly.
Specific gravit}-^ comparatively high.

Nickel- Aluminium.— This alio}' is stated by its manufacturers to
have an idtimate tensile strength, as castings, from 18,000 to 28,000
lbs. ; as plates, from 35,000 to 50,000 lbs., with an extension of
10 per cent, on 2 in.; as bars, from .30,<X)0 to 45,000 lbs. Manu-
factured by the Pittsburgh Reduction Companv. Specific gravitv,
2-9.

Argentalium.—Specific gravity about 2*9 ; contains antimonj'.

Chromaluminum is composed of aluminium, chromium, and other
metals. Specific gravity, 2 '9. Stated to be. one of the strongest
light allo\'S.

Wolframium, or Wolframinium, contains aluminium. 98.04 per

cent. ; antimony, 1 '442 per cent. ; copper, 0'357 per cent. ; tungsten,
0"038 per cent.; and tin, 0015 per cent. Density the same as pure
aluminium (2-6). Readily worked. Tensile strength, hard drawn,
23 tons per square inch ; annealed, 16 tons per square inch, with an
extension of 15 to 24 per cent, in 2 in. This alloy has been used in

the construction of the Zeppelin airships.

Claras alloy.—Can be obtained as castings, tubes, sheet, or wire.

Tensile strength, 17 tons per square inch in the form of tubes, br

40,000 lbs. per square inch in the form of wire. ^Manufactured by
Gabriel & Co., Birmingham.

Partinium (Victoria Aluminium).—Composition varies, but con-

tanis small quantities of copper and zinc. Best qualities have a
tensile strength of 16 tons per square inch, with an extension of

10 to 12 per cent, in 2 in. Casts well, and is used for crank
cases, etc.

Steel.—The c[uestion of steel for aero work has received a great

deal of attention. It is important that the steel used should be

pure. Col. Bagnall Wild recently stated five steels would cover

80 x^er cent, of the tonnage for aircraft work. The five varieties

were :

—

0'15 per cent, ca.se hardening.
0'3 per cent, case hardening.
0"4 per cent, case hardening.
0"3 per cent, nickel steel ; and

3 per cent, nickel chrome steel.
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MODULI OF ELASTICITY

(Millions of Pcjunds per Square Inch)

Material. ,
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MODULI OF ELASTICITY—Cow^mwerZ

Material.
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WEIGHT OF LIQUIDS

Specific

Gravity.
Weight of 1

I

Weight of
Cub. Ft. (Lbs.)llCu\ in. (Lbs.)

W^ater - - - -

Acetic acid -

Alcohol, absolute -

., proof
Benzene
Ether - - - .

Ghx-erine
Hydrochloric acid, con-

centrated
Iodine - - - -

Linseed oil -

Mercury
Nitric acid, concentrated
Olive oil ...
Paraffin, American

,, Russian -

Petrol - - - -

Petroleum, Penn., heavj-

,
, Cauca sian , heavy

,, ,< light

,, refuse

Sea water
Sulphuric acid, concen-

trated

1 -00

l-Od
0-792

916
900

0-716

1 -261

1

1 -20

8-72
0-94

13-60

1-217

0-92

0-815
0-8-25

0-7'»

0-886
0-938

0-884
0-938

1-027

1-84

62-425

66
49
57
56
45
79

75

544
58
849
75

57
51

52
44
55

59
o5
59
64
115

036
038
028
033
033
026
046
043

315
034
491
1)44

033
029
030
025
(132

034
032
034
037
066

Weight of Gases

Carbonic acid

Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen -

Coal gas
Air

•00197
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WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF WATER AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

Temperature,
•F.
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WEI(4HT AND VOLUME OF WATER AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES -Cow^/»«et^

Temperature,
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STANDARD SCREW THREADS

[Used in Aircraft Construction)

Standard.

Whit
worth.

hi

British
Associa-

tion.

Inter-

national
(Metric).

Threads
per
Inch.

60
72-6

651
56

59 T
48
52-9

48
47-9

46T9
40
43

46T9
40
38-5

32
36-28
34-8

32
36-28

31-4

24

29-88

24
28-2

24

Full Diameter.
QQJ.Q \ Area at

j

Diani Bottom of
j

Thread.

In.

^2 +

FT

<r4

1 1

I >

B4

1094 !
2-778

i

-0827

•1100
!

2-794
I

-0849

In.
I

Mm.
0625 1-587

0670 1-702

0750
0781

1-905

1-984

0870
I

2-209

0937 1

2-379

09S0
I

2-489

In.

•0412

-0504

-0565

-0553

•0657

•0671

•0753

1181

1250
1260

1378
1406
1420

1562
1575
1610

1719
1772

3-175
3-2

3-5

3-571

3-606

3-967

4
4 089

4-365

1850 4-699

1875 4-762

1968 5

2031 5-159

2090 5-308

-2187 5-555

0899
i

0930
0981

;

1097!

1108

1162 j

1217 i

1266
I

1319
1414

1467 I

1342
I

1534
1498
1665

8q. In.

00133
00199

0025
0024

00339
00353
00445

00537
00566

00634
00679
00755

00945
00926
00964

0106
01163
01258

01366
01574

0169
01414

01848
01762
02177

•1654 -02148
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STANDARD SCREW TKREADii— Continued
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Ropes are preferable to stay rods because of their inherent flexi-

bility. Moreover, the}' withstand shock or strain more readily,

and if a strand should be cut it is not likely to damage more than
two or three wires, the others remaining perfectly intact. Stay
rods, on the other hand, deteriorate much more quickly, and are

not nearly so elastic. They also require chains at the pulleys when
working over pulley-blocks, which, of course, are not needed in the

case of wire ropes and strands.

FLEXIBLE STRANDED STEEL WIRE CABLE

{B.A.F. Specification 28a, 2Hth May 1915. Cradocfc)

Minimum
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AIRCRAFT 7-STRANDED STEEL WIRE CORDS
(Bulliraut)

1
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EYES FOR FLEXIBLE CABLES
[American S.A.E. Standard)

The end of the cable is wrapped around a standard thimble and
then spliced. The end of the splice is wrapped with a serving of

shellac - coated harness thread. The dimension "A" indicates
the distance from the end of the opening in the thimble to the
end of the .serving.

Diameter of



te
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OVAL BUTTED STAY RODS
{W. X. Brunton d- Son)

Diameter.
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TABLE SHOWING WEIGHT, SECTIONAL AREA,

OF TUBES USED

ir^Weightof Mild Steel Till.e ^ c, ^- i * ./t^ ,,^ c 4. -TV, A = Sectional Area = 7r/(lJ -
:per foot run in lbs.

^ '

Outside diameter -

i
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MOMENTS OF INERTIA, AND MODULUS OF SECTION

FOR AIRCRAFT

Moment of Inertia - ^.^(I)^ - fl^)
; Modulus of Section = |"( D - 2^ + ^''-\

i"
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named should l)e avoided if possible,

regarded as standard :

—

20 Gauge-Y',", J", -^S", §", //, ^,",

H", ir, W, and 2".

18 (4auge— 1", 1|", \^", if" and 2".

IG Gauge—V, %'\ |", J",
22 Gauge— 1", 1^", \\\ \f\ 1^", ]f, 2".

The following sizes are

f, I", 1", ir, H", 11",

if, 2" and 2V'.

Aircraft General Accessories are required nowadays in such
large quantities that tlie supply of these details is becoming a
specialised business. Alreadj- certain firms, such as Messrs Brown
Bros., Ltd., and The Aircraft Supplies Co., Ltd., are issuing

catalogues which are well worthy of stud3\ In fact the catalogue

of the latter concern is a text-book in itself, since the data it con-

tains is invaluaVde.

weKtHts of metal sheets in pounds
per square foot

Thickness
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UNDERCAKRIAUE WHEELS

{Palmer)
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Directions for Mixing Aircraft Glues

{A/J'nd A'fnm.^ .(• Co. iJd.)

1. Break the glue into small pieces.

2. Take 1^ pints of water to every pound of airscrew glue, or

take 1 pint of water to every p(jund of other good (juality glue.

3. Place the stated proportions of gluy and water to steep in a
clean vessel until the glue is uniformly soaked. During the process
(which will take from 6 to 12 hours according to the time of year)

it is necessary to turn the glue over once in order to secure the
uniform soaking of the glue.

4. When the glue is thoroughly soaked, heat the vessel in boiling
water until the mixture becomes uniformly li(|uid and free from
all lumps. In no case should it be necessary to heat the glue
longer than one hour in order to secure this uniformly liquid
mixture.

5. The vessel containing the liquid glue is then removed at

oitre from the source of heat, placed on one side, and regarded as

the stock glue mixture for the day's work.
6. Quantities of this stock mixture (either in liquid form when

warm, or jelly form when cold) are transferred to clean glue pots
for immediate use as required.

7. Sufficient glue should be soaked and prepared every day for

the next day's work.
8. "Boiling" the glue does not improve the glue. The longer

the glue is kept hot before use the more it loses in strength, though
it may thicken due to the evaporation of the water.

Directions for Glueing.—(a) Never use stale glue; (b) all glue
vessels must be kept perfectly clean ; (o) the faces of the wood
to be joined together must be perfectly "true," after which they
should be lightly "toothed" with a fine toothing plane; (d) the
surface of the Avood should be hot before the glue is applied

;
(e)

apply the glue to both surfaces (juickly and evenly, and see that the
whole of both surfaces are thoroughly covered

;
(./') the glueing room

must be maintained at a temperature not below 70' F., and all

draughts must be carefully avoided during the glueing operation.

Aeroplane Fabrics or Coverings

Materials.—Up to the present the general practice has been to
cover the planes with a woven air-tight fabric, though sugges-
tions have been made that vulcanised fibre, ebonite, celluloid, or
aluminium sheets might be used with advantage. The material for
the fabric is now chiefly unbleached linen, but cotton, calico, and
silk are sometimes used. Oiled Japanese silk, muslin, oil paper,
and Chinese parchment have been used by Roe, Bleriot, and others,
but these materials have not i>roved as satisfactory as doped or
painted and varnished linen fabric. In (ierman practice, a
mercerised cotton is often used on the und*^r surface of a plane,
and (juite a rough material on the top side. This is a very
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economical practice. Cotton fabric is also still used by the Allies,

though to a very small extent, and only for certain machines of

lesser importance. The great difficulty with this material is

the large ijuantity of fluffy hairs on its surface. These prevent
the proper penetration of the dope, and cause minute bubliles to

form in the latter, which causes the film to break up Avhen exposed
even for a short period to ordinary flying conditions, resulting in

sogg\' planes.

Cotton fabric should weigh about 3 "14 oz. per square yard, and
the strength in the warp should be b6 lbs. per inch, and 63 lbs.

per inch in the weft. A greater quantity of dope is required per

square foot of surface for cotton than for linen.

To remove the flufl^y hairs from cotton, a singeing or gassing

process is adopted, but any carelessness in application is apt to

singe and weaken the fabric. An alternative process is chemical

scouring or "discharging," a somewhat complicated manufacturing
process.

Warp, Woof, or Weft.— In describing aeroplane cloths, the

ordinary' technical terms used b}' weavers are employed. The
Warp is the j^arn running lengthwise in the cloth, while the Woof
or Weft is the yarn running across the cloth, which is wov-en into

the warp by the shuttle, {i.e. selvage to selvage stands.)

Description of Material.—The best linen fabric is made from
tine flax, closely woven and unbleached. The yarns must be of

uniform strength, and regular in count both in warp and woof.

The R.A.F. specify the minimum count of yarns to be 92-96

ends per inch and 100 picks per inch : also a minimum strength of

91 lbs. per inch in the warp and 102 lbs. per inch in the woof or

weft.

It is very important that the finished material should be free of

size, fillers, soap, etc., as these things have a deleterious efiect on
the dope. Boiled yarns, wet spun with a moderate amount of twist,

should be employed. The finished fabric must be free from knots,

slubs, snarls, and other defects. All non-cellulose matter must
be removed, and the cloth is not to be calendered. The standard
width is 36 in. , and the weiglit, 4 oz. per square j-ard.

Samples of all rolls of fabric should be carefully tested. The
specimen must be soaked in water for two hours before the test, and
the excess water removed before testing.

The metliod for testing for strength is important, and the R.A.F.
specify a rate of loading of 150 lbs. per inch width per minute.
The specimen is to be 2 in. wide with 7 in. between the jaws of

the testing machine.
If careful attention is not given to the manner of testing, results

on similar samples may differ b}' as much as 15 per cent., hence it

is important to see that the samples are cut quite parallel to the

direction of warp or weft, and that the test strip is placed in the

machine so that the stress in testing runs parallel with the direc-
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tion of the lengthways yarns. Also the rate of loading must be
uniform.

Inaccuracy in the cutting or in the placing of the samples in the

machine is indicated by the samples in the low tests not breaking
evenly across. The highest results are taken as correct where the
fracture occurs simultaneously across the test piece.

Weight of Fabric.—The British (4overnment specify the un-

doped linen to weigh not more than 4 oz. per square 3'ard, and the

United States Army give the limits of weight as 3 '75 to 4*4 oz. per
square 3'ard. The usual practice is about .S^ oz. per square yard.

Four coats of dope and the finishing varnish weigh about 4 oz. per
square j^ard, bringing the total weight of doped fabric to about
7 oz. per square yard.

Attachment to the Planes.—The fabric is fairh' tightly stretched

over and attached to the wing ribs, which maintain the true shape
of the wing.
Apparently there is a difference of opinion as to whether the

fabric should be laid on diagonally or straight. The former method
is supposed to give the greater strength, and is the principle

adopted in the construction of motor car tyres. In anj^ case the
fabric when put on should not be too tightly stretched. A uniform
or even tightness throughout is of far rnore importance than
irregular though higher tensions.

Various methods are adopted for attaching the fabric to the
planes. In the case of the Avro machines, the material is carried

over and tacked to the leading edge, finishing off at the trailing

edge. The ribs are finished off with narrow linen tapes and dome-
headed brass tacks. On R.A.F. aeroplanes the fabric is sewn
with needle and thread, ten stitches to the inch, along the trailing

edges and around the curved edges, and with kite-cord along each
rib through the plane to the opposite side, and is knotted on each
turn. The pitch of the stitches over the ribs should not exceed
'A in. , and in small scout machines, 2 in. Neither the kite cord nor
the thread should be waxed, as wax affects the dope. Where any
fabric is laced into position, it should be knotted about every 18 in.

After the preliminary doping of the planes the sewing on the lead-

ing, trailing edges, ribs, etc., is covered with frayed-edge linen tape,

al)Out 2 in. wide. This tape is stuck in position with the aid of

dope.
-loints are made in fabric by doubling the edges togetjier, lapping,

and double sewing by the aid of a sewing machine, forming what is

known as double stitched balloon seams. All loose edges must be
avoided, and the work should preferably be inspected by passing
over a glass-topped box, containing an electinc lamp. Joints,

patches, etc., should be made of material having frayed edges, and
affixed by dope, on an already doped surface. (Ihu' must not be
employed, for in time it rots the fabric.

The United .States Army specifications call for a heavy linen
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tape between the heads of the outside tacks and the fabric. The
width of the tape is from | to 1^ in., and the edges are frayed about
^ in. Tliis fraying is intended to make a good joint between the
tape and fabric when the wing is subsequent^ doped.

Fabric Coatings
Various methods have been adopted for making aeroplane fabric

weather-proof and air-tight. In addition a modern coating material
is required to tighten the fabric itself. A coating of vulcanised
rubber was the usual practice in early days, but this has been
superseded—except in the case of balloon work—by flexible paints
or dopes and oil or other vai-nishes.

There are practically three classes of varnish— (1) with spirit

basis, (2) with oil basis, (3) a combination of both.

The spirit varnishes consist of dissolved resins, such as shellac,

in alcohol or methjdated spirit. The setting of this class of varnish
is dependent upon the rapid evaporation of the solvent, which
leaves the resinous substance behind.

Oil varnishes are composed of chying oils, such as linseed, walnut,
and poppy, which readily oxidise when exposed to the air in thin

films. To accelerate the oxidisation the oils ai-e treated beforehand
b}' boiling, or by the addition of certain chemicals. This class of

varnish takes longer to set than a spirit varnish.

In the third class, oils, resins, and turpentine and similar

constituents are blended together.

Spirit varnishes are more suitable than oil varnishes for aeroplane

work, as the latter, in spite of giving a durable and elastic coating,

tend to crack too readil}- and destroj- the fabric. Oil varnishes

contain vegetable drying oils, and take from 1 to 3 days to harden.

In hot weather oxidation of the drying oils takes place very rapidly,

and cracks quickly appear. An oil varnish will frequently crack and
peel off, taking the dope lilm with it. Spirit varnishes, on the other

hand, do not undergo this quick change, nor do they destroy the

fabric ; also the}" retain their pliancy for a considerable time, hence
their superiority over oil varnishes.

It is difficult to combine all the desirable qualities of a good fabric

coating material. It shoujd dry quickly and be very flexible when
dry, for if it cracks or scales, it will not resist entering moisture.

It is of the utmost importance that it should be absolutely impervious
to moisture. It must withstand general wear and tear, vibration,

extremes of heat and cold, the efifects of sunshine and of frost.

Neither expansion nor contraction should disturb it. It should be
flame-proof when dry, and should be unaffected by lubricating oil

or petrol dropped from the engine. It must be light and have good
adhesive properties. It should also be non-poisonous. As no one
material has all the specified characteristics, it is usual to coat first

of all with a thin flexible paint or film-forming substance in a

suitable solvent, colloquially called a "dope"—an American slang

term for a liquid—usually composed of cellulose acetate, triphenyl
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phosphate, acetone (or acetone substitutes, f-.g., some of the ketones),

alcohol, benzol, etc. Pksticising materials, water-proofing, and

tire -proofing agents are added as necessary. The preliminary

coating shoidd l)e well brushed in with stiff brushes, then thoroughly

dried out, and well rubbed down with pieces of old undoped fabric.

Care must be taken not to overdope a plane, as a proportion of

the dope will accumulate on the luiderside of the fabric, where it

will decompose and destroy the fabric. On no account should

sandpaper or other abrasive material be employed. Upon the

amount of good work put into this first coating depends the final

result, hence it is of the utmost importance that every precaution

should be taken to ensure high -class work. The dope should

only be applied in a room the temperature of which is between
65'' and 75 F. Both lower and higher temperatures produce un-

satisfactory results ; for one thing bubbles are formed on the surface,

if the temperature is above 80° F.

As dope film is porous to water vapour, it must be protected by
the application of waterproof varnishes. The total increase of the

weight of the fabric, when doped, etc., should be about 2 oz.

Various cellulose acetates have a similar composition, but when
dissolved the viscosities are not alike ; however, tautness is

independent of the viscosity. Further, tautness is independent

of the degree of stretching of the original fabric, though it is largely

affected by light by the count of the fabric, also the twist and
closeness of the weave. Instruments are available for measuring
tautness, and are known as tautometers.

Great care must be exercised in the application of the subsec^uent

coats of dope and varnish. The stuff must be laid on evenly and
thinl}', care being taken not to do any more brush work than

is absolutely- necessary, or the surface will be spoiled. Special

brushes (2 to 4 in. wide) must be used, or loose hairs will

spoil the surface. Fabric should alwa3's be stretched as evenly as

practicable before coating, instead of relj^ng upon the coating

material to take up the slack. The reason for this is two-fold.

First, the fabric would sag if the coating gave way ; and secondh',

a greater weight of fabric and coating material would be needed.

If the fabric is well tightened when first laid in place, more flexible,

and therefore longer lived, coating materials can be emploj^ed.

All coating or repair work should be carried out in an atmosphere
free of dust, otherwise the dust particles will form starting-points

for the disintegration of the surface.

Protracted experiment at the Royal Aircraft Factory has led to

the conclusion that the deterioration of the varnished and doped
fabric of an aeroplane wing is partly due to the actinic rays of

the sun. The remedy, therefore, is to mix suitable pigments with
the varnish, and to avoid the use of drying oils in contact with the

fabric. Incidentally, the employment of certain pigments renders

aeroplanes, when on the ground, less visible from an enemy aeroplane
overhead.
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AIRSCREWS
Tractors and Propellers—Airscrew Classification—Xotation—Principles of Design

—

Graphical Method—Blade Shape Praetors—Interference—Efficiency at Various

Speeds—Required Streng-th—R.P.M.—Weights—Experimental—Testings-Air-
screw Finishing-—American Standard Shaft.

Ax airscrew is described as a tractor Avhen placed in front of the

main planes, and as a propeller when fitted behind. It is a device

for converting engine torque into thrust by throwing back a column

of air. It is virtually a rotating plane, and so its design may be

based upon a knowledge of the data associated with that of moving
planes in the air. An airscrew blade, similar to the wing of an

aeroplane, should have a large aspect ratio (usually about 6).

Tractor screws difi'er slightly in design from propellers or pusher

screws. The reason for this is that, given the same velocities of the

aeroplane, the tractor has a greater velocity of entry into the air

than is the case with the propeller, for the planes exert a certain

amount of viscous drag upon the air ; in other words, a tractor screw

used as a propeller would have a greater slip and consequently'

lower efficienc3^

The pitch of an airscrew is the distance that would be travelled

bv a screw in one revolution if there was no slip, i.e., —

.

n

Slip is necessary to produce thrust, just as the angle of incidence

is essential for the lift of an aeroplane. It must be borne in mind
that the angle of incidence of an element of an airscrew blade is less

than it appears to be, as the airscrew advances when revolving, and
lessens farther as the translational velocity increases.

Wide airscrew blades are impracticable, for if the width is too

great, the lift of the following blade is affected by the wasli of the

leading blade, as is found to be the case with a biplane if the gap-

chord ratio is insufficient (it should be between 8 and 1-2).

99
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Hence a form of Archimedean screw, as proposed bj' several

inventors, cannot be entertained.

In the case of the design of present-day airscrews, the most

generally employed basis is that known as the " blade element" or

" aerofoil analogy," due to Drzewiecki. A brief outline of the general

principles on which it is based, and an indication of the methods

followed in design are given herewith. These are based on "Notes

on Propeller Design," by North and Riach, in "Aeronautics,"

1914-1915; and the book on "Airscrews," by Riach (refer to the

Bibliograpliical section of this "Aviation Pocket-Book "• for par-

ticulars of airscrew literature).

NOTATION
The following characters £ire utilised on the succeeding pages :

—

n = Speed of revolution per second.

V = The horizontal or translational velocit\' of the aircraft

in feet per second.

P = The effective pitch = —

.

n

A — The angle of the eflfective helix.

.f = The radius under consideration.

a=:The angle of attack.

L = Lift.

D = Drift.

K =A constant (depending upon the units used in the

measurements of tlie quantities V and S).

K^ or -^ (.v) = The vertical component.

K I — The horizontal component.

7= The gliding angle of the aerofoil section under con-

sideration, at a given angle of incidence.

T — Thrust in a direction parallel to the line of advance.

8 = The area of the aerofoil surface.

I or / (.i-) = The blade width.

N = Number of blades.

77 = Etiicienc}'.

M — Torque.

r^ = Length of blade from the axle centre.

r.2= Length from centre to the extreme portion of the blade

where stream lining stops.

i.e., r, -ro = Effective blade.
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H = Horse-power.

D = Permissible diameter of airscrew.

For the purpose of these notes all units will be taken as pound,

foot, second.

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

Each element of the blade is considered to be an aerofoil moving

along a helicoidal jxith, with a detinite angle of attack. The effective

pitch P {i.e., the pitch w^hich would cause the aircraft to advance at

V
its velocity V, if there were no slip) is . The angle of the effective
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P
helix A, at any radius from the boss centre, is tan-^rt >.» where .c is

the radius considered.

The illustration herewith shows an elementary blade section

moving uj) a helicoidal or inclined path. The vertical ordinate
V

denotes P— . A is the ani^le of the effective helix, and a the

"angle of attack'" of the element. The reaction on the element
may be resolved along and normal to the helicoidal path. The
resultants are indicated on the figure by L and D, representing the
lift and drift of the element. These may be expressed as L= Kj,SV",
and D^KvSV-.

L Kv Kv
Irom this

—

t^~t^' — cot 7, or, ,^ ::=tan 7.

The tlirust of the element, normal to the disc of revolution {i.e.,

in a direction parallel to the line of advance of the whole airscrew),

given byIS given

T = L cos A-L) sin A.

The drift parallel to the disc of revolution

= L sin A I
D cos A.

The values of L and D depend on the blade width, the shape of

the section, and the value of a, at the particular radius under con-

sideration. That is to say, Kj,, 77 , and S may all be expressed as

functions of the radius (.r). (For an elementary section, 5=^ the blade
width b at radius x.

)

For each revolution of the airscrew the work done is the product
ftf the total thrust, the distance through which it is exerted and
the number of blades, or :

—

Work done by airscrew per revolution = T x—'

''^ = T x P x X ; and

Work done by engine per revolution at )i revs, per sec. = M x X x 27r

(where ]\I is the torque), whence the efiicienc}', v^^—^>

—

—•
^J X N X 27r

The drift of the element may i)e conveniently expressed as :

—

/{.v). <p(x).U' vP^+ 4^r^(P + 27r.i-. ^.f),

V being expressed as »i vP- r47r-.i"-, for \F^ + 4ir\v" is the length of
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the helix traversed by the element of blade per revolution. [The
hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, with a base of 27r.r—half the
diameter of the airscrew—and perpendicular equal to the pitch.]
The work done per second by the engine in turning the airscrew is

n
27r7i3N

I

x.JXj:).cPx. [P + 27r.r.
-f (..:)]VP- + iir-x^.dx,

consequenth' the horse-power is equal to the above expression
divided by 5.50.

The evaluation of the definite integral,

/
X.JU). 0(.r)(P -r 27r.i-. ipx) \V- -f ^n^a^.dx,

would be ver}' laborious, and Mould involve the determination of

approximate equations for/(.r), <pi.>'), and li-C.c).

A graphical method may therefore be utilised with advantage.
1. Drav.- to any convenient scale a curve of blade shape [/(>»")],

the ordinates representing proportional widths. In draAving this

curve account nu;st be taken of the three considerations of blade
shape explained later on, under '"blade shape factors."

2. Plot the curve of the function

—

x.J\x). 0(;r). (P + 27r.r-fa-)V P- -f 47r-V^

the values of j\x) being obtained for the curve already drawn ;

while the values of 0(,f) and i/'(.r) are taken from a curve of coethcients

of suitable sections.

3. The area enclosed by the curve drawn in (2) and the vertical

ordinates at r-^ and r.^ has the approximate area of the definite

integral that is required. Tlie ratio of the scale chosen for the

vertical ordinates of the curve/(.i) to the time ordinates is given by

550H
27rw'*N (area of figure)*

Fiom this- the blade width at any point may be at once obtained.

Owing to the inflow of air in fi^ont of the blade the value of the

coefficients 0(.v) are decreased, and a correction is necessary to allow

for this. The correction factor ascertained by experiment is about

( -i^ j, and the blade widths found should be multiplied by this

factor.
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The total efficiency of the propeller is given by the expression

aEfficiency = P /(.r)<^(.r). {2wx - V^{x)) VP^ + An^v-.dx

2. IT
I
x.f{x). 0(a-). (P + 2ivx. xp{x)) V P- + Air'^x'^.dx.

r._.

The values of the definite integrals may l»e obtained by a similar

method and the efficiencies determined. The efficiency is approxi-

mately proportional to the pitch diameter ratio.

For purposes of approximate calculations, when the propeller

efficiency is not definitely known, it is usual to assume an efficiency

of 70 to^ 75 per cent., though in practice the efficiency may be as

low as 50, or as high as 80 per cent.

BLADE SHAPE FACTORS

In designing an airscrew for a particular aeroplane, the following

data are normally available—(a) horizontal velocity, (6) rotational

velocity of engine, (c) horse-power of engine, and {d) the permis-

sible diameter.
The blade shape is influenced by three considerations :

—

1. The limits of structural convenience.

2. The interfering or disturbing action which one blade exerts

upon the air dealt with by another.

3. The relative efficiencies of the various parts of the blade as

determined by their position.

The general form of the efficiency expression is

—

tan A [I -tan K-^jx)]

tan A + \j/{x)

lOO
so
80

70

eo

so
40

30
20

10

Scale iV„

17 25-5 34
Radius (OC)

A Characteristic Efficiency Curve.
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For a propeller having average blade sections this reaches a

maximum when A is in the neighbourhood of 42"". An examination

of characteristic curves of the efficiencies of elements plotted against

radii indicates that the most efficient portion of an airscrew blade

is towards the centre of the propeller boss. Constructional reasons,

however, seldom allow the blade to be widest at this point.

The above figure shows the limitation that construction places

upon blade widths at varying radii. B is the greatest permissible

depth of boss, then the width of the blade 6--B (cos A + a).

In considering interference, the blades of the airscrew may be

considered as similar to the planes of a multiplane, the gap of wliich

is equal to the vertical distance between their two helicoidal paths.

This distance is ^^^ , and it should be between three and four
N

times the blade width.
The choice of blade sections at various radii is largely governed

by considerations of strength.

EFFICIENCY AT VARIOUS SPEEDS

It is necessary to be able to determine approximately the

efficiency of an airscrew at different speeds of translation from that

for which it was designed. The result of a variation of the velocity

V will be a new value for , and a variation in the curves <p{x)

n
and \p{x), since the helix angles being different, the angle of attack

will not be the same. Niw curves for 0(.r) and \p[x) can readily be

plotted for the new angles of attack. Wind channel tests on

suitable sections are given on page 89 of the "Technical Report of the

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 1911-1912," and the necessary

data for plotting the revised curves (p{x) and \l/{x) may be obtained

from them.
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To determine the efficiency at any particular speed, the procedure
indicated in (4) sliould be followed, making the necessary changes in

P, <p(x), and ^(.r).

STRENGTH OF BLADES
It will be necessary to verify the suitability of the chosen section

from the point (jf view of strength. It is important that the blade
should not have a tendency to " whip.*'

The blade is subjected to two loads : (1) centrifugal and (2) bending.

An approximation of the intensity of stress due to these can readily

be obtained by the usual method of ordinary engineering practice.

The sta-ess due to bending ma}' perhaps most easily be determined
by integrating graphically the load grading curve and obtaining the
S.F. and B.M. diagrams. The blade of an airscrew is of course a
cantilever subjected to irregularly distributed load. The loading
is usually assumed uniplanar. It is not usually necessary to con-

sider torsional stresses on the blade, as these are suppressed as

much as possible in laying out the propeller.

Experience has shown that American walnut is the most suitable

wood for airscrew work ; failing this, mahogany (Honduras) jua^ be
used. It appears to be generally agreed that a safe working stress

for both these materials is in the neighbourhood of 2,000 lbs. per
S((uare inch. (For further particulars of woods, refer to Division III.

of this "Aviation Pocket-Book.'")
In the event of the stress calculation showing that the strength

of the chosen sections is inadequate, the blade may be strengthened
l)y slightly cambering the under surface of the sectifm. It does not
a])pear that this has any appreciable effect on the aerodynamic
properties of the section.

GENERAL NOTES
As an indication of the possible directions in which enhanced

efficiency may be anticipated, Mr M. A. S. Riach sunib up the

situation as follows :—

(1.) High aspect ratio (multiple blades).

(2. ) Higher lift-drag value sections.

(3.) Correct {V/nd) values for maximum etticiency.

(4.) Wide blades only employed in conjunction with the correct

chord angles.

(5. ) Correction of the allowance for the amount of end tip loss.

(6.) (Jreater thrust at the same forward and rotatic^nal speed, and
higher efiiciency, though more driving power leijuired, as compared
with two-bladed screws.

(7) Slight forward rake, to conveit stresses into tensions, and
so permit of heavier sections.
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The -revolutions of the airscrew are no longer limited b\' the
possibilities of engine speed, for many engines now run at 2,0<i(l

r.p.m., and speed reduction gearing has to be employed to make
the speed conform to the normal maximum efficient airscrew speed,
which ayipears to be about 1,200 r.p.m., and varies according to the
design from 9CK) to 1,400 r.p.m. The diameter of the screw is

always made as large as the necessary ground clearance permits.
Present standards varj' from 8 ft. to 11 ft. 6 in.

The majority of airscrews are two-bladed. The three- and four-

bladed types are only adopted in conjunction with a comparatively
large pitch, and when the speed of rotation is low, the engine shaft
being then geared down. In certain cases the consideration of

aspect ratio demands four-bladed airscrews.

Construction.—Modern airscrews are built up of four to eight
separate stepped laminations of walnut or mahogany, as indicated
in the illustration herewith. These laminations are glued together,
and when set the sections at various points are worked out, and the
rest of the material is then shaped in smooth curves to correspond.
Such construction requires considerable ingenuity and skill.

Weights.—A two-bladed 7 ft. »j in. propeller for a 60 H.P. engine
weighs about 16 to 18 lbs., and a three-bladed propeller, 24 to 27 lbs.

A close approximation for estimating the weight of a propeller
(W) is-

W — 25 V horse-power.

American practice gives a little greater weight, e.g., the Curtiss
W H.P. propeller weighs 32 lbs., and the 120 H.P. airscrew is

50 lbs.

Testing'.—An airscrew must be most carefully balanced, for at

the speed at which it runs, a slight out of balance has an appreciable
eflFect on the operation of the machine. This test is usualh' carried

out by placing the airscrew temporarily on a Vmll-l)earing spindle,

the ends of the latter being allowed to rest and roll if required on
metal bearer rails.

When mounted on the engine shaft the propeller should be tested
for straightness. This is done by comparison of the tips successively

with some fixed point. The difference should not exceed one-eighth
of an inch. The blades must be of equal length, within one-sixteenth
of an inch.

Airscrew vibration or flutter is usually due to fault}' design or

manufacture. When it occurs the airscrew should be carefully

tested and checked. It must be borne in mind, however, that
vibration may possibly be due to faulty operation of the engine.
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Fitting an Airscrew.—Before fitting a new airscrew it should be
carefully tested as suggested in the previous paragraphs. Also care

must be taken to ascertain that the centre flange holes are bored
true, and that thc}^ are a good driving fit for the bolts. The usual

engineering precaution must be taken of tightening up all the nuts
in turn, so as to distribute the strain ev^enly.

When the nave has been removed, in replacing it, it is of the

utmost importance to see that the holding-on nut is well screwed up
and locked. Following a short run after replacement, say, of three

hours, it should be again tightened up and locked.

In cases where an airscrew is not fitted direct on to the nave,

a flywheel should be used.

Care of an Airscrew.—When an aeroplane is brought into its

hangar after its day's work, the airscrew should be wiped over, and
then preferably protected by a canvas cover. Any weak spots in

the protecting varnish sliould be revarnished when the airscrew is

dry, as it is important to prevent the wood from deteriorating.

Spare airscrews must be carefully stored in a place which is

neither too dry nor too damp. They should be kept on horizontal

pegs, not being allowed to lean against a wall or lie on the floor.

AIRSCREW FINISHING

{Thomns Parmns dj Sons)

Varnishing Woodwork.— (a) Woodfilhr. Apply one coat of

transparent woodfiller with a stiff brush. Allow it to set for

20 minutes, and then rub across the grain ^^ith a soft cloth rag.

Let the work stand overnight (or at least 12 hours) before varnisli-

ing. {h) Undercoating Varnish. When the woodfiller is perfectly

dry, apply a full coat of undercoating oopal varnish, which will

dry hard w^ithin 4 to 6 hours, when it will be ready to receive the

((•) Finishing Varnish. A full coat of finishing airscrew varnish

should be applied, and the airscrew set aside till dry, which will

take about 6 to 8 liours.

Enamelling Fabric Tips.— («) Undercoat Enamel. Apply two
coats of light grey undercoating enamel for fabric tips, allowing 4
hours between each coat. When thoroughly dr}" apply the (h)

Finishing Enamel. This should consist of a full coat of dark grey

finishing enamel for fabric tips, which will dvy hard in 4 to 6

hours. This can then be covered with the finishing varnish at

the same time as the rest of the airscrew.
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Painting" Boss Holes.— (a) FiUiiKj Varnish. Apply a medium
coat of light grey tilling varnish, and allow to dry for 4 hours,

then tiiiish with {h) Waterproof Paint. Apply a full coat of dark
grey waterproof paint for boss holes, and set it aside to dry (about

4 to (j hours).

Note.—The Authorities now insist that all materials used in the

finishing of an airscrew shouhl be supplied by one firm only, i.e.,

from woodfiller to finishing varnish.

AMERICAN STANDARD AIRSCREW SHAFT

On llth Januar\' 191" the American Society of Automotive
Engineers (S.A.E.) decided upon dimensions for a standard shaft

end for airscrews. This shaft end is tapered 1*2 in. per foot. The
maximum diameter of the tapered portion is 2'3n2 in., and the

length of the taper 7 in. The airsciew boss is fixed in position

bj' a key and a l"o75 in. (40 mm.) diameter nut, with 2o mm.
thread.
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ENGINES
Classification and Cycles—Weights and Consumptions—Plorse-Power Formulae-

Variation of B.H.P. with R.r.M. and Altitude—An Engine Design Analysis-
Cooling and Radiators—Tabular Particulars of Aero Engines—Lubrication —
Fviels—Carburation—Carburettor Tuning—Ignition—Sparking Plugs—Engine
Tuning and Analysis of Engine Faults.

All the engines used for the propulsion of aeroplanes are of the
internal combustion class, and the fuel employed is in almost every
case petrol. It is possible, however, that other fuels may come into
use in the future.

Internal combustion engines may be classified as follows :
—

1. Engines operating on constant volume cj^cle.

2. Engines operating on constant temperature cj^cle.

3. Engines operating on constant pressure cycle.

Of these, the last class is the most promising, but the construc-
tional diflficulties on a commercial basis are not j'et solved. The
special advantages of a constant pressure cycle, as compared with
other cycles, are that low grade fuels can be used ; at all loads the
engine is more efficient thermally ; it has a greater overload capacity

;

the exhaust heat can be utilised ; the operation is smoother ; and it

can 1)6 used in a two-stroke type of engine.

Cycle of Operations.—However, the only practicable commercial
engine at the present time is of the first-named class, or constant
volume cycle. Almost without exception modern engines are of
the single-acting type, in which driving impulses are received on
one side of the piston only. The C3^cle of operations in the cylinder
is either the four-stroke (or Otto cycle) or the two-stroke cycle ; at
present the greater number of engines work on the four-stroke
system, in which there is one driving impulse on the piston in every
four strokes, or two revolutions, as follows :—During the first, or
induction stroke, the exhaust valv^e is closed, and the explosive
mixture of air and petrol vapour is drawn into the cylinder through
the open inlet valve by the suction of the descending piston : during
the second, or comprei^sion stroke, both v^alves are closed, and the
mixture is compressed by the ascending piston into the clearance
space in the "combustion head" ; at, or just before, the end of the
compression stroke the mixture is fired by an electric spark, and the
expanding gases drive the piston down during the third stroke,
known as the explosion, expansion, or power stroke, both valves
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remaining closed
;

just before the end of the power stroke the
exhaust valve opens, and remains open during the whole of the
fourth, or exhaust stroke, while the ascending piston drives

the burnt gases out of the cylinder. The cycle then recommences
with another induction stroke.

Normally the inlet valve opens on the induction stroke when the

crank is from 5° to 9° past the top dead centre. It remains open
until the crank is about 18° to 40° past the bottom dead centre.

(The faster the engine is designed to run, the bigger is this

angle.) On t\\e compression stroke which follows, the compressed
mixture is ignited at a point about 25^ before the crank again
reaches the top dead centre. Tliis point of ignition can, of course,

be varied by the pilot movdng the advance or retard ignition lever.

On the explosion stroke the gases are allowed to expand until the
crank reaches a point varying from 45° to 75° before the bottom dead
centre, when the gases are allowed to exhaust. The higher the
speed of the engine, the greater the lead or the earlier the opening
should be made. The exhaust valve is open during the whole of the
exhaust stroke, and only finally closes when the crank has passed
the top dead centre b}" 1° to 5°.

In the two-stroke cycle there is first a power stroke, in which
the piston is driven forward by the firing of the petrol vapour
while both valves are closed, and the next charge is being slightly

compressed beneath the piston. At the end of the power stroke

the exhaust port opens, and the burnt gases escape from the
cylinder. About tlie same time the inlet valve opens, and the

mixture enters, being cut off after the piston has travelled a short

distance on its upward stroke. The exhaust port has previously

closed, and the mixture is then compressed by the ascending piston

and fired at the top of the stroke. This is the ordinary two-stroke
cycle : there is the serious disadvantage of the mixing of the burnt
gases and the incoming charge, with the consequence of a less

vigorous explosion. Improvements have been effected in the cycle,

e.g., in one make of engine the power stroke takes place as just

described, but at the end the exhaust valve alone opens, and
remains so during the gi'eater portion of the upward stroke. Near
the end of the upward stroke the inlet valve opens, and the mixture,
which has been previously compressed by a Root's blower, is

admitted, and then fired as usual.

The most important matter in connection Avith an aeroplane

engine is reliability, combined with comparatively light weight.

There is alreadj' among manufacturers a tendency to strengthen

up their engines at the cost of some extra Meight, and this is

undoubtedly a step in the right direction. Moreover, the question
of fuel economy is becoming hourl}' of more importance, since for

a long journej' a heavier but more economical engine often weighs
considerably less than one of the extremely light and exti-emely

wasteful engines still in use, if the weight of the oil and petrol

required for each is taken into account.
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A COMPARISON OF MOTOR CAR AND AERO ENGINES
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Classification of Types of Aero Engines.— Existing engines

may l)e (li\ ided into four main classes, in order of popularity :
—

1. Vee type, with 8 or 12 cylinders per unit, arranged in two
rows, at 60 or 90 deg., with one crankshaft, and one crankpin for

each opposite pair of cylinders.

2. Radial type, with 7, i*. 10, or 1-1 cylinders, set in one or more
planes. These engines may be arranged with rotary air-cooled or

water-cooled fixed cylinders. They usually have one crankpin

only.

3. Vertical type, with usually 6, but sometimes 4, 8, or even 12

c3dinders in a line, with one crankpin for each cylinder.

4. Double Vee t^pe, a new form with 18 cylinders, set in thi-ee

rows 40 deg. apart.

Type 3 has the lowest head resistance, followed next by the Vee
pattern, Mhile the rotary engine offers the highest resistance.

Overhead valves are now fitted to most engine patterns, on
account of their greater etficiency.

As regards efficiency in fuel consumption per B.H.P. , the water-

cooled engine is considerably in advance of the air-cooled type.

Again, it can be satisfactorily constructed in much larger horse-

powers than in the case of the rotary engine. In fact the latter

would already have been extinct had it not also been considerably

improved. It is still forced to remain in the background, as

it is only being used at the moment, to any extent, for training

machines, as the available power of suitable engines does not

exceed 100 B.H.P. A rotary engine can be removed from a

machine and replaced by another in less than an hour, whereas the

leplacement of a water-cooled engine is a matter of several hours.

Weights :

—

Radiator weight = 0-75 lb. per B.H.P.

Cooling water weight = 0'3-0 '5 lb. per B.H.P.

If the weight of all parts is not known, taking E as the weight
of the engine in lbs., allow :

—

Rotary engine mounting =| E.

Stationary engine mountings /^ E.

Rotary engine cowling =2^^E.
Stationary engine mounting = VE.

Airscrews= 2"5\/E. Tanks=:i wt. of contents. Petrol = 7"2

lbs. per gal. Oil — 10 lbs. per gal.
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A WEIGHT COMPAKLSON OF TYPICAL ENlJINES

Type.
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Work or Energy

Foot-pound.—In Great Britain the unit of work or energy is the
foot-pound, being the work done by a force of 1 lb. exerted through
a distance of 1 ft.

Kilogramme-metre.—On the Continent the unit of work or

energy if^ the kilogramme-metre, being the work done by a force of

I kg. exerted through a distance of 1 m.

(1 foot-pound — 0'138 kilogramme-metre.)

Power

Horse- Power.—In Great Britain the unit of power is the horse-

power, which represents the performance of work at the rate of

83,000 ft. -lbs. per minute, or 5o0 ft. -lbs. per second.

Cheval-vapeur.—On the Continent the unit of power is the cheval-

vapeur or metric horse-power, which represents the performance of

work at the rate of 4,500 kg. -m. per minute.

(1 horse-power rr 1-014 cheval-vapeur.)

Indicated Horse-Power.—The horse-power developed in the
engine cylinders is proportional to the force exerted on the pistons
during the working stroke, and to the distance travelled by the
pistons in feet per minute.
The force exerted on each piston is the product of the average

effective pressure of the gas per square inch and the area of the
piston in square inches.

If r7 = the diameter of the cylinder in inches,

D = the diameter of the cylinder in millimetres,

s--the stroke in feet,

8 = the stroke in millimetres,

9i = the number of revolutions per minute, at maximum speed,

j[> — the average effective pressure on the pistons in pounds

per square inch,

X — tlie number of cylinders.

Then—
The force exerted on the pistons - uSoifP x p.
The distance travelled by the pistons in feet per minute ^i."*??.

To get the I.H.P. the product of these two quantities is divided
by 4, because in the Otto cycle the force acts on the pistons for only
one-fourth of the distance travelled, multiply by X, tlie number of
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cylinders, and finally divide by 33,(XJ0, the nuniVjer of foot-pounds
per minute for each horse-power,

'i'hen—
r TT p _ 'ISoitPp X 2sn X N

4x 33,000

If it is assumed that a mean effective pressure p of 90 lbs. per
square inch is obtained in the cylinders, and that the distance
travelled by the pistons '2>'n is 1,000 ft. per minute, the above
expression becomes :

—

I.H.P. =Oo(Z-X approximately.

Brake Horse- Power.—The foregoing gives the I.H.P., that is,

the po\\er developed in the engine c^^linders, but a certain amount
of the power is dissipated in the friction and inertia of the pistons,

valves, bearings, etc., and as a consequence the actual power
available for driving the propeller is considerabl}- less. It is usual
to reckon the power that is lost at 20 per cent. Accordingly the
horse-power which can actually be utilised may be taken at about
80 per cent, of the I.H.P. This actual horse-power is termed the
brake horse-power, written B.H.P., because it represents the
power which is obtained on test \\ hen a brake is employed to ab.sorb

all the useful power of the engine.

AlloM-ing that the B.H.P. is only SO per cent, of the I.H.P., the
formula for the B.H.P. is :—

B.H.P. -0-4r/-N.

or where the diameter is taken in millimetres

—

B.H.P. -^0-0fi2D-N.

This corresponds witli the rating for B.H.P. adopted by the

IJoyal Automobile Clul), and forms a very convenient and simple
formula to represent the appfoximate power which the engine may
be expected to give.

It will be understood, of course, that if the engine works on a

two-stroke cycle the B.H.P. will be rather less than twice as great
as is given by the aV>ove formula.

The above formula is that also adopted in the Treasury Regula-
tions for calculating the horse-power of motor cars, except that it

is expressed a little diti'erently, in that a division of 2*5 is employed
instead of a multiplier of 0"4.

In the foregoing formula- the distance travelled by the pistons is

to be assumed to be 1,000 ft. per minute, but for cases in which
this does not hold good a correction is necessary. In calculating
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the power of petrol engines, the pressure obtainable in the cylinder
is estimated to be independent of the speed. This would mean that
the B.H.P. is simply proportional to the speed, and this in fact
holds good within wide limits.

The following are some alternative formuhe for the approximate
estimation of horse-power. R is the ratio sjd :—

.H.P.=0-2(Z2NV«
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VARIATION OF H.P. WITH R.P.M.

As an illustration of the variation of the horse power with the

revolutions per minute, particulars are given in the following table

of the Curtiss 9(1 and 1«K) H.P. and Wisconsin 130 H.P. engines

respectively :
—
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THE FALLIX(^ OFF OF B.H.P. A'l' HK^H ALTITUDES
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AN ENGINE DESKiN ANALYSIS

(Based upon a lanjt nuniher of examples)

Item.

Mean effective pressure, lbs. per
S(|. in. .....

Compression ratio ... -

Piston speeds, ft. per min.
Bore and stroke ratio

Revolutions per min.
Gear reduction ....
Airscrew, direct drive, revs, per

min.
Airscrew, gear drive, revs, per min.

Water-Coolf.d Enf/ijies—
Petrol consumption, pints per V). li. p.

lbs.

Oil consumption, pints per b. li.p. -

lbs.

Petrol and oil consumption com-
bined - - - pints per b.h.p.

,, ,, ,, lbs. per b.h.p.

Mean effective pressure. 1V)S. per
sq. in.------

Compression ratio - - -

Bore and stroke ratio

Piston speed in ft. per min. -

Rotary Enijines—
Petrol consumption, pints per b.h.p.

lbs.

Oil consumption, pints per l).h.p. -

,, lbs.

Petrol and oil consumption com-
l)ined - - - pints per ]).h.p.

,, ,, ,, lbs. per b.h.p.

Mean effective pressure, lbs. per

sq. in.

Compression ratio - - - -

Bore and stroke ratio

Piston speed in ft. per min. -

Minimum.
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Number of Valves per Cylinder.—Two exhaust and two inlet

overhead valves per cylinder seem to be the most satisfactory

solution for aero engines. This arrangement permits of good water-

cooling, also of the fitting of the sparking plug in a top central,

well-cooled position. Other valve arrangements do not allow for

this sparking plug position, e.//., the Maybach engine has three

exhaust and two inlet valves, with very little water space between

the seats. The plug position is necessarily at the side.

Pistons.—On account of the necessity for making the recipro-

cating parts as light as possible, aluminium is largely employed.

Aluminium pistons require a greater clearance when cold, however,

than cast-iron ones, which is a disadvantage.

Connecting Rods.—In the case of many modern aero engines,

more than one piston is attached to each crankpin. Owing to the

necessity for reduction in weight, it is now usual to emploj^ a main
connecting rod, with auxiliary connecting rods for other c^'linders,

attached to wrist-pins on its big end, instead of embracing it or

working on the same crankpin. Since the centres of the wrist-

pins upon which these auxiliary connecting rods operate are not

coincident with the centre of the crankshaft pin, their movement
is along an elliptical, instead of a circular path, thus altering the

stroke of the piston attached to the auxiliary rod. This must be

allowed for in the design of the engine.

In the case of the double vee Sunbeam engine, the centre row of

pistons ha« a travel of 160 mm., while the travel of the pistons in

the side njws is 168 mm.
Cooling.—The air-cooled engine has not made much progi^ess,

considering its great possibilities. At the moment the water-

cooled engine is the best solution of the problem. Other sub-

stitutes for water hav^e been tried, but taking into account the

conditions of varying temperature and altitude, nothing has been

discovered that will more efficiently replace it. Occasionally a

little glycerine or alcohol is mixed with the water to prevent

freezing. There are two principal tj'pes of radiator construction

—

(a) with water circulation inside of circular or flat gilled tubes,

upon which latter the air can impinge
;

(h) with water circulation

outside of tubes, through which the air j)asses. These are gener-

allj" constructed in the form of honeycombs of circular, hexagonal,

or square sectional tubes.

The first-mentioned type provides a cooling surface at a small

cost in weight, but it is accompanied by a big increase in resistance.
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and therefore is only suitable for motor car work. Flat tube con-

struction provides a bigger cooling surface per lb. of water con-

tained, but owing to the tangential air flow, the surface is not so

effective as with round tubes. Also they rec^uire stiffening sideways

in some way, which adds to the weight, and reduces the cooling

surface. One method of stiffening is to corrugate or zigzag the

tubes. This, simulates a honeycomb, without the advantage of

multiple passages.

Since air is more viscous and has a lower specific heat than water,

it should have the freest possible access. This points to the honej'-

comb type radiator as being preferable.

Again, a cooling surface is more efficient when exposed to the

direct normal impact of air than when the air flow is parallel to

the surface, hence flat tube tjqie radiators should not be

employed.

If a radiator is too compact, the loss of energy due to eddj^ forma-

tion in the rear of the tubular surfaces, and to the baffling effect of

floM- over successive rows of tubes, causes tlie head resistance to be

high.

Increase in density causes the apparent air velocity to l)e higher

than the true velocity in the ratio of the square roots of the

densities. The cooling effect (after due correction) of instrument

readings is found to V)e directly proportional to the density, and

consequently the resistance may he said to vary approximately with

the temperature. Varying conditions of humidity have no effect

on the efficiency of radiators.

Spirals fitted to the entrance of ladiator tubes to produce

turl)ulent air flow increase the cooling by 25 per cent., but this is

militated l)y the fact that the increase in resistance is proportional

to the cooling effect. A projecting flared lip on the face of the

radiator will increase its cooling capacity by 5 to 10 per cent.,

l»ut unfortunately it increases the head resistance in the same

ratio.

As tlie radiators of modern niacliines have to lie exposed to

consideiable extremes of temperature, arrangements must be provided

for shielding the radiators when exposed to low temperatures. This

is usually accomplished by the aid of shutters or IJinds, or alter-

natively by sliding the radiator itself in or out of the fuselage as

required.

Three to five gallons (»f water is usually re(|uired per 10(1 H.P..

oi' {\'A to Uo lb. ]»'r B.H.P. An increased rapidity in tlie rircula-
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lion of the cooling water through a radiator greatly increases the

efficiency. Radiators usually weigh about three-quarters of a yiound

per B.H.P. They are often estimated on the l»asis of ()-3S9 Ih. ))er

1,000 B.Th.U.

Engine Supports.—The American S.A.E. recommends the follow-

ing table of dimensions, omitting all reference to sizes of bolts :

—

Distance V)etween l>earers - - 12 14 16 in.

Widtli of engine l^earers - - - 2 2j 2^ ,,

Distance l)etM^een centre of bolts - 14 16| I85 ,,

As yet, unfortunately, there are no British standards. This

results in considerable trouble in fitting engines into \arious

aeroplanes, and the matter therefore needs attention.

Compression Ratio.—As will be ol)served upon reference to tlie

engine design table (two pages previous to this), the compression

ratio of a modern aero engine varies. The ratio of 4*25 corresponds

to 85*3 lbs. pressure per sq. in. (or 100 lbs. absolute). The com-

l)ression pressure with certain fuels, suclias alcohol, can be raised to

as nnich as 200 lbs. per sq. in. (about doid)le that of ])etrol) before

])re-igniti()ii takes place.

Brake Thermal Efficiency.—A horse-power hour — 33,000 x 60

ft. -lbs. , and since a British thermal unit (B.Th.U.) is 778 ft.-ll)s.,

, 1 33000 x6() „K,= t. rri i-a horse-i)OA\er liour— = 254oB. Ih. L.
/78

2545
Brake Thermal Efficiency = --^^^^

—

—,—. ^B.Th.L. of fuel per 11). x

No. of lbs of fuel

This value varies in value from 0-20 to 0-27 at full load. (The latter

means a very low consumption of fuel, say about 0'47 lb. of petrol

per B.H.P. hour.)

Ball Bearings

Crushing load P = 82,400 nd'-, /; — number of balls, r^- diameter

of each ball.

Diameter in inches -

Crushing load (lbs. )
-

Working load (Ibs.)-
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AERO

Name of Engine.

A.B.C
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ENGINES

A. B.C. —The 30 and 4U H.P. are hoiizoiitally oppused types,

while the 85 H.P. is radial type. A. B.C. injector cartnirettor, air

cooled.

Aeromarine.—Concentric (inlet inside exhaust) overhead valves
;

one lieaiing ciunkshaft ; thermostat regulated, water cooling ; Zenith
carburettor ; two Dixie magnetos.

Anzani. — Stationary radial type, air cooled ; double throw,
single crank ; automatic inlet valves, ball bearings ; forced lubri-

cation ; H.T. ignition (two V.H. magnetos) ; Zenith carburettor.

The 125 H.P. and 200 H.P. engines have two cranks ; consumption
of ])etrol in gals. i)er hour 8, 9'5 and 14'5 respectively ; oil con-
sum])tinn, 1*5, 2 and 3 gals, per hour, air cooled.

Austin.—Vee type, water- coolefl.

Argus.—Vertical cast-iron cylinders in pairs, splash lubrication,

ball bearings, overhead valves, camshaft on one side, H.T. magneto
(Bosch), water cooled.

Austro-Daimler.—Vertical cast-iron single cylinders with copper
jackets, overhead valves, camshaft on one side, white metal bear-
ings, forced lubrication, pressed steel pistons, H.T. magneto, water
cooled.

Bates (U.iS.A. ).—110 H.P., 6 cyl., is vertical type, water cooled.

110 H.P. , 8 cyl., is vee type, water cooled.

120 H.P., 6 cyl., is radial type, air cooled.

180 H.P., 8 cyl., is vee type, Wtxter cooled.
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ENGINES— Confim^ed

Benz.—Water cooled, veitioal engine.

Berry (U.S.A.).—Verticail cast-iron single cylinders, with steel

jackets ; white metal bearings ; forced lubrication ; overhead valves
;

camshaft on one side ; H.T. magneto (Bosch). Water cooled.

Beardmore. —^ Vertical water-cooled cast-iron single cjdinders,

with copper water jackets ; overhead inclined valves, operated by
tappet rods ; dished head pistons ; white metal bearings backed
with steel ; patent hydraulic pump lubrication. H.T. magneto
(two on 120 and 160 H.P. engines) with supplementary hand start-

ing magnets. Consumption, O'o6 to 0*6 pint of petrol per B.H.P.
hour; two carburettors with concentric float. The 250 H.P.
engine is 60 vee type.

Burgess-White (U.S.A.),—Double Vee engine. Water cooled.

Brotherhood.—60° Vee type engine. Water cooled.

Caproni and Faccanoni.—Radial engine, mechanically operated
valves, forced lubrication, H.l\ magneto. Air cooled.

Chenu.—Vertical cylinders cast in pairs, thermo-syphon cooling,

pump lubrication, H.T. magneto. Two carburettors per en_^ine.

Water cooled.
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RNGl}<iRS— Continued

Clement Bayard.— Vertical cast-iron cylinders, overhead valves

operated by two cams, exhaust valves operated bj' spring on tappet.

Watt-r cooled.

Clerget.—Rotary air-cooled type with mechanically operated
overhead inlet and exhaust valves, driven independently by two
eccentrics—a distinctive feature ; one crank ; ball bearings ; single

and dual ignition; H.T. magneto: aluminium alloy pistons.

Crankshaft serves as induction tube.

Curtiss (U.8.A.). — 9(K water-cooled Vee separate cast-iron

cylinders, Monel metal side wall brazed on. Overhead valves
;

white metal bearings, bronze backed ; an annular and thrust ball

bearing is provided for the propeller bearing ; forced lubrication
;

H.T. magneto : double Zenith carburettor. All nuts, small parts,

and cylinders are nickel-plated,

De Dion Bouton.—Vee type engine. Water cooled.

Duesenberg (U.S.A.).—Water cooled.

Fiat.—Vertical water-cooled cast-iron single cylinders; forced

lubrication ; H.T. magneto and accumulators.

General Ordnance (U.S.A. ).—90° water-cooled Vee type, with
over-run exhaust ports at tlie bottom of the stroke, controlled ly ^
engine speed, rotary valve. Dixie magneto.

Gnome.—Radial rotary air-cooled steel cylinders (turned from
solid bar) ; steel crank-case ; automatic inlet valves ; forced lubrica-

tion ; single crankpin ; ball bearings ; H.T. ignition, single ignition

point. 80 H.P. engine takes 0*9 pint petrol and 0"2 pint oil per
B.H.P. hour.

Gnome (Monosoupape).—Similar specilication to above engine,

except that it has only a single valve in head of cjdinder, acting as

exhaust and air inlet valve. A strong petrol mixture is drawn from
the crank-case through ports in the cjdinder ; consumption, 80 H.P.
engine takes 0"8 pint petrol and 0*17 pint oil per B.H.P. hour.

Made in England by Peter Hooker, Ltd. , Walthamstow.
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AERO

Name of Ent.'ine.

I'll!
Horse- Lbs. per p^,,^ Cylinders.
Power B.H.P.

^J,^^"
at Weiglit. with «tv!' ; ;

—
Normal H Hrs. v l!!oi ^.
Revs Fuel ^'^'^"^^'v No. }!ore. Stroke.

Green -
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ENGINES—Continued

Notes.

Green.—Vertical Avatei-cofiled .steel c;vlinders with detachable
copper jackets (except 300 H.P. size, which i.=i Vee type) ; overhead
valves and camshaft ; white metal bearings ; forced lubrication

;

H.T. magneto.

Gyro (U.S.A.).—A rotary air-cooled engii

Hall-Scott (U.H.A. ).—Vertical water-cooled cast-iron cylinders
copper-jacketed ; overhead valves ; forced lubrication ; magneto
Strombers carburettor.

Hispano- Suiza.— 90 Vcc tyi)e, water cooled ; Zenith carburettors.

Isotta-Fraschini.—Vertical cylinders; forced lubrication ; over-
head valves : H.T. magneto ; Zenith carburettor.

Knox (U.S.A.).—A 60^ Vee type, water cooled engine; battciy
and dynamo ignition : Zenith carburettors.

Lorraine- Dietrich.—90' Vee type, water cooled.

Maximotor (U.S.A.).—Water cooled.

Maybach.—Water-cooled steel cylinders; screwed into niallealjle

C.I. heads and jackets. Two inlet and three exhaust valves per
cylinder, all overhead. Special carburettor without float chamber.
Tappets arranged for lifting when starting.
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AERO

Name of Eiitrine.

Horse- Lbs. per ,, Cjlinders.
Power B.H.P. ^;^';'-

at \Vei{fhl. with ''•»
J

^

Normal G Hrs. -./'t^-, ^
Revs. , Fuel.

,^oniial. j^o. Bore. Stroke.

Mercedes -
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ENGINES

—

Continued

Mercedes-Daimler.—Vertical Avater-cooled steel cylinders in pairs

with steel jackets ; forced lubrication ; overhead valves, single

camshaft ; two Bosch magnetos.

Orlo ( U. 8. A. ).—Vee cast-iron cjdinderswith zinc-plated spun brass

jackets ; white metal bearings with ball thrust for propeller ; forced

lubrication ; H.T. ignition (two Dixie magnetos) ; fuel consumption,
1-2 gals, petrol per hour, 2 pints oil.

Packard (U.S.A.).—Water cooled Vee type.

R.A.F. Irt.—Air cooled 90' Vee type.

R.A.F. .S'7.—AVater-co.)led 60 Vee type.

Rausenberger (U.S.A.).—Water cooled.

Renault.—Vee (90°) cylinders; the 250 H.P. engine is oO' vee,

water cooled ; special air cooling for 80 and loO H.P. sizes ; forced

lubrication; H.T. magneto; propeller is attached to specially

strong camshaft on the smaller engines which turns at half engine

speed.

Richard and Hering.—Vertical water-cooled cast-ircjn cylinder?

(in pairs) ; overhead valves ; two H.T. magnetos.

Rheinische Aerowerke.—Vertical cast-iron cylinders; overhead

valves ; forced lubrication ; two H. T. magnetos, the 80 and 100 H. P.

engines are air cooled, tlie others are water cooled.
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AERO

Name of Eni^nne.

1
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ENGINES— C^A//^>//^^^

Notes.

Le Rhone.—Radial rotary air-cooled steel cylinders, with cast-

iron liner ; cylinders screwed into steel crank -case ; tMo valves seat-

ing in cylinder head ; induction via crankshaft to crank-case, and
by external copper pipe to cylinder head ; forced lubrication con-

sumes 0'7"2 pint petrol and 0-1 pint oil per B.H.P. ; single crankpin
;

ball bearings : H.T. ignition, 80 H.P.

Rolls-Royce.—Water-cooled 60^ Vee type.

Salmson (Canton Unne).—Radial water-cooled steel cylinders

with copper jackets ; overhead mechanically operated valves ; ball

bearings : single crank : planetary drive ; forced lubrication ; H.T.
magneto ; hand starting magneto ; Zenith carburettor ;

petrol con-

sumption, 0*6 pint per B.H.P. per hour; oil consumption, 0*025 lb.

per B.H.P. per hour.

Sturtevant (U.S.A.).— \'ee type water-cooled aluminiam alloy

cylinders, cast in pairs, with steel liners
;
jackets cast integral

;

single camshafts with special quick -opening covers ; bronze backed
white metal crankshaft bearings ; ball bearings for propeller sliaft ;

forced lubrication; double H.T. ignition (Bosch or .Splitdorf )

;

propeller sliaft driven through reducing gear at ],"20n r.p.m.
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ENGINES— Continued

Sunbeam-Coatalen.—Vee cast-iron cylinders '-n hloc (in pairs

for 150 H.P., and in threes for -225 H!P.). The 12-cyl. engines

;ire 60° Vee for over 200 H.P. ; and the 450 H.R engine has 3 sets

of 6, set 40' apart. Petrol consuin])tioii, 0-o2 pint per B.H.P. honr.

Water coolin<i-.

Thomas.— Vee (90") L-head type cast-iron cylinders in pairs;

integral water jackets ; aluminium alloy pistons ; three phosphor

bronze crankshaft bearings ; forced lubrication ; independent oil-

cooling system
;

propeller driven through reduction gearing

;

propeller drive supported by annular ball bearings ; two H.T.
magnetos (8plitdorf-Dixie) ; two sparking plugs per cylinder ; con-

sumption, 12-5 gals, petrol and r6 gals, oil per hour; Christensen

air starter incorporated (weight 40 lbs. ) ; Zenith double carburettor.

Uberursel. —A German copj^ of the French Gnome engine.

Wisconsin (U.S.A.).—6-cyl. vertical and 12-cyl. water-cooled Vee
engines, with aluminium alloy c^dinders cast in pairs, with steel

linings. Bronze bearings, with white metal lining. One pressure

and two scavenging pumps (to keep crank chamber drained of oil

wlien aeroplane is flying at an angle). Two H.T. magnetos on

O-cyl. engine and four on the 12-cyl. Petrol consumption, 0-6 to

0*7 pint for B.H.P. hour. Oil, 0-2 pint or less per B.H.P. hour.
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ENGINE LUBRICATING OIL

A temperature of 6f5° Cent. (150*8^ F.) shoukl not be exceeded,
or else a good -working viscosity will not be maintained. This
condition of temperature can only be assured on the dry sum]j

system, where all the oil not actually V)eing pumped under pressure,

around the engine beai'ings, is pumped out of the pump into a

storage and cooling tank (open to the atmosphere). A good qualit}-

castor oil (vegetable) gives superior results to the best mineral oils.

It is practically non-mixaVile with petrol, and hence is essential for

use in rotary engines. All oils should he prepared in such a manner
as to resist too much thickening under low temperature conditions.

Lubrication of Bearings.—The pressures on bearings are often

between bUd lbs. and 2,000 11)S. per sq. in., with a shaft speed of as

much as 50 ft. per second. Notwithstanding high pressures and
speeds, if oil is fed to that part of the bearing where the load is

least, or where the pressures aie intermittently reversed, it will be
drawn in and carried round In- the shaft. There should not be any
oilwa}'s in connecting rod big end bearings when forced feed is used.

It is qiiite sufficient to make joint chamfer grooves, tapering them
off nicely to the bearing surfaces, and not approaching the ends
nearer than /'g- in. or so. To avoid leaks at end bearings, spiral

grooves can be used. The inclination of these grooves, in regard to

the direction of the rotation of the shaft, should Ite the reverse of

what they would be in the bearing. That is, the grooves should
always be so arranged that the direction of rotation SM^eeps the
oil inwards. Repairers should generally copy the oilways as made by
the engine makers. It is as much a mistake to ])ut in too many, as

it is to provide them in the wi'ong place.

The following instructions are given by the Hoyt Metal Ccmipan\'
for the lining of high speed internal (-(jmbustion engine bearings,

Avith a special alloy tliat they make for the purpose :
—

Clean the V>earing shell thoroughly, heat it in a clean bunsen
flame (which must not reach the surface to be tiiuied), and tin it

M"ith a thin strip of the white metal, using as a flux, killed spirits,

or if })iefciied, sal-ammoniac. After tinning, carefully brush out
the shell, and go ovei' it again witli the metal and give it a good
clean coating.

Great care should be taken not to ovciheat tlic metal, whicli must
only be hot enougli to tUDi a piece of dry white writing paper
light ))ro\\ii, about 575^ F. Always have afair quantit\- of metal
in tlie pot, as it is llicii t-asicr {(• keep the heat steady. Stir

frequently.

When the bc-aring is leady, licat tiie jig, beaiing, and liolloM

mandrel witli the bunsen flame, or over a gas ring until tiie tinned
surface nfcrrly rvDfi, then pour tiie metal in. If the licaiing is too
hot or not liot enough, the metal may not stick. When finished, use
a coUl blast of air or wet cotton waste to cool down—the quicker
the better.
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If the metal is to be kept hot for an}' length of time, it should
be covered with a thin layer of vegetable charcoal, which may be
purchased very cheaply from any chemist or oil and coloin-

merchant.
Connecting rods are sometimes made of special steel, and

occasionally tlie white metal does not hold on as well as might
he desired. In such cases, instead of tinning the steel M'ith the
bearing metal, it is sometimes better to use pure tin or best quality
tinman's solder, as these appear to hold better to some special

steels.

Blowholes are generally due to the following causes :—White
metal too hot or not hot enough ; mandrel or inside of bearing damp
with oil or water ; some of the flux used in tinning has been left in

the bearing ; air has been trapped in some way ; metal has "caved
in " owing to leaks ; or moisture from the material used to stop
leaks has got in.

Common and obvious causes of hot bearings are :—Lubiication
iinlsatisfactory ; bad, unsuitable, or dirty oil ; bearings out of line or
overloaded ; shaft bent or ^^•hipping ; bearings too tight ; bearing
too long for its diameter ; oil has got behind the white metal and
prevents escape of heat. The obvious cure in the last instance is to
pay careful attention to the tinning of the bearing shell, and the
firm adhesion of the white metal to it, in order that whatever heat
may exist shall be able to get away into the bearing shell, and
thence into and through the parts which carry the bearing.
Those who are interested in this particular subject should obtain

a copy of "Notes on the Lubrication of the Bearings of Internal
Combustion Engines," published gratis Ijv the Hovt Metal Companv,
26Billiter Street, E.C. 3.

FUELS

Quality.—A good fuel should fultil the following requirements :

—

1. It should enable the engine to start easily from cold.

2. It should not smell too badly before or after combustion.

3. Its specific gravity and calorific value should be within the
limits stated.

4. It should not lead to deposits in the cylinders or on the valves
under any of the various conditions of running.

5. The consumption must be economical.

At the present time there are three fuels that are practicable for
aeroplane engines, viz., petrol, benzol, and alcohol (mixture). From
a pureh' thermal standpoint, there is very little to choose between
them, though the better grades of petrol are almost universally
employed.
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HEAT VALUES OF FUELS

Petrol

Benzol
Paraffin

Coal
Alcohol, 100 per tent.

Methylated, 88 ,,

(jJas (coal)

Hydrogen
Carbon

kg-

pt.

lb.

1 ,,

1 cub. ft. ^

1 lb

lories. B.Th.U.
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quired to raise 1 lb. of water at V F. in temperature at or near
81 '9 F. , the temperature at which the densitj' of water is a
maximum.

The mechanical work which can be performed by the dissipation

of one B.Th.U. is 778 ft. -lbs.

Petrol

Petrol is obtained b}- the process of distillation from crude
petroleum. The latter is of a highly complex character, containing
many more or less volatile hj'drocarbons, its exact composition
varying according to the locality' in which it is found. The derived
product, petrol, which comes off in the earlier stages of distillation,

is also of a complex character, and consists of a mixture of various

members of the paraffin series, expressed by the general chemical
formula, C;;Ho;; f-o, where n is any integer.

Commercial petrol sliould have a specific gravity of 0'68 to 0'76, and
should consist mostly of Hexane (CijHjj), Heptane (C^H^.,), and Octane
(CyHj^). The lower the specific gravity of the petrol the higher is

the amount of energ}' per pound, since the proportion of hydrogen
to carbon is higher in the earlier members of the paraffin series, as

can be seen readily from the formula given above.

Petrol is completely volatile in the air without tlie aid of artificial

hesit.

Calorific Value.—The calorific value of petrol is 18,500 to 21,000
B.Th.U. per lb,, that is to say, the complete combustion of 1 lb.

of the fuel will release from 18,5fK) to 21,000 Britisli thermal units

of heat.

Thermal Efficiency.—Taking the calorific value of petrol at

19,000 B.Th.U. per lb., since the mechanical work which can be
performed by the dissipation of 1 B.Th.U. is 778 ft. -lbs., it follows

that if all the heat could he utilised the combustion of 1 lb. of petrol

would result in the performance of 19,000 x 778 = 14,782,000 ft. -lbs.

of work.

Accoi'ding to the above, the petrol consumed in the engine po-

hour for each B.H.P., taken at '75 lb., represents 11,086.500 ft. -lbs.

of work. As a horse-power represents 33,00(:» x 60= 1.980,0<lO

ft. -lbs. per hour, the heat in '75 lb. of petrol I'epresents 'rti H.P.
exerted for one hour. Since the quality of fuel used represents
5-6 H.P. hours, and only 1 B.H.P. hour is obtained for it, the ratio

of the heat utilised is to the total heat in the fuel as 1 : 5"G, approxi-

mately 18 : 100. The thermal efficiency of the engine is therefore

about 18 per cent.
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Petrol Consumption

The commercial efficiency of petrol engines is expressed in terms

of the consumption of petrol per brake horse-power per hour.

As regards the working mixture of petrol and air, the proportions

Mhich give the greatest power for a given size of engine are not the

proportions which give the lowest consumption of petrol per horse-

power.
(lenerally it is usual in stationary engines to work at high economy

rather tlian at high power, but in aeroplane engines the reverse

holds good, it being of more importance to secure large power for a

given weight than low fuel consumption.
Accordingly, no particular mixture can be described as the best

for petrol engines under all circumstances. For example, in the

test of a particular engine the liighest power was obtained Mith

a mixture by Aveight of 1 of petrol to 11*6 of air, while the highest

economy, tliat is the lowest consumption per B.H.P. , was obtained

with 1 of petrol to 16*9 of air. As the economy rises the power
falls, but in practice it is usual to employ mixtures of 1 to 10 or 12

to get maximum power.
For this particular engine the consumption of petrol per B.H.P.

per hour varies between 0-614 and O'To lb., according as the engine

is working at the highest economy or the highest power.

Average consumptions of petrol in the case of modern engines of

good design should not exceed :—

For water-cooled engines O'oO lb. per B.H.P. houi.

,, stationary air-cooled 'Go ,, .. ,,

,, rotary air-cooled 0*70 ,, ,, ,,

Petrol weighs 7 "2 lbs. per gallon.

0-9 ,, pint.

1 ,, 1-11 pints.

Alcohol

Pure alcohol, while presenting many attractive features, has

failed to establish itself universally as a fuel for internal com-

bustion engines. HoMCver, the prospects of certain alcohol

mixtures are ver}' promising, as they reproduce tlie self-starting,

non-corrosive, and other good qualities of petrol, combined with

the property that pre-ignition does not take place until the com-

pression is in the neighbourhood of 200 lbs. per sq. in., which is

over double that of petrol. It is this feature of the possibility of

high compression that makes this fuel worthy of consideration for

aeroplane engines. For at normal pressures the weight of alcohol

consumed per B.H.P. is greater than that of petrol. The only

adjustment required in an ordinary engine is to increase the size

of the carburettor jet.
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successful spraying. Hence it is now almost standard practice

to employ double carburettors (supplied normally by one float

chamber of the ordinary pattern common to both). In fact, it is

a good plan to use a separate carburettor for every three or four
cylinders. A form of modified double jet seems, even with double
carburettors, to be the most satisfactory system, as a 1»etter spray
effect is obtainable. Absence of moving parts and entirely automatic
operation is also a great advantage. Further provision should l)c

made for a small reserve of petrol near the jet to permit a rapid
opening of the throttle, and consequeiit quick acceleration. A
slow-running arrangement should also be incorporated, and a
filter is of importance, since a choked jet may be a serious matter.
All petrol put into the main tank should be carefully strained.

Both the Zenith and tlie Claudel-Hobson carburettors comply very
closely with the requirements of an ideal device for aero engine
Avork, though differing in several important respects from each other.

The main characteristic of the Zenith carburettor is the fitting

of a submerged auxiliary or compensatiny jet in addition to the

main jet. It also incorporates a sloio runniny jet. The function
of the compensating jet is to keep the mixture at practically

constant strength at all engine speeds, i.e., to correct the irregu-

larities of the main jet. It has the greater influence at low speeds,

while the main jet has most efl'ect at high speeds.

The compensating jet nozzle is placed concentrically with the

main jet at the bottom of an interchangeable choke tube. A very
great advantage of this carburettor is that once it is adjusted it

need never be touched again, unless the conditions of service are
radically altered, hence it is well worth while taking trouble to

tune or adjust it properly.

The bore of each jet, and also of each compensator, is marked on it

in hundredths of a millimetre, hence it is essential that it should
not be enlarged or reduced, or all the advantage of knowing
definitely what size is being used will be lost.

Adjustment is eflected by changing the choke tube, the main and
compensating jets, and regulating the slow-running device.

The flrst thing to be decided upon is the choke tube. If too large,

the engine will not accelerate properly ; if too small, the maximum
speed will be too lov,-. Then the main jet is selected b}^ trial at

the higher engine speeds, followed by the compensating jet at

lower speeds. Finally, the slow-running jet is regulated to

ascertain the minimum opening necessary. Further details of these

operations are given under the heading "Carburettor Tuning."

The Claudel-Hobson Carburettor, as employed for aero work,
i;^ that known as type " Z,'' which diliers in many ways from the

earliei- instrument known to motor car users, now called type "A.""

It is automatic in action, once properly adjusted. In principle

of design it comprises a submerged inalu jet (with air-ejector
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nozzle) aud a pilot or auxiliary jtt (also having an air-ejector

nozzle), with a variable choke.

Also on the carburettor there are adjustable stops («) for the
drum-t\pe throttle

;
[h) for a slow running by-pass ; and (c) for

modifying the choke space in the throttle. The jets are numbered,
and vary from each other by one-twentieth part of a millimetre.

Adjustment is attained by first testing the main jet at high speed
with a warm engine, and then by setting the slow-running device.

The latter is accomplished, firstly, by the throttle sfop scref, which
regulates the minimum throttle opening, and secondly b}' the slow
running by -pass screw. If there should be indications of incorrect

mixture at slow speeds, the screw for modifying the throttle choke

space should be adjusted. This latter screw has the greatest effect

when the throttle is nearly closed, being, in fact, inoperative when
the throttle is full open. If the acceleration is sluggish, a larger

pilot or auxiliary jet nnist be iitted. For further information refer

to the following notes.

CARBURETTOR TUNING
There are various causes of unsatisfactory engine operation Avhicii

may be traced to the carburettor, but often it is blamed needlessly.

xVs a matter of fact it is better not to attempt to alter the maker's
settings. The number of combinations and permutations of choke
tubes, jets, and auxiliary- jets for each size of carburettor is almost
limitless, as a simple calculation will soon shovr. Occasionally a jet

maj' be substituted to advantage for one a size larger or smaller, but
outside this it is well to communicate with the maker if tliere appears
to be good ground for suspicion that the setting could be improved.

If the carburettor is warmed up to its normal working temj^era-
ture, and is not mechanically damaged or choked, it will very rarelv
be the cause for defective engine operation.

There are certain characteristic defects in engine operation in

which carburation plays a part, and it is proposed now to deal with
the principal causes and remedies in the following paragraphs.

Choke Tube too Large.—The engine will not accelerate properly,
whatever size of compensator or auxiliary jet is employed. If.

instead of accelerating, the engine stops, the compensator or
auxiliary jet is too small.

Choke Tube too Small.—A good acceleration is obtained, but
the maximum speed is too low.

Jet too Large.—Under this condition an engine starts up'easily
from cold. However, the petrol consumption is very great, and long
flames, slight explosions, and black vapour come out of the exhaust
pipes.

Jet too Small. —On starting from cold the engine runs errati-

cally for a few revolutions, and then either stops or back-fires into
the carburettor.
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Slow- Running Jet. AVhcn an attempt is made to run an engine

slowly, similar defects are observed as is the ease with the main
jet, according to whether the pilot jet is too large or too small.

Heating.—With modern carburettors provision should always be

made for heating the induction pipe, either Vjy aid of the engine

circidating water, or by means of a portion of the exhaust gases.

'I'his is necessitated in order to make up the heat absorbed by the

action of vaporising a considerable (juantity of petrol through a

small jet in a confined space. If this heat is not supplied there is

likely to be condensation in the induction jjipe. Momentary
dripping of the carburettor, just after the engine is stopped, is

caused by incomplete evaporation due to insufficient heating. To
facilitate the starting up of an engine the radiator may be filled

with hot water.

Popping Noise in Carburettor.—This is also described as a

back-lire or blow-V)ack ; it is nearly always due to a weak mixture,

and is caused Ijy a cold engine, insufficient heating, or main jet too

small, if it occurs on opening out the throttle. If the float chamber
empties, due to shortage of petrol in the main tank, a stoppage or

an air-lock in the supply pipe, or loss of pressure in the tank,

popping back wall also occur, due to the weak mixture which

results. It also happens with a dirty engine when it gets very hot,

due to retarded spark, weak mixture, or lack of water in radiator :

this is due to pre-ignition. Another cause is due to air leaking

into the induction pipe through joints which are not air-tight, or to

valves sticking and not closing properly. Excessive advance of

ignition occasionally gives rise to popping noises. It also arises

from^n inlet valve opening too early or closing too late.

Firing in tlie exhaust is due to too weak a mixture or shortage of

petrol, though sometimes it is due to an exhaust valve sticking or

too little clearance.

Carburettor Drips.—This may be due to one of several causes

—

(a) Dirt on the needle seating, due to a hole in the filter, scale or

rust from the petrol tank piping or fittings. This should be cleared

out by flushing with petrol. The jet should also be cleaned at the

same^time. (6) Needle seat n-orn. (c) Needle imperfect ft in its

upper and lower guides, or bent. Such a needle must be refitted or

bent straight, or preferably exchanged for a new one. [d] Float

perforated. Place the float in hot water to vaporise the petrol and

drive it out at the point of entry, \\hich must then be soldered up,

taking care not to heat enough to unsolder any other part of the

float. {') Float chaniher out of adjust merit. See that the balance

weights are woiking freely and that they do not touch the cover of

the float chamber. '(/) Pressure too high in petrol tank. Reduce to

normal, and if necessary check pressure gauge, {g) Insufpcient

heating causes momentiary dripping immediately after stopping the

engine, (/t) Excessire flooding by hand when starting may make the

mixture too rich ; in this case it may be necessary to open the
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throttle some -way and give a few turns to tlie engine to clear off

the too rich moisture, or else the engine will not start. (/) External
causes, such as a leaking petrol pipe or union, may account for the
dripping, and therefore search should be made for any outside
leaks, Avhich might shoM- themselves at the carburettor. (./) Pre-
cantion.'i against pre. In order that a back-fire or flashback may
not give rise to a fire, due to the presence of petrol spill or drips,

on an aeroplane, provision should be made for all sucli wastage
to be drained oft'.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF JET SETTIX(;S^
(Zenith Carburettor)

Engine.
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Ignition.—This is alnK^.st universally attained by the use of a
magneto. The modern magneto is a ver}- reliable instrument, and
rarely goes wrong. Its oidy faults are its weak spark when retarded
and its small range of advance. It re(juires no attention, provided
it is kept dry and free from oil and dirt. It requires the minimum
of lubi'ieation, as it runs on ball l)earings. The onl}' maintenance
needed is to keep the contact-breaker contacts and the distributing

brushes clean. Occasional!}', if damp gets in, the fibre brushing of

the contact-breaker arm sticks. The contact gap should always
be earefull}' adjusted to about (i'4 mm. (approx. yoSo '^- *'r ^^ in.),

and the surfaces tiled so as to make contact all over. As magnetos
are so often placed in inconvenient positions, a small key for the

removal of the contact-breaker for inspection purposes should be
kept handy.

If two magnetos are fitted to an engine, care must be taken to see

that they synchronise. A magneto setting is always made with
full advance, as this is the normal position of operation when the
engine is in use. Magneto advance should normally be from 12 to

15 mm. The break at tlie contact-breaker, to give the maximum
spark, should occur just as the armatiu'e sliield leaves the pole

piece, as this is the moment at wliich the maximum current is

generated b\- the magneto. Each magneto should have its own
earthing switch, so that either may be testexl alone with its own
set of sparking plugs. Where there are two magnetos, one is

usually connected with a hand-starting magneto.
For detailed information concerning high tension ignition for

aeroplane engines, the reader is referred to the AeroiututlcuJ Jonrnal
for April June 1917, whicli contains a xvv\ al>le paper b\' Mr
A. P. Y(mng.

FIRING ORDER OF CYLINDERS
Four-cylinder vertical (cranks at ISO

degrees), - - - 1, 2, 4, 3.

Or alternatively - - - 1.3,4,2.
Six-cylinder vertical - - - 1. 2, 4, o, (1, 3.

Six-cylinder radial, with I wo tiaiiks

at 1 80 degrees - - - 1,6,5,4,3,2.

,, ,,
- - - 1.5,3,6,2,4.„.,--- 1.4.2.6.3,5.

radial - - - 1.2.3.4,5.6.

Seven-cylinder rotary )

Seven-cvlinder radial
\

], 3, 5. 7, 2, 4. 6.

(Firing hnpulsesi at ec|ual anoular^
inverse ..unierical order.)

displacement s of 120 degrees) •
* '

Eiohl-cvlind.M-, 90 deo-ree Vee - - 1. l', 2, 2', 4, 4', 3, 3'.

,. . 1, r, 3. 3', 4, 4', 2. 2'.

- 1,5,3,7,4,8,2,6.
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Nine-cvlinder radial -
- - 1, 3, 5, 7, U, 2, 4, 6, 8.

., ' ,, rutaiy - - - 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 2, 4, «, 8.

Twelve-c-vliuder, 60 degree Vee - 1, P2, 9, 4, 5, 8, 11. 2.

3, 10, 7, 6.

- 1.6'. 4,3, 2,5', C, r, 3,

4', o, 2'.

By observing the order in which the inlet valves of an engine
open, the sequence of firing of the cylinders can be ascertained.

SPARKING PLUGS
Sparking Plugs of special design are required for different

types of engines according to the characteristics of the latter. The
problem is less easy of solution, as the efficiencj' and compression
become higher, on account of the greater difhculty in ensuring

effective cooling. In the instance of rotary engines, the plug must
safely withstand the centrifugal force without any fear of the plug
being damaged, or the sparking points bending. Further, it must
stand a considerable amount of oil without failing. It is important
that it should be as light as possible, so that the centrifugal force

caused by the weight of the plug shall not distort the cjdinder wall,

which is often only of the order of a little over a millimetre or so in

thickness. Xuts must be avoided for affixing the high tension leads

to the plugs, for such adjustable connections would be liable to fly

off, due to centrifugal action.

Triple or annular sparking points are generally preferred for

rotar\' engines. On cylinders that do not revolve, either annular

spark gaps or single point gaps are used. The Beardmore
engine adopts a three-point gap, and the Gnome an annular

gap. The Lodge Sparking Plug Company make the following

recommendations :

—

Engine.
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The standard size plug is the 18 inin. metric. The slightly larger

American plug sizes do not seem to he so satisfactory. The distance
between the sparking points should be adjusted to about 4 mm.
(approx.

I if;,, or f;\ in.). In use the gap tends to increase, since the
metal at the points is slowly burned away. A good plug should
withstand a hydraulic test of 300 lbs. per square inch, and an
electrical insulation test of 20.000 volts while under an air pressure

of 200 lbs. per square inch.

The external insulation material of a plug is often grooved oi- made
with fins or gills to increase tlie insulating surface. The metal
portion of the body is also grooved, both to lighten it and to increase

the radiation of heat.

Sparking plugs should always be removed with the aid of a box
spanner, rather than an ordinary spanner, as there is less strain f)n

the engine and plug. When the points are coated with oil or

carbon, they should be dipped in petrol and cleaned with the aid of

a small stiff wire brush. If there are any burns or beads on the
electrodes, they should be taken off with a thin magneto tile or a

knife l>lade and emery paper, and then cleaned in petrol and
adjusted. If the insulation is wet, badly encrusted witli carbcjn, or

cracked, it should be discarded for a new one, as it does not pay to

run risks with an aero engine.

ENGINE TUNING
B3' this expression is meant the adjustment of an engine so that

the output may be a maximum, the revolutions steady and vinder

control, and the efficiency at its best for the conditions of operation.

The tuning of an aero engine is similar to that of a racing motor
car engine.

Erection.—When fitting an engine to an aeroplane, it is of the
utmost importance to make sure that it is not strained in any way,
(jr it will not operate to best advantage. The bed upon which it is

set must l)e dead true on its surface, and the foundation bolts nuist

be most carefulh' tightened on opposite sides in turn. The makers
of most engines issue instruction books, which should be carefully

perused befoje handling the engine, and especially before dis-

ntantling. Aero engines are, as a rule, so compact that they are

delivered as tested at the maker's works, therefore everything may
be assumed to be in order, if the lubrication receives proper atten-

ti(jn, and tlie various coupling pipes are tighth^ connected up.

Direction of Revolution.—When it is desired to ascertain the
direction of rotation of an aeroplane engine, it should be turned by
hand, and if the inlet valve of any cylinder opens immediately
after the exhaust valve of the same cylinder closes, it will be
known that the engine is being rotated in the direction in which it

is designed to run. By noting the order of opening of the inlet

valves, the order in which the cylinders fire can l)e ascertained.

An engine should alwa\s })e tuned bv the closing of the inlet valve,
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and the opening of the exhaust valve, as these are points that can
easih' be observed. It must be borne in mind that the tuning will

be atfected if tlie tappet clearance is permitted to become greater

than normal.
Valve settings should always be taken with the engine turning

in its normal direction, so that anj' errors may be avoided due to

the play in the various gear wheels, etc.

Inspection.—As soon as possible after completing a daj'^s work,
the engine should l)e carefully inspected ; however, care must be
taken that adjustments are not made unless really necessarj'.

After a clean down, it i» wise to lubricate and grease all ]jarts

leady for the next day"s flight. An\^ source of oil leakage should
Ite investigated.

It is of the utmost importance that all oil and grease should V)e

kept clear of any electric cables. The length of the latter .should

V)e as short as possible, and they should be so fitted, preferably in

fibre tubes, that there is no possibility of damage by chafing or heat.

After every twelve hours' running at most, the lubricating oil

should be drawn off, and the crank -case washed out with paraffin

(petroleum) oil to remove all dirt and sediment, the engine being
then given about a dozen sharp turns. The paraffin is then emptied
out and replaced by the correct quantit}' of lubricating oil.

Upon completion, aV)out 1 ~)0 hours' running at most, in the case of

a water-cooled engine, or after twenty hours in the instance of a

rotary air-cooled engine, the engine should receive a very thorougli

examination and decarbonising, for with ever}' precaution in design
an aeroplane engine is a verj' sensitive machine, that in use is

constantly operated at full load. The compression must, first of

all, be very carefully tested by Taylor's Okell tester or some
similar instrument, and if not between 90 and 9o lbs. per sq. in. on
a water-cooled engine, it will be necessary to grind in the valves,

more particularly the exhaust valve, and adjust the tappets accord-

ingl}". The cjdinders and piston heads must be carefully cleaned
of any sign of carbon deposit, and all oil passages carefully cleared

out. The valve springs should be examined from time to time, as

they tend to lose their elasticity after working for long periods.

Valve levers, plungers, etc., should be tried occasionallj- to make
sure that they are working truly and (juite freeh'.

When a water-cooled engine has been in service for 300 hours as

a maximum, it should be entirely dismantled for examination and
overhaul. This work is Ijest carried out by the makers, as they
have every facility for the work, including Froucle water brakes
or other suitable dynamometers for accurately testing the brake
horse-power of the engine, and so ascertaining that the engine is

operating at its V)est output.

Effect of Altitude and Low Temperature.—As the altitude

increases the power of an engine decreases, owing to the rarefaction

of tlie air. A difference in height of 10,000 ft. reduces the engine
power by almost 25 per cent,
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It' a given motor consumes 230 gm. of petrol per horse-power
hour at the ground level, at a height of 2,000 m. it will increase

this consumption to 260 gm. without a corresponding increase of

power. Hence a device should he fitted to reduce the pull on the
jet. In the case of the special Zenith carburettors used for the
iSalmson and Renault engines, extra air valves are incorporated as

a standard ; in the tirst-natned as a part of the induction pipe, and
in the latter on the carburettor itself. In the Renault-Zenith
carburettor the air inlet is also regulated b}' a throttle valve,

M'hich is calibrated in accordance with varying heights.

In very cold weather there is also a teadency for the lubricating oil

to thicken. The remedy for the latter is to inject hot oil into the
pump, and also add about 5 per cent, of petrol to the supply tank.

The latter should always be placed as high as possible above the
engine, in as unexposed a position as is feasible.

Hints on Engine Operation. — By systematic procedure and
careful analysis of difficulties the starting and running of a petrol

engine may be rendered quite simple and easj'. It must be
admitted that the petrol engine has a fickle and delicate tempera-
ment, so it must be humoured, for it is affected for better or worse
by heat and cold ; wetness and dryness ; variations of barometric
pressure and altitude ; and variations in the density of the fuel

employed.
As a rule it may be taken, if difficulties arise, that it is not due

either to the magneto (except possibly the contact points and
bi'ushes) or to the setting of the jets of the carburettor, hence it

is most unwise to tamper with these, as a general rule, until other
expedients have first been tried. The most likely sources of starting

or running troubles are the sparking plugs, insufficient heating,

incorrect setting of throttle, or spark advance.
To assist in a diagnosis of a troublesome case, the following

system of analysis has been prepared. It is assumed that reference

will be made to the previous sections of this division for detailed

information concerning certain points, such as carburation, ignition,

sparking plugs, etc. •

Starting- the Engine
I. Preliminary.

Inspect generally.

Lubricate where necessary, and not to excess.

Test oil level in engine sump.
Fill reserve oil tank through wire strainer funnel (see that the

correct oil is used).

Replace tank cover, and see that vent hole is clear.

Fill petrol tank through a strainer funnel. Note whether fuel

is free from drops of water.
Replace tank cover, and see that vent hole is clear, if gi-avity

system. If pressure supply, pump up if ie(|uired.
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Examine the petrol strainer at the carburettor to see tliat it

is clean.

IL When Ready to Start.

Steadily raise the needle of the carburettor (do not tickle it)

until Hooding just commences (an excess may give too rich a

mixture for starting).

If the carburettor will not flood, ascertain and remove the cause
of the stoppage of the petrol supply. {Xofe : an indiarubber
connecting pipe often frays at the ends, and blocks the metal
tubes it connects.)

Retard the spark lever to ilie normal starting position, as

ascertained by experience.

Close the throttle and then bring the lever hack to the normal
starting position (thus taking up any slack in the rods and pins
so that the position is constant). The normal starting position is

sometimes, or should be, clearly marked on the quadrant.
Turn engine through several revolutions with the magneto switcli

off (/.^., with the magneto earthed).

If the engine turns stiffly, inject a little paraffin (petroleum) oil

into each cylinder through the exhaust valves to soften the con-

gealed lubricant, which is probably the cause of the difficulty. Too
much paraffin or petrol may wash away the lubricant altogether.

Some engines need the injection of a little lubricating oil, especially

if the cylinders are comparatively small.

If still very stifl to turn, make a careful inspection for a

mechanical fault.

Open magneto switch (so that the magneto is no longer earthed).

Start by aid of hand magneto, self-starter, or by swinging the

propeller in the proper direction of rotation. In the case of starting

I lie engine ])y swinging the propeller, the attendant who is at the

propeller should always be warned by word of mouth when
'' contact *"

is made by putting the switch in the " on'" position.

If the engine does not start, turn off' magneto switch, flood

carburettor again (taking care, especialh' in the case of rotary

engines, not to flood too much), turn the engine over, close the

magneto switch, and attempt to start again, if possible, with a

quicker turn so as to obtain a better spark. When stifif, an engine

is often not turned fast enough to get a good spark. If the engine

is choked give a few revolutions of the airscrew in the direction

reverse to running, with the magneto switch and petrol turned ofi'.

When the Engine Starts

Advance the spark and adjust the throttle so that the engine

does not race, and allow it to run slowly for a few minutes to warm
it up to a normal working temperature.
Then test the engine for acceleration and deceleration, listening

for anv unusual sound.
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Observe the exhaust to see that it is not black or flaming, due to

excess of petrol, or blue, due to excess of lubricating oil. Until
the engine has warmed up properly, there is often a little white
steam vapour.

Test restartinif, and then the engine will be ready for flight.

If Engine Does not Start

I. If it usually starts easily, clieck over the preliminary instruc-

tions to see that tiiey have all l)een c(jmplied with.

Turn engine and ascertain, by aid of an insulated handled metal
tool, if a spark is produced at eacli plug. If not, examine insulated
leads from the magneto (to see that there is no breakage or leakage),

the earthing switch (to see that there is no earth connection), the
distributor (this may be damp or dirty), and the magneto contact-
breaker.

If no signs of an explosion on first attempts to start, examine
sparking plugs, as they are the most likely cause of the trouble.

Dip in petrol to remove moisture, clean and adjust gap if neces.sar\'

(refer to the section of this division re. sparking plugs).

Take out carburettor main jet to see whether it is free of water
and dirt. Emi)ty float ciiamber to get rid of water.
Tvy compression ; if the compression is poor, a little lubricating

oil injected into each cylinder will improve the compression for

starting.

Slightly' vary the throttle position ; if a Zenith carburettor, listen

for the characteristic suction whisper which occurs on turning the
engine when the throttle is correctly set.

If the engine is warm it ma}' need a slightly greater throttle

opening.
If preliminary flooding seems excessive, so that there is a possi-

bility of the mixture having been too rich, open the throttle and
give several turns to the engine, so that a new beginning may be
made,

II. A Strange Engine. ^—If the engine will not start after taking
the steps set forth in (I.), and especiallj^ if little is known about the
individual engine in particular

—

Examine slow running setting of carburettor to see that it is not
choked, and whether or not it is correctly set.

Close air inlet of carburettor partially to increase the velocity of

the air, and so strengthen the mixture.
Prime each of the cylinders, through the exhaust valves or

sparking plug openings (or priming cocks, if fitted), with a little

petrol.

Search very carefulh' for an air leak between the carburettor and
the engine. Also see that sparking plugs, valve caps, valve guides,

etc., are perfectly air-tight.
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Stops after Starting-

If it .starts at slow speed and then stops, prol)ably thf throttle
was not open wide enough before starting.

If it starts satisfactorily and then stops after a few minutes,
especially in cold weather, note whether there is a dewy deposit or
hoar frost on the induction pipe ; if so the jet has probably been
choked with hoar frost or ice. To obviate this, open the throttle a
little M-ider than usual, as soon as the engine starts, so as to warm
up the induction pipe and carburettor. The engine cannot do any
work until the induction pipe has Marmed up sutticiently to avoid
this condensation.

If a cold engine slows down evenly while running light, tlie

mixture is too rich, or

—

If a warm engine slows down unevenly, the mixture is too rich,
and the slow-running device must be adjusted to give less petrol.

If the engine hunts, there is probably an air leakage between tlic

carburettor and the cylinders, or else petrol has collected in hollows
in the inlet pipes. If the throttle is closed further, instead of
continuing the limiting, the engine usually stops, which confirms
the above diagnosis.

If the engine slows down evenly when warm, but when cold soon
stops, and will not run at slow speeds, the mixture is too m eak, and
so the slow running device must be adjusted to gi^e more petrol,
or a larger auxiliary jet must be fitted.

Engine Stops with Increase of Load
If, when an attempt is made to make the engine take up its load,

it stops

—

(a) The mixture is too weak, and so a larger auxiliary or coui-

pensating jet is needed, or in the alternative a smaller choke tube.

(/>) The induction pipe is sufficiently heated. A temporary
expedient is to close up the air inlet slightly.

(c) The ignition may be defective.

Engine does not Accelerate Well
If popping noises or back-fires occur in the carburettor, the

engine is probably too cold ; the induction pipe insufficiently

heated ; or the mixture too poor (indicating necessity for a larger
auxiliary or compensating jet). Refer to the section of this

division dealing specially with carburettors.

If the engine runs erratically after slow running, it may be due
to condensed petrol inside the induction pipes, or in dips or joints
of the induction sjstera (due to faulty design). In either case the
difficulty would have been overcome with efficient heating.
As a rule, if the inlet pipe diameter is not smaller than the

diameter of the carburettor outlet, the engine does not accelerate
or run as well. Of course it ma}' be due to too large a choke tube,
resulting in in.sutficient velocity around the jets.
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Engine Misfires

(1.) Jf rtgularly. the fault is due to either

—

(a) Sooted or cracked plugs.

(b) Dirty contacts on the distributor.

(f) A short circuit on one or more high tension wires.

{(1) A valve or valves sticking.

(e) The valve clearances l)eing too small or too great.

(/) An air leak past a valve stem.

{(j) A roughness on the contact breaker of the magneto, or a

swelling due to damp of the contact breaker fibre busliing.

(II.) Ij intermitfcntby, the trouble is probably caused by

—

(a) A piece of dirt in the carburettor jet ; this may sometimes be
cleared by racing and then slowing the engine.

(^>) Water in the carburettor. The onh' remedy is to empty the

carburettor. Always filter petrol into the main tank very carefully

to strain off the -water.

(c) Water or loose dirt may have got on to the distributor.

{d) A short circuit on one of the high tension wires or loose

connection.

(e) Valves being incorrectU' timed, or the timing gear loose.

Engine does not Attain Normal Speed

If the engine does not attain its proper speed, either

—

(i.) The mixtui'e is too poor, and a larger main jet must be fitted.

(ii.) The mixture is too rich, and a smaller main jet should be
tried.

(iii.) The choke tube is too small.

(iv. ) The engine is cold, and the air intake insufficiently heated.

(v.) The throttle is open too wide : some engines will give full

power without opening the throttle fully, and in fact pull much
better then.

(vi.) Insufficient air.

(vii.) Incorrect ignition timing.

(viii.) The compression is poor.

OVERHEATING
I. The Engine Overheats.

This is usually accompanied with a smell of burnt oil.

The most likely cause is insufficient advance of the ignitii)n.

The radiator may be short of water, clogged up, or of insufficient

capacity. Shortage of water may be due to excessive evaporation,

the reason for winch must be investigated. It may oidy lie due
to leakage.

The mixture may l)e too rich, causing a slower l)urning mixture
and consecjuent transmission of more heat to the jackets. To
remedy, the jet nnist be changed for a smaller one.
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Insutiieiency or poor quality of the lubricating oil in the crank-
case Avill also cause overheating.
Examine the water and the oil pumps to see that they are

functioning properly.
There may be too much back pressure.

If there is a silencer, it may be choked, and so cause overheating.
(Owing to the increased horse-power required when a silencer is

fitted, it is very rarely that an air-craft engine is nowadays equipped
M'ith one, though a number of machines were so fitted before
the war.)

The timing of the valves may be incorrect.

IT. The Exhaust Pipe Overheats

\\'ith spark too nnich retarded.

Too rich a mixture.
Insufficient lift of exhaust valves.

Back pressure in the exhaust pipes, due to clogging.

The Engine Makes an Unusual Noise

I. PreTgnition Knocking.

A characteristic pinking noise indicates that the spark is too

far advanced.
If this noise occurs before the engine gives its normal maximum

output, with spark in usual position, it is due to pre-ignition caused
hy carbon deposit in the cylinder, on the pistons and valves.

If the engine is imperfectly cooled, the water circulation ob-

structed or defective, or the water has run short, pre-ignition

takes place.

If a sparking plug leaks, knocking takes place.

If the mixture is too weak, knocking is also liable to occur.

II. Noises due to Mechanism.
Upon the detection of a knock, grind, rattle, or squeak, if

possible, the engine should be at once stopped and a careful ex-

amination made, as such an inspection may save the engine from
serious damage.
Knocking occurs from loose big end bearings, worn main bearings,

loose parts, etc.

Knocking or grinding accompanied by a squeak indicates binding

and lack of lubricant.

A dull hammer or slapping noise often occurs before an engine,

which is fitted with pistons of different material to the cylinder walls,

is warmed up properh', e.;/., steel pistons in cast-iron cylinders.

This soimd also occurs when a piston wears oval. ]\Iany cylinders

are bored with a slight taper, so as to be parallel when hot ; this

may give rise to slapping on starting.

A rattle or click may be generally traced to valve stems, cam
followers, and tappets, or else to loose nuts.
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III. A Hissing Noise i.s generally due to—
{f) A leakage at an induction pipe joint, or exhaust pipe joint,

or very often at the carburettor joint on to the induction

pipe.

(h) A leaking spai'king plug joint, or cracked porcelain.

Excessive Petrol Consumption

This may be due to —
(fi) Insutticient advance of ignition. ^
{!)) Too rich a mixture.
(c) Insutticient or defective lubrication.

{(l) Leakage of petrol at unions, etc.

(i?) Jets not screwed up properly in the carburettor.

(J) Induction pipe heating insuthcient, necessitating the emplo}'-

ment of larger carburettor jets than really necessary.

{;/) Engine compression poor, due to piston rings being loose, or

valves not seating properly, and engine in poor condition generally.

Stopping an Engine

Always throttle down to allow a hot engine to run slowly for a
few minutes before finally stopping by cutting off' the ignition.

This ensures the forced circulation of the water till the cylinder

walls have cooled considerablj'.

When stopping an engine close the throttle, and turn oH' the

petrol prior to switching off the ignition.

When shutting down a radial t3'pe engine, cut out tiie ignition

before the throttle, so that the engine may stop quickly.

When a rotary engine such as the (xnome is stopped, it should be

left so that the lowermost cylinder has the valve open to permit
any excess lubricant to drain awaj\

in the case of the Gnome engine, if the petrol is not turned off

Avhen the engine is stopped it may not restart, due to flooding and
choking.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF JET SETTIXtiS

(Zenith Carburettor)

Engine. Choke. ! Main. ' Compensator.

Beardmore. 160 H.P. - - - 80 355 335
B. P.M., 200 H. P. ... - 36 440 470
Hispano-Suiza, 150 H.P. - - 28 265 280

Do. 200 H.P. -
- 42 740 530

Nott.—The sizes of the main and compen.sator jets are given in

terms of a flow meter. (Also see p. 149.)
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TYPICAL AIRCRAFT

Diagrams of Avro, Bristol, Curtiss, DH4, DH5, DH6, F.E. 2B, Gotha, Handley-Page,
L.V.G., Maurice Farman, Morane-Saulnier, Nieuport, RE7, Sopwith, Spad, and
Wright Aeroplanes—U.S. Navy Dirigible—German Aeroplanes—American
Aeroplanes.

On the following pages is given a selection of typical aeroplanes.

The advance in aeroplane design has been remarkable, and machines
are improved every month. In cases where improvements sug-

gested by the Military' or Naval authorities are incorporated in the

machines, it is not wise to publish even the general outline designs,

hence many well-known makes are omitted. However, it will be

noted that some of the examples are from the designs of firms who
are amongst the foremost in initiative and successful design. An
example is given of several recent American types, and also of

German designs. It may be remarked that the German designs are

tending to become combinations of successful French practice with
powerful German engines.

Primarily a monoplane only differs from a biplane in the method
of wing surface bracing. Machines can be built for the same
maximum speeds, whether fitted with one, two, or three planes.

The biplane with its trussed construction, similar in principle to

that of a railway bridge lattice girder, is easier to build strongly

than the monoplane, with its awkward king-post truss formation.

Hence the majority of aeroplanes nowadays are biplanes ; and it

is realised that the old contention as to whether a monoplane or a

biplane is the better machine, was based on fallacious grounds.

The total number of types of aeroplane now in existence is very

large. The reader who wishes further information cannot do better

than refer to Jane's Annual, "All the World's Aircraft." (See

review in the Bibliographical Division.)

TT lei
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Avro Biplane

A ti actor two-seater biplane with staggered planes lid mono
plane tail. Chord, 4 ft. 9| in. Area of main planes, 342 sq. It.

Area of tail, 46 sq. ft. Loading r,f main planes, 5 lb?, per sq. ft.

Weight, light, 1.050 lbs. ; with pilot, passenger and 4^ hours' fuel,

l.T^MJlbs. Engine, 80-100 h. p. rotary. Speed, 78-83 m.p.h. Climb.
350-400 ft. per min. Makers : A. V. Roe & Co.. Ltd., Manchestei

.
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Bristol Scout Biplane

A single-seater scout biplane. Span. 24 ft. 5 in. Length, 20 ft.

Height to top plane, 8 ft. 4^ in. Weight, 692 lbs. 80 h.p. Gnome
engine. Speed, 100 m.p.h. approx. Climb approachei= 1,0C0 ft. in
tirst minute. Makers : The British & Colonial Aeroplane Co., Ltd.,
Filton, Bristol.
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7-6"

Curtiss Scout Biplane

A tractor single-seat biplane. Area of main planes, 154 "8 sq. ft.

Weight, loaded, 1,200 lbs. Engine, 100 h.p. Curtiss. Speed,

max., 110 m.p.h. ; niin., 50 m.p.h. Climb, 550 ft. per min.

Makers : The Curtiss Aeroplane Co., BuBfalo, N.Y., U.S.A.
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DH5

8ingle-seater tractoi- scout. Span, 25 ft. 8 in. Chord, 4 ft. 6 in.

(4ap, 4 ft. 9 in. Len^^h, 22 f1. Height, 9 ft. 1^ in. Area of
planet, 212 cq. ft. Weight, l,f>8U lb:, lit) li.p. Le Rh?jne rotary
engine.
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F.E. 2B.

Two-seater xnisher. Span, 47 ft. 9 in. Chord, 5 ft. 6 in. Length
32 ft. 6 in. Gap, 6 ft. 3^ in. Heif'ht, 11 ft. 9 in. Area ni main
planes, 490 eq. ft. Weight, 2.700 lb . LJO l..p. Bearrhiiure engine.

De?i2ned by F.A.F.
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Handley-Page

This machine has carried a crew of twenty-one men. Particulars,

as given in a German source, al-e:—Span, 99 ft. Length, 66 ft.

Height, 21 ft. Engines, two 280 h.p. 12-cylinder Rolls-Rovce.

Spt'ed, 84-90 m.p.h. Weight 8,000 Ihr;. phis useful load of 6,000 H^s.
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L.V.G. Biplane

A tractor two-seater biplane, makers' type D9. Area of main
planes, 430 sq. ft. Engine, 160 h.p. Mercedes. Speed, 69 m.p.h.

Makers : Liift Verkehrs Gesellschaft, Berlin.
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Maurice Farman Biplane. U914 Shorthorn)

A pusher biplane, with monoplane tail, makers' type Sll. Area
oi planes, 612 sq. ft. Weight, 1.215 lbs. Engine, 70 h.p. Renault.

Speed, 62 m.p.h. Climb, 205 ft. per min. Makers : Farman
Freres Paris, and Aircraft Mfo. Co.. Ltd.. Hendon.'
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Morane Saulnier Monoplane

A tractor two-seater monojalane, with the main plane mounted
well above the bodj', known as tl\e "parasol" type. Area of

planes, 206 sq. ft. 'Weight, 840 lbs. Engine, iiO fi.p. Gnome.
Speed, 76 m. p. h. Climb, 350 ft per rain.
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f^

Nieuport Scout Biplane

A two-seatf-r tractor biplane, with a very small lower plane.

Chord of top plane, 8 it. 11 in. ; chord of lower plane, 2 ft. 4 in.

Area of planes, 145 sq. ft. Weight, 660 lbs. Engine, 80 h.p. Le
Rhone. Climb, 540 ft. per min.
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RE7

Two-seater tractor biplane. Span, 57 ft. upper, 42 ft. lower.

Length, 32 ft. Chord, 6 ft. Gap, 6 ft. 6 in. Area of main planes,

548 sq. ft. Weight, 3,100 lbs. 160 h.p. engin.-.
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ia'-9

Sopwith

Tvpe, Fl. Span, 28 ft. Chord, 4 ft. 6 in Length, 18 ft. 9 in.

Height, 8 ft. 6 in. 8tagger, 1 ft. 6 in.
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3

Spad

Span, 25 ft. 8 in. CI1..1.I, 4 It,

,S ft. S^ in. 150 h. p. engine.

Length. 2 It. .•) in. Cap
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Wright Scout Biplane

A tractor single-seat biplane, makers' type L. Area of main

planes, 334 sq. ft. Weight, unloaded. 850 lbs. Engine, 70 h.p.

Wright. Makers : The Wright Co.. Dayton, Oliio. U.S.A.
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GERMAN AEROPLANES.

Malse.
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DIVISION VII

AEROPLANE ALIGNMENT AND RIGGING

Erection Jigs and P^ixtures— Manufacturer's Order of Erection—Aeroplane Alifin-

ment—Tautness ileters—Detailed Procedure for Alignment—Checking- of

Centre of Gravity—Inspection after Fligrht—Useful Knots.

Erection jigs and fixtures for titrning out aeroplanes complete and
ready for flight are very little employed at present, though it is

anticipated that their use will be considerably extended in future.

Until these time and laboiu" saving devices are instituted, erection,

alignment, and tigging must be carried out in the ordinary way.
largely- dependent on the skilled judgment of the staff employed on
the works.

[Further jxirticnlars ofjigs andjixtures viJl he found at the end of
the Division dealing u:ith Aeroplane Design.)

Manufacturer's Order of Erection.—This largeh^ depends upon
tlie type and design of the machine. However, the following will

serve as a guide to modern practice ;

—

1. Assemble and fit up the fuselage. Very often, especially ii]

the larger machines, the front and rear portions are erected separately,

and tlien joined together and lined up.

2. Fit tail skid and tail plane actuating gear.

3. Fix front engine plate or engine bearers.

4. Place controls in position, in front of the fuselage.

5. Install main petrol tank. This is occasionally delayed until

tlie centre section and undercarriage are fitted. Sometimes it is

necessary to invert the fuselage to insert the tank.

6. Attacli the undercarriage. This, again, occasionally calls f(jr

the turning upside down of the fuselage.

7. Fit centre section.

S. Complete the work on the fuselage by fixing the dash-lu.ard,

instrument-board, decking, fairing, etc The controls in front ot

the fuselage are often addt-d ;it this juncture, instead of after fitting

the engine supports.

9. Mount the engine in the machine in its flying position. The
engine cowling is sometimes fitted at this stage. Also the engine

accessories and controls.

1(1. Attach the automatic gun operating gear.

1S7
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11. ijoll the oil tank in position.

12. Put the radiator and radiator cowling in place.

13. Connect up the piping and wiring ser^^ee for oil, petrol, water,

and electricity.

14. Attach the main planes, struts, etc., witli the machine in

flying position.
"

15. Erect the tail unit.

16. Connect and adjust tlie controls. Fit the petrol tanks, if not

previousl\' done.

17. Keiiiovf main planes for covering with faVjrie and doping, if

I'.iji already done liefore erection (which is the Itest practice). Cover
and dope the fuselage.

18. Aftix 1 lie gun mounts, magazines, chutes, etc. Fit llie engine

cowl if not ahead}' in place.

U>. Adjust the controls first for the rudder and elevators, and

then tor the ailerons.

AEROPLANE ALIGNMENT
As an aeroplane is essentially a sta^'ed structure, all adjustments

made to secure alignment must be carried out very methodically.

If possible, an erection drawing should be obtained of the particular

machine to be aligned. The drawing should be very carefully

followed. An outline is given herewith of a good general scheme
to be followed for lining up an aeroplane, a more detailed account

of the procedure being given later :
—

(1) Support the body rigidly on two or more trestles in such a

wa}^ that the datum line on the erection drawing is horizontal.

This line is often indicated on the fuselage by horizontal marks on

the vertical struts. The top and bottom struts of the fuselage

should, of course, also be horizontal. Tiue up the liody to the

datum line.

(2) Adjust the landing chassis if required. The operation depends

very largely on the design of the chassis.

(3) Align the main planes, commencing with the centre section of

the top plane if fitted. Correct the stagger, the dihedral, and
finally the incidence.

(4) Check the attitude of the tail plane, and the tin or the rudder

with the body and the main planes.

(;')) Set the controls.

The Appliances required for truing up a machine depend on the

method used. Measurements ma^' be taken either by protractor

level, i.e., in degrees, or by measurement, of the linear deviation

from set vertical and horizontal datum lines. Usually the methods
are as follows :

—

(1) The dihedral is measured in flegrees from tlie liorizontal with

a linear check measurement.
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(2) The stagger is a linear measurement giving the distance the
leading edge of the top plane is in advance of tTie leading edge of

the bottom plane, when the datum line of the bodj' is horizontal.

(3) The incidence is given as the angular dimension with the
horizontal made by a straight-edge held against the leading and
trailing edges, when the machine is in same position as for measuring
the stagger.

A spirit-level protractor with Vern;er reading (usually to 10')

in combination with a good wooden straight-edge is used for

angular measurements.
A number of engineers' plumb bobs and a steel rule divided into

^V in. or Yw i^^- ^^'^ used for measuring the stagger, etc.

A steel tape about 50 ft. in length, divided into jV in., tc in. (or

into millimetres if the dimensions are given in the metric system),
is required for long measia-ements.

Special adjusting rods are sometimes used for checking the gap
or other similar dimensions.
The makers of various machines have developed certain forms

of special gauges, jigs, or clips, particulars of Avhich are often given

on erection drawings.
After taking a measurement, it is advisable to take a check

measurement where possible.

Tautness Meter.—A useful instrument was described ]>y Lt.-Col.

Mervyn O'Gorman, C.B. , in a paper on "Problems Relating to

Air-craft.'' This is made by the Cambridge fScientific Instrument
Company, and permits of measuring the tension of am' tiewire

without cutting it. Its use has eliminated many an accident.

The principle of the appliance is that if a wire be stretched

between two fixed points, a pull is required to deflect or bend it,

and this pull is a measure of the stretching force. For this purpose
the stretched wire rests on two rollers at a and b respectively, and
is clamped genth' at c.

The two rollers and the clamps are not a straight line, therefore

the stifi spring to which they are attached is deflected, and the

amount of this deflection is measured on a direct reading dial
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graduated in lbs. A helical spring is substituted for the flat ppring
shown in the illustration in the latest instruments.
A modification of this appliance is emplo^'ed to measure the

tension on the cables attached to a captive balloon. It is also made
in the form of a recording instrument. For use in the erection of

machines on jigs and fixtures, special forms have V)een devised, each
of \\'hich is kept apart for testing certain wires or sets of wires
luider equal tension. In this case a red line is put on the dial to

indicate the point of correct strain.

An entirely different form of instrument consists of a row of steel

springs, of varj'ing lengths, mounted on a metal base. The wire to

be tested is twanged Ijy hand, and the body of the instrument
brought in contact with one end of the ware. The steel spring,

whose period of vibration corresponds to that of the wire under test,

will vibrate in unison. From a pieviously prepared scale or table

the strain on the wire can then be ascertained. This principle has
l)een employed previously for steam engine tachometers, where it had
the advantage that no drive had to be provided.

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR ALIGNMENT
Alignment of Fuselage.—Level the fuselage longitudinally and

transversely by aid of a spirit level, supporting it on two suitable

trestles. Place, or lightly clamp, a straight-edge across the front in

a horizontal position. Mark the centre, and set off a couple of

ecjuidistant points on either side. From these latter points make
measurements to a few points along the centre line of the fuselage,

and adjust the bracing until the measurements on either side are

equal and the whole fuselage symmetrical. Plumb the rudder stern

post. If it is not convenient to attach a line to the rudder post, a

trans\erse straight-edge ca]i be lightly clamped across the middle
points of the struts where the tail skid is fitted.

An alternative method is to drop a plumb line from the nose
of the engine and from the stern post. Stretch a string between
these two points. Plumb bobs dropped from the centres of the
horizontal struts must lie on this line.

The fi;selage is now true in plan view. To true up inside view,

reference must be made, if possible, to an erection drawing, when
a horizontal datum line should be found. The position of the

intersection of the vertical struts with this line should be given
on the drawing. Set off these points on the struts and adjust to a

string stretched horizontally passing through the extreme points.

To sum up, if the fuselage is to be symmetrical in both plan and
elevation, tlu' great thing to aim at is t(» true it up in siich a way
tliat (1) the mid«lle points of all cross struts, top and bottom, are

in one vertical plane and (2) the middle points on all side struts

are in one horizontal plane. Where a fuselage is constructed in tAvo

or more parts, the longerons of the front and rear sections are
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usually joined by butt joints and lish plates. It must be borne in

mind that the plan of the front portion of many machines is

symmetrical in plan view only. In making adjustments in a two-
part fuselage, it is well to work from the junction of the front and
rear portions.

When the internal cross bracing wires have been adjusted, they
should be checked with the aid of a trammel, to make sure that the
diagonals are equal. If a stretched string is used as a gauge tor

horizontal lines, it should not touch any of the struts, or other
parts between its points of support. A try-square should V)e used
for checking alignment.

It is a very good plan to employ three stretched strings in

alignment— one about the centre of the chassis, and two (one on
either hand) about the le\el of tlie t<jp longerons.

After the internal cross bracing wires, the top cross bracing wires
should be tightened, until tlie middle points of the top cross struts
are in line in plan view. This should l)e checked b}' u try-square.
Then the cross bracing Avires on one side should be adjusted, until
the middle ]>oints of all the side struts in the rear portion are in

line M'itli the marked jioints (if the fuselage is not synmietrical) of

the front portion. Again check with the try-square.
To complete the adjustment of the cross bracing, place a straight-

edge across the fuselage near the end. Then take another and
])lace it consecutively near each cross strut (clear of the strut
tittings). Then tighten the hitherto unadjusted side cross bracing,
until both straight-edges are in line, sighting at all points to see
that there is no wind in the fuselage.

Finally, tension the bottom cross bracing wires. The fuselage
should then be quite true, but should receive a last test all over by
means of the try-square with reference to all lines. It is very
important that bracing A\ires should not be overtightened, as this

sets up unnecessary compression stresses in the struts and longerons.
All bolts on the fuselage should be burred over after truing up.

On all wires where turnbuckles occur, the threaded portion must be
fully engaged inside the barrel. If lock-nuts are employed (which
is not good design) care must be taken not to tighten them too much

;

use should he made of a very small spanner, or the wires may break,
l)ossibly in flight.

It is taken for granted, that in the first place, all tie rods or wires
liave been accurately made to length, or else a good deal of trouble
Avill arise in truing up the fuselage.

The rudder post nmst V»e vertical, viewed from any direction,
once the fuselage has been trued up. This must be continually
checked dming tlie process of alignment. Also a continual watch
must 1)0 kept on the level of the spars at tlie bottom of the fuselage,

wliicli form tlic attachments for the bottom main planes.

The flying- position of the machine should next be vciified,

longitudinal adjustnients being made b\- raising or lowering the
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tail, and transverse ones by packing l>loL'ks under the under-
carriage struts.

N(j very special precautions have to Vje taken in the fitting of the
tail skid. It should be seen that no bracing wires foul or jamb its

free operation. If of the steerable type, it must operate freely, and
levers, etc., must be well clear of the fuselage members.

It is usual to fit the tail plane actuating gear, so that when the
lever or front portion of the wheel at the pilot's side is raised, the
leading edge of the tail plane is depressed, and A'ice versa. The
total movement of the leading edge is in the neighbourhood of

2 in. In the mean position tlie tail plane should hsLve a slight

negative incidence, say ^ to f in., depending, of course, upon the
machine.
The actuating cables should be kept fairly taut. If bell crank

levers are fitted in pairs, they must be checked for parallelism and
alignment. It should be seen that split pins are inserted (and
opened out) where necessary, and that all turnbuckles are locked.

Truing up Undercarriage. — Adjust the front cross bracing
Mires until tlic corresponding diagonals are equal. Verify by
means of a trammel. The axle must be exactly innnial to the
centre line of the Vjody. Check the whole undercarriage for

symmetry by aid of plumlj lines placed at equal distances from
each side of the fuselage. A front strut on one side of a machine
nuist be in line with the rear strut on the same side of the machine.
Split pins must be properly fitted on detachable parts, and the bolt

ends of fixed parts must l)e burred over. All cables should be
moderately tight.

Alignment of the Main Planes.—The following procedure is

gi\'en for a tractor biplane, as the most generally iised type of

machine, but if the principles of the method are grasped, no
difficulty will be experienced in truing up the planes of a mono-
plane or triplane.

Centre Section.— The upper centre section struts are usually

first bolted to this section, which is then lifted into position. The
lower ends of the struts are next attached to their fittings on the

top longerons of the fuselage. The cross bracing wires (for side to

side adjustment) are then looseh' connected, also the ends of the

main plane landing wires. Longitudinal adjustment of this section

is made by aid of the front drag and rear cross anti-drag wires.

Transverse adjustments are carried out by means of the front

cross bracing wires and the rear cross ant i-drag wires. The
stagger, if any, must be ascertained, and set with the help of a

plumb line. The centre section should be symmetrical about

the vertical centre line of the machine ; this should be verified

by plumV> lines, and tlie diagonals by trannnels. The correct

incidence for the upper centre section plane must be ascertained,

and adhered to carefully. It should be tested by aid of a straight-

edge across the leading and trailii
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.similarly accurate angle measuring sj)irit level. After truing the
centre section, it is a common ])raetice to tit the gravity or service

tank, if it is to l)e attached to tliis centre section.

Main Planes.—These are either assembled as a complete unit,

one side at a time, or else the bottom plane is first fitted. By the
former method, all tlie stints and wires are loosely connected
beforehand. The .set is then lifted into i)osition, sui)ported by
trestles at the main plane skids, b<jlted to the centre section planes
(fitting spring washers and s]}lit pins), and finally the landing and
drag wires are joined up.

When the bottom plane is titst ]jut into position it is suj)])orted

on a trestle at the outer end, and the inner side is bolted to tlie

fuselage. The landing Avire.s are next loosely connected in the
inner l>ays. By means of the interplane struts, tlic toj) main plane
is lifted into position, by inserting the bottom end oi the struts

into their sockets on the l)Ottom main plane, and then bolting the
to]j main plane to the top centre section plane. All the remaining
interplane wires are then loo.sely connected, likewise the drag wires.

About six phnnb ])obs are then dropped from the leading edges of

the top main plane, three on etich side, and arljustments made until

all six aie in line, M'hen viewed from the side.

The following step is to check the dihedral. This angle is set

either by means of a straight-edge and level along the .spars, or by
stretching a line from plane tip to plane tip, and measuring its

height aliove the leading edge at the centre—this being a given
mea.surement. The incidence, rear landing, and flying wires should
be employed to adjust this angle.

The front .spars should now be in their correct position, wliich is

the first object to be aimed at in alignment.

Incidence.—This angle is usually constant, though it may vary.

It is set by adjusting the lift and antidift wires of the rear spars

only. As in the case of the centre section, it sluauld be checked
with a level by aid of a straight-edge across the leading and
trailing edges.

The incidence is often increased by about one degree at the outer

strut of the port V)ottom plane, to allow for air.screw torque.

Very often, however,- neither wasli-in nor wash-out has to be

prtnided for.

Stagger.—To be checked in the same way as the centre section.

Slight adjustments can be made \\ith the drag and anti-drag wires.

The cross bracing wires should not be used for setting the stagger,

uidess it is impo.ssil)le to get it correct without.

The adjustment of stagger will automatically set the angle of

incidence of the centre section, which shoidd, however, be checked
by level protractor and straight-edge.

Gap.—This should be measured l)y a vertical lath touching the

leading edge of the top plane, and a levelled straight-edge from the

leading edge of tlie l)ott<)m ])lane to the lath.
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Sweep-Back.— 'lliis is checked in fsiniilarly to the stagger, as

carried out on the centre section, only to a given measurement at

a gi\en p(»jnt (or at a given angle to the normal to the fuselage

centi-c line).

Setting the incidence of the lower plane automatically sets the
incidence of the top plane, and also fixes the dihedral of the rear

.spar. Both these measurements should, however, Vje independently
checked. If everything is correct, the interstrut connecting wires
may now be tightened uj). These wires are redundant members,
and as their adjustment afi'ects both the stagger and the incidence,

their use in alignment should be avoided.
To ensure that the planes are squart with the fuselage, measure-

ments are taken from some point on the extremity of the main planes,
• »r from the bottom front .strut sockets, or the bottom outer M'iring

plate, and to the engine nose, and sinn'larly to the rudder post.

Measurements are also taken from the tail plane extremities to

similar points on each side of the fuselage.

The dimensions h, h should not have a variation of more than
h in. in 20 ft. The dimensions a, a, ^ in. in 20 ft. c, c varies greath'
with the size of the tail, but it should approximate in accuracy
to a, a.

Another check is to measure the distance from the centre of the
fiont outer strut to the front bolt on the drag Avire wiring plate
ill front of tlic fuselage.

The leading edges of the port and starboard top wing should be
in a straight line. If this is not the case little can be done to

remedy the defect, as the fault lies in the internal plane bracing.

Some sliglit adjustment can be sometimes made, however, by
manipulating the drag and anti-drag wires.

Caution.—While the adjustment of the main planes has just

been described in stages, it must be noted that in practice the

incidence, the dihedral angle, and the stagger must be continuously
checked, the one against the other, for ixuy alteration to one may
alter slightly the adjustment of the others. The method outlined

obviates this difficulty as far as possible.

The fi-oiit di-ag wires should be connected u)) when the truing of

the main ))lanes is completed.

Tail Unit.—The u.sual course is to fix. firstly, the fin in position,

and secondly, the tail plane. The bracing wires between them iire

then attached. Next the tail plane spars are trued V)y aid of a
spirit level until they are horizontal, and the fin post adjusted, with
a plumb l)ol», until the rudder hinges ai-e vertically one over the

other.

The tail plane is tested for squareness by check measurements
from ])oints on the extremities to some fixed point on the fuselage,

say the gun pivot on tlie gunner's })latform ; also to the reai- outer

struts. The rudder and elevators are then attached, and made
secure by fitting split })ins.
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The Setting- of the Controls is the tinal stage of the adjui^t-

ments. Fir.st the rudder bar must be fixed in a central position,

and also the rudder, while the control wires are adjusted. The
next step is to fix the elevator in line with the tail, so as to be
in the neutral position. At the same time the control lever is fixed

temporarily in the normal, usually vertical, position for flying.

The elevator control cables can then be adjusted. I'he control lever

should next be temporarily fixed in a vertical position, and the
ailerons placed in the neutral position, a little below the trailing

edge of the main planes to allow for the sag in the wires. After
this the cable ov cables on the top plane should be coiniected up,
followed b}' the connection of the other control wires.

The bottom elevator control wires nnist be left fairly slack.

When the pilot's control column is vertical, the ailerons generally,

though not always, droop a little, say ^} in. to 1 in., and the aileron

(•ontrol cables should be fairly slack. With the ru<lder bar square
in the fuselage, the controls must be so adjusted that the rudder and
the tail skid are in the centre line of. and normal to. the machine.
On completion of the alignment all the turnbuckles must be

securely locked, and also inspected to see that they have a full liold

on the tiireads. All 1x)lts and nuts and split jjius must be
examined, and if necessary the ends of the b<jlts should be slightly

burred over. All cables should be moderately tight. If a wire
shows signs of being too taut, it is a certain sign that some adjust-

ment or combination of adjustments is incorrect, so a careful

examination should be made to ascertain how it may be slackened
without disturbing other parts : also what cables could be slightly

tightened to relieve the strain on those that are taut.

Checking of Centre of Gravity.—Before testing a new machine
it is essential that the C.(t. should be veritied, so as to avoid
accident. This is done by placing the front wheels on a weighing-

machine, and supporting the tail on a spring balance. First the
main planes are set horizontally, then if /= tlie distance between
the two points of support, W^the weight on the wheels //"= the

^\•eight on the spring l)alance, the distance of the C.(t. from the

vertical line through the wheels will be :

—

tc X /

W +W
Secondly, the tail is lowered until it almost touches the ground.

I'he spring balance reading "-j is again noted, and also the angle

that a plum l)ob line makes with the original vertical line througli

the wheels (normal to the chord). Then the perpendicular distance

of the C.G. above tlie wlieel centres and at riglit angles to tlu; chord
will be :

—

)t \W + ic,-a-)'
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Div. Vfl

Inspection after Flight. -TIk- symnictiy of the Irading edges of

the main planes aUoiit the eentre line of the maehine must iirst he
verified, and tlie stagger uieasuied. The eentre secti«)n hraeing \\iref<

should then l)e tested for tautness, and the loeking deviees examined.
The dihedral and also the incidence angles must he checked, and

il must he seen that the interplane stnits are true.

All the main plane bracing wii-es must be insj)ected for tautness
and length, and the locking arrangements looked int<».

The tail plane actuating gear, all controls, control jndleys, and
cables should be looked over to see that they operate freely, and
that there are no signs of wear or rust on the cables. Also see that
all s]>lices aie so\ind. Tlie tail plane, rudder, and fin should be tried

to ascertain if they are correctly set and sc^uare with the maehine,
and that all bracing wires are taut.

The drof))) of the ailerons and elevattjrs should also be measured,
and the undercariiage, main ])lane skids, and tail skid examined.

Attention should next be paid to the tank su})])orts, fittings, ajid

connections, special search being made for any possible leaks, In-

noticing the condition of surroiniding parts of the fuselage.

The engine mounting, controls, and accessories next need careful

inspection. If the machine is fitted with guns, the gun chutes
should be examined to see that the}' line up Mith the feed block
of the gun. Also the sights for alignment, and the securitj' V)olts for

tisfhtness, must be tested.

KNOTS
The knots shown on the folloMing pages are used as follows :

—

To make a knot on a rope.—Thwmh knot, tigure-of-eight knot.

To make a non-slippiny loop on the end of a rope.—Bowline.

To make a non-sllppinfj loop in fhf middh^ of a rope.—Bowline on a
bight.

To make a slip k)iot.—Hangman's knot.

To Join tiro 7'opes.— Same sized roj^es—Reef knot, hawser bend.
Different sized ropes—Single-sheet bond. Wet ropes—-Double-sheet
bend.

7'o .Nfecv//e a rope to a spar.—Clove hitcli, romid turn and tAvo half
hitches, two half hitches, timber hitch, half hitch, fisherman's bend.

To secure a rope rapidly to a hook.—Blackwall hitch.

To secure a hook to the middle of a rope.—CatspaAW

To secure a upar across a rope.—hexer hitch.

To make a loop on a dray-rojje.—Man's harness hitcli.

To fx a rope " endvuiya on'' to a .vxo-.—Timber hitch and half

hitch.

Tofx a rope " endi'-ai/s on " to a lanjtr rope.—Rolling hitch.
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DIVISION VIII

PILOTING AND AERIAL NAVIGATION
Piloting an Aeroplane—Regulations for Schools—Fees and Time taken to Fly-

Learning to Fly—Rolling on the Ground—Straight Flights—Alighting-
Turning—Volplanes—Tests for Aviator's Certificate— Training—Flying in a

Wind— Cross-Country Flying— Rules for Judging Distance— Physiological

Effects of Flying—Rules for Aviation—Legal—Instruments—The Compa'^s
Official Aeronautical Appoiiitme]it>^—Text of the Air P'orce Bill.

PILOTING AN AEROPLANE
The unly luad to protieiency is practice, as in other sports. But if

certain underlying principles are well understood, the period of

learning can be shortened, and the preliminary lessons more quickly

turned to advantage.
Nowadays the best, quickest, and safest method of learning to

fly is to join a recognised school. Such an institution offers many
advantages, not the least of which is its organised tuition, also its

tixed inclusive fees covering any or all damage a pupil may do to

the machines he uses or to third parties.

Regulations for Schools

With the intention of ensuring a delinite standard of tuition up

to the point of obtaining an Aviator's Certificate, the following

regulations have been drawn up by the Royal Aero Club :

—
1. Every instructor shall have obtained an F.A.I. Aviator's

Certificate, and shall have been fifteen hours in the air in control of

a machine after obtaining his certificate.

2. The maximum number of pupils for eacli machine in flying

condition shall be six.

3. The maximum number oi pupils for each instructor shall be

eight.

4. The minimum proportion of reserve machines to replace those

undergoing repair shall be one for every three in use. .

5. The minimum time a pupil shall be in the air in the aggregate

l)efore making the necessary flights for an Aviator's Certificate shall

be five hours, of which at least two hours shall be solo.

{), All schools shall keep u register of pupils under instruction,

19Q
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and a hook giving full particulars of all flights made by them,
which shall ))e open to inspection at any time without notice by
othcials of the Royal Aero Club appointed for that purpose.

7. 'J'he Flying (Ground shall be kept clear while a pupil is carrying
out tiie tests for an Aviator's Certificate, and each school shall

undertake not to allow any of its pupils to Hy while a })upil of

another school is carrying out the tests for a Certificate.

S, - Particulars of all breakages and repairs to machines shall be
kept in a book provided for that purpose, which shall be open to
insj>pction by the officials of the Royal Aero Club.

!^(. TIk' " Rules of the Air," as set out in the Competition Rules
of tiie Royal Aero Club, shall be observed by all pupils.

10. Machines used for instructional purposes shall be inspected
frequently by an instructor during the day's work, and always after
a bad landing, and hy a competent mechanic each day.

11. All machines shall be inspected at anytime without notice
by an independent inspector appointed by the Royal Aero Club.

\'2. Disputes between pupils and schools shall be submitted to
ai'bit ration by the Royal Aero Club.
As the foregoing rules protect the interests of the prospective

aviator, it is advisable onh' to patronise those schools which comply
with the regulations as set furth.

Fees and Time taken to Fly. —Fees vary, according to the
standing and repute of the school, from £50 to £110. They may
seem high, but it must be bcjrne in mind that the depreciation of

un aerojilane and its engine is very heavy, especially when \ised

Ijy inexperienced persons. A capitation grant of about i'70

is made ])y the Xaval or Army Fhdng Services to a man who has
learned to Hy independently, thus practically refunding him liis

tuition fees if he was trained at a flying school.

As regards the time taken in learning to fly, a good indication is

given bv' the rule of the Royal Aero Club, stating that before a

))upil presents him.self for the Aviators Certificate test, he must
liave been in the air in the aggregate for live hours, of which at

least two hours nuist be solo. As is the case in certain sports, some
If'urn more easily than others, having a more natural aptitude.
Weather has an important bearing on flying, and it is best practised
b}' beginners in calm air. The waiting for suitable weather condi-
tions causes very considerable delay, so for this and other reasons
it usually takes, at the very least, two months to gain an Aviator's
Certificate.

Learning- to Fly. -In the best schools the pupil is taken in the
first place for passenger fiights in order to get accustomed to the
sensation of !)eing in the ;ur. The beginner should go u]) as a
passenger for at least three hoiu-s in half hour trips l)efore he
attem})ts to control the machine for himself. His first ascents
should be made up to a considerable height in a good machine, so

tliat he may early accustom himself to conditions at such heights.
He will fill'! jt e.xticiiu'ly diHicult at first to judge of the position
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uf cloinls. Il' he liies liigli he m ill also enoouiitei- fewer buinpis. A
liunip at any height up to 2,(>U0 ft. will aftect the whole machine,
whereas onh' a part of the niaohine. biich as the tail, is affected at

5-CMlO ft. This latter partial disturl>ance gives tiie impression of

the engine mi>;sing tire.

As far as rarefaction of tlie atmosphere at considerahle heights
is concerned, it is not very noticeable to a man who is tit, even at
10,<KM> ft. : the engine, however, will run more smoothly. On .some

school machines dual control levers are fitted, so that the beginner
in the initial stages merely allows his hands to follow the move-
ments of the levers which are guided h^' the pilot ; then gradual 1\'

lie can start controlling the machine himself, any wrong movement
Iteing at once corrected, and possible accidents avoided, by the
skilled operator who has hold of another lever controlling the same
movement. The only objection that might possibly be raised to

this method is that Mhen the learner tiles by him.self he is inclined

to lose confidence, being unaccustomed lo flying alone.

It is important that the would-be pilot should sit in the corrt'ct

]>osition in relation to the rudder bar. I'hat is to say, he must not

sit with legs rigid, but slightly bent, so that he can push forward
lirmly from either knee, and feel that he lias full control of the

ludder liar.. Further, in the correct position a toggle action of the

knees is possible, and this is imperative in taxyingor rolling, which
is the next art to be practi.sed. In order to practise rolling tlie

beginner must learn how to use both rudder and switch.

Straight Flights.—When control of the machine while rolling

has been learnt, the next stage is making straight flights and
subsequent landings w ith an instructor. Some machines rise more
easily into tlie air than others—especially school machines of modern
design with planes having a big camber. An exception has to l>e

made in the case of old type school machines, w-hich have often

literally to be dragged into the air. Pupils find ••taking (tff"

most troublesome. Most of the trouble, how-ever, arises out of tlie

fact that when the machine gets light on the ground, the}' draw
iiack the control column too soon, and tend to rise to a height of say

10 or •i() ft., whicii results in the machine stalling. The aeroplane

should lie run witii the control column and tail set in an automatic
])Osition for self-climbing and self-flying. •'Ttiking ott" must not

l)e attempted until the machine has got up to the correct speed,

which is at the minimum 50 m.p.Ji., and 80 m.p.h. for actual

climbing. If the aeroplane does not "float off" with increase of

speed, which is the be^t method of rising, provided the machine
permits of it, the elevator will have to be moved slightly. It must
l)e noted that the chief point in the working of the elevator is the

small degree of movement and the lightness -of touch retjuired.

With regard to the lateral movements, it must be remembered that

w hen an aeroplane turns, it leans over towards the centre of the

curve ; so that when a plane rises unduly for any reason, it can be

corrected bv steering towards the raised plane. Another method of
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correcting the roll is to pull clown the aileron attached to the i)lHne,

Avhich is the lower for the time being ; either or both of the
methods may be used simultaneously. Tlie effect of pulling down
the aileron or of warping the jjlane is to raise the end of the plane,
and at the same time to slow it, as moi-e work has to be done to
throw downwards a larger quantity of air. Steering towards the
raised plane has the opposite effect of accelerating the lower one.
The flight at first will naturally be somewhat unsteady, under the
guidance of inexperienced hands. However, all deviations from
normal flight must be corrected as they occur ; it does not do to v/ait

until they are pronounced. After eacii movement of a lever or
w heel the control must be brought i>ack into the normal position.

Though modern aeroplanes have a good deal of inherent stability,

it is to be feared that the same cannot be said of school machines, and
possibly it is just as well, for it makes the pupil more resourceful.

In order to gainV-onfidence it is always wise to look ahead, and
never over the side, as in the latter case the ground seems to l)e

dangerously near.

Landing.—It is said tliat nearly the whole art of Hying lies iji

landing, and if a man learn to land well, lie will be al)le to do
practically anything he likes, provided he has a good nerve.

Landing is accomplished, when near the ground, by moving the
elevator to ''flatten out"' the machine. Previously to this, when
rpiite high up. the pupil should prepare himself' by testing his

position for horizontal flight and fixing it b}' some such gauge as
the position of his elbow-joint on his side. He must next put his

machine in a position for a nose dive, in order to prevent stalling

ov descending tail first. This he succeeds in doing by pushing
the control column for^\ard, and drawing it steadily back into a
nearU' vertical position. All nose dives must be pulled out gently.

After this he turns off his engine. When near the ground, as already
mentioned, he must "flatten out.*" During a short distance of

horizontal fliglit he allows his speed to reduce until the imdercarriage
wheels come lightly in toiich witli the surface of the earth. After
the pupil has proved his confidence in making short straight flights

with the insti'uctor, alighting each time licfore turning, which lattei

man(t'Uvre is accomplished on the ground, he is allowed to fly alone
until he can handle and land tlie machine with confidence.

When the pupil is forced to land on rough ground, he should
operate the controls as if he were on imaginary ground .S or 4 ft.

above the actual ground, and then pancake clown. In order to

prevent ruts from swinging the machine, the rudder bar must be
lield very tightly l)y the legs.

Once landed it is most important to turn ort' the ignition switch,

for some one may turn the airscrew, when an accident might oeeiir.

The petrol, too. must be turned ott.

Turning.—When straight flights can be satisfactorih' accom-
])lishcd without the instructor, turning can be attempted with
the instiuetDi- in the passenger's seal. It is itiiperati\e tor the
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beginner not to turn on a climb, or the aeroplane may be stalled,

as owing to the increased demand for power the speed is reduced.
His turns should be made during the periods of horizontal flight

at first, though in the early stages it is l)etter to )iose slightly when
turning, and if there are any signs of a failing engine the machine
must at once be placed in a gliding position. For should the
engine stop before this, there would again be the risk of the crafl
losing speed. If this occurred it would, as previouslj' mentioned,
stall, and fall tail first or side-slip, and the aeroplane would then
become entirely out of control. To take a turn the pupil must
always remember to sit in an upright position, otherwise he will

increase the banking of the aeroplane. He should never lean over.
The beginner should also bear in mind that at an\' angle over
45" the elevator acts as a rudder, and vice versa. For turning with
a small radius a force must be introduced to counteract the centri-

fugal force caused by the turn. This is effected by "banking"" the
aeroplane : on most machines it is to some extent automatic, since
the outer ends of the planes are moving faster than the inner, and
so exercise a greater lift, and accordingly tend to rise. If the auto-
matic banking is insufficient it must be increased by lowering the
aileron on the outside of the curve. It is, of course, possible to

calculate the angle at which a machine should turn with the least

tendency to ''side-slip," but there are quite possibly unknown
factors which vitiate the value of the calculation. A table is given
herewith for what it mav be worth.

TUKORETICAL ANGLES OF HeEL FOR VARIOUS !^PEKD3 AND
Radii of Turns

Radius of
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Halt' circuits .should only he aLteiii])ted at the start, first to the
left and then to tlie right, a landing l)eing made at each half-turn.

The next stage is the full circuit. Aftei- mastering the right and
left hand turns separateh' tlK\y are combined to form eights in tlie

air. In due course follows higher Hying and volplanes, which
completes the course. Practice then is only re(|uired to attain the
necessary proficiency and experience to gain the certificate.

Pilots who learn Hying in an aerodiome become verj- good at

making left-hand tiuns. but are usually bad at right-hand turns
for lack of practice. An aviator will get to the stage where he
can make a vertical left-iiand turn with ease, but the same man
mavonlv be able totuiii to the riulii at an anule of about ludevrees.

At)f*jffiit

iiiotiCMi oflht

I'ro/ii the

Aeropf<ir.tf

Direction

of wind

Handlin- in a Wind.

It would ])robably be wiser, therefore, if in^ti'uction could In-

given in a path of "figure eight.

Volplanes, or descents witii tlie engine stopped from considcral)le
heights, should next be carried out. It will l)e found that the
machine is as well under control as when the engine is operating,
only, of course, it is continually gliding towards the ground. Turns
to the left or right can be made, and within linn'ts the angle of

glide can be ;nodified.

Flying- in a Wind.—As far as the actual management of the
machine in the air is concerned, experience is the onl}' teacher.
The faster the machine is, the safer it will i)e in a wind. If the
nature of the ground peiniits. the stail should be made with the
wind aliead. Once oll'tlic gi'ound. if the wind is stcach', no serious
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dirticulty will be mel with, except, of course, gusts and leinous,
which are apt to be veiy disconcerting to the beginner. Care must
be taken when a turn through 18(/ is attempted. Obviously tlie

speed of the machine relative to the air must be maintained, and in

a turn from up wind to down wind this means increasing tlie speed
of the machine relative to the grcjund b\ an amount d(juV)le the
velocity of the wind. The usual method is to rise just before
making the turn, and swoop downv.ards as the turn is made.
When alighting the aeroplane must again be brought head to wind.
To do this, the apparent motion of the ground, which will be at an
angle to the course of the aeroplane, must be noted, and the
machine turned airay from the direction of this motion, i.e., in

the figure the turn must be made as shc)wn by the arrow. Failure
to come down head on to the wind may mean an awk\\ar(l spill,

and probable damage to the machine.
In gusty winds the pupil must keep clear of sheds, or trees, or

rises in the ground, as these cause vertical air currents and bumps
which may catch the tail and force a nose dive. In gusty weather
the speed of landing should be as high as the ground permits
within the limits of tlie skill of the pupil.

Cross-Country Flying.—When the pupil has practised straight
flights, turns. \(ili)lanes. aiid landings within prescribed limits

from any heiglit. and over oljstacles, until ho is positively \\eary,

then and then only is he allowed to begin cross-country flying.

Tlie first cross-countr}' flight is to every true-born aviator one of

the great moments in his career. He must always maintain a
good height, at least 3,(XKJ ft., and preferably not less than (j,<HK>

ft., especially across strange country, to give him time to pick
and choose safe landing places.

On first rising into the air the pupil should make note of tA\ o

prominent objects in the distance, so that in steering on the set

course by C(jmpass he may make correction for sidewaj's drift.

Reference for fuller details and hints should be made to such
books as "Flying," "Learning to Fly,"' and "The Flying Ouide,''

which are revicM ed in Division XII.
Engine Trouble.—If engine trouble arises the aviator should

reduce his revolutions to a number sufficient to just keep his

machine fl3ing. It is assumed that he is up at a good height, and
he must not attempt to climb any higher. He should rather

endeavour to make for the nearest aerodrome, and at the same
time keep a good look-out for large fields, preferably not ploughed,
on which to eflect as speedy a landing as possible. If the engine

gets more erratic, and there is aiiy suspicion of back-firing, he nnist

])ut his aeroplane into a ]josition for a nose dive, switcli ott the

engine altogether, and then volplane down, preferably in a spiral.

to the nearest large field. He should rememt)er that it is less risky

to charge a hedge at "20 miles an hour than to stall at '20 ft.

It should be impres.sed on begiimers that in the event of the engine

failing, or shoMing signs of failure after having taken ofi', the
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iiviator's unly safe course is tu i)ut the nose of the machine down,
that is, dive her at the natural gliding angle in the .same line of

flight, and go straight on. Many fatal accidents are catised

through pilots trying to turn back into the aerodrome when the

engine has cut out, or througli keeping the machine in a climbing
position which will result in a stall. Every would-be flyer should

understand the serious consequences of trj'ing to turn with the

engine off. It would l)e safer for him to crash into a house when
going forward than to side-slip or stall a machine with engine

trouble.

Adjustable Tail. —Many macliines have ^\ liat is known as an
adjustable tail. Tl)is enables the aviator to alter the trimming
speed during flight, by adjusting the angle <»I the tail by means of a

hand-wheel on his right-hand side. The trinnning speed is slower

when gliding with the engine off than flying with the engine on,

but this may be corrected in a similar way. 'Ilie adjustable tail

also gives the pilot the advantage of carrj-ing a varying load in the

back seat. Many two-seater machines cannot be flown witliout

either a passenger or an e(|uivalent Aveight of ballast.

Cautions by the Way.—Pupils sliould always fly high. They
should keep out of the backwasli of other machines, particularly when
near the ground. Stunting should not be carried out too near the

ground, as people near by may be seriously injured, and incidentally

the machine is of valite and often gets damaged by careless handling

in this way. For the same reason fast taxying and sharp turns

at anj' speed should be avoided.

It is better and also a time-saver to use a tMO-wheel carriage with

a turn-tal)le top fitting under tlie tail skid, for handling a machine
on the ground, rather than lifting the tail by hand. The mechanics

should 1)6 cautioned not to ])rcss on tl\e elevator cables when The tail

is carried.

Observ^ers or passengers should always use .safety belts, as the

pilot may start stunting without m arning. Never release the belt

\vhile in the air, or when nosed down to land. It must only be

relea.sed ^lien the machine is on the ground and travelling at not

more than 2^) in.p.h.. when, in case of fire, the belt should be

loosened in order to get free as quickly as possible after landing.

Always remember that altimeter must be corrected for zero

error.

One who lias learnt to fly on a school machine must exercise due

caution when using a fast aeroplane for the first time. This applies

very particularly in landing. Avhich must be done at a high speed

if a crash is to be avoided.

Tests for the Aviator's Certificate. -The authorities who are

responsible for granting tliese certificates are the National Aero

Clubs which form the membership of the Federation Aeronautique

Internationale. The regulations vary slightly, but are all designed

to demonstrate whether or not an entrant can safely be allowed to

flv a machine under reasonable conditions.
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The tests ahvay.s cumpri.se two solo distance flights of at least

5 km. (3 miles, 185 yds.), in an uninterrupted series of figure

eights {i.e., with alternate left and right hand turns), on a course

marked out by two posts, 500 m. (547 yds.) apart. The landing

after the.^e two distance flights is specified to be made, firstly,

by stopping the motor at or before the moment of touching the

ground ; and secondly', by bringing the aeroplane to rest not more
than 50 m. (164 ft.) from a point previously indicated to the

candidate.
Further, an altitude flight must be made, during which a

height of at least 100 m. (328 ft.) must be attained. A volplane

must then be made from this height with the motor cut off', and
a landing accomplished in view of the observers without restarting

the engine. At least five hours" solo fl3'ing is required. The Royal
Flying Corps demand a minimum of thirty hours and much higher

(|ualifications.

The above is an abbreviation of the rules as adopted by the

Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom. Definite particulars can

be obtained in the country where the candidate proposes to carry

out his test from the Controlling Aero Club of that territory.

Reserve Military Aviator's Test. —The pass tests in the U.S.A.
are as follows :

—
(a) Climb out of a field 2,000 ft. square, and attain 500 ft.

altitude, keeping all parts of the machine inside of square during

climb.

(6) Glides at normal angle, with motor throttled. Sx)irals to

right and left. Change of direction in gliding.

(c) At 1,000 ft. cut ofi" motor and land within 200 ft. of a

previously designated point.

{d) Land over an assumed obstacle Id ft. high, and come to rest

within 1,500 ft. from same.

(e) Cross-country triangular flight of 30 miles, passing over tM^)

previously designated points. Minimum altitude, 2,500 ft.

(/) Straightaway cross-country flight of 30 miles, landing to be

made at designated destination. Both outward and return flight at

minimum altitude of 2,500 ft.

(.9) Fly for forty-five minutes at an altitude oi 4,000 ft.

Training.—A good deal of knowledge and experience still

remains to be acquired after the Aviator's Certificate has been
awarded. Among the important matters to be practised are :

—

Estimations of necessary length of run over various kinds of

ground.
Estimations of horizontal distances and vertical heights.

Flying in winds.

Reading of maps and learning to recognise the nature of objects

as seen from above. Especially map reading in relation to the

compass
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Xavji^'ation oi an aircraft by aid of luap, compass, etc.

(Jbsorvations of natural conditions affecting weather and their
intiucnce on llight.

Moditications of wind.s due io ol'staeles on the earth's surface.

RULES FOR JUDGING DISTANCE
Tahi-k .siiowiNi; Distances at wjikii ()h.i>xts can m: 8ee.v

ACCORDING TO TIIEIK ReSPECTIVK E}lKVAT[ONS AM) TUK
Elevation ok the Eye oe the Observer.

{T/ii>i hihh applh>i to hei(/hf.s ahore the saa or ollur jird sni/nxe

iv/ien rf/racfion is takfui into arronii/.

)

D-i.42v'H

llL-iylil in Feet.
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2. When the object is in the shade, or is only partially seen.
3. In mist or failing light.

Distances are underestimated :
—

1. When the background and the object under observation are
of different colours.

2. When the sun is behind the observer, or wiien the light i^

very strong.

3. When the ol)ject is .seen over water or a deep chasm.
4. Wlien the object is very large.

5. Always when looking downwards from the air, or in looking
upwards.

Constant practice is essential to become proficient at rapidly
judging distances.

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF FLYING
There are two chief sets of effects to be noticed : firstly, tlie '• air

sickness"' due to the rolling and pitching of the aeroplane when
flying in a wind. This is merely a form of sea sickness, and springs
from the same causes. 8econdh% there are various symptoms
which follow on very high flights, and are essentially the same
as the "'mountain sickness" experienced in high altitudes in such
places as the Andes. These are chiefly due to derieienc}' of oxygen,
owing to the rarefied condition of the atmosphere in its upper levels,
and can be remedied bv occasional breaths of oxygen from an
oxj'gen bottle.

According to Dr G. von Liebig, the following symptoms are felt

at great heights: (1) Palpitation of the heart, accompanied by an
acceleration of its action and throbbing of the arteries

; (2) Shallow
breathing, and consequent shortness of breath

; (3) Flickering
before the eyes

; (4) Faintness ; (5) Coldness of the extremities
;

(6) Difficult}' in eating or in drinking strong stimulants.
At still greater altitudes the pressure iti the veins and capillaries

is so increased as to cause exudations of blood from the mucous
membranes of the mouth, nose, and eyes ; the brain becomes affected
because of the deficiency of oxygen in the arterial blood, and causes
dullness and dejectioii, loss of the various senses, and eventually
unconsciousness ; and there is the danger of frostbite because of
the extreme cold. The ear dram has been known to crack at

10,000 ft. The experience of Glaisher in one of his balloon ascents
was that at 18,000 ft. his hands became livid, and at increasing
heights he successively lost the power of moving his limbs, his

eyesight, power of speech, hearing, and consciousness, onh' re-

covering when the balloon again descended.
These serious symptoms are not evident except at heights to

which it would rarely be necessary or even possible for an aeroplane
to reach. Further, a man who ascends almost daily to considerable
heights and keeps himself in good physical form, finds no noticeable
ill eflects other than due to the cold. The latter difficult}' is now
mitigated to a large extent by electrically heated suits of clothing.

T4
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Precautions which shoukl be piaclised are the taking of nourish-

inciit (hiring a high Hight in small but frequent (|uantities, and t<j

descend slowly, since the lungs and circulatory apparatus have

to adjust themselves to a different air pressure, and are exposed

\i) dangerous fatigues during high Hights. More than one fatal

accident has in all ])r<)bability l)een caused by a too rapid descent.

Further infornuition on this subjcti will be found in •• Flying" (see

leview in Division XII.).

RULES FOR AVIATION
As in the case of navigation, it is imperative that a code of rules

])e observed in the steering of airships and aeroplanes, so that the

dangers of collision may be avoided. Accordingly the following

code has been prepared by the Koyal Aero Club :

—

Cross Country Flying

(a) Two aircraft meeting each other end on, and thereby running

the risk of a collision, must always steer to the right. They must,

in addition to this, pass at a distance of at least KMI m. taken

l)et\\een their nearest adjacent points.

(h) Any aircraft overtaking another aircraft is itsponsil)le for

keeping cleai-, and must not approach within 100 m. on the right

or 8O0 ni. on the left of the overtaken craft, and must not pass

directly underneath or over s\ich overtaken aircraft.

The "distance shall be taken between the nearest adjacent points

of the respective aircraft. In no case nuist the overtaking aircraft

turn in across the bows of the other aircraft after i)assing it so as

to foul it in any way.
((•) \Mien an}' aircraft are approaching one another in cross

directions, then the aircraft that sees another aircraft on its right

hand forward quadrant must give way, and the other aircraft must
keep on its course at the same level till both are well clear.

Exception.—In the case of dirigibles the distance of 100 m.

prescribed above shall be increased to oOO m.

Flying Grounds

The following special regulations ajiply only to flying gnjunds :

—

{(1) Two aircraft meeting each other end on. and therel)y running

llie risk of a collision, must always steer to the right. They must,

in addition to this, pass at a distance of at least 30 m. taken

between their nearest adjacent points.

(e) Any aircraft overtaking another aircraft is responsible for

keeping clear, and nnist pass outside the overtaken ciaft at least a

clear 'M w. distance. In no case mu^t the overtaking aircraft

turn in across the boMS of the other aircraft after passing it so as to

foul it in any way. The distance shall be taken between the nearest

adjacent points of the aircraft.

In these regulations tiie term "foul'" shall include the giving of

dantferous backdrautrht to another aircraft.
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LEGAL
Legal text-l»<;oks do not at present throw any light upon tiie

]tosition of an aeroplane in law. which is, of course, due to the fact

that it does not proceed along a highway, in the case of loco-

motion of any form along public roads, the whole matter is closely

hedged in with rules of law, the outcome of centuries of experi-
ence, so that all (juestions of liability for damage done are fairly

easily settled.

Trespass

'I'here is a case on record in which it was shown to be a trespass

to pass over a man's land in a balloon since a man rnvns his land
ii.sc/ne ad cd/nm.

If in descending, injur\' is done to property, the aviator maybe
sued in forf.

Liability of an Aviator

If an aviator lands in a place where the public have access, and
does damage to some person or persons, he is of course liable under
common law. It is not such an eas}' point to determine the ques-
tion of liability when the person run down is trespassing on private
grounds, assuming that the aviator is also a trespasser. As regards
such accidents at an aviation meeting, apparently the a\iator is

not held responsible, as is indicated in tlie next paragraph.

Liability of Aviation Meeting Organisers

No liability accrues to the organisers of aviation meetings for an
accident happening to a spectator, as is indicated from the follow-

ing, which is abstracted from a book entitled ''The Law of Torts" :

'' The breach of duty which will render an owner of premises liable

to a person coming there on business consists either in (1) neglect-

ing to give warning of hidden sources of danger which are known
to him ; or in (2) omitting to take proper precautions to acquire

knowledge of the danger, and having acquired it. to give proper
warning. As towards a bare licensee not coming on Imsiness, the

owner is liable only for negligence of the first kind. But as towards
either class of licensees, the owner having given due warning, is free

from all responsibility.''

Aerial Navigation Acts, Rules, and Orders *

The Acts, Rules, and Orders dealing speoitically with aviation

matters are as follows :

—

Aerial Xari'jation Act, 1911.

Aerial Xnrigation Ad, 1913.

Statutory Rales and Orders, 1913. ^Vo. 22S.

Statutory Rules and Orders, 1913, Xo. 243.

Order dated 1913 re Aerial Xarif/atiov Act, 1913.

Statutory Rules and Orders^, 1914, Xo. 72.5.

Statutory Rules and Orders, 1914, Xo. 726.

* See p. 222 for the Air Force Bill.
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AERIAL NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
Various instruments are useful, and some indispensable, for long

cross-country flights. The most important are the following :
—

Tachometer, or engine revolution indicator.

Oil pi-essure gauge.

Petrol pressure gauge.

Aneroid l)aronieter, or altimeter or barograpli.

Compass.

Inclinometei', level, or gradometer.

Air speed indicator.

Among the instruments of lesser importance are distance indi-

cators, lateral and longitudinal clinometers or angle of attack

indicators, drift meters, or side-slip or lee-way indicators, aeroplane

directors (for the mechanical solution of the course and distance

made good), sighting apparatus for bomb dropping, sextant (de-

signed for measuring the altitude of a heavenly body above a

horizontal plane without the use of a sea horizon or an artificial

horizon), clock, petrol gauge, petrol flow indicator, oil gauge (on

main tank), radiator temperature indicator, binoculars (preferably

of the prism or else of the microscope eye-piece type), special

aeroplane camera (one type is fitted with cinematograph form of

lens, shutter speeds up to ^^ second, using cinematograph film for

the negatives), gyroscopic stabilisers, climb-meters, statoscopcs, etc.

Weights of Instruments.—About 8 to 12 lbs. is usually allowed

for the total weight of the instruments with which it is advisable

that an aeroplane should be equipped. This is based upon an
average of under 1 lb. per instrument.

Illumination of Dials.—As it is important that all instruments

should be easily read at any moment, whether by day in an
obscure corner, or b}- night, good illumination is essential. T>vo

methods are in use : one is by the use of shaded miniature electric

lamps, and tlie other by painting the dials with luminous paint,

or radio-active substances. Luminous paint is made from com-
pounds which absorb sunlight during the day and phosphoresce

after dark. These are not vety eflective. Of the radio-active

materials in commercial use, mesothorium and radium are the most
important. Apparently onlj' radium is practicable under service

conditions, as the mesothorium deteriorates quickly. When at its

best, however, mesothorium gives excellent luminosity.

A number of samples of radium luminous compound, as supplied

by Watson & Sons, tested at the National Physical Laboratory,
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showed the following results when compared with the Admiralty
Standard for material containing 0"4 milligramme radiiim bromide,
wliich i« taken as l<i0 for purposes of comparison.

C.racif.

8.

10.

I

I

Radium Content. I

Radium Content Conforms
to .Standard for
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The Air Speed Meter usually adopted is ot the Pitot tube type.
Ihi.s tonn of instrument, when dependent on a fluid, is suVjject to
;,Mavitational cnors mIicu banking, heeling, or diving. Further,
if the leads from the Pitot tube to the indicating instrument are
not large enough, there is apt to be a lag in the indications.
The scale of such an instrument should cover a considerable
range, so as to indicate the lower and maximum limits of safe flying

^IJeed.

The Joanncton speed recorder consists of a mirror connected to a
pointer inoving over a quadrant, upon which is a table of heights
and speed. The observer views the image of a fixed object on the
ground in the nnrror by the aid of a small fixed telescope on the
apparatus, and keeps the object in sight for a given time by turning
tlie mirror. I'he speed of the aeroplane is then obtained from the
position of the pointer on the graduated (juadrant. As will be
seen from the description, the instrument is one rather for tlie

observer than for the pilot ; but it is not improbable that the
observer will often be enti-usted with tlie care of most of ,the

navigating instruments.

Barometers, Barographs, and Altimeters.—These are fully dealt
with in tlie Meteorological Division I\.

The Compass is employed to set and steer a course as found
fi-om a map. Much tliought and patient investigation has been
devoted of late to the development of a suitable design of comY)ass
for aeroplane work.

With regard to the compass, the necessary precautions to be
taken will be lietter understcjod if the principles and construction
of the instrument are first examined. It consists of a flat circular

card, the edge of which is divided into points, half points, and
i[uarter points, and also into 360 degrees (see diagram and taV>le).

To the under side of the card are attached one or more light

magnetic needles, and the whole is pivoted on a centre which in

the best instruments consists of an iridium pivot bearing on an
agate or sapphire cap. The card is enclosed in a cylindrical case,

wliich for an aeroplane should be filled with li(|uid. and the case is

hung on gimbals. Opinions seem to differ to some extent as to the

advisability of fitting gimbals, but the weight of opinion is in their

favour. The compass should V)e insulated as far as possible from
shocks and vibration.

The point of the compass marked "X"" does not point to the

true north, but to the magnetic north. The angle between the two
directions varies in different jjarts of the w^orld at different times :

in England it is at present about 15°. That is to say, the compass
points in a direction l.l west of true noith. This is called the

magnetic variation.

Masses of iron oi' steel in dose |)roximily to a compass will

serioush affect its reading. Contiol levers are ver\ often l»ad
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otfeiider.s in this respect, and if tiiey are anyuheie near tlie com-
pass, should be made of non-magnetic material, such as special
steel, duralumin, or bronze. It was recently- mentioned that the
steel clasp of a pilot's belt had a similarly bad eflect. Errors due
to fixed pieces of iron in the neighbourhood of the compass can be
compensated for as follows :

—

Semicircular Deviation.— 'Jlii.s i.s of two kinds, (a) tliat duo to
iiny sub-pcruianent nuiguetism b\ the iron and steel used in the con-
struction of llio aeroplane, [h) that due to magnetism induced by
the earth in any vertical masses of iron. To con-ect for (a) place
the aeroplane on an even koel in tlie flying position, and with
its long axis h'ing coi-rect magnetic N. and S. Place a small
permanent magnet either before or behind the compass at right

angles to the meridian, with its N. pole on the side of the

meridian to whicli the compass points, and i'U)vo it towards or

aMav from the ccjmpass until tlie latter shows coircct magnetic X.
and^S. (Fig. X).

X<j\v place the machine on an cxcn keel and in its fixing position

as before, but with its longitudinal axis lying correct magnetic K.

and V\\ If the compass now sliows other than exactly E. or
)\'. under the lubber line, place, on either side of the compa.s.s, a

second magnet at right angles to the first one, with its centre on
a perpendicular fr(jm the centre of the compass, and its X. pob^
on that side towards which the X. pole of the compass card
]ioints. Move this magnet to->vards or from tho compass until the

]iosition of the aeroplane as: shown by the compass is exact ma.gnetic

E. and W. (Eig. X 1.

VV
.0

dfc
A B first small msgnet to corrccf

for semicircular dev/^f/on

Ek:. X.

C D ^mnd Smsll permsnent naqnfl to

Torrtcf semidrtukr devisf/on

£ Vertlal bar ofsoft iron to correct

semicircular deviation

Etc. \\

These two adjustmenxs are sufficient 10 correct ariv error due to

i^ermanent maguetisaiion of vertical iron or steel pf^rtions of the

aeroplane. The next thing is to correct for {\>) above. Tliis is
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done with the machine still in the magnetic E. and W. position : a
vertical bar of soft iron is placed on the fore-and-aft line through the
centre of the compass, on the opposite side of the compass to that
towards which the N. on the card tends to point. T)ie bar is moved
to and from the compass until tlie aeroj)lane lies exact magnetic E.

and W., as shown by the needle (Fig. Y).

Quadrantal Deviation.—This is caused by mignotisni induced b}-

the earth in horizontal masses of iron or steel. The aeroplane
is placed Avith its longitudinal axis eitlier X.E. and S.W., or

X.W. and .S.E.. and soft iron balls are placed on each side of the
compass on a line through it.s centre at right angles to the longi-

tudinal axis of the machine, and are moved toward or away from
the compass until the indication of its needle is correct (Fig Z).

N

w

F Soft Iron Balls to correct

Quadranfal devistion.

S

Fig. Z.

In addition to the above there is an error introduced Avhen the
.aeroplane rolls. This can be corrected by placing a vertical magnet
directly underneath the centre of the compass.
When a compass has been thus corrected, altliough it will be

practically exact on the points tested, there will be small errors on
the other points. For the comparatively short distances for which
a compass is likel}'- to be used on an aeroplane, these errors are
almost negligible ; but if nece.s.sary it is a simple matter to compile
a "deviation table" from observation, sliowing the error of the
tompass on the principal points.

The Compass Adjuster.—The various corrections referred to
in the preceding paragraplis are usualh' made by a professional
compass adjuster, who is accustomed to similar Avork in tlie case
of sea-going vessels, Avhich likewise have to get their ccmpasses
adiusted frtjni time to time.
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To Steer a Course by Compass.—A mark i:; made on the
case of the compass exactly opposite the N. point on the card
when the aeroplane is lying magnetic N. and S. This mark is known
as the "lubber line," or " lubber point." To follow a given course,
say N.W. by N., ^ X., the aeroplane is turned until the corre-
sponding point on the card is opposite the lubber line ; the two
marks must then be kept in line until a different course is required.
In the "Clift" compass an adjustable pointer is provided, which is

attached to the card and can be rotated to any required position.
This pointer is set to the course required, aiid all that is then
necessary is to keep it opposite the lubber line. The same attach-
ment can be illuminated so that a white light shows when the
course is correct, a red light when the machine is otF the course to
the left, and a green light M'hen oft" to the right ; it also allows the
card to be lifted off its pivot m hen not in use, thus preventing undue
wear of the centres. It has been suggested that luminous paint
should be used to facilitate steering at night.
An allowance for leeway due to side winds must be made ;

experience with the same machine in different winds will enable
the pilot to judge the leeway he is making with a considerable
degree of accuracy, by noting the apparent direction of travel of
the ground. Probably some simple instrument will be devised to
estimate the leeway by observation of this direction.

Point.=^ of the Compass.
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OFFICIAL AERONAUTICAL APPOINTMENTS
The tirst step to l)e taken is to write for the necessary form and

conditions of entry. It is possible that by the time these lines are
in print the Air Force will have come into being. The re-organisa-

tion, liouever, is bound to be slow, so the following notes will still

serve. The principal appointments are :

—

Commissions in the Royal Flying Corps.—Apply to the
Direotor (jf Air Organisation, Air Board Offices, Strand, W.C 2.

Applicants must usually be between 18 and 25 years of age, with
Class ''A" medical certificates, for flying officers" posts. Officers

with military experience are sometimes accepted up to 30 years of

age, and occasionallj- over tliat age for observers' posts only. For
e(|uipment officers, applicants must be over 8.5, with medical classi-

fication equivalent to '" 1>
2"" on the old scale.

Commissions in the Royal Naval Air Service.—Connnunicate
with the Director of Air Services, Admiralty, S.W. Ages required

are similar to those for the Royal Flying Corps.

Air Board Staff.—There are a limited number of openings for

engineering, drawing office, and clerical appointments, for men
whose medical classification is in the " C" categories. Applica-

tions for forms should he made to the Secretary, Air Board Offices,

Strand, W.C. 2.

Aeronautical Supplies Department of the Ministry of Muni-
tions.—The same remarks apply as in the case of the Air Board
Staff. Applications for the needful forms should- be made to the

Chief EstaV)lishment Officer, Air Board Offices, Strand, W.C. 2.

Aviation Inspection Department. —Again the same comments
apply, as in the case of the Air Board. Forms are to be ob-

tained from the Director of Inspection, Clements Inn Buildings,

Kingsway, W.C. 2.

Note.—In all the above cases, except for flyhuj officers, preference

is f/iren to candidates irho have had a sound enyineering training and
experience.

Kite Balloon Section.—Applications should be made to the

Officer Commanding, Kite Balloon Section, Roehampton.
Royal Flying Corps. —Applications for enlistment should be

made to the Officer Commanding, Royal Flying Corps Depot,

Farnborough. Skilled mechanics in all trades are taken, whatever

their army classification, but unskilled men are only recruited if

classed as Bl, B2. Cl, or the equivalent. Non-commissioned officers

are promoted from the ranks.

Royal Naval Air Service. — The same remarks apply as in the

case of the R.F.C. Application should be made to the nearest

Naval Recruiting Station or to the R.N.A.S., Drafting Office,

Crystal I'alace, S.PL

TTransfer.—Transfer from another brancli of the Army or Navy,

whether for an officer, a non-commissioned officer, oi- for a private,

can usuallv be arranged for a specially qualified man. The all-
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impoilaiit ptjint, however, is that tlie consent and leccjmmendation
of the Ottieei' ('onimandiiig the unit to wliicli thoapplieant is attached
must first he obtained. A non-technical man would only lie trans-
tV-iied if he l)ecanic medically until or was ordeied foiligjit dutxonly.
A diagram \\hich indicates the comj>aiati\e i-anks of the riervices

will lie found at the end of the Division dealing with Scouting and
Signalling.

Two little Ixjoks have been ];uhlishe<l which contain some useful
infoiination for prospective officers, entitled resjjectively "Tips for

I'^light-Lieutenants,"' and "Tips for Suhaltcrns."" ( Forster, (irooiii,

I'ul.lishers. is.)

THE AIR FORCE BILL

J Bill to iiiah- providon for tin- (slabli-^hmciit. admiiiixtralion, and
(I'l-^-ipliut of Ih' Air Forct , the (.<tal)li'<hiivn' of (in Air Coniiril.

mid for piirpo-<i''< roinif'Ct( d thircn'ith.

lie it enacted 1»3' the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and w ith

the advice and consejit of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal and
Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority
of the saiiir. as follows :

I'\KT 1.

—

EstAi;M.sn\iKN'r of Aik P'(n;( k

I. It sjiall be lawful foi- His Majesty to raise and maintain a

force, to be called the Air Force, consisting of such luiniber of

offieej-s, warrant officers, non-commissioned officers, and men as

may from time to time be provided by Parliament.
2.— (1) Sub'ject to the provisions of this Act it shall be lawful for

His Majesty, by order signified under the hand of the Secretary of

State, to make orders with resj>ect to the gfovernment. discipline,

pay, allowances, and pensions of the Air Force, and with lespect to

all other matters and things relating to the Air Force, including
an\' matter by this Act authorised to be prescribed or expressed to

be s\if>ject to orders or regulations.

(2) The said orders may provide for the formation of men of the
Air Force into separate units, and for the formation of such units

into corps, and for a])})ointing, transferring, or attaching men of

the air force to nnits, and for ])(»sting, attaching, and otherwise
dealing with svich men within the units, and may regulate the
appointment, rank, duties, and numbers of the officers and non-
eonnnissioiied officers of the Air Foice.

i;^) Subject to the ))ro\ isions of any sneli order, the Air Council
hereinafter constituted may make general or special regulations

with respect to any matter with lespect t<t whieli His Majesty
may make oiders under this section :

Provided that the administration of pensions, other than service

pensions within the meaning of the Ministry of Pensions Act, 1916,

shall vest in the Minister uf Pensions.
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(4) All onlers aud general regulations made under this section

shall he laid V)efoie Parliament as soon as may l>e after they are

made.
8.- (I I Any orticer. warrant otHcer. petty officer, non-commissioned

olticer, or man of any of His Majesty's naval oi- military forces, may,
witli his consent and subject to the a]j})id\al of the Admiralty or

Army Council las the case may be), he transferred by the Air
Council to the Air Force, or attached by the Air Council to the

Air Force for the period of the ])resent war oi- for a i)eiiod not

exceeding four years :

Provided that -

(fOany officer, warrant officer, petty officer, noi'.-connuissioned

officer, or man who at such date as may be fixed by Order
in Council l>elongs or is attaclied t<j the Royal Na\al Air
Ser\ iec, the Koyal Flying Corps, or any unit of tue naval

or military forces engaged in defence against aircraft which
is designated by the Admiralty or Army Council for the
])urpose, maj' be so transfei'red or attached, without his

consent, but if any person s(t transferred or attached,

within three months from the time w hen he receives notice

of such transfer or attacluuent or sucli longer period as in

any particidar case the Air Coiuicil may allow, gives notice

to his commanding officer that he does not flesire to be so

transferied or attaclied, the transfer or attachment shall

be annulled without prejudice to the validity of anything
M hich may have l)een done in the meanwhile : and

(//) no person transferred to the Air Force under the provisions

of this section shall be lial)le to serve with the Air Foice

for any longer period than that for which he would ha\ e

been liable to serve had he continued in the foice from

which he was transferred.

(2) Regulations made by the Air Council may jjrovide that in the

ease of a person so transferred, the time during which he held a

commission or ser\ ed in tlie force from which he is transferred shall,

for such purposes as may be prescribed, be aggregated with the

time during which he holds a commission or serves in the Air Force,

and that his entry into or enlistment in the force from which he is

transferred shall, for such purposes as may be prescribed, be treated

as enlistment into the Air Force.

{H) When any person is transferred to the Air Foiie under this

section, then for the purposes of pay. pensions, gratuity, and retired

or half-pay, and of any decoration or leward dependent on length

of service, any jjrevious service with His Majesty's naval or military

forces which would have counted as service towards pa\', pension,

gratuity, retired or half-pay. or such decoration or reward if he had
not been so transferred, shall Vie deemed to be service with the Air

Force towards pay, pension, gratuity, retired or half-pay, or such

decoration or reward.
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(4) Where aiu' person is attached to the Air Force under this

section, the fact that he is so attached shall not affect any right to
any I'uy, ])ensi<)n, gratuity, retired, or half-pay, or such decoration
or reward as aforesaid, already earned l)y him in that branch of His
Majesty's naval or military forces to which he belonged at the dat^
on which he was so attached, and the period during which he is

so attached shall, for the purpose of any provisions relating to pay,
pensions, gratuity, retired, or half-pay, or such decoration or reward,
be deemed to be service with that branch of His Majestj^'s naval
or military forees to wln'r-h he belonged at the date on which he was
so attached.

4. Officers in the Air Force shall enjoy all such powers, rights,
immunities, and privileges as are enjoyed by conuuissioned officers

of His Majesty's Xavy or Army as such, whether conferi-ed by
statute or otherwise, and the acceptance of a commission in the Air
Force shall not render a person accepting such a commission in-

capable of being elected to or sitting or voting in the Commons
House of Parliament, and nothing in the Sivicession to the Crown
Act, 1707, shall extend to any member of the Commons House of

Parliaiuent who, being an officer of the Air Force, receives an\' new
or other commission in the Air Force, or receives a commission in

His Majesty's Navy or Army, or who, being an officer in His
Majesty's Navy or Army, receives a commission in the Air Force.

5. — (1) Any men who, by virtue of the Military Service Acts,
1916 and 1917, are deemed to have Vjeen enlisted and to have
l)een transferred to the reserve, or who having \'oluntarih' enlisted

in the regular forces have been so transferred, shall on being called

up for service be liaV)le to be transferred to the Air Foice.

(2) There shall be included amongst the exceptions mentioned
in the First .Schedule to the Milita-y Service Act, 1916, the
folloAving :—
Men serving in the Air Force.

6.— (1) It shall be lawful for His Majesty to raise and maintain
an Air Force Reserve and an Auxiliary Air Force consisting

in each case of such number of officers, warrant officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men as may from time to time be

provided by Parliament, and to provide for the transfer or attach-

ment to the Auxiliary Air Force, subject to their consent, officers

and men of any unit of the Territorial Force which at the passing

f)f this Act forms part of the Royal Flying Corps.

(2) His Majesty miiy, by Order in Council, apply with the

necessary adaptations to the Air Force Reserve, or to the Auxiliary

Air Force, or to the officers or men of any such force, any enactment
relating to the Army Reserve or to the Territorial Force or to the

officers or men of those forces, and sucli Order in Council shall be

laid before >)oth Houses of Parliament.

7. Tlu- amendments set out in the second colunni of the tables

in Part I. and Part II. of the First Schedule to the Act (being

amendments consequential on the establishment of an Air Force)
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shall 1)6 made in or inserted after the provisions of the Naval
Discipline Act and the Army Act respectively mentioned in the first

column of those tables, and section two of the Naval Discipline Act,
1917 (which relates to the printing and construction of the Naval
Discipline Act), shall apply to the amendments of the Naval Dis-
cipline Act made by this Act in like manner as it applies to the
amendments thereof made l)y that Act.

Part II.

—

Establishment of Air Cotncil
8.— (1) For the purpose of the administration of matters relating

to the Air Force and to the defence of the realm by air there shall
l»e established an Air Council consisting of one of His Majesty's
Principal Secretaries of State, who shall be President of the Air
Council, and of other members who shall be appointed in such
manner and subject to such provisions as His Majesty may bj-

Order in Council direct.

(2) His Majesty may b}- Order in Council fix the date as on which
the Air Council is to be established, and make provision with
respect to the proceedings of the Air Council and the manner in

which the business of the Council is to be distributed among the
members thereof.

(3) On the establishment of the Air Council the Air Board con-

stituted under the New Ministries and Secretaries Act, 1916, shall

cease to exist, and all the powers, duties, rights, liabilities, and
property of that Board shall be transferred to the Air Council, but
nothing in this subsection shall affect any orders, instructions, or

other instruments issued bj- the Air Board, and all such instruments
shall have effect as if issued b}' the Air Council.

(4) His Majest}' may by Order in Council transfer from the

Admiralty, or from the Army Council, or the Secretary of State
for the Wai' Department, to the Air Council or the President of

the Air Council such property, rights, and liabilities of the
Admiralty or Army Council or Secretary of State as may be
agreed between the Air Council and the Admiralty or the Army
Council, as the case may be.

9. — (1) The Air Council may appoint such secretaries, officers,

and servants as the Council may, with the sanction of the Treasury,
determine.

(2) There shall be paid, out of moneys provided by Parliament,
to the members of the Air Council, and to the secretaries, officers,

and servants of the Council, such salaries or remuneration as the

Treasury ma\' determine.
10.— (1) The Air Council may sue and be sued, and may for all

purposes be described by that name.
Subsections 2 to 5 deal with official seal and matters of evidence

in legal proceedings.
11.—(1) The number of Principal Secretaries of State and Under-

Secretaries capable of sitting and voting in the Commons House of

Parliament shall be increased to live, and accordingly section four

15
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of the Government of India Act, 1858, and section one of the House
of Conmions (Vacation of Seats) Act, 1864, shall have effect as if

the word "five" was substitiited for the word "four" wherever
that word occurs in those sections. Provided that nothing in this

provision shall affect the operation of section nine of the New
Ministries and Secretaries Act, 1916, so long as that section

continues in foi'ce.

(2) In addition to the Under-Secretary of State, one of the

Secretaries to the Air Coun(;il shall not b}' virtue of his office be

incapable of being elected to or of voting in the Commons House of

Parliament.

Part III.

—

Discipline, etc.

12.—(1) The Army Act as in force immediately before the passing

of this Act shall, subject to the modifications set out in the Second
Schedule to this Act (being amendments required to adapt that Act
to the circumstances of the Air Force), apply with respect to the

Air Force, and shall, as so modified, take effect as a separate Act
of the present session of Parliament, and may be printed as a

separate Act by the printers to His Majesty and intituled " An Act
to provide for the Discipline and Regulation of the Air Force," and
that Act may, subject to any modifications which may from time

to time be made therein, be cited as the Air Force Act : Provided

that, for the purposes of section eighty-eight of the Air Force Act
(relating to the continuance of men in Air Force service in case

of emergency), the proclamation issued inider section eighty-eight

of the Army Act on the outbreak of the present war shall haxa

effect as if it had been issued under the first-mentioned as well as

the last-mentioned section, and had applied to the Air Force as well

as to the Army.
(2) The Air Force Act shall continue in force onh' as long as the

Army Act continues in force.

Sui)sections 3 to o deal with the futiire amendments to the

Army Act and consequential amendments to the Air Force Act.
13!^ His Majesty may by Order in Council apply with the

necessary modifications and adaptations, in relation to the Air

Council, the President of the Air Council, and the Air Force, and
the officers and men thereof, and Air Force property or institutions,

any of the enactments relating to the Army Council, the Secretary

of State for the War Department, the Army, or the officers and
soldiers thereof (including enactments conferring any powers, rights,

exemption, or abatement from taxation or immunities, or imposing

any diities or disabilities on such officers or soldiers), or to military

property or institutions, and every such Order in Council shall be

laid before both Houses of Parliament.

Part IV.

—

Short Title

14. This Act may be cited as the Air Force (Constitution) Act,

1917.
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METEOROLOGICAL DATA

The Atmosphere—Weight of Dry Air—Volume of One Pound of Air—The
Barometer, Barograph and Altimeter—Aneroid Coi-rection Factors—Reduc-
tion and Conversion of Barometric Readings—Density of the Air—The
Thermometer—Behaviour of Winds—Weather Forecasts—Fog Prediction-
Time of Sunset—Hours of 3Ioonlight.

The Atmosphere

The atmosphere consists mainly of a mixture of two gases,

oxygen and nitrogen, in the proportion by volume : oxj'gen, 21 per
cent., and nitrogen, 79 per cent. ; or, by weight, oxygen, 23 per
cent., and nitrogen, 77 per cent.

One lb. of oxygen is contained in yji = 4*35 lbs. of air.

One cubic foot of oxygen is contained in \f^-^4:'8 cub. ft. of air.

One lb. of drv air at normal temperature and pressure occupies
12-387 cub. ft.

One cubic foot of dry air at N.T.P. weighs 08073 lb.

The specific gravity of air is 14'44, hj'drogen being taken as unity.

Air at normal pressure, temp. 62" F., weighs '532 'o grains per
cubic foot, which is equivalent to 13T5 cub. ft. per lb. (See table
a few pages further on.

)

Air liquefies at a temperature of - 220° F. under a pressure of

574 lbs. per square inch.

The atmosphere also contains a varying small quantity- of carbonic
acid gas, equal to about 0'03 per cent, in the open country, as well
as minute quantities of several inert gases. The amount of water
vapour in suspension varies with the temperature, being greater
when the latter is high.

The atmosphere extends appreciably to at least 50 miles from the
earth's surface, and probably in an extremely rarefied condition to

300 miles. At this height its density is computed to be only one
two-millionth as great as at sea level. One half its total mass is

below 15,000 ft. (say 3 miles). This is higher than the highest

permanent habitations of man. Mountain climbers and balloonists

have attained greater altitudes. Mont Blanc is 15,782 ft. (about

3 miles). Suring and Berson established a height record of 10,800

metres (about 6| miles) in a spherical balloon in 1901. However,
above a level of 5 miles the air is too greatly rarefied to support life.

A little above the 10 mile level the air is only one-eighth as dense
as at sea level. Naturally the greatest heights attainable by an
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aeroplane are much less than is the case with a balloon. Lieut.

Oelrich, in 1914, reached a height of 25,750 ft. (8,150 metres, or
nearly 5 miles). It seems probable that the limit for aeroplane
flight is only a few thousand feet higher than this, since the
rarefaction of the air becomes too great for the effective operation
of the engines ; at any rate, as they are designed at present.

By means of the sounding balloon the air has been explored to a
height of 21 "8 miles. A sounding balloon is a free aerostat, arranged
to carry recording instruments. It is usualh' constructed of india-

rubber, and when launched, is inflated to less than its full capacity.

As it rises to regions of diminished air pressure it gradual!}'

expands, and finally bursts at an elevation approximately deter-

mined in advance, and then parachutes to the ground. Attached
to the apparatus is a card ofl'ering the tinder a reward for its return.

Another device employed b}^ meteorologists in investigations of

the atmosphere of the earth is the pilot-balloon. This is a free

balloon unprovided with instruments. Its motion in the air is

followed by means of a theodolite, and it serves to show the speed
and direction of the wind at different levels. An altitude of 24*2

miles has been measured in this way.
The pressure of the atmosphere at sea level is 14*7 lbs. to the

square inch, or 2,116 lbs. to the square foot, at 32° F. ; it varies

with the height above sea level, as shown in the following tables.

The temperature of the atmosphere decreases on an average
about r F. for every 273 ft., or 3*66° F. per 1,000 ft. above the

earth's surface. Mr Glaisher, in his balloon ascents, found unequal
variations on passing through different air strata, once finding a
comparatively warm current at 14,000 ft. ; an alternation of warm
and cold currents was sometimes met with. On an average,

however, the temperature decreases much as given above, until, at

an altitude of something over 25,000 ft., it becomes practically

constant.

The reason for the temperature being higher at points nearer the

earth is the transmission of sun's rays in the form of vibrations in

the ether, and on reaching the earth's surface these are absorbed
and converted into heat waves. The air is then warmed by
contact with the warm ground. Air currents are thus set up which
distribute the heat through the atmosphere.
The pressure of the air is intimately related to the wind, w^hich

is a weather element of much moment. Other elements of weather
also bear typical relations to the distribution of atmospheric
pressure. Hence barometric readings, taken simultaneously at a

number of places, are of the utmost importance in the forecasting

of the weather.
The weather with which aviators are concerned may be said to

extend upward 7 or 8 miles ; i.e., to the level of the higher

clouds or, in meteorological language, the troposphere. The
region above the troposphere is known as the stratosphere or

isothermal layer.
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The following table is given bj^ Berson :
—

Altitude in

Feet.
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VOLUME OF ONE POUND OF DRY AIR IN
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through the levers slackens the chain c, which is made taut again
by the unw inding of the coil spring r. The adjusting pillar D is

fastened to the spring s, and is moved by a screw passing through
the base plate of the instrument, so as to bring the reading of the
instrument into accordance a\ ith that (jf a standard mercury
barometer.
Aneroid Correction Factors.—As it is the custom to graduate

A
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Conversion of Barometric Hkiciit in Inches of Merccry
AT 32 v., Latitude 45', to Atmospheric Pressure in

Millibars.

(1,0<^X) millibars are equivalent to the presj^ure of a column of

mercuiy YoiVOTO mm. (•2y'580*3 in.) high at 0' C. (273 deg. ab.solute)

in latitude 45^)
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1,000 mb. is an atmosphere, so that 1 f,\joth part of the
atmospheric pressure. This mode of expressing pressure has also
been adopted by the French (Government for their \yeather Service.

CONVERSION OF BAROMETRIC READINGS-
MILLIMETRES TO INCHES

Milli-
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DENSITY OF THE AIR

This is required for the purpose of calculating the lifting power
of a balloon, and also for checking the performance of an aeroplane.
The formula is :

—

'

Where
p is the density to.be calculated.

/)„ is the density of perfectl^y dry air under the conditions,

iOo -^ 1,000 mb., "iQ-SS
'

in., and T,=290a. when
p, = 1,201 g/m-'.

X> is the barometric pressure in ml).

( is the pressure of aciueous vapour.
The following is an example of the determination of the density

of air from a reading of the barometer and wet and dry bulb
thermometers.

Barometer corrected for temperature 1,010-1 mb. (29-83 in.).

Dry bulb ., ,, ,, 285-8a. (oo-T F. ).

Wet bulb ,, ,, ,, 281 -3a. (47-0 F.).

Vapour pressure from humidity tables = 8*2 mb. (0-239 in. ).

/Jo = 1,201 g/nr-, .

1010-1 - 8-2 X I 290 , ..

,--=1,201 X ^^^ X
2S5.«

g/"^-'

.= 1,227 g/nr,

or 0"0766 lbs. per cubic foot.

Sot p. —One grain per cubic foot is e(|ui\alent to 2-29 g/m" .

STANDARD DENSITY
The standard adopted by the R.A.F. for dr^' air at 760 mm.

(22-9 in.) pressure and 16° C., is 1*221 kgm. per cu. m. The reason
for the selection of this standard is, that air speed indicators are
so made as to indicate correcth' at this density, assuming that :

—

W^here V is the air speed, j^ the pressure, and p the standard
density.

DENSITIES
"Hydrogen (dry) - - 88-74 g/m^
*Carbonic acid gas (dry) - 1,953 g/nr
Water - -

'
- - 1 -000 g/cc (at 277a.

)

Sea water - - - 1 -01 to 1 05 g/cc.

Mercury - - - 13-596 g'cc (at •273a.)

Petrol'- - - - 0-68 to U-72 g/cc.

* At a pressure of 1,000 mb. and temperature of -ll'i degrees absolute ceuti.L^rade.
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Mean Atmospheric Pressure, Temperature, and Density at

Various Heights above Sea Level

( ir. //. Dhif.s)

Height.
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CONVERSION OF THERMOMETER READINOS
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Masses of air are constantly changing places, cold air descending
to the earth's surface, spreading itself out, becoming warm, and
then ascending in streams or currents in other places.

Ascending streams of air may be any distance apart, from ^ mile

up to 20 miles, and may rise as fast as from 6 to 10 miles per hour.

They are in thin sheets or long walls, and may 'be approximately
straight or of irregular curvature. The action is continuously

taking place over both sea and land, and is rendered visilile in the

glassy streaks or zones that are seen at sea. These calm portions

are caused by the air meeting from both sides, and ascending in

practically a straight line from the surface of the water. On each

side of a streak the wind Avill be found to be blowing in opposite

directions. Under some circumstances tlie presence of these

ascending streams is made visible l)y the formation of cumulus

clouds ; it is now agreed that a cloud of this kind is merely the

cap of a column of rising air. Hence care should V)e exercised when
the sky contains a large number of isolated cumulus clouds, since

there will probably be descending streams in the clear portions,

and ascending ones below the clouds.

Within a thundercloud the vertical motion is very violent, and
•• the vertical currents are sometimes comparable with the strongest

surface winds" (Sir W. Napier Shaw).

Over the sea the velocity of the wind is much greater tliaii over

the land. The diff'eience is very marked between a point on the

shore and a headland jutting into the sea or a lake. The average

velocit}' of the wind in the United States all the j'ear round at a

height of 50 ft. above the ground is about II miles an hour

(Tliomas Russell).

In 1876-7 the mean of 60O daily oVjservations over the five great oceans

showed the average wind velocity to be 17 miles per hour. On land

(luring the same period the average velocity was 12J miles per lioin-.

Obstructions such as sea cliffs or the sides of quarries give rise to

upward currents. Small obstructions, such as houses or groups of

trees, will also start them, but at sea and on large open plains

there does not appear to be any definite reason why a vertical

current should commence at one place rather than at another.

Under some circumstances the wind to be expected can be

predicted with a considerable degree of accuracy. An estimate of

wind velocity can be got at any time between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. in

answer to a prepaid reply telegram to the Meteorological Office.

On the sea coast there is usually a light breeze from the sea in
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tlie moniiiig, wliieli increases towards midday, and dies to a calm
in tlie evening. During the night the wind blows from the land in

a siniilai' fashioji. These coastal winds are accompanied ))y opposite

movements of the air in strata about oOO to 1,000 ft. high, and are

rarely felt for more than 20 miles from the (;oast.

From the calms about the Equator to the parallel of 28° in the

northern hemisphere, and to the parallel of 25° in the southern

hemisphere, stead}^ winds prevail through about two-thirds of the

earth's circumference ; they are known as the trade winds, and
blow respectively from the north-east and the south -w^est.

In India the iJionsoon-s l>low from the north-east from Octo))er to

March, and from the south-west from April to September.

Within the temperate latitudes the winds are of uncertain

occurrence and duration, but are more usually from the westward.

As far as England is concerned, the following rules are given by
Mr W. H. Dines in a paper to the Aeronautical Society :

—

" Almost every wind that blows at an inland station will be found

to be stronger at a few hundred feet above the surface. As a general

rule it will be found that if you face the surface wind, the wind
above will come somewhat from your right hand. Suppose a balloon

is at a height of 2,000 ft., an east wind is not likely to increase

much in strength above this height, but a south-west or west wind
is likeh' to do so. A soiith-east wind on the surface is fairly certain

to turn to a south and then to a south-west wind at a moderate

ele\ation, and a north wind may draw into a north-west, but it is

not likely to do so. As a rule, for winds other than north, a change

of two points of the compass in direction, and a doubling of the

velocity', may be expected between the surface and 3,000 ft.,

excepting during a hot sunn}' day in spring and summer. On such

dciys a general mixing of the air by convection cin'i'ent& tends to

equalise the difieient strata, and the velocity at the surface will

not be greatly less than above. At night calm mostly prevails in

the lower strata if the sky is clear, and this is particularly the case

on frosty nights, and even days, too, in the winter. But there is

no rule hardly without an exception, and I have met with exceptions

to all the above rules."

Very often an easterly or north-easterly wind may be strong near

the ground, and fall oflf very rapidly above 800 to 1,600 ft.

The most dangerous wind met with in England is that known as

the "line squall," so called because it advances with a line front
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like a tidal wave, usually lying S.W. and X.E., ami advancing fium

X.W. to 8.E. The signs of this wind are—

1. A '>add<-n fall of t.fnnptrafurc.

'2. A veer of the wind.

3. A rise of pressure.

4. A squall of rain. hail, oi- snow.

The squall itself is accompanied by tlumder and lightning, and
must inevitably prove fatal to any aeroplane or dirigible encountered.

The above is suthcient to show that the numerous problems pre-

sented by the l)ehaviour of the wind are of a very complex character.

However, the aviator is working out daily a practical solution.

Though he may appear to be taking his ease while in the air, he

is really responding to every trick of the wind more or less auto-

matically, according to his degree of skill. The management of his

machine becomes to him a matter of course, and his skill may ha

gauged by the ease with which it is accomplished.

At the first Rheims aviation meeting the majority of the com-

petitors did not attempt to fly unless the velocity of the wind Mas
less than 7 miles an hour. Several could start with a wind velocity

of a little over 10 miles, and when started could fly in a wind of

about 20 miles. At the Hendon meeting of Easter 1912 one short

flight was made in a ^\ind varj'ing from almost nothing to 50 miles

an hour, Avhile several were made in a gusty 40-mile bieeze.

XoA\ada3-s an experienced aviator with a powerful machine can

fly in anything short of a strong gale.

Wind Force

Wind force is estimated by the Beaufort scale, which is given

beloM'. The following relations hold l)etween the various con-

stants :

—

P=-003V-.

P='0105B-\

V = l-87v'B^'.

Where P = pressure on a normal plane in pounds per square foot.

V = velocity in miles per hour,

B = the Beaiifort number.

These are the formulce adopted by the Meteorological Office.
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Storm and Wind Signals

The South Cone is point downwards, and is hoisted if a gale is

expected fioni between E. and 8.E., which will veer round by S. to

.S.W. orN.W.

The North Cone is point uynvards, and is hoisted if gales from
N.W. round by N. to X.E. or S.E. are probable.
By niglit a signal of lamps in the appropriate positions is hoisted.

The signal is kept flying for forty-eight hours from the time the
message was issued from the ^Meteorological Office. It maj' be
noticed that a gale from the E. is more likely to Vjack to the N. tlian

to shift to the S.

Variation of Wind Velocity with Height

Tlie wind velocit}' and pressure increase in the liigher zones of the

atmosphere, up to two or three times the surface veloeit}', or some-
times even more.
The following formuhe have been suggested :

—

enson.

)

ir= 1347-4 /^^7''' (Kempe.)

Where P — the pressure at height H.
/)--~t\\Q pressure at height h.

'• = the velocity at different zones.

According to Sir W. Napier Shaw, a likely formula for the increase

of velocity with height above the ground is

—

Y= ^±^\\.
a

Where H = height above ground at which velocity is required.
V = velocity at height H.
V^=velocit3' at ground level,

a -a constant, which may be taken as approximately' equal
to the height of the station above sea level.

This formula is believed to hold until the " gradient velocitj%"

or velocity calculated from tho pressure distribution, is reached
;

almost always lower than 8.000 ft.
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WEATHER FORECASTS
Weather may be very fairly foretold under certain conditions

by the empirical observer, but he must be one who, like the far-

famed "Shepherd of Banburj','" from long practice recognises the
slightest change in the look of the sky or the feel of the atmosphere.
His guides will be the colour of the sky, the formation of the
clouds, and the temperature and indications of the pressure of the
atmosphere.
Many weather maxims have been handed down to the present

generation.

These rhymes have some truth in them, for they are the crude
but honest expressions of men who had had life-long experience
of the weather and its variableness. These worth}' men of old,
with all their knowledge of the weather, often based their
maxims purely on averages, which have been proved to be
meteorologically incorrect. If something happened for a number
of years in succession, it was at once set down, in maxim form, as
true for all time. For this reason, undue stress must not be laid on
ancient saMs and legends. It was also a common fallacy among
such men that animals were instinctively conscious of the approach
of wet or other weather, and acted accordingly in a particular way.
Animals do not anticipate weather changes ; they are merely more
sensitive to changes in temperature, moisture, wind, etc., than
human beings. In realitj' the}- only behave in a particular way
after the change has already set in. This can be i:)roved by reference
to meteorological instruments, which will be found to register a fall

or rise in the temperature and pressure of the atmosphere.
As regards weather fallacies, it is interesting to note that, from

the point of view of a meteorological expert, there is no permanent
or progressive change in weather or weather conditions—one 3'ear

n)ay diti'er from another, but the averages over many jears are
constant. The equinoctial gale is also a myth of the uninitiated,

and further, the moon has nothing whatever to do with the weather.
It may be well to quote here a few of the maxinss winch ha\e

been proved to have a sound meteorological basis :

—

"Long foretold, long last,

Short notice, soon past.

"

" First rise after low
Foretells a stronger blow."'

If hoar frost come on mornings twain.
The third day surely will have rain."

Red sky at night
Is a shephercFs delight.

Ked sky in the morning
Is a shepherd"^ warning.
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Colour of Sky, etc.

Red at sunset - -
- - Fair weather.

Red at dawn . -
- - Bad weather, or wind.

Grey at daAvn - - - - Fair weather.

Bright yellow at sunset - - Wind.

Pale yellow at sunset - - Rain.

A high dawn (first light behind bank of clouds) foretells wind,

and an unusual clearness of the atmosphere near the horizon is a

verj' sure sign of rain.

These kinds of maxims encourage systematic observation of

changes that have already commenced, for so many people are

carelessly unobservant of natural events in which definite changes

have previously taken place.

The Chemical Weather-glass

A weather-glass which will give indications of weather changes

may be made as under :
—

Camphor ........ 2 dr.

Potass, nitrate (nitre) - - - - -
- \ >•,

Amnion, chloride (sal-ammoniac) - - - - a •:>

Absolute alcohol - - - - - - - 2 oz.

Water 2 ,,

The liquid is usually placed in a glass tube about 10 in. long by

f in. diameter, which must be nearly filled, and then hung so as to

face north, shaded from the sun. The different appearances are as

under :

—

Liquid clear - - - Bright weather.

Liquid dim - -
- Rain.

Liquid dim, with small stars Thunderstorms.
in motion.

Small dots - - - Damp weather, with fog.

Ijarge flakes - - - Dull weather, snow in winter.

Crystals at bottom - - Frost in winter.

Threads in upper portion - W^ind.

Small stars - - - On bright days in winter, snow on
one or tM'o daj's.

To-day one can gain more accurate information than such weather
wiseacres as the reputed "Shepherd of Banbury," by referring to

barometers and weather cliarts wliich record with remarkable
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exactitude. A weather forecast's period of anticipation, however,
even under these most scientific conditions, does not exceed twenty-
four hours, except in the case of set anticyclonic conditions, known
to be travelling in a certain direction. It will indicate tlie direction

and force of the surface-wind, and any likely change tliat may occur
within the stated twenty-four hours. It will also register the form
of the clouds and prognosticate a likely fall of rain, hail, snow, or

sleet, or a change in the temperature. Again, it will forecast night
frost, fog, or thunder. All this knowledge is gained through the

study of distributed pressure, w hich is recorded by the barometer
at a number of widely placed stations. For the aviator's benefit a

record is given of the wind at 1,500 ft. Records of changes at

higher altitudes are considered unnecessary, as they can only be
ver}' gradual.

Barometric prognostication has been proved almost invariably

reliable. It acts in the following way : supposing the Mind chartges

suddenly round to the south, this Avill produce a sudden fall in the

barometer ; from that, advancing depression is deduced, which will

of necessity be followed by rain in due course.

The great disadvantage that the Germans are sufiering in their

air attacks is their lack of knowledge of weather out in the

Atlantic.

On the average in England, the wdnd is strongest between
11 A.M. and 4 v.yi. during ^larch and April, and lightest between
midnight and dawn from June to September. As a rule, September,

followed b}' July, are the best months for light winds, and March is

the month of the heaviest winds.

General Indications

Valuable information is contained in the daily weather charts

published b}' the Meteorological Office and in various newspapers.

The lines of equal barometric pressure, or isobars, shoAv the general

distribution of atmospheric pressure, from which the probable winds

can be foretold. There are two main types of distribution of the

isobars, as shown in the illustrations, and with these all other types

are more or less intimateh' associated.

A cyclone, or depression, is a definite area of low pressure
;

usually characterised b}' strong winds, rough, unsettled w^eather,

and a temperature low^ in summer and high in winter. The winds

blow spirally towards the low-pressure area in an anti -clockwise

direction. Tlie motion, as a rule, is from west to east.

An anticyclone is a definite area of high pressure : characterised

by liglit airs and calms, dry, hazy, or foggy weather, and a tempera-

ture higli in summer and low in winter. Tlie Avinds blow outwards

from the high-pressure area in a clockwise direction. It lias no

general direction of motion.

The centre of a cyclone is a general area of ascending air currents,

and that of an anticvclone of descending air currents.
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The intervals between the isobars usually correspond to diflFer-

ences in pressure of one-tenth of an inch. A cj^clone with crowded
isobars always has strong winds ; when the isobars are widely
spaced the winds are gentle.

Cyclones are usually preceded by rising temperature, and accom-
panied by cloudiness, and rain or snow.

Anticyclones are usually preceded by falling temperature, and
attended by fair weather.

Forty-eight hours is about the present limit of the possibilities of
forecasting the weather with any degree of accurac5\ Forecasts
for a week in advance are made by Meteorological Otiices, with the
aid of reports from a chain of stations extending round the world,
but these are bound at present to be in very general terms.
AVhen anticyclonic conditions are established, the forecasting of

favourable weather for air raids is quite a simple matter. Similarly
it is quite easy to recognise a day or two in advance the periods of

luifavourable weather, by a study of weather maps. Forecasting
in the case of risky weather is, however, an entirely different

matter requiring expert skill.

Local Indications

Local indications which assist in a forecast are the behaviour of

the barometer and thermometer, and the aspect of the sk}^ and
clouds.

Rapid rise -

(Tradual rise

Rise after being low

Barometer

Unsettled weather, liability to sudden
changes.

With a dry atmosphere, fair weather.
After southerly v.inds. improving ten-

dency with wind from W. or X.W.

First rising usually precedes heavy winds
from the northward, continued rising

indicates improving weather.

Rise after being normal With falling temperature and dr}- atmos-

phere, wind from N.E., N., or X W.,
or less wind.

Steadiness - - - With dry atmosphere, fine weather.

Rapid fall - - Stormy weather and rain. If with westerly

wind, storms from .southward.

Considerable fall - High wind, rain, or snow : wind from N. if

thermometer is Ioav, from S. if it is high.
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Fall after beingnormal With rising thermometer and increasing
dampness, wind from iS.E., S. , or S.W.
If the thermometer is low, snow.

Fall - - - - After northerly winds, bad tendenc}', wind
probabl}' shifting to S. With high or
increasing temperature, Minds from S.

or S. W., possible rain.

The barometer generally falls with a S. and rises with a N. wind :

if the opposite happens the 8. wind will be drj' and the weather
tine, or the X. wind will be strong and will bring rain. Fine
weather witli a low barometer is usually followed by a duration of

wind or rain.

Clouds

Certain types of cloud and the direction from Mhich they are
moving indicate certain states of weather. It is characteristic of

clouds that each type is normalU' found within definite heights.

A knowledge of cloud forms therefore provides an indication as to

their heights above the surface of the earth.

^Vhe^ the engine of an aeroplane stops, the machine must conie
down somewhere inside a circle whose radius is about equal to live

times its height above ground level. Clouds below 5,000 ft. there-

fore tend to make fljing dangerous, for when engine failure occurs
at a height beloM- 5,000 ft., the landing area is obviousl}' restricted.

Cloud sheets may be divided into three classes, which differ in

appearance and height. These are upper (cirrus), intermediate
(alto), and lower layer clouds.

TABLE OF CLOUDS

Position.
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Cirrus

Cirro-stratus

Consists of flexuous fibres extending in any
direction. Marestail clouds. Average
altitude, 10,000 m.

A flat, widely
"mackerel" sky
of rain or snow.

extended cloud. A
is an example. Sign

Cirro-cumulus -

Cumulo-stratus -

Nimbus

Cumulus

Stratus

Small, well-defined rounded masses in close

horizontal arrangement. A forenniner
of storms,

A mixture of the cirro-stratus and the

cumulus ; may tuin to nimbus, but often

evaporates.

Usually formed from cumulo-stratus : a

dense black cloud with ragged edges,

from which rain is falling.

Convex or conical heaps rising from hori-

zontal ba-se ; fair weather clouds when
small, showery when large and piled

up ; when very large and ragged at the

top, cause local thiinderstorms.

A widely extended, horizontal cloud, which
increases from below. Includes some
mists and fogs.

Cirrus and cirro-stratus clouds, whose altitude above sea level

averages about five miles, consist of minute crystals of ice ; all other

clouds are composed of fine particles of Avater.

Neither crystals nor drops actually float in the air. They are

constantly falling with respect to the air around them, though, as

the air itself often has an upward movement, the cloud particles

are not always falling with reference to the earth. This fact is of

considerable interest to aviators, and those interested in soaring

flight.

In general, soft looking clouds accompany fine Aveather, and
those "with clear and well-defined edges presage wind. Ragged
clouds and light scud are the forerunners of strong wind and j'ain.

FOG

A fog is a cloud lying at the earth's surface.

Land fog is most prevalent in the day time during autumn or

winter ; it also often occurs in the early mornings of summer. It is
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generally due to cold air pa.s.sing over relatively warm moist ground.
Sea fogs occur chiefly in the spring and summer when the air is

warming rapidl}-, and are infrequent in winter. Anticyclonic
weather M'ith light airs is very favourable for land fog, and the con-
clusion of a period of anticyclonic weather is nearly always
accompanied by a fog.

Fog may also be anticipated, when the wind changes from a
northerly or easterly to a southerly point.
Major G. I. Ta^dor, in a paper read before the Aeronautical

Society, described a Fog Prediction Chart that he had devised
;

a reproduction of this diagram is given herewith. It may be con-
veniently used for forecasting whether fog is likely to appear on
an aerodrome or not during the night.

I'o employ the chart, a point is ascertained representing the state
of the air at a given time, preferably 8 p.m. This is arrived at by
setting out the air temperature, and the difference of the wet and
dry bulb thermometers, and marking the point where the two lines
cross. If the wind is less than o'o m.p.h., and if the sky is not
completely covered with clouds, then a fog is probable as long as
the point lies below the dotted 8 p.m. line. If it lies above,
however, the chances are tliat no fog will occur. A difference of
more than a degree between the wet and dry bulb readings is an
indication that a fog is not imminent. Another dotted line appears
on the diagram for use when it is necessary to make a prediction at
6 P.M. Still another dotted line is provided for prognostication as
to the possibilities of a fog at any time during the succeeding four
hours. The onl^- drawback to this method is tliat it cannot be made
use of in weather sufficiently cold to freeze the water on the wet
bulb thermometer.

In conclusion, then, what are the atmospheric conditions necessary
for safe fliglit, and what are those to be avoided? Anti-c3^clonic
conditions are undoubtedly the most favourable. An anti-cyclonic
period may usually be dei)ended upon when the wind is travelling
from a north to a north-easterly direction, when the barometer is

rising, and when the thermometer is falling. Pressures above
J,020 mb. (30*] in.) are generally to be found in anticyclones, and
under such conditions an aeroplane may rise 2,OHO ft. higher than
on an ordinary da}'. When well marked anticyclonic weather may
last from tAvo to ten days, beginners sliould take advantage of the
short lulls which are present as a rule in the intervals following
dawn and sunset.

Cyclonic conditions, on the other hand, shfmld naturally be avoided
for safe flight. When the wind is veering from east to north-east,

"bumps" are much more prevalent. South winds lu-ing rain and
mists. It must not be overlooked that settled periods of calm
weather usually cause a fog or haze to collect low <lown, which
would prevent an aviator 5,0011 ft. up from observing oljjects, and
would thus make Lmding dangerous.
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The chart opposite gives a diagrammatic representation of the
time of sunset and sunrise at Greenwich. The shaded area between
the curved lines indicates the portions of each day during the year
throughout which darkness prevails. One hour 'after sunset and
one hour before sunrise are indicated b\' the ends of the short
shading lines. Tables giving times of sun and moon rising and
setting will be found directly after the title page of this book.

Time of Sunset

A correction has to be made to tables giving the time of sunset at
Greenwich, to obtain the true time of sunset in other parts of Great
Britain. The variations are as follows :

—

For each degree of longitude west of London add 4 minutes, for
each degree east deduct 4 minutes. In addition to this constant
figure there is a variation depending upon the period of the year
for places north or south of Greenwich, thus :

—

March, September - - - A slight difference only.

April, October - - - About 2 minutee a degree.
May, November - - - ,,4 ,, ,,

June, December - - - ,,5 ,, ,,

Jul}', Januar}' - - - ,,4 ,, ,,

August, Februar}^ - - - ,,3 ,, ,,

From March to August the minutes given are to be added, and
from September to February subtracted for places north of Green-
wich, and vice versa for places south of Greenwich.

Hours of Moonlight

When the moon is 4 daj's old, it shines till aV)out 10 P. :m.

,, ., ^ ,, „ ,, 11 ,,

6 ,, ,, ,, 12 ,,

A.M.

P.M.15 days old,
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— Sketch Maps — Ranges of Artillery—Sig-nalling' — Morse International
and Army Codes—Spacing and Length of Signals—Punctuation and Miscel-

laneous Signals — Signalling of Time — Memorising the Morse System

—

Semaphore Alphaliet—Wireless Telegraphy—Aeroplane Telephones—Aeroplane
National Insignia—Distinguishing Features of Aeroplanes.

MILITARY INFORMATION

Thk following extracts from International Conventions Ijcar on
the military use of aircraft. It is to be emphasised that as the
Central European Powers appear to disregard these Conventions,
the articles have—with the exception of tho.?e dealing with Neutral
Powers—lost much of their significance :

—

Petrograd (1S6S).—No explosive or incendiary projectile of less

weight than 14 oz. to be used.

Hague Conrention (1907)

—

Means of Injuring the Enemy. — It is

forbiclden to kill or wound treacherously ; to kill or wound an enenn*
who has surrendered; to emplo}^ arms, etc., of a nature to cause
unnecessary suffering ; to destroy' enemy property unless necessitated

by militar}" operations. Ruses of war, and necessary methods of

obtaining information, are allowed. Attack or bombardment of

undefended localities is forbidden. Notice of bombardment, except
in case of assault, must, if possible, be given. In bombardments
buildings devoted to religion, ait, science, hospitals, etc., not used
for military purposes, must be spared as far as possible ; such places

to be marked with a definite sign and notified to the enemy.
Spies.— Soldiers not in disguise, or civilians carrying dispatches

openly, and balloonists with dispatches or maintaining communica-
tion between parts of an army or territory, are not s})ies.

Bights and Duties of JS^eutrals.—The territory of Neutral Powers
is inviolable. Belligerents are forbidden to move troops or convoys
across neuti\al territor}'. Belligerent troops entering a neutral
stale mu'^t be interned.
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The following three declarations ivere made :—

L Prohibiting the discharge of projectiles and explosives
from balloons or by similar means.

2. Renouncing the use of piojectiles, tlie sole object of which
is the difl'usion of asphyxiating gases.

3. Renouncing the use of bullets which expand or flatten

easil}' in the human bod}'.

1 was not acceded to by France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia,
and Spain ; 2 and 3 were signed by practically all the Powers.

The principal didits of aircraft in n'arfare are:—
1. Reconnaissance, including photographing of enemy works.
2. Range finding for artillery.

3. Destruction of supplies, railwaj's, munition stores, etc.

4. Attacking infantry, in trenches or column, and transport
with machine guns.

5. Dispatching instruction at high speed.

6. Assisting the general officer commanding-inchief to control

his troops during an engagement.
7. To reach points otherwise inaccessible.

8. To carry high officials to points where their personality is

needed.
9. Carrying supplies to beleaguered troops.

10. To prevent enemy aircraft carrying out similar duties.

The following, practised b}' British flying officers in 1911. give
some idea of the requirements of a military pilot :

—

Quick rising. I Assembling and dismounting
Passenger carr3'ing.

|

machines.
Landing on unknown ground. | Repairs.

Preparing for transport b\' rail

or car.

Bomb dropping and dropping
messages.

Speed trials.

Engine tests.

Flying by compass.
Testing instruments.
Observ^ation of country.

Aerial reconnaissance.

Writing reports.

Fh'ing in fog and clouds.

Pegging out machine at night.

Reconnaissance is the obtaining of information regaiding (a) the

topographical features and resources of a country, or {h) the move-
ments and dispositions of an enemy. l"he latter may be strategical,

tactical, or protective.

Strategical Reconnaissance comprises tlie location of hostile

columns, their strength and direction of march before contact is

established. This often involves long journeys, for which the

aeroplane is particularly suited.

Tactical Reconnaissance is required to ascertain the tactical dis-

positions of the enemy when the armies are in touch. The collection
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of information by aeroplane during an engagement is not easy.

Kite balloons, which remain comparatively steady while observa-
tions are made, give good results. They may be used about 3^
miles from hostile artillery for protracted work, and are often
employed for observation of fire from heavy artillery. Their useful-

ness is, however, often considerably reduced owing to vision being
obstructed by hills, ridges, etc., causing "dead" ground. jNIilitary

kite balloons can be unpacked, filled, and the ascent made within
half an hour, and are easily transported when packed.

It is of the greatest importance that a general should have as

complete a knowledge as possible of the disposition of his troops,

so that he can allocate his reserves and co-ordinate artillery fire

with infantry movement. During an offensive this can be done by
"contact" aeroplanes locating the position of the infantry. It

maj' be facilitated by the letter burning glares, or carrying mirrors

on their backs to reflect the light skywards. The information can

then be wirelessed to H.Q.
ScoKting.—The following information should be clearl}' understood

by the scout before starting :

—

1. The special information that is required.

2. In which directions and to what distance he is required to go,

3. The metliod of reporting any intelligence if he is unable

to return.

4. What is known of the disposition of the enemy's troops, and
the disposition of his own troops and their probable move-
ments, within his sphere of observation.

In this connection the following facts are often of use. The
radius of observation at a height of 4,000 to 5,000 ft. is about 5

miles. Clouds of dust often indicate movement of troops, etc.

Infantry and wagons raise a low, dense cloud, whilst the cloud

raised by cavalry is high and light. In estimating the strength of

columns, the time, in minutes, taken to pass a certain point, should

be estimated and multiplied by the factor given below. This gives

the approximate strength of the column.

Infantry in fours 20<J

Cavalrj^ in sections, walking- - - - 120

trotting - - - 240

Artillery (guns or wagons) walking - -
-'>

,, ,,
trotting - - 10

Reports should be divided into two parts.

1. General description of outstanding features of the reconnaissance

enabling the reader to grasp the subject without gcnng through

unnecessary detail.

2. Details in tabularform i f possible. Care should be taken to dis-

tinguish between what'is impression or hearsay only, and what is fact.
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Clearness and conciseness are the first requisites. Dates and times
should alwaj's be given ; the hour of 12 should be specified as
"noon" or "midnight," and a night referred to hy the date of the
daj^ before and after, as " night lst-2nd April." Names should be
printed in block letters to avoid misunderstanding. Where foreign
names are spelled in various ways, an Anglicised form should be
used, followed by the local form in brackets.
A convenient method of identifying a spot on the map, if the

same one is in use by the receiver of the message, is by referring
him to the position of a letter in a prominent place-name, thus :

' 1 mile S. of the B in SALISBURY." If the map is squared and
lettered the full reference should be given, saj' A 14 A 3-2. A
indicates the large squire, 14 the numbered smaller square, and />

the subdivision of 14 in which the object is. 8-2 indicates that it

is fV of the abscissa and y^y of the ordinate from the bottom left-

hand corner of the square " b." Whenever a map reference is given
full details of the map from which it is taken sliould be quoted in
tlie report. Reports should begin with the full designation of the
officer to whom they are addressed, and end with that of the sender,
and the exact time and mode of dispatch.

In sketch maps the conventional signs indicated in the diagrams
lierewith are used :

—
Abbreviations.—P. for Post Office ; T. for Post and Telegraph

Office ; S. P. for Sign Post.

Conventional Colours.—Main roads from town to town over
14 ft. wide are designated as first class. Country roads from town
to village, or village to village, with under 14 ft. of metalling but in

good repair, are described as second-class roads. A similar road to
the latter, but in bad repair, is called third class, while unmetalled
cart tracks are known as fourth class. First and second class roads
are coloured yellow, when feasible.

Contovirs and heights should be set out in burnt sienna, but when
this is not available or time does not permit, the contours are
shown by chain-dotted black lines. Streams are traced out with
blue (or black) lines, a double line being employed when they are

over 15 ft. wide. Woods are coloured green and buildings black.

ARTILLERY

It may be taken that the range given by maximum elevation on
modern field guns is in the neighbourhood of 9,000 j'ds. With
heavy ordnance it varies very greatly with the nature and size of

the piece. Rifles are usually sighted up to about 2,200 yds.,

though the Lee-Enfield is graduated to 2,800 yds.

The average width over which a shrapnel shell is efiective is
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about 2o yds., and the forward eflect of the burst at effective range
about 200 yds. The radius of explosion of a high explosive shell is

aboiit 25 yds.

For other than special ordnance, 9,000 ft. high is safe to be out

of range. The development of special artillery is, however,
proceecling rapidly.

Sir David Henderson, at the Royal Fh'ing Corps inquiry in 1916,

stated that aeroplanes had been hit at 12,000 to 14,000 ft. Shells

had been observed to burst at 14,000 to 15,000 ft. One lieutenant

obtained possession of a fuse of a German anti-aircraft shell marked
7,500 metres (23,125), but at such heights as 20,000 ft., Sir David
did not think the Germans would be likely to waste much ammunition
on aeroplanes.

SIGNALLING

A knowledge of signalling will be verj" useful to the aeroplane

.scout. The following outline is intended as a guide to the civilian

who wishes to become conversant wnth this means of communication.
The methods now in use in the Army mainh' depend on the ordnance

Morse or dot and dash alphabet, whether the signal be transmitted

by flag or other means, such as lamps, heliograph, or field telephone

(which is often employed as a telegx'aph for signalling). The
semaphore s}stem is still occasionally employed. Both the Arm}'
and Navy now only employ the "long"' or full numerals to avoid

any possible confusion. Certain technical differences occur in the

Indian Army system, but they are not of such a nature as to present

any obstacle in the way of Indian trained men from working with

home trained signallers.

When transmitting Morse signals by flag, a single flag (instead

of two flags, as is the case in the semaphore s^'stem) is pivoted in

both hands held at a ready position (at aVjout 45" to the horizontal

over the left shovdder of the signaller). All signals are made from

this ready position. The pole of the flag is so held that the hands

come in front of the sender's mouth, and so that he can see beneath

the flag. From the ready position, the pole of the flag being

pivoted in the right hand, the flag is moved across the body to a

corresponding angle on the opposite side, and is then brought back

again to the first or ready position. This movement represents one

dot. The dash signal is"^ made by bringing the flag across the body

until the pole is just below the horizontal, and then back again to

the ready position.
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In the diagram herewith the Morse International Code is given.
The alphabet only differs from the Army modification of the code
in that all the accented letters and '' ch " are omitted in the latter.
There are, however, considerable differences in the punctuation
signs and signals, so these are given separately.

MORSE INTERNATIONAL CODE

a . ...
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VARIOUS SIGNS

UNDERSTOOD . • ._ >

ERROR ........
END OF TRANSMISSION (+) « >. . a* .

INVITATION TO TRANSMIT «. . i-.^

WAIT . -» ...
"received" SIGNAL . i»» .

END OF WORK « . . .h. . ^m
UNDERLINE ..»».».• «»

SPACING AND LENGTH OF SIGNALS
(1) A dash or bar is equal to three dots in duration of time or

space
; (2) the space between the signals which form the same letter

is eqial to one dot
; (3) the space betAveen tAvo letters is equal to

three dots
;

(-t) the space between two Mords is equal to five dots.

It will be noted that this S3'stem has a harmonic or time basis,

Mhich is decided upon bj^ the time required for a dot ; intervals

between letters or words are essentially definite multiples of the
dot time, hence if careful attention is paid to the timing, a very
clear system of signalling is available.

It must also be observed that in the International system the dot
of former practice has been replaced b}^ a short bar, as being more
consonant with the time Vjasis of the present-da}'- sj^stem.

ARMY PUNCTUATION SYMBOLS
{Note.— These differfrom the Morse International Code)

Full stop (.) •i_«..«_
Break signal or fresh line - - . ^ • • • ^
Apostrophe (') • —

1 — ^ •

Hyphen (-) — •••• —
Exclamation (1)

»*»—^
Oblique stroke (/) , — • • —
Horizontal bar or fractional bar (— ) - . ^ • • ^ •

Interrogation (?) • • ^
Inverted commas (•')

•—i**..*

Brackets Iv "" ^

Underline • • — — •
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MISCELLANEOUS ARMY SIGNALS
General ans-\ver ----
Erabe (part of message or a Mord) ••••••••
Obliterate (whole of message) • » • » ^
Stop sending (PF) •iB» •«•
To indicate block capitals (Z) - i» -» • •

Repeat (I M I) - • • — i— • •
I

-For

Word after (W A) - - - - •— — «» checking

Word before (WB) - - -•— — b0««| purposes

Go on or spell out (G) - - .
—

i — •

End of message (V E) - - . • • • ^ •

Kecei\ ed correctly (Rd) - • ^ • • •

AVait (M Q) ————— —
Call or station call ••••••••
Symbol used between whole num-

bers and fractions (MM)- - — ^ ^

"Code" Time (as used by all Army signallers) is the method
adopted for signalling time, and is the most expeditious system yet

discovered.

The 12 hours from 1 in the afternoon to midnight, and from 1 in

the morning to midday, are denoted bv the letters A to M omitting J.

Thus :—

A denotes 1 E denotes 5

B ., 2 E „ 6

C „ 3 G ., 7

D ,, 4 H ,, 8

I denotes 9
K „ 10
L „ 11

M ,, 12

The same letters stand also for the twelve periods of o minutes.

So A stands for not only 1 o'clock, but 5 minutes past any hour.

And B stands for not only 2 o'clock, but 10 minutes past any hour.

And C stands for not only 3 o'clock, but 15 minutes past any hour,

f..7., B F means 2.30.

The intermediate minutes are indicated by the letters R, S, W,
X, so that M R indicates 12.1, M X means 12.4, MAR means 12.6.

The letters "a.m." and "p.m." are always entered and sent in

conjunction with the above.

Prefixes form a very imi)ortant part of the curriculum of the

signaller, and arc conse(|iiently of interest here.

Messages are />?vA'ref/ to serve the purposes of giving precedence
of dispatch to those of highest importance, also to indicate whether
they are to be transmitted or delivered in the case of station work.
If a message contain X it is to be transmitted, if S it is for delivery.
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Prefixes are ahrays signalled at commencement of message.
The following are the British Arnn- prefixes arranged in order of

precedence :

—

Messages to V>e
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The figures are easy to memorise, as they go in numerical number
of dots to five, and continue from six to naught in dashes.
Another method is to allocate a word with initial letter, number,

and arrangement of long and short syllables that correspond to
each Morse signal. Such a system, known as '"Morse Made Easy,"'

is published by the Wireless Press, Ltd., at Marconi House,
Strand, W.C.
To minimise the confusion of similar sounding letters the follow-

ing pronunciations are adopted for army signallers :
—

a — aok; /^ = beer; '^/ — don ; ??i-emma; /> = pip; s — esses;
/ = tock ; r—vic.

Cipher Messages.—In decoding, if the key is unknown, it is

useful to know the comparative frequency of different letters in

various languages. The following gives the letters in (jrder <jf

frequent occurrence :
—

English - - - E (Ti per cent.) TAuxiSRH.
French - - - E (18 per cent.) SAyxmuL.
German - - - E ( 14 per cent.) ivirstuda.

SEMAPHORE ALPHABET

1 ) J
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Most of the larger and more powerful aeroplanes and seaplanes

are now equipped with wireless telegraphic apparatus. The
necessary aerial or antenna usually consists of a trailing wire.

Airships are similarly equipped. This method of signalling is, of

course, much more eflective than the dropping of smoke balls and
tinsel, and other visual signals.

Anj'one who has a knowledge of telegraphy, or in other words
is well practised in transmitting by the Morse code, can easily

operate a modern aircraft wireless set, for the operation is very
simple. There are usually only two adjustments—the length of

the trailing aerial and a handle to regulate the wave length. The
only parts that require attention from time to time are the contact-
breaker and sparking-points.
The trailing wive or antenna is about 250 ft. long, and is wound

up, when not in use, on a geared wheel. The power for operation
has until lately been obtained from batteries, especially when a
battery electric engine starter is fitted, but this method is now
being superseded by fan-driven generators, as in the case of

gyroscopic stabilisers, or where a small petrol engine is employed
for starting purposes ; it is also used to drive the generator for

wireless purposes. The apparatus is preferably constructed with
a quick wave changer for wave lengths of 90, 200, 300, 378, 476, 600,

756, and 952 metres, and should include a variometer for close

tuning. The various portions of the equipment should be stream-

lined and proof against the action of salt water, spray, rain, or

fog. All sparking points should be totally enclosed to avoid setting

lire to any petrol vapour in the vicinity of the instrument. The
weight of an ordinary wireless equipment for aeroplane piirposes

is about 80 lbs.—this weight must, of course, be provided for in the

design of the machine. The United States Navy allows for a weight

not exceeding 100 lbs.

Wireless Telegraph Transmitters

Marconi—
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AEROPLANE INSIGNIA

In place of a flag, which would be unsuitable, the aeroplanes of

the belligerent Powers bear distinctive markings, based on the
colours of the flag of the country they represent. The early British
Naval seaplanes used to emplo}^ the design of the Union Jack,
but this was subsequent!}' replaced by a red circle, or more recenth'
by a red centre, surrounded first by a white ring (or the natural
colour of the fabric), and then by a blue ring—which is the standard
for the Army.
The position of tliese markings is i of the span from the tips on

the upper surface of the upper plane, and in similar positions on
the underside of the lower plane. One mark is also placed on each
side of the body, between the aviator's seat and the tail of the
machine. The ring markings are not, however, employed on the
rudders. In this latter position it is usual to employ striped
markings, e.g., Great Britain uses vertical blue, white, and red
stripes. France has red, white, and blue vertical stripes on her
aeroplane rudders, with circles of reverse colouring to the British
in other positions. The Belgian, Roumanian, and Serbian colours

are similar to the French, though formerl}- the Belgians employed
their national colours of black, yellow, and red—the black being
at the centre. The centre circle and the rear part of the marking
on a rudder are always similar.

The Russian marks correspond to their flag, ?'.c., lateral stripes of

white, blue, and red—white being at the top or leading edge of a
plane. On some of the later machines the circle system of marking
has been adopted, hence the machines of all the allies are alike in

that they all use circles. The Italian circle mark has a red centre,

surrounded by a white ring and green outer circle.

The U.S.A. mark on the planes is a five-pointed white star with
a red centre on a circular background of blue. The diameter of the
"blue"' circle and of the star points is equal to the chord. The
diameter of the red inner circle does not extend to the inner point
of the star by ^\th the chord. Rudder marks are blue, white,

and red stripes.

The German, Austrian, and Turkish distinctive mark is the well-

known German cross on a white ground. The earlier Turkish
machines, however, bore a white star and crescent on a red ground.
In addition to the German cross, the Austrian machines often bear
the national white and red stripes painted on the extremities
of the wings. As well as the national emblems, the machines
usually carry a number and class mark to indicate the service upon
which they are engaged.
Experiments are being made to obtain paint colours that make

an aercjplane on the ground as invisible as possil)le from an aeroplane
overhead. Similarly, it would be advisable to use paint for the
under surfaces, thus reducing the visibility to enemy anti-aircraft

guns, or at least increasing the ditHculiy of range-Hnding. Many

i
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great britain
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of the large soaring birds are difficult to distinguish at considerable
heights, owing, undoubtedly, to the natural colourings of the
under surfaces of their wings and bodies ; though, on the other
hand, they often become easily visible when the}' circle and cant
up, thus catching the reflection of the sun.

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF AEROPLANES
Probably the best way to ascertain the particular type of a

machine is, in the first place, to notice whether or not it is a tractor

biplane with a single engine. If it is not, it can be quickly placed
into a comparativeh' small class, which comprises pusher biplanes,

multi -airscrew machines, monoplanes, and triplanes. Purely ex-

perimental machines must be omitted for the time being, as they
can hardly be called types until considerable numbers are in use.

Pusher Biplanes. —The F.E.2B., F.E.2C., F.E.2D. all have
a small triangle above the elevators and tail planes. The tail booms
taper into a vertical knife edge. The F. E.8 has a cruciform tail, and
the booms taper to a horizontal knife edge. The Maurice Farman,
1913, is easily recognisable with its characteristic longhorn landing
gear ; and likewise the Maurice Farman, 1914, with its .short-

horn landing gear. The Henry Farman has a short lower main
plane and a monoplane elevator supported by booms, which latter

taper to a vertical knife edge. The Voisin has a cruciform long
span, short chord tail, and its main planes have a very long span.

The Vickers has a round bullet-shaped nacelle, y\-ell raised from
the main plane.

Multi-Airscrew Machines.—The features which distinguish

these machines are, in the case of the Handley-Page, the biplane

tail, balanced ailerons, projecting beyond the ends and trailing

edges of the wings, and bulky fuselage with round nose, extending
well in front of the main planes. The A. E.G. is similar to the
single-engined A. E.G., with the trapezoidal wings and fluted

trailing edges. The Caproni R.E. P. has twin fuselages. The
Caudron R.4 is distinguisliable by its three pairs of interplane

struts outside each engine nacelle ; the Caudron G. 6 by its small

lower plane ; and the Caudron G.4 by the fact that it has no
fuselage. The Gotha has markedly swept-back wings ; while the
outstanding feature of the Letord is its back -staggered main planes.

The Moraine-Saulnier has four pairs of interplane struts on the
outer side of each engine nacelle, the outer two pairs of which are

inclined. The Salmson-Moineau is unique in that it is a single

engine machine, having two geared propellers. The propellers are

each supported on " X " struts.

Monoplanes are easily recognisable, as there are only three makes
in regular use to-day, the Morane-Saulnier (3 t\'pes), the Fokker,
and the Bristol. The Parasol Morane-Saulnier is readily dis-

tmguishable owing to the parasol-like position of the main planes

well above the fuselage. In the case of the Marks 11 and 13
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machines, the roots of the wings are midway up the fuselage. All
three fuselages are round, tapering to the tail. The rudders and
top fins form a triangle. The Fokker has a rectangular section

fuselage, with a comma-like rudder, and the root of the wings is

level with the top of the fuselage. The elevators are lozenge-

shaped. The Bristol monoplane can readih' be distinguished from
the above b}" its Bleriot form, rounded wing tips.

Triplanes.—The onl_y machine of this class that exists in any num-
ber is the Sopwith. The fuselage is ])laced between the middle and the
lowest planes. There is only one wide strut on each side of the fuselage.

Tractor Biplanes (with single engine).—As the majority of

modern machines are of this tj^pe, it becomes a more ditfieult matter
to distinguish one from another. German machines are dealt with
in Division VI., "Typical Aircraft." Having ascertained that a

particular aeroplane is a tractor biplane, the next step is to look at

the Undercarriage. If not a vee type, the machine will probably be
either an Avro (rotary engine), an Armstrong-Whitworth, or an
R.E.7 (rounded wing tips and short span to lower plane). The
design of the Tail is perhaps the next most striking feature of a

machine. Attention should Ije given (1) to the immber of rudders,

their position relative to the fuselage, and their shape
; (2) the

number of fins, and their positions and shapes
; (3) the shape of the

tail plane and elevators, and whether the latter are divided or not,

according to the position of the rudder.

The details of construction of the Main Planes of a machine
follow next in importance :— (a) The proportion of the span of the'

lower plane to that of the upper
; (6) the number of struts on each

side of the fuselage
;

(c) whether the top plane is staggered (either

forward or backward) or not
;

{d) the general shape, viz., whether
rectangular, rectangular with rounded tips, trapezoidal, etc. ;

(f) whether there is sweep-back (arrow-like form) or not; (/) the

position of the fuselage relative to ..the planes ; {g) whether the

aileron trailing edges are in line with the trailing edges of the main
planes, or extend beyond.
When a machine"^ is viewed chiefly in plan, the wing tips, tail

planes with elevators, and the front of the fuselage are the main
guides. 'As viewed from one side, the shape of the rudder and fin

are the most characteristic features, though the shape of the fuselage

often gives some assistance.

Lastly, any other noteworthy general characteristics, such as ;—

(1) The shape of the fuselage or of the nacelle, and the amount of

projection of the latter beyond the leading edges of the main planes
;

(2) the relative proportion of the span of the machine to its length
;

(3) the cowling ; (4) the position of the airscrew relative to the planes.

It makes quite a consideraVjle difference as to whether a machine

is seen in plan or side view only, as certain characteristics may be

masked by other portions of a"^ machine. Nearly every make of

engine can be distinguished, by the experienced, by its sound.

Rotary engines as a class give a continuous exhaust sound, quite

unlike that of the^tationary engines.
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF TRACTOR BIPLANES

(With Single Engines)

A. R. or A.L. D. - Fuselage between the planes, back stagger,

trapezoidal main planes and tail, square
rudder.

B.E.2C and 2D - Rounded wing tips, rectangular tail, triangular
fin and oA'al rudder (2 seater).

B. E. 12 - - Rounded wing tips, trapezoidal tail, convex fin

and oval ludder (single seater).

Breguet - - Swept back main planes, triangular tail plane
with lialancod trapezoidal elevators.

Bristol Scout - One pair of struts, rotary engine, otherwise
similar to jSfartinsyde.

Bristol Fighter - Fuselage raised above lower planes, which have
vertical fins at their roots. Fuselage finishes

in horizontal knife edge,

D.H.4 - - Rounded wing tips, two pair struts each side,

balanced rudder.

D.H.5 - - Marked back stagger, rounded fuselage.

D.H.6 - - ^Marked square corners of wings and tail.

Martinsyde - Rudder and fin have an ear-like contour, wide
nearly trapezoidal tail plane, car-like cowl in

front of fuselage.

Morane-Saulnier One pair of struts each side, rounded body,
lozenge shaped elevators, no tail plane.

Nieuport - - Small lower planes, set at a dihedral angle,

Vee interplane struts.

Sopwitb - - Sopvrith fins always have semicircular fronts.

Spad S.S. - - Fluted trailing edges, tail planes triangular,

triangular fin.

Spad T.S. - - Swept back main planes, fin, and i-ectangular

rudder form a large triangle.

Vickers Scout - Semicircular wing tips, one pair strut? each side,

semi-oval rudder.

Those who would like to go into this matter of the identification

of aeroplanes in a more detailed and practical manner are referred

to "The Aircraft Identification Book for 1918"" (see p. 279).

RELATIVE RANKS
Facing the commencement of this Division will be found a

comparative table of the grades of rank in the services, together

with a diagram of the sleeve markings and shoulder straps emplo3-ed

to indicate the same.



DIVISION XI

AERO CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

Oh'im; to the War, most of the clubs are quiescent for the time
being, hence no useful purpose will be serAed by reprinting their

names and addresses. For the latter the reader is therefore referred

to the 1916 edition of the " AviATioy Pocket-Book.''

FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE

H'adqwj.rt^ r.'i.—35 Rue Francois p^, Paris.

President.—8.A.I. Prince Roland Bonaparte (France).

Vice-Presidents.—
Baron Economo (Austria).

Comte Henry de la Vaidx (France).
( reneralleutnant Frieherr von der Goltz (Germanv).
Roger W. Wallace, K.C. (Great Britain).

Deputv Montu (Italy).

Cortlandt F. Bishop (U.S.A.).
Secretary.—Paul Tissandier (France).

Reporting Secretary.—Sredinsky (Russia).

Treasurer.—Ernest Zens (Frnnce).

Clubs Affiliated to the International Aeronautical Federation

America.—Aero Club of America. 297 Madison Avenue, New York
City, U.S.A.

Argentine Repuhlic.—Aero Club Argentino, Calle Floriste, 26,

Buenos Aires.

Austria.—Osterreichischer Aero Club. Tuchlauben, 3, Vienna.
Australia.—Aerial League of Australia.* Hon. Sec, Capt. George

A. Taylor, 17 Grosvenor Street, Sydney, X.S.W.
Belgium.—Aero Club de Belgique, 35 Rue Franyois le», Paris.

British Empire.—Boya\ Aero Club of the British Empire, 3 Clifford

Street, New Bond Street, London, W. 1.

Denmark.—Banske Aeronautiske Selskab, 34 Amaliegade, Copen-
hagen.

France.—Mro Club de France, 35 Rue Francois 1", Paris.

Associated with the Royal Aero cliili of the United Kingdom.

l8 ^73
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Gtrmany.—Deutscher Luftfahrer Verbanfl, Joacliinisthaler Str. 1,

Berlin ; Charlottenbiirg, 2.

Great Britain and Ireland..—Roval Aero Club of the United
Kingdom, 3 Cliftbrd Street, New Bond Street, London, W. 1.

Holland.—Koninklijke Nederland^che Vereenigmg V^oor Luoht-
vaart, Nassau Zuilensteinstraat 10, La Haye.

Hungary.—Aero Club de Hongne, 1 Kvglo Ter, Budapest.
Italy.—Aero Club d'ltalia, 52 Via Colonno, Rome.
Xoricay.—Norsk Luftseiladsforening, 54 Ullevaalsvei, Christiania.

Portugal.—Aero Club de Portugal, T. de Gloria 22a, 2, Lisbon.
Bussia.—Aero Club Imperial de Russie, 10 Mochovaia, Petrograd.
:South Africa.—Aeronautical Society of South Africa,* 40 St Georges

Street, Cape Town.
Spain.—Real Aereo Club de Espana, 27 Calle del Arenal, Madrid.
Siceden. —Svenska. Aeronautiska Salskapet, Hotel Anglais,

Stockholm.
Switzerland.—Aero Club Suisse, Schwarzthorstrasse, 11, Berne.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION (NATIONAL)
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom

Secretary, H. E. Perrin, 3 Clifford Street, New Bond St., W. 1.

Assistant Secretary, B. Stevenson.

This Club is recognised by and affiliated to the International

Aeronautical Federation, as representing the aeronautical movement
in the United Kingdom. Also it is the paramount body in all

matters of sport and the development of the art of aertmautics in

this country.

Patron

His Majesty KI^G Geok(;e V.

Vice-President

Lord Northcliffe.

Council

S.A.I. Prince Ronald Bonaparte {President, F.A.I.).
The Right Hon. The Earl of Hardwicke.
The Right Hon. The Earl of Lonsdale
The Right Hon. Lord Howard de Walden.
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird, F.R.G.S.
The Right Hon. Lord Montagu of Beaulieu.
Admiral of the Fleet the Right Hon. Sir Edward Seymour, P.C.

G.C.B., O.M., G.C.V.O.
Admiral the Hon. Sir PMmund Freemantle, G.C.B., C.M.G.
Count Henry de la Vaulx

( Vice-President, Aero Clnh de Fiance).
Sir David Salomons, Bart.

Sir Norman Lockyer, K.C.B., F.R.S.
' Associated witli lliu l!M\al Aero Uhib ol tiie Liiite<l Kingdom.
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Professor Sir William Crooks, CM., F.R.S.

The Right Rev. Bishop Weldon.
M. Henr}^ Deiitscli de la Meurthe {Sresidenf, A^ro Cluh dn France).

Martin Dale.

And Members oi the Committee ot the Clul).

The Committee

{Ex-officio MemVjers of the Council)

Brig. -Gen. The Duke of Atholl, M.V.O., D..S.O. {Chairman).

Brig.-Cen. Sir H. C. L. Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S. {Vice-Chairman)

D. Beatty, R.E.
W. S. Brancker,

Lt.-Col. W
Brig. -Gen.

R.F.A.
G. B. Cock burn.

Squad. -Com. John D. Dunville,

R.N.
Wing-Com. Spenser D. A. Grey,

R.N., D.S.O.
Lt.-Col. F. Lindsay Lloyd.
Wing. -Com. A. M. Longmore,
R.N.

Col. E. M. Maitland, D.S.O.

F. K. McClean,

Moore-Brabazon,

Wing. -Com.
R.N.

Capt. J. T. C
R.F.C.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Northcliffe.

Wing. -Com. Alec Ogilvie, R.N.
Commodore Godfrey M. Paine

R.N., C.B., M.V.O.
Com. C. R. Samson, R.N.

D.S.O., D.S.C.
A. Mortimer Singer.

T. 0. M. Sopwith.

Other National Associations

The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain (founded in 1866).—
Secretary, W. Barnard Faraday, LL.B., F.S.S., 7 Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, W. 1.

This Society is regarded as the paramount scientific autiiority

on aeronautical matters in Great Britain, and acts in agreement
with the Society of British Aircraft Constructors by means of a
joint standing committee.

Meetings are held on first and third Wednesdays to read and
discuss papers on practical features of aviation. The Society pub-
lishes a quarterly journal of its transactions.

Chairman of Council.—Major-General R. M. Ruck, C.B., C.M.G.,
R.E.
Members of Council

:

—
Chairman, General Ruck, C.B.
C.M.G.

Lt.-Col. M. O'Gorman, C.B.
F. Handley Page.
Dr A. P. Thurston.
Com. W. Briggs, R.N.A.S
G. Holt Thomas.
J. H. Ledeboer, B.A.
A. E. Berriman.

B. G. Cooper,
DrL. Bairstow, F.H.S., C.B.E.
Dr A. R. Low.
Dr T. E. Stanton.
H. White Smith.
R. Mullineux Walmesley, D.Sc.
Squad. - Com. Alec. Ogilvie,

R.N.A.S.
Lt.-Col. Baguail-Wikl, A.l.D.
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The Aeronautical Institute of Great Britain, 3 Arlington Street,

8t James, S.W. \.--Dirfcfor and Hon. Secretary, L. Blin Desbleds.

Laboraiory, 4o Horseferry Road,- Westminster, S.W. ].

This Institute must not be confused with the Aeronautical Society,

as it is apt to lie at times, owing to the similarity of name.
The Society of British Aircraft Constructors. — Secretary,

Charles V. Allen, 1 Albemarle Street, W. 1. The Society of

British Aircraft Constructors, Limited, which is the representative

body of the Industry of this Count^-y, was incorporated in the
early part of 1916 to encourage, promote, and protect the industry,

and generally to watch over the interests of those engaged in it.

Practicalh' all the leading constructors and of aircraft engines are

Ordinary Members of the Society. Only companies, firms, and
}>ersons engaged in the industry are eligible for membership, and
there are two classes of members, viz., Ordinary Members and
Associate Members. Ordinary Members must he either aircraft

constructors or aircraft engine constructors. The Associate

Members must be manufacturers of aircraft component parts and
accessories or engaged in allied businesses. Ordinary Members
pay an Entrance Fee of £H0, with an annual subscription of £20,

and Associate Members pay an Entrance Free of £15, AAith an
anmial subscription of £10.

The general management of the Society's business is in the hands
of a Committee consisting of fourteen members of the Council.

The present Committee of Management is as follows :—H. White
Smith (The British & Colonial Aeroplane Co., Ltd.); Sir Herbert
Austin, K.B.E. (Austin Motor Co., Ltd.) : R. 0. Cary (The Sop^^dth

Aviation Co., Ltd.) ; L. Coatalen (The Sunbeam Motor Car Co.,

Ltd.) ; Hamilton Fulton (Martinsvde, Ltd.) ; Captain I. F. Fairbairn

Crawford (Sir W. G. Armstrong-WhitAvorth & Co., Ltd.); N. G.

Gwvnne (Gwvnnes, Ltd.) ; F. Handlev Page (Handley Page, Ltd.) ;

E. B. Parker (Short Bros.); E. W. Petter (Westland Aircraft

Works) ; J. D. Siddelev (The Siddelev-Deasv Motor Car Co., Ltd.)

;

G. Holt Thomas (The Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd.); H. T.

Vane, C.B.E. (D. Napier & Son, Ltd.); Major H. F. Wood
(Vickers, Ltd.).

The Society acts in agreement with the Aeronautical Society of

(ireat Britain by means of a Standing Joint Committee of the two
Societies.

Royal Flying Corps Club. —iS^ecre/ar?/, Major R. W. Morley, 1.3

Bruton Street, Berkeley Square, London, W. 1,

For officers belonging to, and attached to the Royal Flying Corps.

Royal Flying Hospital.—37 Brvanston Square, W. 1, and
82 Eaton Square, S.W. 1. Walter Field, Hon. Trtas.

Royal Flying Corps Aid Committee.—//o». Trea^., Lady
Hcndeison, Surrey House, Marble Arch, W. 1.

R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund Committee.— Treasurer, c/o London
City and Midland Bank, 129 Bond Street, W. 1. Parcels to Mrs
Henry Balfour, Headington, Oxford.



DIVISION XII

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Works of More Importance on Aviation and

Kindred Subjects

Classification.—I. Catalogues and Glossaries. II. Technical IVcrks—^a) Pocket-
Eooks—((i) Principles of Flight

—

(c) Aeroplane Design and Construction

—

(i^) Air-Screws—(^) Engines—(/) Animal Flight. III. Popular and Hisforica/
Books—(a) Aircraft in Warfare

—

(d) Practical Flying

—

(c) Aeroplanes and
Airships. IV. Periodical Publicatio7is — (a) British — {h) Continental —
if) American—Inventions and Points in Patents.

I. LIBRARY CATALOGUES AND GLOSSARIES

Aerial Navigation and Meteorology. A subject list of works in

the Library of the Patent Office (573 in number). 6| in. x 8 in.

• 60 pp. Pub. in 1905. Net 6d. Wt. 4 oz.

Of special value for reference as to books published prior to 1905.

Card Index of Aviation Books. A set of 500 printed cards, prepared
by the Library of Congress, Card Division, Washington, D.C.,
U.S.A. The cards are of the standard size, 7| cm. x 12i cm. (about

8 in. X 5 in,). Single cards cost l^d. each, or Ifl. each for a

considerable number.

Each card contains tlic title of one book, the author's name, the

physical make up of tlie hook, the date of publication, and the

publisher's name. These cards are invaluable for library and cataloguing

purposes, as not only do they save time and troul)le, but they also

include all books of importance on the subject.

Note.— Books concerning which full particulars were given in the 1917 edition of
the " Aviation Pocket-Book ' are only briefly referred to in this edition.

To further economise space, publishers' addresses are not given in full, as the name
is all that a bookseller requires. If it is desired to order direct, the firm's name,
followed b^- "Publishers, London, " will suffice. In the case of foreign books and
journals, orders can be conveniently placed with Messrs Hachette & Co., Publishers,
London.
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Nomenclature for Aeronautics. Compiled by U.S.A. Advisory
Coinniiuee lor Aeronautics. 10 in. x 6| in. 9 pp. Second
edition. Pub. in 1917 at Washington, U.S.A.

A Dictionary of Aircraft. By W. E. Dommett. 4^ in. x 7 in.

52 pp. Pub. in 1917 by Electrical Press Ltd. Net. 2s.

Postage 3d.

A glossary of over 500 aeronautical terms. One of the most complete
yet published.

Glossary of Aviation Terms. By Y. W. Page and P. Montariol.
5^ in. :; 7^ in. 94 pp. ; 14 ill. Pub. in 1917 by Crosby Lockwood
& Son. 5s. net. Postage 4d. VVt. 10 oz.

Lists of words in both English and French, divided into four sections

—(1) Flying field terms; (2) Aeroplane terms; (3) Engine terms;
(4) Shop and tool terms.

n. TECHNICAL WORKS
(a) Pocket Books and Annuals

The Aviation Pocket- Book. By R. Borlase Matthews, Wh.Ex.,
M.I.E.F., A.M.I. C.E., A.F.Ae.S. 4^ in. x 6i in. 354 + xvi pp.;
63 ill. 6th year of publication. Pub. annually by Crosby
Lockwood & Son. 191S Edition. Net Cs. Postage 4d. Wt. 7 oz.

An encyclopedia and year-book of the more important facts, data,

and particulars concerning the design, construction, structural materials,

piloting, and navigation of flying machines. With meteorological,

signalling, bibliography, and glossary sections, of value to all interested

in aeronautics.

The Engineer's Year- Book. Edited by 11. K. Kempe, M.I.C.E.
With the collaboration of eminent specialists. 5 in. x 7^ in. x 2i in.

2,200 pp. X 40 sections; over 1.700 ill. 25th year of publication.

1918. Pub. Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price, net, 25s. Postage
7d. Wt. 3 lb.

A reference book or compendium of high standing containing

important formula-, rules, tables, and data concerning the practice

of general engineering. A concise section is devoted to aeroplanes and
their engines. More tables and data would have necessarily to be
incorporated in the "Aviation Pocket-Book," were it not for the

existence of such a publication as this. It is annually revised by
specialists and brought up to date, and forms the most useful work
of the kind extant.

The Flying Book. The Aviation World Who's Who and \^ade-

Mecum Industrial Directorv, by W. L. Wade, of in. x 8^ in.

290 pp. ; 13 ill., 166 dgs'. Pub. by Longmans, Green & Co.

3s. 6d. net. Postage 5d. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.
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The Aircraft Identification Book for 1918. By R. Borlase
-Matthews, Wh.Ex., A.M.I.C.E., M.I.E.E., A.E.Ae.S., and
G. T. Clarksox. 4:1 i"- -^ ^h i". Eirst year of pul)licalion ;

to be published annually.

A concise and practical guide to the recognition of different types

and makes of machines.

All the World's Aircraft, 1917. By Ered T. Jane and C. G. Grey.
12 in. X 8 in. 584 pp. ; 564 ill., 55 dgs. 8th year of issue. 1917.

Pub. by Sampson Low, ^^larston, & Co.. Ltd. Net 21s. Postage

9d. Wt. 51 lbs.

A useful annual compilation of photographs and particulars of

(a) modern types of aeroplanes and airships in all countries
;

(d)

historical aeroplanes of the last fourteen years
;

{c) the world's aero-

engines. As it is very systematically arranged, it makes an excellent

work of reference. The 1917 edition has been very considerably

enlarged and improved.

The Naval Architect's, Shipbuilders, and Marine Engineers
Pocket - Book. By Clement Mackrow, M.I.N.A., and
Lloyd Woollard. M.I.N. A. 4i in. x6i in. 742 pp. x 89
sections ; 264 ill. Eleventh edition, 1916. Pub. bv Crosbv
Lockwood & Son. Net 12s. 6d. Wt. 15 oz.

A compendium of formulse, rules, and tables pertaining to marine
engineering. There is much of interest to an aeronautical engineer,

especially as regards propellers and the movement of bodies through
fluids. 42 pages are devoted to aerodynamics and aeronautics.

Aero-Manuel. By Faroux and Bonnet. 5 in. x 8 in. 111. Third
edition. Pub. by H. Dunod A: E. Pinat, Paris. Net lOs.

Manuel de TAviateur-Constructeur. . By Calderara and Banet-
RlVET. 4^ in. X Qh in. 170 ill. Second edition. Pub. by II.

Dunod & E. Pinat, Paris. Net 4s. 6d.

Les Aeroplanes de 1916-1917. By Maurice Percheron. 8^ in.

X 12^ in. 111. Pub. by La Librairie Aeronantique, Paris. Net
9s. 6(1

Manuel de TAviateur. By Hamon and James, and revised by
Maurice Percheron. Fifth edition. Pub. by La Librairie

Aeronautique. Paris. Net 3s. 6d.

Manuel du Cerf-Voliste. By J. Lecornu. Pub. by La Librairie

Aeronautique. Net 2s. 6d.

II. lb I Principles of Flig-ht

Eiffel's itr. Hunsaker) Resistance of the Air and Aviation. (Con-

stable, 191:^. 42s.)

Lanchester's Aerial Flight. (Constable, 21s.)

Greenhill's Dynamics of Mechanical Flight. (Constable, 1912, o^.)
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Resistance of Air. By Colonel he Villamil. Pub. in 1917 bv
E. cV ¥. N. Spon, Ltd.

Duch6ne's (tr. Ledeboer) Flight without Formulae. (Longmans,
Green, 1916, 8s.)

Reports on Wind Tunnel Experiments in Aerodynamics. By

J. C. llPNSAKER and others. 10 in. x Of in. 02 pp. : 5 ill., dgs.

Piih. in 1916 by Smithsonian Institution, Washington. U.S.A.

Theory of a Stream Line Past a Curved Wing. Bv Sir (',.

Greenhii.l. 13 in. ;. 8^ in. 36 pp. ; dgs. Pub. in 1916 by
Wyman & Sons.

Judges Properties of Aerofoils and Aerodynamic Bodies.
(Whittaker, Ms.)

Laws' Stability and Equilibrium of Floating Bodies. (Whittaker.
l(»s. 6d.

)

Cours d'Aeronautique Generale. By RiccARr>o-BRAUzzi. Part I.

Etudes des questions interessantes toutes les modes de locomotion
aerienne. 344 pp. ; 94 ill. Part II. Etude siatique et dynamique
des ballons en general. 410 pp. ; 91 ill. (Four more volumes in

the press.) Pub. in 1917 by Dunod & Pinat, Paris. 6^ In. x 10

in. 25s. per vol.

Experiences sur la resistance de I'air execut^es a la Tour
Eiffel. By G. Eiffel. 100 pp. ; ill. Pub. by La Librairie

Aeronautique, Paris.. Net 5s.

La resistance de I'air envisagee comme base experimentale de
TAviation. By L. Legrande. 8| in. x 12^ in. 74 ill. Pub.

by La Librairie Aeronautique, Paris. Net 7s. 6d.

II. (c) Aeroplane Design and Construction

Barnwell's Aeroplane Design and Sayers Simple Explanation
of Inherent Stability. (McBride. Second edition. 1917, 2s. 6d.i

Judge's Design of Aeroplanes. (Whittaker, 1916, 12s.)

Loening's Military Aeroplanes. (Dawson. 1916, 21s.)

Lanchester's Flying Machine from an Engineering Standpoint.
(Constable, 1916, 4s. 6d.)

Erecting and AUgning 8o H.P. Avro Biplanes, Type 504. Bv
A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd. 5* in. x 8^ in. o9 pp. + 7 ch., 12 tables.',

14 ills. Second edition. Pub. in 1917 at Manchester. Net
Is. 6d. Wt. 6 o/.

Although this handbook has been specially prepared for Avro
biplanes, the method described is suitable for erecting and aligning any
tractor biplane of a similar type. Very little has been published on this

subject, hence this book will tDe of special value to many.
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1

Abridgments of Aeronautical Patents. (Rayner tV- Co., 5 ( hancery
Lane, E.G., 1889-1917, 21s.)

A very handy book of reference, which also contains an index of void
patents.

Page's Aeroplane. (Griffin, 1915, 6s.)

Calcul et construction des surfaces portantes. By P. James.
Pub. by La Libiairie Aeronautique, Paris. Net 2s. 6d.

Equilibre, centrage et classification des Aeroplanes. By Raymond
Laulnier. 111. Pub. bv Lu Librairie Aeronautique, Paris.

Net 2s. 6d.

Theorie et construction des Aeroplanes. Par Deboc.mf.. Pub, by
La Librairie Aeronautique. Net Is. 6d.

La construction des Aeroplanes ; resistance des materiaux
employes pour leur fabrication. By F. Oraiv. Pub. by La
Librairie Aeronautique. Net 3s. 6d.

IL (d) Air-Screws

Air Screws. By M. A. S. Riach. 5^ in. >. S^ in. 136 pp. -^9 ch.,

47 dgs. Pub. in 1916 by Crosbv Lockwood & Son. Net 10s. 6d.

Postage od. \Vt. 1 lb. '

An introduction tsi the aerofoil theory of screw propulsion. The
subject of air-screw design is presented in as simple a manner as

possible, and the results for the design of an air-screw to fulfil any
specified outside conditions have been put into such a form that the

design can be correctly carried out by the rules given.

LAntirotation de IHelice. B\ Paul Colliard. Pub. by La
Librairie Aeronautique, Paris. Net 2s. 6d.

L'Helice aerienne propulsive. By R, Soreau. 5 in. x S in.

220 pp. Pub. by La Librairie Aeronautique, Paris. Net 5s.

One of the most important works on the theory of the Air-screw
published for some time.

L'Helice aerienne. By II. Poi leur. Pub. by La Librairie

Aeronautique, Paris. Net 2s. 6d.

Les Lois experimentales des helices. By Alexandre Sle. Pub.
by La Librairie Aeronautique, Paris. Net 2-.. 6(1.

Theorie de la resistance de rupture des branches d'helices
propulsives. Bv Prayox. Pub. bv La Librairie Aeronautique.
Pans. Net Is. '

Theorie synthetique de I'helice propulsive. By Capt, Rabbe.xo.
Pul>. by La Libiairie Aeronautique. Paris. Net 2^. 6d.
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Theorie geometrique et mecanique de I'helice-turbine. By L.
M. Le Dan IE. o] in. 3.^ in. Hi) pp. ; ill. Pul.. by La
Librairic Aeronaut i(^uc, Pari.-,. Nel 3.s. 3d.

Notes sur les helices aeriennes. By Guerkt. 5i in. x 8i in.

94 ill. PuIj. by H. Dunod & E. Pinal, Paris. Net 7s. 6d.

Etude sur les helices propulsives et en particulier les helices
aeriennes. By Prayon. 5^ in. x 8^ in. 15 ill. Pub. by
H. Dunod X; E. Pinat, Paris. 3s.

II. (e) Engines

Kean's Aeronautical Engines. (Spon, 1916, 6s.)

Judges High Speed Internal Combustion Engines. (Whittaker,

1916, los.)

Aviation Chart. By Victor \V. Pa(;k. Pub. bv Crosljy Lockwood
& Son. Net 2s. 6d.

A large chart which outlines all the parts of a typical aeroplane
engine installation. Indications are given as to the points vdiere

trouble is apt to occur, and suggestions are made for remedying
common defects.

Aviation Engines. By Victor W. Pagi-:. oh in. x 8 in. 500 pp.

:

250 ill. Pub. by Crosby Lockwood l\: Son. Net 15s. Postage 5d.

A very practical book, exceptionally well illustrated, dealing with
the design, construction, and repair of aeronautical engines. The
chapters on repair and maintenance are distinctive, as the information
given is usually not readily available.

The Wolseley- Renault Handbook of Instruction. (Wolseley
.Motors, Birmingham. 1910. 5s.)

Burls' Aero Engines, (('.riftin, 1915, 8s. 6d.)

The Modern Gasoline Automobile. Bv Victor W. Page. 5| in.

x8 in. 1,000 pp.; 1,000 ill. Fifth edition. Pub. in 1918
by Crosby Lockwood & Son, 7 Stationers' Hall Court. Net 15s,

Copies may be obtained from The Norman W. Henley Publishing
Company, New York.

The most complete and practical treatise on the petrol motor car

extant. A very special feature is the very large number of clear

illustrations showing every recent improvement in detail.

Le Guide du Mecanicien deviation. Vol. I. " Le Moteur." By
Maurice Percheron. 224 pp. ; ill. Pub. by La Librairie

Aeronautique, Paris, Net 2s. 9d,

Traite pratique du moteur Gnome. By Preyxat. 5^ in. x 8^ in.

35 pp. ; 39 ill. Pub. by L'Agence Generale dc Librairie, Paris,

Net 2s.
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Le moteur a explosions. Bv Rene Devilliers. 5^ in. x 8 in.

422 pp.; 115 ill. Pub. 'in 1917 by Diiiiod & Pinal. I'aiis.

7s. 6d.

II. (f) Animal Flight

Hankin's Animal Flight. (Ilifle, 1914, 12s. tid.)

Marey's Vol des Oiseaux. (Masson, Paris, lS9i).)

Lilienthal's Bird FHght as the Basis of Aviation. (Longmans,
Ovecn, 1911, 9s.)

III. POPULAR AND HISTORICAL BOOKS

III. (a) Aircraft in War

Lanchester's Aircraft in Warfare. (Constable, 1916, 12s. 6d.)

Joynson- Hicks' Command of the Air. (Nisbei, 1916, Is.)

Talbot's Aeroplanes and Dirigibles of War. (Heinemann, 1915,

3s. 6d.)

Roustam Bek's Aerial Russia. (Lane, 1916, 2s. 6d.)

Rosher"s In the Royal Naval Air Service. (Chatto (.\: Windus,
1916, 3s. 6d.)

The Air Man : Llis Conquests in Peace and War. Bv Francis A.
Collins. Sf in. x6 in. 241 pp.; ill. Pub. in' 1917 by The
Century Co., New York.

L'aviation pendant la guerre. By Gi'stave Crouveziek. 9| in.

x6 in. 160 p|). ; ill. Pub. in 1916 by Berger-Levrault, Paris.

Flying Men and their Machines. By Clarence Winchester.
8J, in. X .-)| in. 242 pp. ; ill. Pub. in 1916 b\ ]. M. Dent & Sons,
Lid.

The Marvels of Aviation. By Charles C. TurnkV. 8 in. >: 5j in.

252 pp. : 31 ill. Pub. in 1917 by Seeley, Service & Co., Ltd.

Aircraft of All Nations. By Henry Woodhouse. 9 in. x 6 in.

32 ill. Pub. in 1917 bv. C. S. Hanirnand ^c Co., New York.
Net Is.

Victor Chapman's Letters from France. 8^ in. x6 in. 196 pp.;
ill. Pub. in 1917 by The Macmillan Co., New York. Net 5s,
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Air-Power. Naval, Military, Commercial. By Claude Grahame-
White and Harry Harper. 6 in. x9 in. 262 pp. +7 ch.,

20 ill. Pub. in 1917 by Chapman \- Hall, Ltd. Net 7s. 6d.

Postage 5d. Wt. 1 lb. 4 oz.

A very clear and concise review of the present conditions and the
future prospects of aviation, as applied to war and business. It makes
very instructive reading.

Thrilling Deeds of British Airmen. By Eric Wood. 5^ in. x

7? in. 318 pp. +21 ch., S ill. Pub. in 1917 by George G.
Harrap .S: Co. Net 3s. 6d. Postage od. Wt. 1 lb. 3 oz.

An excellent compilation of exciting stories, which at the same tim^
illustrate various types and phases of aerial operations.

Grey's Tales of the Flying Services. (Newnes, 1915, Is.)

The Way of the Air. By Edgar C. Middletox, 5 in. x 7| in.

184 pp. +26 ch. Pub. in 1917 by William Heinemann. Net
3s. 6d. Postage "xl. Wt. 12 oz.

A brief account of the experiences through which a would-be pilot

has to pass ; also contains an interesting collection of incidents from the

diary of a pilot on active service.

With the French Flying Corps. Bv Carol Dana Winslow.
f) in. X S in. Pub. 1917 by Constable'^- Co., Ltd. Net 3s. 6d.

War Flying. 4^ in. x6| in. 117 pp.; 7 ill. Pub. in 1917 by
John Murray. Is. net.

The intimate record of a pilot's experiences.

An Airman's Outings. By Contact. Pub. 1917 b\ W. Black-
wood cv- Sons. 5s. net.

III. (b) Practical Flying

Hamels" and Turners Flying. (Longmans, Gret-n, 1914, 12s. 6d.)

Grahame-White's and Harper's Learning to Fly. (Werner
Laurie, 1916, 2s. 6d. and Is.j

Giirs Flyers" Guide. (Rees, 1916, 3s. 6d.)

Hints for Flight Sub- Lieutenants in the Roval Naval Air .Service.

(Forstei, Groom. 1916, Is.)

The Airman. By Major C. Meilok. Sin. x 5 in. 111. Pub. 1917
by John Lane. Net 3s. 6d.

Experiences while obtaining a brevet in France.

How to Fly. (The Flyer"s Manual.) Bv 1). Re Vlev. o^ in.

KjCj pp. Pub. in 1917 bv P. Elder .\: Co., San Francisco. Net
4s. 6d.
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How to Fly. By A. Frederick Collins. 7| in. x 5 in. 182 pp. ;

ill. Pub. in 1917 by D. Appleton & Co. Net 6s.

Textbook of Naval Aeronautics. By Henry VN'oodhouse. 12
in. x8i in. 288 pp. ; ill. Pub. in 1917 ])y The Century Co.,
New York.

Air Navigation for Flight Officers. By Lieut. -Commander A. E.
Dixie, R.N. og in. x 8^ in. Pub. in 1917 bv John Hogg. Net
10s. 6d. Postage 5d.

III. (c) Aeroplanes and Airships

The Romance of Aeronautics. By Charles C. Turner. -5^

in. x8 in. 310 pp. +29 ch., 28 ill., 24 dgs. Pub. in 1912 by
Seeley, Service & Co., Ltd. Nef 5s. Postage od. Wt. 1 lb. 6 oz.

A popular, vividly told account of the evolution of aeronautics. Just
il:e book for a boy—or an older boy— as it is technically accurate
without being too technical.

Middletons Aircraft. (Newnes, 1910, 2s. 6d.)

Barber's The Aeroplane Speaks. (McBride, 1916, 65. 6d.)

Aircraft of To-day. By Lieut. C. C. Turner. Pub. by Seeley
in 1916. Net 6s. Postage 5d.

An account of the origin, development, uses, and present achieve-

ments of aircraft.

Triomphe de la Navigation Aerienne. By Count Henri de la
Vaulx. Pub. in 1912 by Jules Tallandier, 75 Rue Dareau, Paris.

A very interesting record of French experience from, the pen of one
who has done so much for the advance of modern aviation.

Dommett's Aeroplanes and Airships. (Whittaker, 1915. Is. 6d.)

Hearne's Zeppelins and Super-Zeppelins. (Lane, 1916, 2s. 6d.)

The Aeronautical Classics. By Cayley, Wenham, Walker,
Lana, Pilcher, and Borelli. Pub. bv Aeronautical Society-

Is. per vol. Series, 7s. 6d.

The Airman. By C. M. Tatham. 5 in. x8 in. 16 pp. Second
impression, 1917. Pub. by Humphrey Milford. Net 8d. Postage

2d. Wt. 2 oz.

Three short poems of unusual interest. The last, entitled "Death's
Song," closes with the dramatic quotation . . . "and one of our airmen
failed to return."

Hayward's Practical Aeronautics. With Introduction liy Orville
Wright. Crosby Lockwood & Son. Net 9s.

Hayward's Building and Flying an Aeroplane. Crosby Lock-
wood & Son. Net 5s.
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IV. PERIODICAL PUBLICATIONS
(a) Great Britain

The Aeronautical Journal. Monthly. 10 in. x 7 in. 160 pp.,
illustrated. Pub. by the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain.

Net 2s. 6d.

The Transactions of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain.

Aeronautics. Weekly. 11 in. x8^ in. 16 pp., illustrated. Pub.

by Benn Bros., Ltd., 6 and 8 Bouverie Street, London, E.G. 4,

and U.S. Rubber Building, 1790 Broadway, New York. Net 3d.

Wt. 4 oz.

Aeroplane. Weekly, 3d. net. 12 in. x 8^ in. Wt. 4 oz. 16 pp.,
illustrated. Pub. by Wm. Dawson Publishing Co., Ltd.

Aircraft. Monthly, 3d. 12 in. x 8| in. 16 pp. ; illustrated,

at 69 Bishopsgate, E.G. Wt. 2 oz.

Flight. Weekly, 3d. net. 12 in. x 8^ in. Wt. 4 oz. 16 pp.
trated. Pub. at 38 Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C. 2.

official organ of the Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom.

Flying. Weekly, 3d. net. 13 in. x9 in. Wt. 4 oz. 16 pp., illus-

trated. Pub. at 5 Chancery Lane, E.G.

Pub.

llus-

The

IV. (b) Continental

Denmark - Auto, weekly, Mitchellsgade 19, Copenhagen.
Motor, weekly, Kongedybet 36, Copenhagen.

France - L'Aero (daily). La Guerre Aerienne.

L'Aerophile. Revue de I'Aerostation.

Le Ballon.
'

Revue de I'Aviation.

P^ncyclopedie de TAviation.

Holland - Avia (fortnightly), Wynbrugstraat 13, Rotterdam.

Italy - - La Navigazione Aerea, 52 Via Colonna, Rome.
(Official organ of Aero Club d'ltalia.)

Rivista della Lega Aerea Nazionale, 6 Via della

Signora, Milan.

Rivista del Touring Club Italian©, 14 Via Monte
Napoleone, Milan.

Annuario dell' Aeronautica, 14 Via Monte Napoleone,
Milan.

Portugal - Revista Aeronautica (Official Journal of the Ae. C. de
Portugal), T. de Gloria 22a, 2, Lisbon.

Russia - Aeronautical Journal of Petrograd.

Aero, 6 Liteiny, Petrograd.

Dans TEmpire des Airs, 7 Rota 26, Petrograd.

Revue de Navigation Aerienne, 7 Rue Stremmiannaya,
Petrograd.
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Spain - - Boletin Oficial de la Asociacion de Locomocion Aeiea,
20 Cataluna Square, Barcelona.

Espana Automovil, 27 Calle de Arenal, Madrid.
(Official Journal of the Real Ae. C. de Espana.)

Revista de Locomocion Aerea, 20 Cataluna Square,
Barcelona. (Official Journal of the Club of that

name.

)

Sweden - Motor, Hautverkargat 43, Stockholm.
Svensk Motor Tidning, Fenixpalatset, Stockholm.

Switzerland Bulletin de I'Aero Club Suisse, Berne.

IV. (c) American

U.S.A. - Aeronautics, 1790 Broadway, New York, and 170
Fleet Street, London, E.C., England.

Aircraft (monthly), 37 East 28th Street, New York.

Automobile and Automotive Industries, 231-241 West
32nd Street, New York.

Aviation and Aeronautical Engineering (semi-monthly),
10 c, 120 West 32nd Street, New York.

Flying (weekly), 280 ^ladison Avenue, New York.

Argentine - Boletin del Aero Club, Argentine (monthly), 561 St
Martin, Buenos Aires.

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
I. Library Catalogues and Glossaries

Bibliography of Aeronautics. By Paul Brockett. .5| in. >: 8^ in.

940 pp. Pub. in 1909 by Smithsonian Institution,- Washington,
U.S.A.

A most detailed and complete work, including even articles from
technical journals.

AIR INVENTIONS COMMITTEE
This Committee has recently been aj^pointed by the Air Ministry

to investigate inventions submitted to it. It will develop, and put
into operation as soon as possible, any invention Avhich promises to
add to the efficiency of aircraft. Inventors would be well advised
if the}' carried out their ideas into practicable form, in at least the
Avorking model stage, before submission. The reason for this is that
so many patents are valueless, until experiments have been con-
duf'ted to check the inventor's theories, and to eliminate some of
t lie difficulties of operation. Communications should be forwarded
to the Ail- Inventions Connnittee, No. 2 Clement's Inn, W.C. 2.
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POINTS ON PATENTS
An application for a British patent may he made either with a

Provisional or a Complete Specification. If a Provisional Specifica-

tion is taken out, it is essential to file the Complete Specification

Avithin six months. It is the better plan, and cheaper in the end,

to first lodge a Provisional Specification.

In accordance with the International Convention, application for

patents in other countries must be made within twelve months of

the first application, whether it be a Provisional or a Complete
Specification. Until the twelve months has expired the patentee,

therefore, has his rights fully reserved in all other countries,

though he may actually have only applied for a patent in one, and
so has a good opportunity for making his arrangements for placing

his invention. At the same time, of course, the applicant has no
power to take proceedings in any country for infringement until the

patents are sealed there.

It is now the practice in Great Britain for the Patent Office

examiners to make a search among specifications deposited within

fifty years next l^efore the date of application, to ascertain whether
oi- not a new Complete Specification has been anticipated. This

service renders every patent of more 'value than it was in earlier

days, when this procedure A\a.s not adopted.

It may seem strange, under the existing circumstances, that

applications for British i^atents, and the taxes therefor, are still

accepted from Germans resident in Germany, and similarly,

Britishers can take out patents and transmit fees for the same to

German3\ Licence has, however, to be obtained from the Board of

Trade. Patents connected with M-ar inventions are not published,

but kept secret for obA'iovis reasons.

There is no great difficulty in taking out a British Patent, if the

necessary instructions are carefully complied with. The application

forms aiid regulations are readily obtainable from the Patent Office,

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C., on payment of the

stamp duties, either by post or upon personal application. If the

Mould-be applicant has no experience in the drafting of patents, he
would be well advised to consult a patent agent (it is almost essential

for foreign patents), for, as in everything else, experience counts,

and if the patent is to be of any value, it must liave no weak points

in the wording and construction.

The Patent Office publishes abstracts of patents, classified under
various subjects. These are very useful for reference, to ascertain

whether an invention has been forestalled. Bound copies of the

Abridgements of Aeronautical Patents, with notes, are issued by
Rayner & Co. (see p. 281 of the "Aviation Pocket Book"). The
complete specifications of all patents can be consulted in the Patent

Office Library ; or individual copies of any patent can be purchased

foi 6d. each.



DIVISION XIII

THE FILING OF AERONAUTICAL DATA

Those who are engaged in aeronautical engineering, as well as in

many other occupations, cannot but accumulate iu oourse of time

a very large and varied collection of technioal data, general

information, reports, drawings, books, etc., and Avithout some
ejBfeotive system of indexing it is obvious that such becomes but
a mass of detail from which it is practically impossible to extricate

exactly what is required from time to time quickly and easily.

Older methods of filing, mostly dependent upon an alphabetical

arrangement, are inadequate to cope with the difficulty, as either

only the very general heads of the filed matter are dealt with,

or else the index is in itself so extensive and complicated as to

hamper the prompt location of the subject desired.

On the Continents of Europe and America considerabh* more
attention has been devoted to the evolution and application of

numerical classification systems than in this country. By a

numerical classification system is meant the use of numbers both

as a means of keeping data in numerical order, and at the same
time as a means of classifying everything into its proper group.

This, in practice, is found to be a most convenient and simple

system. Its only drawback^ and that is but slight, is that there

are bound to be gaps in the direct numerical order. The effects

of these gaps are minimised in a modern system by the employ-

ment of decimals—which permit of almost unlimited additions

to an existing classification without disturbing the numerical order

of the main numbers.
As an illustration of the simple numerical classifications, the

room numbering method adopted universally in America and in

some hotels here may be cited. By this method the first digit

of a three or the first two of a four figure number indicates the

floor, while the last two indicate the actual room number. Thus
Room 287 is the eighty-seventh room on the second floor, and
Room No. 10(»2 is the second room on the tenth floor. Of course

this system does not give an indication of the total number of

rooms'in a hotel, but in practice it is found much more convenient

for a guest to find his room easily than to be impressed with

19 239
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the total number of rooms in the hotel, which, after all, he would
only know by chance, if, for example, he were to have one of the

top floor bedrooms
Another example of simple numerical classification in this country

is the instance of the numbering of the cars on the District Electric

Railways of London. The front and rear motor cars (which can
be driven from one end onl\-) bear numbers under 200; while the

middle motor cars (which can be operated from either end) carry

numbers between 201 and 300 ; the trailers or ordinary coaches

are numbered from 300 onwards. Thus, if a car numbered 135

is I'eported damaged, it is appreciated at once that it is an end
motor car : or, alternatively, if it is Xo. 323, that it is a trailer.

Hence an idea is given without delay as to the probable urgency
for repairs, or to where it has to be sent for overhaul. Incidentally,

the system is much more convenient than having to designate

cars 35 and 23 by describing them as Single-end Motor car 35
and Trailer 23 respectively.

Thus it will be fully appreciated that every number in itself

has a definite meaning under the numerical classification system,

and gives some intelligible information ; instead of being something
of an abstract nature, merely indicating numerical order, and
any information concerning which has necessarily to be sought
for in some form of an index.

As the outcome of the very careful consideration given to

numerical classification systems, a method has been evolved known
as the Dewey Decimal Relative Classification Indexing System,
which, though little known in this country, has been very widely
adopted on the Continents of Europe and America, where it is

almost universally applied in libraries, and is spreading quickly

in professional and commercial circles.

In brief, the sj'stem consists in the division of the entire field

of knowledge into nine main classes (numbered by the digits 1-9),

and any data of such general character as to belong to none of

these nine classes is indicated by a cipher, and forms a tenth class.

These main classes are as follows :

—

100.
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division indicated by a cipher, only to include matter too general
to be inserted in any one of the other nine divisions. For example,
Class 6, upon Useful Arts and Applied Sciences, is divided as

follows :
—

610. Medicine.
620. Engineering.
630. Agriculture.

640. Domestic Economy.
650. Communication, Commerce.
660. Chemical Technology.
670. Manufactures.
680. Mechanic Trades.

690. Building.

These divisions are each similarly divided into nine special

sections and a general section. Thus the first subdivision of

Division 2, Engineering, is 621, Mechanical Engineering, as

indicated in the following table :
—

620. Engineering.
621. Mechanical Engineering.
622. Mining Engineering.
623. Military and Naval p]ngineeri)ig.

624. Bridge Engineering.
625. Railroad and Road Engineering.
626. Canal Engineering.
627. River, Harbour and General Hydraulic

Engineering.
628. Sanitary Engineering, Waterworks.
629. Other Branches of Engineering, including

Aeronautical Engineering.

The tirst subsection of section 629 is 629 T—Locomotion and
Means of Transport. The first main divisions of this subsection

are as follows :

—

629 '11. Locomotion on Roads.
629 '12. Locomotion by Water.
629*13. Locomotion through the Air.

The process of subdivision may be repeated in the same manner
as often as is found necessary. A subsection, for example, would
be divided into ten divisions, each division into ten sections, and
each section into ten subsections, each of which can be again
divided into ten parts, if necessary.

In accordance with this sj'stem Aeronautical Engineering is

assigned the number 629 '13 ; this being Class 6 (Applied Sciences),
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Division 2 (Engineering), Section 9 (a particular Branch of

Engineering), Subsection 1 (Locomotion), Division of Subsection 3

(Locomotion tlirough the Air).

All matter on Aeronautical P^ngineering is therefore filed under
the number 629*13, with its further subdivisions. In order to

avoid unnecessary repetition in use, the number 629*13 can be

replaced by the letter "A."
Materials of the Useful Arts and Applied Sciences are assigned

the number 600*1 ; this being Class 6 (Useful Arts and Applied

Sciences), Division 0, Section (on account of the general character),

Subsection 1 (Materials). As was done in the above-mentioned

case to save trouble, the number 600 can he replaced by the letter

"M" (Materials) and Uvo O's added after the 1. This makes
"M" 100 the general head for materials of the Useful Arts and
Applied Sciences.

It should be borne in mind at all times that the letter "A"'
represents 629*13, likewise the letter *'M''" represents 600, so that

matter under these classifications may find its proper place in

relation to matter in other fields of engineering.

To index and file an item, it is marked with its classification

number and placed in the numerical order which is indicated in

the general collection or file to which it is attached. In order to

find an item if the classification number is not rememVjered, a

subject index is consulted, and the number therein given designates

the numerical position in the collection of all the items that the

compilation contains under the head sought.

Thus, data treating of varnish as an insulating material (M 117)

w^ill follow thermometers (537*1), since "M" represents 600 and
Avill precede general data on airscrews (A 014), since "A"
represents 629*13.

It will be noticed that a prominent feature of this method is that

it is a relative index with a subject classification, so numbered
that reference is compact, accurate, and quickly made. Moreover,

it is a decimal system which admits of an almost unlimited sub-

division, and forms a very elastic arrangement whereby new
material can always be inserted in its correct position relative to

any other data it may be filed with, and thus it can very rapidly be

found when required.

Of course, given these general lines to work upon, anyone could

evolve a classification of his own. The system that has just been

referred to is by no means perfect, but, nevertheless, it is the

outcome of considerable experience, so that it would be well for

others to adopt it as it stands, especially as such procedure would

carry with it tlie advantage of uniformity. A by no means
invaluable feature of this particular system is that, knowing the

principles of the S3^stenl, a stranger can at once find information

required in any collection of books or notes classified on this

particular basis.

The official classification and subject index only carries the
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aeronautical subdivision as far as is given in llie table, any
extensions being left to tlie discretion of the individual user,

A 1 -000.

A 2*000. Lighter than-Air Apparatus, Balloons, etc.

A 2 -100. Captive Balloons,

A 2-200. Dirigible Balloons.

A 3 000.

A 4-000.

A 5-000. Heavier-than-Air Apparatus, Aeroplanes, etc.

A 5-100. Aviation Apparatus.
A 5 '200. Aeroplanes.*
A 5-300. Kites.

A 6 000.

A 7-000.

A 8-000.

A 9 000.

A ()-010. Component Parts of Aircraft.

A 0011. Component Parts of tlie Structure of Aerostats or

Balloons.

A 0*012. Component Parts of the Structure of Aviation
Apparatus or Aeroplanes.

A 0013.
A 014. Organs for Pi'opulsion and Steering, including Air-

screws, Rudders, Balancing Planes.

A 0-015. Organs for Manoeuvring or Landing.
A 0-01(5.

A 0017.
A 0-018.

A 0-010. Various Accessory Apparatus,

As it stands it is quite sufficient for the cataloguing of books, but
will be found very insufficient for general data. The extension for

the electrical engineering section has been carried out until it has

formed a most comprehensive index.

In accordance with the s^^stem of classification now lieing

considered, the subjects of Gases and Pneumatics are classified

under the number 533, with the following subdivisions :
—

533-1. The Properties of (xases and Vapours.
533-2. The Elasticity and Compressibility of (ias.

533-3. The Atmosphere (also refer to ^Meteorology, 551-5).

533-4. Barometers.
533-5. Air Pumps and Rarefaction of Gases.
533-6. Theory of Aeronautics (refer to 6-29-13).

533-7. The Kinetic Theory of Gases.
533-8. Applications.
533-9. Tables, etc.

* An extension of this subdiYision is given a little later on.
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The sixth of the above subdivisions, viz., the Theoiy of
Aeronautics (533-6), is dulj^ subdivided in the original classification.

However, since the present object is to devise a classification for
Aeronautical data, it will be much more convenient to file with
the previously given tables :—A 1 -QOO to A 9*000 (according to the
theory of the special subject which is being considered), using the
first given digits in the following table of subsections common to
all sections :

—

•001. Theory, Design, and Calculation.
•002. Commercial data (Costs, Sales, Price Lists, etc.).

•003. Testing Data. Methods of Test.
'004. Production Data. Shop Practice.
•005. Executive.
"006. Installation, Operation, and Maintenance.
•007. Laws and Regulations.
•(K)8. Patents.
•009. Description, Photographs, and (ieneral Reports.

AN EXTENSION OF SUBDIVISION -'AEROPLANES'
(A 5,200)

These filing tables contain the classification numbers for the
various nnif)^, components, groups, and parts of aeropJanf-s. These
numbers should be combined with a letter or letters when the part
described is associated with a particular type of machine. Further,
if this particular classification extension is to be employed in con-

junction with the filing of other aeronautical data, it should be
preceded b}' the indicator "A 52," where "A"' represents the
number "629*J3" of the Universal Decimal Classification System
which is now so largely employed. Alternatively, if there is not
much other aeronautical data to be filed than that dealing with
parts of machines, it can be placed in the miscellaneous section,

referred to below, under the numbers 1-99, or more correctlv '<XH

to ^099.

It Mill be noted that each set of units, components, and groups
respectively are arranged alphabetically, and that the num))er of

any part consists of three digits. The first digit indicates the

unit to which it belongs ; tlie second digit indicates the particular

component of that unit ; and the third digit, the special group of

its component.
The unit arrangement is as follows :

—

No. Unit.

(Containing composite items
covered V)V more than one of

....... ^..„^...... v.^..,..».... the following units. Filing to
Data

be done in combined alphabeti-

cal and numerical order
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No. Unit.

100. Armament.
200. Controls.

300. Engine Fittings and Airscrews.

400. Fuselage.

500. Instruments and Fittings.

600. Landing Gear or Underoarriage.

700. Main Planes.

800. Tail.

900. Tanks and Pipes.

The general tables for the numbers 100 to 900 follow. It must
be noted that these ligures are treated decimalh' so that in the
case of special requirement, further digits can be added on the
right-hand side, and should be hied in strict decimal numerical
order, and thus any Report, Technical Data, Paper, etc., will

always be found adjacent to subjects of a similar classification.

UNITS

I to 99. Aeroplanes (Miscellaneous Data. Aeroplanes
whole).

100. Armament.
200. Controls.

300. Engine Fittings and Airscrews.
400. Fuselage.
500. Instruments and Fittings.

600. Landing Gear or Undercarriage.
700. Main Planes.

800. Tail.

900. Tanks and Pipes.

UNITS AND GROUPS
I to 99. Aeroplanes (Miscellaneous Data, Aeroplanes

whole).

100. Armament and Signalling (Miscellaneous).

1 10. Ammunition (Teai-.

120. Armouring.
130. Bomb Gear,
140. Fire Control Gear.
150. (run Mountings,
160. Rocket Gear.
170. Sighting Gear.
180. Signalling.

A
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200. Controls (xMiscellaneous).

210. Aileron Controls,

220. Brakes and Automatic Pilots.

230. Control Columns.
240. Elevator Control."^.

2;>0. Engine Controls.

260. Fair Leads and Fairing.

270. Fittings and Wires.
271.

280. Rudder Controls.

290. Tail Plane Adjustment.

300. Engine Fittings and Airscrews (Miscellaneous).

310. Airscrews.
320. Carburettor Fittings.

330. Engine Cowlings,
340. Electrical Fittings.

350. Exhaust Pipes.

360. Induction Piping.

370. Engine Installation.

380. Radiators.

390. Starters.

400. Fuselage (Miscellaneous).

410, Accommodation for Occupants.
420. Auxiliary Nacelles.

430. Bracing.

440. External Coverings.
450. Fittings, Accessories.

460. Main Framework.
470.

480.

490.

500. Instruments and Fittings (Miscellaneous).

510, Board and Fittings for Instruments.
520. Clinometers.

530. Height and Temperature.
540. Gauges for Pressures and Volumes.
550. Navigation Instruments.
560. Optical and Horol(jgical Instruments.

570. Revolution CVninters.

580. Speed and Distance Indicators,

590,
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600. Landing Gear or Undercarriage (Miscellaneous).

610. Accessories.

020. Axles.

630. Floats.

640. Shock Absorbers.
60O. Skids.

660. Struts.

()70. Wheels.
680. Wiring and Bracing.

690.

691.

700. Planes, Main (Miscellaneous).

710. Ailerons and Balancing Flapp.

720. Bracing.

730. Centre Sections.

740. Control Fittings.

750. Edges.
760. Ribs.

770, Spars.

780. Strut Fittings and Struts.

790. Wings.

800. Tail (Miscellaneous).

8 1 0. Ad j ustment ( rear.

820. Bracing.

830. Fins.

840. Fittings.

850. Main Spars.

860. Planes and Elevators.

870. Rudders.
880. Skids.

890.

900. Tanks and Pipes (Miscellaneous).

910. Auxiliaries.

920. Oil Tanks (Main).

930. Oil Tanks (Service).

940. Petrol Tanks (Main).

950. Petrol Tanks (Service),

960. Pumps.
970.

980.

990.

A further table, not inserted here, has been prepared by the
author, which deals with tlie ten groups (one miscellaneous) of each
of the components given above. However, it is felt that publica-

tion might well be deferred for another year, by which time the
decisions of the Technical Terms Committee of the Aeronautical
Society as to correct nomenclature will be available.
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GENERAL NOTES ON FILING

The ideal mechanical method of tiling aeronautical data is in

tabbed, stout manila paper folders in a vertical file, preferably in a

vertical file cabinet, A separate card index, as a guide to the
folders, is too troublesome and out-of-date a method to adopt.
Hence it is advisable to employ a more modern system, as for

instance one similar to that known as the "Twin Index,'" which
guide and sub-guide index cards, separate the numbered folders into

numbered alphabetical groups under classified subjects, in accord-
ance with the tables that have just been given. In such a system
the i^ossibilities of combining the full advantages of numerical and
alphabetical methods can be fully realised. There is then no need
for delay in filing, no index cards to make out, no holes to punch,
no pasting—in short, the minimum of trouble—which alone does
much to ensure the prompt filing of data. Further, any required
data is as easy to find as it is to file.

It is very necessary to date all cuttings, for a date is of the
utmost importance in aeronautical work in its present rapidlj*

changing phase. An effective method of quickly taking a cutting
from a journal or paper is to scratch round it with an ordinary
pin point, when it will be found to detach itself quite easilj-.
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DIVISION XIV

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN FLYING

By kind permission of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, the

authoritative definitions of Aeronautical Technical Terms as issued by
them are now incorporated in this division. The Technical Terms
Committee (of which the author is now a member) is about to extend
the list of definitions, and the Secretary of the Aeronautical Society

would be pleased to receive suggestions from the readers of this Pocket-
Book. In the meantime, unofficial terms are incorporated to make this

glossary more complete. Official terms are designated by an asterisk.

The two folding plates in this Aviation Pocket-Book will be found of

assistance if referred to in conjunction with this glossary.

DEFINING THE SIDES OF AN AIRCRAFT
Though it may seem like talking platitudes, it is nevertheless true

that considerable confusion has arisen in defining the side or hand of

an aeroplane. This is largely due to the fact that there are often two
points of view ; for instance, that of the pilot seated in the machine, and
that of the mechanic who starts up the engine. It would be wiser,

therefore, to entirely avoid the use of the terms "right"' or "left

hand," for designation, and substitute starboard and port, for these

latter words definitely stipulate that the normal direction of motion is

being taken into consideration. The employment of such nautical

terms is rather advantageous than otherwise, as they are non-conflicting :

and furthermore, so much flying will be done over the sea in the future,

that it will be necessary to conform to nautical customs in many ways.

Since most modern engines are constructed with thrust bearings so

arranged that the engines may be employed as tractors or pushers,

they must be considered apart from the machine upon which they may
eventually be fixed. The situation is somewhat complicated by the

fact that a right-hand (clockwise) tractor engine becomes a left-hand

(anti-clockwise) engine when fitted as a pusher type aeroplane, and
vice versa. As regards direction of rotation, the terms that seem to be

of the most definite character are clockwise or anti-clockwise, when
viewed from the airscrew or final power delivery member end. It

should be noted that the final drive is not necessarily directly off the

crankshaft, since in so many modern engines a reduction gear is inter-

299
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posed. However, it is the direction of rotation of the final drive that

is of moment, and therefore alone has to be considered. Clockwise or

anti-clockwise are also the usual engineering terms in referring to

electric motors, magnetos, etc., where the direction of rotation is

always described as seen from the driven end. It follows from this

that the front of an engine is that part nearer the airscrew. As there

cannot, therefore, strictly speaking, be a port or starboard side to an
engine;, since it has no predetermined direction of motion, the sides

are referred to as right or left respectively, viewed from the airscrew

end.

The terms clockwise and anti-clockwise might also be applied to

airscrews with advantage. In this connection it is well to remember
that the thicker edge of the blade is the leading edge ; also that the

pitch of a tractor differs very considerably from that of a pusher,

since the latter has to operate in the partial wash of the main planes.

Aero.—Appertaining to the air.

Aerocurve.—Any curved supporting surface. An aerofoil.

Aerodrome.—The popular name given to a ground used for the

practice of flight. Literally this would mean an "air runner"
or flying machine of any kind. Sometimes used to describe

power- propelled flying appliances only.

Aerodynamics.—The science relating to the effects produced by air

n niution.

Aerofoil.—A structure, analogous to the wing of a bird, designed to

obtain a reaction from the air approximately at right angles to the

direction of its motion."

Aerometer.—An instrument for determining the density of the

atmosphere.

Aeronat.—An airship or dirigiljle balloon.

Aeronaut.—The pilot of a balloon.

Aeronautics.—The entire science of aerial navigation.

Aeronef.—Any self-propelled steerable aerial ajipliance.

Aeroplane.—A heavier-than-air flying machine, dynamically sup-

ported by the reaction of the air upon fixed planes.

Aerostat.—An appliance which is sustained in the air through the

medium of a gas lighter than air. The gas-bag itself.

Aerostatics.—The science relating to the effects produced by buoy-
ancy in air by means of displacement. The study of the

mechanical effects produced by air at rest.

Aerostation.—The navigation of the air by lighter-than-air machines,
dirigibles, or balloons.

Aileron. ^Aerofoils used for causing an aeroplane to roll about its

longitudinal axis for the purpose of balancing.
*
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Airship.—A dirigible balloon or aeronat.

Air Speed Indicator.—A velometer. An instrument for measuring
speed relative to the surrounding air, usually constructed in the

form of a Pitot tube actuating a liquid gauge or a diaphragm
indicator.

Alighting Carriage.—An inaccurate term ; should be called " Under-
carriage."" That part of the aircraft Ijeneath the body intended

fur its support on land or water, and to absorb the shock of

alighting.
*

Altimeter.—An instrument employed for measuring height above sea

level.

Anemodograph.—An instrument for recording the direction of the

wind.

Anemometer.—An instrument for measuring the speed of the wind.

Angle, Dihedral.—In geometry, the angle between two planes. The
wings of an aeroplane are said to be at a dihedral angle when both
right and left wings are upwardly or downwardly inclined to a

horizontal transverse line. The angle is measured by the inclina-

tion of each wing to the horizontal. If the inclination is upward,
the angle is said to be positive ; if downward, negative.*

Airscrew.—Used as a generic term to include both a propeller and
a tractor screw. See " Screw." A slang term is '' wind stick.'"

Aircraft.—A term incorporating both lighter-than-air and heavier-

than-air machines used for navigating the air.

Air Pocket.—A local movement or condition of the air. This is due
to vertical or to downward currents. On entering a pocket, the

reaction on the supporting planes of an aeroplane is reduced, and
the aeroplane drops until the increased velocity due to its loss

of height is sufticient to restore the normal reaction. A remou.

Airscrew Boss.—The central portion of an airscrew.

Airscrew Hub.—The part over which the boss fits, which takes the

torsional drive. It is sometimes known as the nave, loose hub,
rear flange, or back plate.

Airscrew Flange.—A flange or plate, generally loose or separate,

fitted in front of the airscrew boss to take the pull of the bolts

from the airscrew hub. Sometimes called a nave plate, airscrew

plate, or front flange.

Angle, Gliding.—The angle between the horizontal and the path

along which an aeroplane, in ordinary flying attitude, but net

under engine power, descends in still air.*
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Angle of Incidence or Angle of Attack. -The angle a plane makes
with the (lircclion of ils motion relative to the air. The angle
is usually measured l)eUveen the ch(jrd of the plane and the

direction of motion * {i.e., the plane containing the drag and
cross wind axes).

Angle of Incidence, Maximum.—The greatest angle of incidence at

which, in a given machine, horizontal flight can be maintained.

Angle of Incidence, Minimum.—The smallest angle of incidence at

which liorizontal flight can be maintained.

Angle of Incidence, Optimum.—The angle of incidence giving the

maximum lift-drag ratio.

Angle of Pitch.—The angle between the plane containing the lateral

axis and the wind and the plane containing the lateral and
longitudinal axis.

Angle of Trail.—The angle made between the trailing edge and
the chord.

Angle of Yaw.—The inclination of the direction of the wind to the

))lane of synnnetry of the aircraft.

Anti-Cyclone.—The reverse of a cyclone. Wind blowing in a clock-

wise direction around a centre of high pressure, from which the

pressure falls slightly on all sides. It has no general direction of

motion. Weather fine on whole,

Anti-Drag Wires.—Wires strained in the opposite direction to the

drag wires to keep the latter taut. Also to assist in keeping the

wing in its proper attitude relative to the fuselage or body.

Anti-Lift or Landing Wires.—The wires used to resist forces in the

opposite direction to the lift. Also employed to take the weight
of the wings when the aeroplane is resting on the ground, and to

take up landing stresses.

Anti- or Counter-Warp Wires.—Compensating wires used to take

the weight of the rear wing spar when on the ground. They are

connected across from wing to wang, transmitting the warping
action from one to the other.

Apteroid Aspect.—The converse of pterygoid aspect, i.e., with the

greater dimension arranged in the direction of flight. End-on
aspect.

Arched.—Curved as viewed from the front (of an aerofoil).

Aspect Ratio.—The ratio of the length of the span to the width of the

chord. When this ratio is greater than unity the planes are in

pterygoid, or broadside aspect. When less than unity they are

said to be in apteroid, or end-on aspect. In modern machines the

broadside aspect is usually employed, the aspect ratio being from

about 4 to 8.
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Atterrissage.—The landing.

Attitude.—An aeroplane's or plane's position relative to the direction

of motion through the air.
*

Aviation.—The art of flying as distinct froni ballooning.

Aviator.—The pilot or driver of an aeroplane.

Avion.—Official French term for a military aeroplane onl}-.

Axis, Cross-Wind.—A line in the plane of symmetry through the

C.G.. which is perpendicular both to the plane of symmetry and to

the direction of the wind.

Axis Drag.—A line in the aeroplane or airship which passes through
the C. G. and is parallel to the direction of the relative wind.

Axis, Lateral.—A line through the C.G. normal to the plane of

symmetry of the aeroplane or airship. In an aeroplane the lateral

axis is conveniently taken parallel to a line joining the wing tips,

and when looking in the direction of motion of the aircraft the
positive branch of the axis is to the left.

Axis Lift.—A line in the aeroplane or airship which passes through
the C.G., is in the plane of symmetry, and is perpendicular to the

relative wind.

Axis. Longitudinal.—A line in the plane of symmetry of an aero-

plane or airship through the C.G., fore and aft. For the purposes
of general discussion this axis can be taken at a parallel to the

airscrew axis. The positive direction to be taken backwards
from the C.G.

Axis, Normal.—A line in the plane of symmetry up and down and
through the C.G. with the longitudinal and lateral axes horizontal,

the normal axis is vertical, and the positive direction is upwards
in all aircraft.

B.A.— British Association standard screw threads for bcjlts of tV '"•

to ^1 in.

Back, To.—Of the wmd, to change direction counter-sunwise (counter-

clockwise).*

Balancing Flaps.^An inaccurate term. Aerofoils used for causing
an aeroplane to roll about its longitudinal axis for the purpose of
balancing. See " Aileron."

Ballonet.—A word taken from the French, meaning '"a little balloon,"
and exclusively limited to an interior bag containing air, within
the envelope of an airship.

*

Bank, To.—To heel for the purpose of turning.* To put one plane
tip higher than the other.
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Barograph.—A recording or self-registering barometer, which can be
calibrated to indicate pressure or height above sea level.

Barometer. —An instrument employed for measuring the pressure of

the atmosphere. There are two principal types: (i.) the mercury
column, and (ii.) the aneroid or vacuum.

Bay.—In any girder construction the space enclosed by two vertical

struts and the horizontal members to which they are attached.

Biplane.—A heavier-than-air flying machine, the general feature of

whose construction is two superposed parallel aerofoils, planes, or

supporting surfaces, or any system of two superimposed aerofoils.

Body.—An inaccurate term ; should be "fuselage" of an aeroplane

—

that part which usually contains the engine, crew, tanks, etc., and
to which the wings, carriage, and other organs are attached.*

Boom, Tail.—A long spar joining the tail of a pusher machine to its

main planes.

Bracing.—A system of struts and ties to transfer a force from one
point to another.*

B.S.F.—British Standard fine screw threads for bolts of ^ in. to^ in.

Buoyancy.—The property by which a balloon remains floating in the

air. Relative displacements.

Burble.—The unstable condition of air flow about an aerofoil, in

which the lift component rapidly decreases wath increase of angle
of incidence and the drag component rapidly increases. Some-
times referred to as the "breakdown" of the aerofoil.

Burble Point or Critical Angle.—That point on the lift curve of a
wing which is reached when the angle of incidence or inclination

has so increased that the stream lines change from a steady to a
fluctuating and eddying state, causing the lift to fall and the drift to

increase.

Cabane.—A French word to denote the mast structure projecting

above the body to which the top load wires of a monoplane are

attached.
*

Cables.—Several single wires stranded together to provide greater

flexibility than the equivalent solid wire.

Cabre.—Tail down.*

Camber (of a wing section).—The convexity of a wing section. The
camber is usually measured (as a fraction of the chord) by the

maximum height above the chord.*

Camouflage.— Strategical protective colouring.

Cant, To.—To ilt ; to take any inclined position.*
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Carburettor.—The device on an internal combustion engine using

liquid fuel, employed for vaporising that fuel and mixing it with

the proper proportion of air.

Carriage.—An inaccurate term; should be "undercarriage." That
part of the aircraft beneath the body intended for its support on
land or water, and to absorb the shock of alighting.*

Ceiling'.—The maximum height to which an aeroplane can climb.

Cellule.—The box-like rectangular compartments in a biplane formed
by the planes and vertical struts.

Centre of Gravity.—That point at which the weight of the body may
be supposed to act, and about which, if supported, the body would
rest in any position, i.e., balance.

Centre of Pressure.—That point at which the resultant acts of the

aerodynamic lift of the wings (and other supporting surfaces) of

an aeroplane.

Centre of Resistance.—That point at which the resultant head
resistance of an aeroplane may be assumed to act in and opposite

to the direction of flight.

Centre of Thrust.—That point at which may be presumed to result

the total thrust of the airscrew in and along the direction of

flight.

Centre Plane, Main.—The portion between two main planes of

an aeroplane. Sometimes called a centre section.

Chassis.—An inaccurate term; should be "undercarriage.'" That
part of the aircraft beneath the body intended for its support on
land or water and to absorb the shock of alighting.

*

Chord.—The straight line (taken conventionally fore and aft unless

otherwise specified) touching the under surface of an aerofoil at

or near the leading and trailing edges. The length of the chord

is the projected length of the section on the chord.''"

Climb, Rate of.—The vertical velocity of an aircraft.

Clinometer.—An instrument for measuring the angle of slope of an
aircraft, referred to the horizontal.*

Cloche.—A bell-shaped piece of metal forming part of the control

lever on a Bleriot aeroplane, and hence sometimes incorrectly

employed to describe a control lever.

Compensating Wires.—Anti-warp wires used to take the weight of

the rear main plane spar when on the ground. They are connected

across from plane to plane, so as to allow the planes to warp.

20
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Connecting Rods for Engines

—

Main Connecting Rods are the rods that tal^e the main crank-

pin pressure.

Auxiliary Connecting Rods are rods other than the main
connecting rods. Tliey are usually attached to wrist-pins on
the latter.

An Articulated Rod is an assemblage of connecting rods.

Control Column.—On an aeroplane, a lever by means of which the

principal controls are worked. It usually controls pitching and
rolling.* Sometimes called a control lever, or in slang a

"joystick.''

Ccwling.—A sheet metal casing or funnel, designed to direct cooling

air on to the cylinders of an aeroengine. A sheet metal casing

for an engine or radiator.

Critical Angle or Burble Point.—That point on the lift curve of a

plane which is reached when the angle of incidence or inclination

has so increased that the stream lines change from a steady to

a fluctuating and eddying state, causing the Hft to fall and the

drag to increase.

Cross Section (of an aerofoil).—The section cut by a fore-and-aft

plane normal to the surface (commonly the under surface).*

Curtains.—The vertical panels or planes placed between the decks of

a biplane or the tail thereof, so as to give it a cellular or box-like

construction.

Cyclone.—Wind blowing in an anti-clockwise direction around a

centre of low pressure, from which the pressure rises on all sides.

The reverse of an anticyclone. Motion as a rule from west to

east. Weather wet and rough as a rule.

Damping Factor.—A measure of the rate of reduction of the ampli-

tude of an oscillation or of the magnitude of a subsidence.

Negative damping factors have a similar relation to increasing

oscillations and divergences.

Decalage.—The difference in the angle of incidence between any two
distinct aerofoils on an aeroplane ; e.g., the main plane and the

tail ; or more usually between the chords of the upper and lower

planes of a biplane.

Deviation.—The error in the indications of a compass due to the

proximity of iron fittings, etc., which form a part of the aircraft

structure.
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Dihedral Ang-le.—In geometry, the anjjle between two planes. The
planes of an aeroplane are said to be at a dihechal angle when
both right and left planes are upwardly or downwardly inclined

to a horizontal transverse line. The angle is measured by the
inclination of each plane to the horizontal. If the inclination is

upward the angle is said to be positive ; if downward, negative.*

Directional Stability is said to exist when an aeroplane has a
tendency to retain its initial direction of flight.

Dirigible.—A power-driven steerable balloon.

Dive. —To descend steeply with the nose of the aircraft down.*

Divergence.—A motion in which the disturbance steadily increases
without oscillation.

Downwash.—The downward deviation of the relative wind after

passing the main planes.

Dope, To.—Of fabrics—to paint a fabric with a fluid substance for the
purpose of tightening and protecting it.

*

Double- Surfaced (of an aeroplane wing).—Having the upper and
lower surfaces made of two distinct layers of fabric, between which
lie the spars and ribs of the plane.

Drag.—The resistance along the line of flight ; the head resistance.

Compare "Drift."* The component of the resultant force which
acts along the drag axis.

Drift, To.—To be carried by a current of air or water; to make
leeway.

"

Drift.—The distance drifted. The speed of drifting. The word
"drift'" having a well accepted nautical significance should be
avoided as far as possible in the sense of "head resistance" or
"drag."' * Drifting is motion purely relative to a fixed point.

Elevator.—An aerofoil set in a more or less horizontal plane and
hinged on an athwartships or transverse line. It is used for con-
trolling the angle of incidence or the pitching of an aeroplane.*

Elevator Control Lever.—The lever which operates the elevator,
sometimes called the elevator cross shaft, or in slang, the " bloater."

Empennage.—An unaccepted term ; it should be called a " tail plane,"
which is a horizontal stabilising surface, mounted at some distance
behind the main lifting surfaces.

Engine Bearer Plate.—The support for a rotary engine.

Engine Bearers. —The parts of the fuselage or nacelle on which the
engine is supported.
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Entering Edge.—An inaccurate term ; should be " Leading Edge.''
Of a plane—the forward edge.*

Envelope.—The covering of the gas-containing part of a balloon.

Equilibrium.—In connection with aeroplanes this word is used in

the same sense as balance ; for balloons it means the keeping
at a uniform altitude.

Fabric.—The covering material for a plane. Usually unbleached
linen.

Fairing.—A piece added to any structure to reduce its head resist-

ance or drag.
*

Fins.—Subsidiary vertical aerofoils set parallel to the normal direction

of motion of an aircraft.*

Flaps, Balancing or Wing.—An inaccurate term ; should be
" Ailerons." Aerofoils used for causing an aeroplane to roll about
its longitudinal axis for the purpose of V^alancing.

*

Flight Speed.—The resultant velocity of the aircraft through the air.

It is also the velocity of the C.G. in the negative direction of the

drag axis.

Floats.—Water-tight compartments of suitable shape carried by sea-

planes.

Flying or Lift Wires.—The wires employed to transfer the lift of

the planes to the fuselage or other part of an aeroplane.

Flying Drag Wires.—The internal bracing wires of a plane, con-

nected from the front spar to the rear spar diagonally outwards
in each cellule, i.e., opposite to the landing wires in the same
cellule.

Force, Cross-Wind.—The component of the resultant force which
acts along the cross-wind axis.

Force, Normal.—The component of the resultant force which acts

along the normal axis.

Force, Lateral.—Tl.e component of the resultant force which acts

along the lateral axis.

Force, Longitudinal.—The component of the resultant force which

acts along the longitudinal axis.

Frame.—An inaccurate term ; should be " Fuselage"' (see below).

Fuselage.—Of an aeroplane— that part which usually contains the

engine, crew, tanks, etc., and to which the planes, undercarriage,

and other organs are attached.* Sometimes called the body or

frame.
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Fuselagfe Fairing.—The stream lining or covering on lop of the rear

portion of the fuselage. Sometimes called the fuselage- cowling.

Fusiform.—Stream-lined.

Gaining Pitch.—A propeller is said to have a gaining pitch when the

angle of the blade to the axis at any section increases from front

to back ; intended to deflect the air without shock, on the same
principle as the camber of an aerofoil.

Gap.—The distance between the upper and lower wings of a Inplane.

For specific purposes the points between which it is measured
should be indicated.* It should preferably be measured per-

pendicular to the chord.

Gauchissement.—Warping the ends of the principal planes in order

to preserve lateral equilibrium, in this way doing without balancing

planes or ailerons.

Girder. —A structural member intended to resist bending, and built up
so as to combine strength and lightness.

Glide, To.—To fly, usually on a descending path, when the aircraft

is not under engine power.*

Glider.—A gliding or soaring appliance which is not self-propelling.

Gliding.—To descend on an aeroplane (or on a glider) without the aid

of the engine.

Gliding Angle.—The angle between the horizontal and the path

along which an aeroplane, in ordinary flying attitude, but not

under engine power, descends in still air.'*

Guy Wires.—The stays, or ties used in conjunction with a strut.

Gyroplane.—A flying machine with revolving wings. A combination
of a helicopter and an aeroplane.

Gyroscope.—A heavy circular wheel rotating at high speed. This

tends to maintain the direction of its axis of rotation in spite of

disturbing forces.

Hangar.—A shed for housing aeroplanes or balloons.

Head Resistance.—The resistance offered by the air to the passage

of a body. Due partly to skin friction and partly to eddy
formation. Drag.

Helicopter.—A flying machine whose lift is obtained by airscrews on

approximately vertical shafts. A vertical airscrew.

Helix.—The trace of a point moving uniformly round a cylinder, at the

same time ascending at a uniform rate.
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Ichthyoid.—Fish -shaped. A body having a practical streamline
form in viscous fluids.

Incidence, Angle of, or Angle of Attack.—The angle a plane makes
with the direction of its motion relative to the air. The angle is

usually measured between the chord of the plane and the direction

of motion.

Inclinometer.—An instrument for measuring the angle of slope of an
aircraft, referred to the horizontal.*

Indraught.—The air stream resulting from the approach of air to an
airscrew during rotation.

Inherent or Natural Stability.—That property of an aeroplane by
which it tends to return to its normal attitude of flight without
the application of the controls.

Instability. —The tendency to exaggerate disturbances of the steady
motion.

Instability Spin.—The tendency of an aeroplane to rotate rapidly

about its normal axis. Usually associated with stalling. A
special case of lateral divergence.

Instability Spiral.—The tendency of an aeroplane to depart from
straight flight by a combination of side-slipping and banking, the

latter being always too great for the turn. A special case of

latei-al divergent.

I.S. or I.S.M.—International Standard Metric System screw threads

for bolts.

Isobars.—Lines on a pressure map where the heights of the barometric

readings are the same.

Joystick.—A slang term for control column {q.v.).

Kathedral Angle.—The name of the angle when the wings of an
aeroplane are bent downwards or in a negative direction.

Keel.—A vertical plane arranged longitudinally under a flying machine.

King Post.—A strut placed normal to a spar and used in combination
with ties to reduce the bending moment.

Landing Gear.—An inaccurate term ; see " Undercarriage."'

Landing Wires.—x\nti-lirt wires used to take the weight of the wings
when the machine is resting on the ground and to take up stresses.

Landing Drag Wires.—The internal bracing wires of a plane con-

nected from the front spar to the rear spar diagonally inwards in

each cellule, i.e., opposite to the Hying drag wires.
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Lateral Diverg-ence.—The instability which leads to spin or to a
spiral with increasing rate of turn. Moie generally any non-
periodic combination of rolling, yawing, and side-slipping.

Lateral Stability.—That property of an aeroplane by which it tends
to return to the horizontal when turned from that position about its

longitudinal axis.

Leading Edge.—Of a plane or aerofoil— the forward edge. '" Normally
this is thicker than the trailing edge.

Leeward.—Away from the wind.*

Leeway.—Lateral drift to leeward." Motion purely relative to a

fixed point.

Left and Right of an Aeroplane.—The pilot's left and right

respectively when facing the direction of flight, looking from the

tail. Corresponds to port and starboard of a ship.

Length.—When used of an aeroplane—the fore-and-aft dimension.

Lift.—The force exerted by the air on an aerofoil in a direction per-

pendicularly or nearly so to the motion. Usually upwards in

ordinary flight.* The component of the resultant force which
acts along the lift axis.

Lift or Flying Wires.—The wires employed to transfer the lift of

the wings to the fuselage or other part of an aeroplane.

Lifting Tail.—A tail in which the horizontal plane is set to carry a

proportion of the weight of the aeroplane.

Loading.—In the case of surface, the weight carried per unit area of

supporting surface. Usually expressed in pounds per square foot,

or kilogrammes per square metre. In the case of power, it is the

weight carried per unit of power. Usually expressed in pounds
per horse-power.

Longerons.—Of an aeroplane—the long fore-and-aft spars connecting

the main with the subsidiary supporting or controlling surfaces.*

Longitudinal Divergence.— The instability which leads to a nose-

dive or to stalling. More generally, any non-periodic continuation

of variations of flight speed, rise and fall, and pitching, the

magnitude of which increases with time.

Longitudinals.—An inaccurate term; should be "Longerons"' (see

above).

Longitudinal Stability.—That property of an aeroplane by which it

tends to return to the normal attitude when turned from that

position about its transverse axis. Forward motion and pitching.
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Magneto.—A dynamo with permanent steel magnets used for firing

the mixture in a petrol engine cylinder.

Monoplane.—A heavier-than-air flying machine in which the main
supporting surface consists of a single plane, or pair of wing.s.

Multicellular.—A flying apparatus with many planes of cellular con-
struction.

Multiplane.—A flying machine having more than two parallel planes
or supporting surfaces.

Nacelle.—The car of a balloon or dirigible. An auxiliary enclosed
shelter for passengers on an aeroplane or for an engine. An
additional body distinct from the fuselage.

Natural or Inherent Stability.—That property of an aeroplane by
which it tends to return to its normal attitude of flight without
the application of the controls.

Non- Lifting" Tail.—A tail in which the horizontal plane is set so that

it carries none of the weight of the machine.

Non-Rigid.—A term applied to a dirigible balloon whose envelope is

not built on a stiff" framework.

Normal.—Perpendicular to the direction of flight or of an air current.

Oscillation, Lateral.—Any motion which is made up of a periodic

variation of the rolling, yawing, and side-slipping of the aircraft.

In an aeroplane, the bank and direction of turn are opposed
during the oscillation.

Oscillation, Longitudinal.—Any motion which is made up of a
periodic variation of the flight speed, the rise and fall, and the

pitching of aircraft. The phugoid oscillation is a special case of

longitudinal oscillation .

Oscillation, Phugoid.—A slow motion characteristic of the disturbed

longitudinal motion of an aeroplane. A special case of longitudinal

oscillation.

Oscillation, Stable.—An oscillation which tends to die out.

Oscillation, Unstable.—An oscillation which increases its amplitude
in successive periods.

Ornithopter.—A flapping wing flying machine intended to imitate a

bird.

Orthopter.—A flapping wing flying machine.

Outrigger.—The framework connecting the main planes with the

tail-piece or the prow. " Tail-boom " is a preferred term.
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Overhang".—The portion of a plane beyond the outermost interplane

strut.

Pancake, To.—To descend steeply, with the wings at a very large

angle of incidence like a parachute. Contrast "Dive."* To
permit a machine to lose its flying speed and fall.

Pitch, To.—To plunge in the fore-and-aft direction (nose up or nose

down). Contrast this with "Roll.''" Rotation about the lateral

axis.

Performance.—The generic term including the speed of the machine

at various heights and its times of cHmb to different levels.

Period.—The time taken for a complete oscillation.

Pitching Moment —The component of the resultant couple about

the lateral axis.

Pitch of a Screw.—The distance that would be travelled by a screw

in one revolution if there was no slip. The distance from the

centre of one thread on a screwed shaft to the centre of the next

adjacent thread.

Pitot Tube.—A tube with open end facing the wind, which, combined

with a static pressure or suction tube, is used in conjunction with

a gauge to measure fluid pressure or velocities.*

Plane.—The term applied to the supporting surfaces of a flying

machine. In this respect it is not quite accurate, as these

surfaces are never flat, but cambered, and therefore more correctly

described as decks.

Port.—The left-hand side when facing the normal direction of motion.

Pressure Head.—A combination of Pilot tube and static pressure or

suction tube, which, in conjunction with a gauge, is used to measure

fluid pressures or velocities.*

Pressure Tube, Static.—A tube (usually with holes in its side past

which the fluid flows) so designed that the pressure inside it equals

the pressure exerted by the fluid on any body at rest in the fluid.

Used as part of a pressure head."

Propeller.—An airscrew behind the main supporting surfaces. Com-
pare " Tractor Screw." *

Propeller or Airscrew Torque. — The reaction of an airscrew

which tends to cause an aer(»plane to turn about its longitudinal

axis in a direction opposite to that in which the screw is

revolving.

Prow.—A vertical plane fixed in the front of a flying machine to

improve the control of the vertical rudder.
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Pterygoid Aspect.—Wing-like aspect. The converse of apteroid

aspect, ?'.<f., with the lesser dimension in the direction of flight,

as in the wing plan-for:ii of a bird. Broadside aspect.

Pusher Aeroplane.—A machine that is pushed through the air by
an airscrew situated at the rear of the main lifting planes.

Pylon.—A mast or post.*

Radiator.—A vessel having a large cooling surface for cooling the

jacket water of a petrol engine.

R.A.F.—Royal Aircraft Factory, formerly the Balloon Factory,

Royal Engineers.

Remou.—A local eddy in the air, causing a momentary change in the

lift.

Resistance Derivatives.—Coefficients expressing the variation of the

forces and moments on aircraft due to disturbance of steady

motion. They represent the experimental basis of the theory of

stability, and from them the periods and damping factors of air-

craft can be calculated.

R.F.C.—Royal Flying Corps.

Rib. —Of a wing, a light fore-and-aft member which carries the fabric

for the purpose of giving the desired cross section to the wing.*

Rib, Compression.—A rib designed to act as a strut between front and
rear spars of a wing.*

Right and Left of an Aeroplane.—The pilot's right and left respec-

tively when facing the direction of flight, looking from the tail.

Corresponds to starboard and port of a ship.

Righting Tips. —Balancers attached to the lateral extremities of

the main plane of an aeroplane.

Rigid.—A term applied to a dirigible balloon whose envelope is

provided with a stiff framework to keep it in shape.

R.N.A.S.—Royal Naval Air Service.

Roll, To.—To turn about the fore-and-aft axis.* Rotation about the

longitudinal axis.

Rolling Moment.—The component of the resultant couple about the

longitudinal axis.

Rudder.—A subsidiary aerofoil (in an aeroplane more or less perpen-

dicular to the main supporting surfaces) by means of which an

aircraft is turned to right or left.*
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Rudder Bar.—-The foot-bar, by means of which the rudder of an

aeroplane is worked. *

Rudder Post.—The main post of a rudder.' Somjetimes called the

stern post.

Scarfing".—A method of repairing a broken spar by adding a new
piece, the joints of which, on to the broken part, are very long

compared with the cross section.

Screw, Air.—An aerofoil so shaped that its rotation about an axis

produces a force along that axis for driving an aircraft."'

Seaplane.—An aeroplane provided with floats or boats for landing on
water,

Semi-rig-id.—A term applied to a dirigible balloon which maintains its

shape partly by the assistance of a suitable framework.

Serve.—To bind closely with twine or wire.

Side Drift—The distance drifted. The speed of drifting. The word
"drift"' having a well-accepted nautical significance should be

avoided as far as possible in the sense of "head resistance'"

or "drag." *

Side Slip, To.—In an aircraft, to move more or less broadside on
relatively to the air.* Side slip is caused by inadequate banking.

Side Slipping-, Rate of.—The velocity of an aircraft along the lateral

axis.

Skid.—A part of the alighting gear of an aircraft arranged to slide

along the ground.*

Slip of a Screw.—The ratio between the effective distance travelled

by a screw propeller or tractor in one revolution and the distance

represented by the pitch of that screw.

Slipstream.—The air stream resulting from the changed motion of the

air which has passed through an airscrew during its rotation.

Soaring.—Gliding in a rising current of air.

Span, of Machine.—The distance from plane tip to plane tip.*

Span, of Aeroplanes.—The maximum transverse dimension.*

Spar.—A long piece of timber or other material. In a plane, either of

the beams which run transversely to the aircraft, and transfer the

lift from the ribs to the frame and bracing.*

Spin and Spin Instability.—The tendency of an aeroplane to rotate

rapidly about its normal axis. Usually associated with stalling. A
special case of Lateral Divergence.
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Spinning".—The rapid rotation of an aero[)lane during descent,

approximately about the direction of motion.

Splice.—To unite two pieces of rope by interlacing the strands. To
connect pieces of wood or metal by means of overlapping parts and
securing the same by bolts or other fastenings, such as by serving

with wire or twine.

Spread.—The span or transverse dimension of an aeroplane.

Stabiliser.—Any surface, such as a fin or horizontal plane, designed

to give inherent stability to an aeroplane. Sometimes incorrectly

used instead of "aileron."

Stability, Biquadratics for.—The equations from which the longitudinal

stability and lateral stability of aeroplanes and airships are finally

calculated. They are deduced from the theory of stability and a

knowledge of the resistance derivative.

Stability, Natural or Inherent.—That property of an aeroplane by
which it tends to return to its normal attitude of flight without the

application of the controls. The tendency to eliminate disturbances

of the steady motion.

Stagger.—Of planes. When the planes of a biplane are set with the

upper one slightly ahead of, or abaft of the other, they are said

to be staggered. The stagger is measured by the angle made by
the line joining the leading edges with the normal to the chord of

the aeroplane. It is convenient to call the stagger positive if the

upper plane is ahead of the lower.*

Stalling.—The condition of an aeroplane caused by either (i) climbing

too steeply ; or (2) insufficient engine power at low speed ; (3)

gliding too slowly, which produces a loss in height, speed, and
controllability.

Starboard.—The right-hand side when facing the normal direction of

motion.

Static Pressure Tube.—See under " Pressure."

Statoscope.—An instrument to detect the existence of a small rate of

ascent or descent.
*

Stays.—Guy wires or ties used in conjunction with a strut.

Stern Post.—Same as rudder post (q.v.).

Strainer.—An appliance bearing a suitable mesh for straining impurities

from petrol and other fluids. Also' compare " turnbuckle." *
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Streamline.—The path of a small portion of a fluid, supposed con-

tinuous, moving relatively to a solid body. The term is commonly
used only of such paths as are not eddying, but the distinction

should be made clear by the context.* As an adjective—applied
to members designed specially with a view to giving low head
resistance, e.g., streamline struts, streamline wires.

Streamline Form.—That shape of a body which offers the least

resistance to its passage through the air or other fluid. A shape
that is fish-like in section. Ichthyoid.

Strut.—A structural member intended to resist compression in the

direction of its length.*

Subsidence.—A dead beat motion in which the disturbance dies out

without showing an oscillation.

Swage.—To beat down, to reduce in thickness. Swaged wires are

those with the portion between the threaded ends flattened out,

so as to obtain a more stream-like effect.

Sweep.—The vertical distance within which the air is given a down-
nard velocity by the horizontal passage of an aerofoil.

Sweep Back.—The horizontal angle between the lateral axis of an
aeroplane and the leading edge of the main planes.

Swerve.—The movement of an aeroplane about an approximately
vertical axis ; a loss of stability about a similar axis.

Tail Booms.—The longitudinals or framework V)y which the tail of a

pusher is connected to the main planes. Sometimes called

outriggers.

Tail, Lifting.—A tail which is so arranged as to carrv a proportion of

the weight of an aeroplane.

Tail, Non- Lifting.—A tail which is not designed to sustain any of

the weight of an aeroplane.

Tail Plane.—A horizontal stabilising surface, mounted at some
distance behind the main lifting surfaces.

Tail Slide.—The rearward motion of an aen^plane after having been
brought into a stalling position.

Tandem.—One before the other.

Thimble.—A metal ring, grooved to receive a rope and thus form a

terminal for the rope.

Tie.—A structural member intended to resist tension.*

Tilt.—An elevation or depression of the front of an aeroplane or

aerofoil to obtain a change of altitude.
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Top Surface Camber (of a plane section).—Tlie convexity of a plane
section. Tlie canit)er is usually measured (as a fraction of the

chord) ity the maximum height above the chord.*

Top Load Wires.—Wires intended mainly to resist forces in the

opposite direction to the lift.'"

Top Warp Wires.—Top load wires connected to the back spar and
passint^r from plane to plane to allow the planes to warp.*

Torque of an Airscrew.—The reaction of an airscrew which tends

to cause an aeroplane to turn about its longitudinal axis in a

direction opposite to that in which the screw is revolving.

Tractor Screw.—An airscrew mounted in front of the main supporting

su rfeces.
*

Tractor Machine.—An aeroplane with airscrew mounted in front of

the main supporting surfaces.*

Trailing Edge.—The rear edge.* Normally this is much thinner than

the leading edge.

Triplane.—A flying machine with three planes superimposed.

Turnbuckle.—A wire tightener.*

Undercarriage.—That part of the aircraft beneath the body in-

tended for its support on land or water and to absorb the shock
of alighting.* Sometimes called the chassis, landing gear, or

alighting gear.

Under Surface Camber (of a plane section).—The convexity of a

plane section. The camber is usually measured (as a fraction of the

chord) by the maximum height above the chord.*

Veer, of the Wind.—To change direction sunwise (clockwise).*

Velocity, Lateral.—The velocity of an aircraft along the lateral

axis.

Velocity, Longitudinal.—The veh^city of an aircraft along the

longitudinal axis.

Velocity, Normal.—The velocity of an aircraft along the normal
axis.

Velocity of Side Slip.—The speed with which the craft moves broad-

side t)n with respect to the air. Distinguish from "drift " (t/.v.)."

Velometer.—An air-speed indicator.

Vol Pique or Dive.—A steep glide or descent.

Volplane.—A gliding descent.

Wake or Wash.—The downward stream of air produced by the

passage (^f an aeroplane ; the backward stream of air from a

\-)rope\\tr.
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Warp.—The yarn running lengthwise in a cloth.

Warp, To.^—Of a plane, to bend so that the outer end of the back spar

moves up or down. It is convenient to call the warp positive

when the movement is downwards."

Wash. —The disturbance produced in the air by the passage of an
aeroplane.

Wash-in.—The setting of a plane so that the incidence at the tip

is greater than the incidence at the fuseb.ge.

Wash-out.—A reduced angle of incidence at the plane tip, as compared
with that at the root (near fuselage).

Weather-Side.— ) ^ , ,

> Towards the wmd.
Windward.— )

Wing Flaps.—An inaccurate term ; it should be "ailerons." Aero-
foils used for causing an aeroplane tcj roll about its longitudinal

axis for the purpose of balancing. *

Wings.—An inaccurate term; it should be "main planes." The
main supporting organs of an aeroplane. A monoplane has two
wings, a biplane four.*

Wires.—The ties and stays of an aeroplane.

Wires, Anti- or Counter-Warp.—Compensating wires used to take

the weight of the rear main plane spar when on the ground. They
are connected across from plane to plane, transmitting the warping
action from one to the other.

Wires, Anti-Drag.—Wires strained in the opposite direction to the

drag wires to keep the latter taut. Also to assist in keeping the

jjlane in its proper attitude relative to the fuselage.

Wires, Bracing.—A system of ties, used in conjunction with stiuts,

to transfer a force from one point to another.

Wires, Bulkhead.—Wires by which the fuselage is braced on planes

at right angles to its length.

Wires, Flying Drag.—The internal bracing wires of a plane, connected
from the front spar to the rear spar diagonally outwards in each
cellule, z'.e., opposite to the landing wires in the same cellule.

Wires, Incidence.—Wires on the planes co-planer with the interplane

strTits passing from front truss to rear truss.

Wires, Landing or Anti- Lift.—The wires used to resist forces in the
t)pposite direction to the Hft. Also employed to take the weight
of the planes when the aeroplane is resting on the ground and to

take landing stresses.

Wires, Landing Drag.—The internal bracing wires of a plane,
connected from the front spar to the rear spar diagonally inwards
in each cellule, i.e., opposite to the flying drag wires.
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Wires, Lift, or Flying'.—Wires, the principal function of which is to

tranj^fer tlie lift of the planes to the body or other part of the

aeroplane structure.*

Wires, Warp.—-Lift wires connected to the back spar and controlled

so as to move its outer end down for the purpose of warping the

wing.*

Wires, Top Load.—Wires intended mainly to resist forces in the

opposite direction to the lift.* Also referred to as anti-flying,

anti-lift, or weight wires.

Wires, Top Warp.—Top load wires connected to the back spar and
passing from plane to plane to allow the planes to warp.*

Wires, Drag.—Wires, the principal function of which is to transfer

the drag of the planes to the body or other part of the aeroplane

structure. Wires intended mainly to resist forces in the opposite

direction to the drag are sometimes called "anti-drag wires."
*

Wire- Strainer.—A wire tightener.
"

Wire, Streamline.—Wire of oval or egg shape section. A R.A.F.
or raf wire.

W. S.—Whitworth standard screw threads for bolts.

Woof or Weft.—The yarn running acro-s the cloth, which is woven
into the warp by the shuttle.

Yaw, To.—An aircraft is said to yaw when its fore-and-aft axis turns

to right or left out of the line of flight. The angle of yaw is the

angle between the fore-and-aft axis of the aircraft and the

instantaneous line of flight.* Rotation about the normal axis.

Yawing Moment.—The component of the resultant couple about the

normal axis.

* Official definitions of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

(1914)-
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DIVISION XV

CONVERSION TABLES

There is not space in this "Aviation Pocket-Book" for tables
which can be found in other engineering pocket-books. Exception
has been made, however, in the case of certain metric tables, as they
are used for such constant reference in aeroplane work. Multipliers
and slide rule gauge points have been incorporated in a very com-
pact form, to serve as a standby when complete conversion tables
are not available.

For barometer and thermometer conversion tables, reference should
be made to the Meteorological Data Division ; and for standard
screw threads and tables of limits, to the division dealing with
Materials for Aeroplane Construction.

To ascertain the weight of a body b}' the metric system, multiply
its volume in cubic centimetres by its specific gravity ; this gives
the weight in grammes. Move the decimal point three places
to the left for kilogrammes, or six places to the left for metric tons.

Tables of specific gravities are given in the division, above referred

to, dealing with Materials for Aeroplane Construction.

With reference to the Table of Multipliers and Slide Rule
Conversions, the item in the column headed " KnoAvn Quantit}^"
when multiplied by the number set doM'n in the second column
as the "Multiplier," gives the denomination in the third column —
the "Required Quantity.'' Therefore a unit of the "Known
Quantity" is represented by the " Multijalier " times the number
of units of the "Required Quantity." E.y.^ on reference to the
above table it will be seen that "British Thermal Units x0"252
= Great Calories," hence one Briti.sh Thermal Unit = 252 Great
Calories. The reciprocal of 0-252 {i.e., 1 -f 0-252) --3 '968. This, of

course, is the number of British Thermal Units in a Great Calorie.

For convenience, the reciprocals of all the conversions are given
in the above table. It will be observed that, for use on the slide

rule, the gauge points are interchanged, for the reciprocals.

It will be noted that the numlaer on the rule, divided by the
number on the slide, gives the multiplier.

2 1
321
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CONVERSIONS OF LENGTH.

[div. x^

;
Centimetres and Inches.
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LENGTH,

CONVERSIONS OF

VOLUME, WEIGHT.

Kilometres and Miles,
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CONVERSIONS OF PRESSURE.

[div. xy

KlLOGRAMME-S PER SqTARE MRTRK. AND
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CONVERSIONS OF VELOCITIES.

Miles per Hoir and Metres
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INDEX
{For Glossa.7'2/ of Terms used in Flying see Division XIV.)

AERIAL navigation and
piloting, 199

Aero clubs, 273
— engines, tables, 126

Aeronatical appointments, 221
— data, filing of, 289
Aeroplane alignment, 188
— construction materials, 65
— design, 35
— insignia, 268
— fabrics, 94-96
— parts, weights, 56-59
— performance prediction, 43
— wheels, 93
Aeroplanes, German, 181
— American, 182-186
— typical, 161-180

Air density, 234
— Force BUI, 222
— Inventions Committee, 288
— pressure and resistance, 1

— resistance of planes, 5
— speed meters, 214
— weight of, 229
Aircraft, typical, 161

Airscrew design, 99— draught and its efiect. 15

— efiicienc}', 105
— finishing, 109
— shaft, American standard,

110
— weights, 114
Alcohol mixtures, 144

Alignment, aeroplane. 188

Alloys, 70
Altimeters, 230
Altitude effects, 153

Aluminium, 70
Analysis of engine designs, 122
— faults, 154

Aneroid barometer, 230
Angles of heel, 203
Animal flight, 31-34
Artillery, ranges, 259
Ash, 65"^

Aspect ratio, 28, 29
Atmosphere, the, 227
— pressure, 228, 229
— temperature, 228
Aviation rules, 210
Aviator's certificate, 206

BALL bearings, 125
Barographs, 230

Barometer, aneroid, 230
— correction, 231
— forecasting by, 245
Barometers, 230
Barometric conversion table,

232
Bending moment, 50
Beaufort scale, 239
Belting, leather, 79
Bibliography, 277
Biplane effects, 30
Bird flight, 31-34

Blade, 104, 106
Bolts and nuts, standard, 80.

Brake thermal efficiency, 125

CABLES, aeroplane, 83, 84
Calorific value, 143

Camber in planes, effects, 27,28

Carburation, 145

Carburettor tuning, 147

Carburettors, weight of, 149

Centre of pressure on curved
surfaces, 24

— gravity, 195
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Certificate, aviator's, 206
|

Characteristics of aeroplanes, '

181, 270
Cipher messages, 266
Circular plates, resistance, 4
Climb, angle of, 44
Clouds, 248
Clubs and societies, aero. , 273
Coefficients of expansion, 79
Comparative ranks, 254
Compass, 214
— adjustment, 215
— points, 277
Compression ratio, 125
Connecting rods, 123
Conversion tables, 321 l

Cooling, 123 I

Copper tubes, 88
|

Cord, hemp, 79
Cords, wire, aeroplane, 83, 84, 85
Correcting factors, 29-31
Cross-country flying, 205
Cycles, engine. 111

Cylinders, firing order, 150

DARKNESS, hours of. 252
Data, the filing of, 289

Definitions, 299
Deviation, 215
Density of air, 234
Design of aeroplanes, 35
— structural, 50
— airscrews, 101

Directional stability, 38
Distance, judging, 208
Dopes, 97
Dry air, weight, 229

ELEVATORS, 40
Engineclassification, 1 14

— cowling weights, 114
Engine cycles. 111
— faults, analysis, 154
— mounting weights, 114
— tuning, 152
— weights, 114

Engines, 111, 126

Engines, comparison of aero
and motor car, 113

— — weights, 115
— data, 126-139
— supports, 125
Eyes for cables, 86

FABRICS, aeroplane, 94-96
— coatings, 97

Factories, disposition of ac-

commodation, 61

Filing of data, 289
Fixtures and jigs, 60
Flight, animal (birds, insects),

31-34

Flying, 199
— physiological effects, 209
— schools, regulations, 199
Fog prediction, 249
Forecast of weather, 243
Fuels, 141
— alcohol mixtures, 144
— heat values, 142
— petrol, 143

GASES, weight of, 77
Glossary, 299

Glues, directions for mixing, 94
Gyrosoopic effect of engines,

120

HAGUE Conventions, 255
Head resistance of

bodies, 10
— — planes, 1

Hemp cord, 79
Horse-power, 117-121
— variation with r.p. m., 120

T NDICATED horse-power,

1 117
Inertia, moments of, 52
Insignia, aeroplane, 268
Instruments, 212
Iron, weight of bars and sheet,

88. 92
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JET settings, carburettors,

149

Jigs and fixtures, 60, 61

l^NOTS, 196-198

LATERAL stability, 38
Legal, 211

Limits, Newall standard tables

of, 62
Liquids, weight of, 77
Longitudinal stability, 37
Lubricating oil, 140

MAGNETIC variations,

220
Manufacturing space required,

63
Maps, sketch, 229
Materials for construction, 65
— strength and weight, 68,

70, 72, 74
Melting points, 76
Metals, 70
— strength and weight, 72

Meteorological data, 227
Meters, air speed, 214
Metric conversion tables, 322-

330
Military information, 255
MillibaVs, 232
^lodels, scale effect, 28

Moduli of elasticity, 67, 75
Moments of inertia, 52
Moon, phases of, 253
— rise and set, iv-viii

Morse code, 262
— memorising the, 265

N
O

ORTH, to find, 220

IL, lubricating, 140
— weight, 114

lATENTS, points on, 288
Parachutes, 45

Perforations, effect of, 8

Performance of an aeroplane,

43
Petrol, 143
— consumption, engines, 144
— weight, 142
Physiological effects of flying,

' 209
Piloting, 199

Pipes, 54
Pistons, 123

Pitch, 99
Planes, pressure distribution

on inclined, 21

Plugs, sparking, 151

Ply-woods, 67
Power, 117
Pressure, distribution of, 8
— distribution on planes and

curved surfaces, 21-27
— on surfaces, 16

Propellers, see Airscrews, 99

RADIATOR weights, 114
Rafwires and tierods, 89

Ranks, comparative, 254
Reconnaissance, 256
Rectangular plates, resistance,

5

Reports, 257
Resistance coefficients, 12
— effect of propeller draught,

15
— general considerations, 1

— moment of, 51
— of wires, 15
— wing or aerodynamic, 16

Rigging of aeroplanes, 187-196

SCHOOLS, regulations, 199
Scouting, 255

Screw threads, 81

Semaphore alphabet, 266
Shaft, American airscrew

standard. 110

Shafts, 54
Shielding, effect of, 8

Signalling, 261
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Signals, army, 264
Skin friction, 10

Soaring, 40
Sparking plugs, 151

Specific gravities, 76
Springs, 54
Spruce, 66
Stability, directional, 38
— lateral, 38
— longitudinal, 37
Strategical reconnaissance, 256
Storm and wind signals, 242
Stream-line wires, 88, 89
— lines, 10

Structural design, 50
— parts, strength of, calcula-

tions, 50
Struts, crippling load, 53
Sunrise and sunset, 252, 253,

and vi-viii

Surfaces, pressure on, 16

TABLES, CONVERSION,
321-330

Tables of limits, Newall
standard, 62, 63, 114

Tactical reconnaissance, 256
Tautness meter, 189
Telegraphy, wireless, 267
Telephones, 268
Temperature of atmosphere,

228
Terms used in flying, 299
Tests for aviator's certificate,

206
— woods, 67
Thermometers, 235
Thermometer, conversion table.

236
Timber, 65
— strength and weight, 68

Times of sunset, 252, 253
Tractor screws, 99
Tubes, copper, 88
— steel, 90
Tuning carburettors, 147
— engines, 152

Turnbuckles, 86, 87

uNDERCARRIAGE, 42

VALVES, 123
Volume of air, 230

— water, 78, 79

WATER, weight and
volume, 78, 79

Weather forecasts, 243
Weights

—

Aeroplane parts, 56-59
Airscrews, 114
And hours of flight, 116
And strength of metals, 72
— — of miscellaneous sub-

stances, 74
of timber, 68

Cooling water, 114
Dry air, 229
Engine cowlings, 114
— mountings, 114
Engines, 115
Fuels, 142
Gases and liquids, 77
Instruments, 212
Iron bar and sheet, 88, 92
Of wateratdifi'erenttempera-

tures, 78, 79
— water, cooling, 114
Oil, 114
Parts of an aeroplane, 56-59

Petrol, 114

Radiators, 114
Tanks, 114

Wheels for aeroplanes, 93
Wind force, 239
— velocities, 241-242
Winds, behaviour of, 236
Wing sections, 30, 31, 41, 42
Wireless telegraphy, 267
Wires, aeroplane, 83, 84
— high tensile steel, 85
— resistance, 15
— stream line, 88, 89
Woods, 65
Work and energy, 117



A DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS
(Copyright)

The following directory comprises concerns that specialise in the various

branches of the aviation industry- in Great Britain, and as it is the most

complete, compact, and up-to-date list that has yet been published, it will

doubtless be found very useful for daily reference. It does not pretend to

include the names of all who are making aeroplane parts, for many firms are

doing so for the period of the war only—in fact there is hardly a motor car

or motor car accessory or wood-working firm that is not now fully occupied

with aviation work. Many too will certainly continue to devote attention to

this branch after peace is declared, as the aviation industry will in future be

established on a stable basis that did not exist before the war, and these

should be added later. There are, of course, many manufacturers who have

suitable machinery for making aeroplane parts, but as they do not specialise

in this work, their names have been omitted, or otherwise the list would

fail to be compact. Possibly, however, some names are not included that

ought to be, since it is not an easy task, when compiling a directory of this

nature, to ensure its being absolutely complete. Should any names have been

overlooked, therefore, the author would be glad to have his attention drawn
to the same, so that their insertion may be made in next year's "Aviation

Pocket-Book."

According to the American journal. Flying, dated June 1917, "there

are 958 firms in England engaged on the manufacture of aeroplanes. 301 of

these are direct contractors, and 657 are sub-contractors."

ACCUMULATORS—Pritchett & Gould and Electrical Power Storage Co. Ltd., 82
Victoria Street, S.W. 1. " Storage, Sowest, London " . . . [Victoria 3181

ACETYLENE—See Welding.

ADDING MACHINES—Burroughs' Adding Machine Ltd., 76 Cannon St., E.C. 4 . [City 7497

AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS— (
* Indicates apropeller branch.)

Adam Grimaldi & Co., Albert Embankment, S.E. 11 .... [Hop 5552
Aircraft Construction Co., Beckton Road, E. 16 . .... [East 1300

*Aircraft Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Hendon [Victoria 3688, Kingsbury 22
Alford and Alder, 53 Newington Butts ..... [Central 12936
Angus, Sir Wm. Saunderson & Co., St Thomas Street, Newcastieon-Tyne

[Newcastle Central 3706, Carlisle 238, Penrith 71
Armstrong, Sir W., Whitworth & Co. Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne [Vict. 4010, Gosforth 500
Arrol Johnston & Co. . . . [Dumfries 281
*Austin Motor Co. Ltd., Northfield Works, Birmingham . [Kings Norton 230

343
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AEROPLANE iMANUFACTURERS (^continued)—

^Barker & Co. Ltd., 66-68 South Audley Street, W. . [Mayfair 7110-7114, Park 4801-5

*Bath Cabinet Makers, 41 Rathboue Place, W. . . . [Regent 3382, Bath 167

Beardmore Aero Engineering Co. Ltd., 112 Great Portland Street, W. [Garrard 238

^Beardmore, Wm., & Co. Ltd., Dalmuir . . . [Victoria 4678, Clydebank 240

Berwick, F. W., & Co. Ltd., 18 Berkeley Street, W. . [Gerrard 3259, WiUesden 2490

*Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds (& Hull) , [Roundhay, 34.0

Blake, J., & Co., 22 Rodney Street, Liverpool .... [Royal 4085, 4088

Bleriot L., Brooklands, Byfleet, Addleston, Surrey . [Byfleet 190, Weybridge 353

*Boulton & Paul Ltd., Rose Lane, Norwich . . [Central 4642, Norwich 851

Brighton Motor Coach Works, Brighton..... [Kemp Town 6992

*Brinsmead, John, & Sons Ltd., 18-22 Wigmore St., W. [Mayfair 1243 & 3524, Hampstead 6095

British Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Belfast Road, Stamford Hill, London [Dalston 3206

'British & Colonial Aeroplane Co. Ltd., Filton, Bristol. "Aviation, Bristol" [Bristol ci9C0

British Caudron Co. Ltd., Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W. 2 [Alloa 52, Hampstead 4647

British Wright Co. Ltd., 33 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
'Brush Electrical Engineering Co. Ltd., Loughborough [Holborn 2682, Loughborough 024

Caffyns Garages Ltd., Meads Road, Eastbourne . . . [Eastbourne 861

Camper and Nicholson, Gosport, Hants..... [Gosport 9

Central Aircraft Co., 179 High Road, Kilburn, N.W. <i
. . [Hampstead 4403-4

Clayton and Shuttleworth, Lincoln ..... [Lincoln 43

Cleaver, H. C, Ltd., 35 Berner Street, W. . . [Museum 2093, Wembly 41

Clyde Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Glasgow . . . [Port Glasgow 98

*Cohen, B., & Sons Ltd., 119 Curtain Road, E.C. . . . [London Wall 3729

Cole, Wm., Sl Sons Ltd., 235 Hammersniiih Road, London, W. . [Hammersmith 1413

Courtney Pope & Co. Ltd., 6-9 Alpha Place, Caledonian Road, N. . [Central 8654

Coventry Ordnance Works Ltd., Coventry . . [Victoria, 5550, Coventry 1201

Cowper-Coles Aircraft Co., Sunburj'-on-Thames. . . . [Suiibury 37

^Cravens Ltd., 68 Victoria Street, S.W. . . . [Victoria 4611. Sheffield 4589

Curtiss Aero Motor Corporation, 17 Surrey Street, Strand, W.C. [City 7724

*Curtiss, J., & Son, Oxford Row, Leeds ...... [Leeds 453

Daimler Ltd., Coventry ..... . [Regent 930, Coventry 505

*Darracq Ltd., Townmead Road, Fulham . . [Mayfair 5607, Putney 2560

'Davidson Aviation Co. Ltd., Hammer-mith, W. 6 [Hammersmith 1992

Dawson, John, & Co. (Newcastle) Ltd., Newcastle, and 20 Victoria St., S.W. 1 [Victoria 6062

Denny, Wm., & Bros., Dumbarton

»Dove Bros. Ltd, Cloudesley Place, Islington, N. .... [North 1804

Dutton Aircrafts, 52 Bridge Street, Chester

Eastbourne Aviation Co. Ltd., Eastbourne. "Aircraft, Ea'-thourne " [Eastbourne 1176

Estler Bros., S. Molton Road, Victoria Docks ..... [Fast 1870

Evans, Josepli & Sons, P., Wolverhampton . . [Cent. 796, Wolverhampton 39

Fairey Aviation Co., Hayes, Middlesex ...... [Hayes 19

•Farringdon Engineering Co. Ltd., 39 Victoria Street, S.W. . . [Victoria 1338

-General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, W. . . . [Gerrard 280

Glendower Aircraft Co. Ltd., Sussex Place. South Kensington, S.W. 7 [Kensington 7066

Gosport .'\ircraft Co., Gosport and Southampton

Grahame-White Aviation Co. Ltd., London Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W. 9 [Kingsbury 120

Handley Page Ltd., 110 Cricklewood Lane, N.W. 2 . . . (Hampstead 7420

Hardingham Bros., Church Road, Battersea . .

Harris & Sheldon, 70 Wood Street, E.C. . . [City 766, Birmingham Central 6547

-Heaton, Aldam & Co., 156 New Bond Street, W [Regent 2064
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AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS (continued)—

'Herman & Phillips, Acton Street, Kingsland Road, N.E. . [Dalston 530 and 1007

Hewlett & Blondeau'il.td., Oak Road, Leagrave, Luton . . [Leagrave 13

Hewlett & Blondeau Ltd., 55 St James's Street, S.W., 77 King's Road, S.W.
[Regent 912, Kensington 4762

Highgate Aircraft Factory, Highgate ..... [Hornsey 2260

Hoods & Bodies Ltd., Northampton Grove, Canonbury . . [Dalston 3037

Hooper & Co., 54 St James's Street, S.W. . . . [Regent 912, Kensington 4762

'Horsman, Thos., 10-12 Mark Lane, Leeds ..... [Leeds 900

Jouques Aviation Works, Willssden, London, N.W. . .

^Kearley, C. F., Ltd., 4Gt. Marlborough St. W. [City 8742, Gerrard4412, Hammersmith 467

Kingsbury Aviation Co [Kingsbury 170

Lock, W. & T., Bristol Road, Bath [Western 14

London Aircraft Co. Ltd., 5 Urswick Road, Lower Clapton, E. 9 . [Dalston 25

Lord, W. Turner & Co., 20 Mount Street, W. 1 . . . [Gerrard 5273, North 2454

Mann, Egerton & Co., 379-381 Euston Road, N., Norwich [Museum 70, Norwich 482

'Maple & Co., 149 Tottenham Court Road, W [Museum 7000

'Marsh, Jones &Cribb Ltd., Leeds .... [Mayfair 4410, Leeds 594

Marston, Ltd., Paul Street, Wolverhampton

Martinsyde Ltd., Brooklands, Byfleet, Surrey . . . [Woking 331, Byfleet 171

May, Harden & May Ltd., Kingston Bridge Boathouse, Hampton Wick [Kingston 12

-Messenger & Co. Ltd., 122 Victoria Street, S.W. . . . [Victoria 1209

Morgan & Co. Ltd., 10 Old Bond Street, W [Mayfair 1188

*Morris&Co., 79LotsRoad, S.W. 10 [Kensington 6310

Motor Macs. Ltd., Bournemouth . .....
Napier, D., & Sons Ltd., Acton, London, W [Chiswick 1220

Napier & Miller, Shipbuilding Yard, Old Kirkpatrick .

National Aircraft Manufacturing Co. Ltd. , 15 Drummond Ores., N.W. 1 [London Wall 6725

Navarro Aircraft, Burton-on-Trent

Nestler, F. C, Ltd., Greycoat Street, Westminster . . [Victoria 4122, North 199

"Nieuport" & General Aircraft Co.Ltd., Langton Rd.,Cricklewood, N.W.2 [Willesden 2455

Norman Ihompson Flight Co., Ltd., Middleton, Bognor [Bognor 48, London Gerrard 7385

North British & Loco Co. Ltd., Springburn, Glasgow ...
Oakley Ltd., 85 Regency Street, Westminster - [Victoria 2477 and 6980, Ilford 212

*Ogilvie & Co., Mildmay Avenue, Newington Green Road, N. . [Dalston 1388

*Parnall & Sons, Mivart Street, Bristol . . • • • ••

P. D. V. Aircraft Spares, Princes Street, Richmond. "Aeros, Richmond" [Richmond 16sl

Poole Aviation Co., 24 West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset .
- . [Poole 54

Portass & Son, Broadfield Road, Sheffield. "Portal, Sheffield
"

*Portholme Aerodrome Ltd., St John's Street, Huntingdon . . [Huntingdon 26

•Prestige & Co. Ltd., Cambridge Wharf, Grosvenor Road, S.W. [Victoria 6630 and 1812

Ransome, Simnis& Jeffries Ltd., Ipswich . . [Central 10817, Ipswich 12

RobeySc Co., Lincoln • [Lincoln 2 and 3

-Roe A. V. & Co. Ltd., Newton Heath, Manchester, and 166 Piccadilly, W. 1

^ [Gerrard 3186, Manchester City 8530-31

Budge Whitworth Ltd., Coventry [Coventry 1104

RuffyBaumann Aeroplanes, London Aviation Ground, Acton.

*Ruston Proctor Ltd., 46 Queen Victoria Street, Lincoln . [City 5148, Lincoln 58L.

-Sage, Fredk., & Co., 58-62 Gray's Inn Road .... [Holbom 2664

Savages Ltd., Kings Lynn, Norfolk [Victoria 7026

Saunders S.E., Ltd., East Cowes, Isle of Wight . . • .[Cowes493

22
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AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS {continued)—

*Shapland & Fetter, 62 Oxford Street, W. . . [Museum 1434, Barnstaple 9

'Short Bros., 29-30 Charing Cross .... [Regent 378, Eastchurch 9

Siddeley Deasy Motor Car Co. Ltd., Parkside, Coventry [Regent 6440, Coventry 954

Sopwith Aviation Co. Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames - [Kingston 774

Standard Aircraft Alanufacturing Co. Ltd., Effingham House, Arundel Street,

Strand, W.C. 2 [City 89, East 3832

Standard Motor Co., Coventry ...... [Coventry 530

Stanley Aviation Co., Chatham Place, Morning Lane, Hackney, N.E. . [City {-347

Sturtttvant Engineeriivg Co. Ltd., 147 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. . . [Central 7121

Sunbeam Motor Co., Wolverhampton . . [Museum 129, Wolverhampton 985

Super Aviation Co. Ltd., Dudden Hill Lane, DoUis Hill, Willesden, N.W. 10 [Willesden 142

Supermarine Aviation Co., Woolston, Southampton . . . [Southampton 1337

*Tamworth, Hii.dley & Co., 20 Buckingham Gate, S.W. . . [Victoria 5745

Thames Aviation Works Ltd. (Burtons Ltd.), 141 Curtain Road, E.C. 2 [London Wall 9766

The Croydon Aviation and Engineering Co. Ltd., Effingham House, Arundel Street,

Strand, W.C. 2 ; 35 Queen's Res., High Wycombe, and 57a Southend, Croydon
The Regent Carriage Co. Ltd. , 126/132 New King's Road, Fulham, S.W. 6 [Putney 2240-2241

^Tibbenham's Aviation Co., Portland Road, Ipswich . . . [Ipswich 505

*Trevor, Page & Co., E.xchange Street, Norwich . [National, 238, Norwich 238

^Trollope, Son & Colls, 77 Grosvenor Road, S.W. . . [Victoria 1971

Vickers Ltd. (Aviation Dept.), Imperial Court, Knightsbridge, S.W. 3

[Kensington 6S10, Dartford 180, Ipswich 844

Vulcan Motor Co. Ltd., Crossens, Southport, Lanes. . . . [Southport 1348

Waring & Gillow, 164-180 Oxford Street

.

. [Museum 5000, Hammersmith 1980

*Watling, R. S. & Sons, The Mailings, Great Yarmouth . [Great Yarmouth 130

Watney, Gordon & Co., Weybridge ..... [Weybridge 550
* Weir, G. and J., Cathcart, Glasgow ..... [Langside 450

Wells Aviation Co. Ltd., 30 Whitehead's Grove, Chelsea, S.W. . [Kensington 7360

"Westland Aircraft Co., Yeovil ....... [Yeovil 129

White, AUom & Co. Ltd., 15 George Street, Hanover Square . . [Gerrard 5716

*White, J. Samuel <S: Co. Ltd., East Cowes, Isle of Wight . [Victoria 4507, Cowes 3

Whitehead Aircraft Co., Richmond, Surrey; Lily Road, Fulham
[Richmond 1865-1867, Western 1663

*Wolseley Motors, Alderley Park, Birmingham . . [Victoria 6220, Central 4561

*\Vm. VVillett, Sloan Square, S.W. 1 .... . [Kensington 4660

Wright & Sonb Ltd., Quorn Hills, near Loughborough [Loughborough 659

Wycombe Aircraft Constructors Ltd., 57Lond. Rd.,H. Wycombe, Bucks [H.Wycombe 84

Wylie& Lochhead, 45 Buchanan St., Glasgow . . [Central Glasgow 5730 and 6880

AIRCRAFT AND SEAPLANE MANUFACTUHERS-
Aircraft Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Hendon .... [Kingsbury 180

Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds . . . [Roundhay 345

Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., Norwich. " Motors, Norwich "
. . [Norwich 482

Short Bros., Rochester. " Seaplanes, Rochester " . . . [Chatham 627

Supermarine Aviation Co. Ltd., S'hampton. •Supermarine, S'hampton
"

The Norman Thomson Flight Co. Ltd., Middleton, Bognor . . . [Bognor 48

AIHSHIPS-

Airships, Ltd., High Street, Merton, and 47 Victoria Street, S.W. 1 . [Wimbledon 1314

Short. Bros., Rochester, Eastchurch, and Whitehall House, S.W. . .[Regent 378

Spencer & Sons, C. G., ."SOa Highbury Grove, N. 5. "Aeronaut, London " [Dalston 1892
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AVIATIOM ACCESSORIES—Also refer to Metal Parts and Fittings.

A. Beebee, General Aviation Contractors Ltd., Wednesbury .

Accles & Pollock Ltd., Oldburj', Birmingham ....
Aero Mechanical Co. Ltd., 66 Rochester Row ....
A.G.S. Manufacturing Co. Ltd., i and 5 Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C
Barimar Ltd., 10 Poland Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss Ltd., Wolverhampton, and 139-141 Cannon Street, E.C. 4

[Bank 889, and Central 8524
Benton & Stone, Birmingham .....
Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds

Bowden Brake Co. Ltd., Tyseley, Birmingham .

Rowden Wire Ltd., Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, N.W. lo

British Chuck & Piston Ring Co. Ltd., Holbrook Lane, Coventry

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. .

Cashmore Brothers (Metric Bolts and Nuts), Hildreth St., Balham, S.

N.W

[Oldbury 111

[Victoria 7570

. [Central 1446

[Gerrard 8173

[Roundhay 345

[Willesden 2400

[Coventry 723

[London Wall 6300

W. r2[Battersea 415

6 [Hampstead 4403

[Dalston 1S93

[Holborn 268

. [Central 733

. [Central 1223

. [Hop 3642

(Tapes, Webs,
[City 3115

Central Aircraft Co., Palmerston Works, High Road, Kilburn,

C. G. Spencer & Sons Ltd., 56.\ Highbury Grove, London, N. 5

Dover Ltd., oo Hatton Garden, E.C. -
-

. .

Evans, Joseph & Co. Ltd., Liverpool Street, Birmingham

Fredk. Mountford Ltd., Lifford, Birmingham

Gabriel & Co., 4 and 5 A. B. Row, Birmingham. "Gabriel' .

Haywards Ltd., Union Street, Borough, S.E.I .

MacLennan, J., & Co., 30 Newgate Street, E.C. 1, and at Glasgow
Cords, and Threads) ......

Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., Norwich ....
Menday Motor Components Co. Ltd., Gatton Rd., Tooting, London, S.W. [Battersea 1917

Morris, Russell & Co. Ltd., 75 Curtain Road, E.C. 2 . . . [London Wall 5443

National Aircraft Manufacturing Co., 15 Hackney Road, London, N.E. [London Wall 6725

P. D. V. Aircraft Spares, Syon Chambers, 16a Kew Rd., Richmond, Surrey [Richmond 1681

Rivers Engineering Co. Ltd., 27 Lots Road, Chelsea, S.W. 10 . [Kensington 3116

Rotax Motor Accessories, 43 Gt. Eastern St., E.C. and Willesden Junction, N.W.
[London Wall 2361, and Willesden 2480

Rubery. Owen & Co., Darlaston, South Staffs. .

The Aero Mechanical Co. Ltd., 60-66 Rochester Row, S.W. i.

.

The Aircraft Construction Co., Beckton Road, E. 16 .

The Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., 125 Long Acre, W.C. 2

The Gent'ral Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, London, W.
The Osborne Aircraft Co. Ltd., Whin Hill, Greenock, Scotland

T. W. K. Clarke S: Co. Ltd., High Street, Hampton Wick .

Whitehead Aircraft Co. Ltd., Townshend Road, Richmond, Surrey .

Whiteman & Moss Ltd., 35 Long Acre, W.C. 2....
Wooler Engineering Co. Ltd., Willesden Junction, London, N.W.

AIRCRAFT RIGGING- See Wires.

AIR-SCREWS—See Propellers.

ALLOYS—See Metals. ^

ALUMINIUM-See Metals.

ANTI-FRICTION METALS-See Metals.

ASBESTOS-
Bell's United Asbestos Co. Ltd., Southwark Street, London, S.E.

Cape Asbestos Co. Ltd., 23 King Street, Cheapside, London, E.C.

[Victoria 7570

. [East 1300

[Gerrard 276

[Gerrard 280

[Greenock 618

[Kingston 869

[Richmond 1865

[Gerrard 6824

[Willesden 117

[Hop 4040

[City 598

The Aerolite Piston Co. Ltd., Hanover Court Garage, Hanover St., London,W. [Gerrard 7865
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. [Regent 23SS

[Holborn 5743

[Hop 31

AVIATION GARMENTS—See Clothing.

BALL BEARINGS-
Garrard, C. R., Ltd., 45 Endell Street, W.C. 2 .

Hoffmann Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Chelmsford

Norris Laurence & Co. Imperial Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.

The Skefko Ball Bearing Co. Ltd., Luton ....
BEARING METALS-See Metals.

BELTING—Dermatine Co. Ltd., Neate Street, London, S.E.

BENT TIMBER PARTS—See Timber.

BOLTS, NUTS, SCREWS, STUDS, ETC.— See Aviation Accessories.

BRAKE AND CLUTCH LININGS-Herbert Frood & Co. Ltd. , Chapel-en-le-Frith

BUILDING, CONCRETE MIXERS—Ransorae-Verraehr iMachinery Co. Ltd., Brunswick

House, 2 Central Buildings, S.W. 1. " Vermehrico, London "
. [Victoria 2188

BUILDINGS, HANGARS, ETC.—

Archibald D. Dawnay & Sons Ltd., Battersea, London, S.W. .

Aston Construction Co. Ltd., Eagle Wharf Road, London, W.
Boulton & Paul Ltd., Rose Lane, Norwich. " Aviation Norwich

Building Construction Co. Ltd., 50 Osnaburgh Street, N.W. 1

Croggon & Co. Ltd., 16 and 230 Upper Thames Street, E.C. 4

D. Anderson & Son Ltd. (Roofing), Belfast, and Roach Road, Old Ford. E.C. [East 3214

Dawnay, A., & Son, Steelworks Road, Battersea, S.W. 1 . [Battersea 1094, 1095

F. C. Nestler Ltd., Greycoat Street, Westminster, London, S.W. . [Victoria 4122

Haywards Ltd., (Supplies), Union St., S.E. 1. " Hayward Brothers, London" [Hop 3642

J. Putman, Southern Works, Aylesburj'. "Putman" .

Kenyon Iron Works Co. Ltd., 231-2 Strand, London, W.C.
Marechal and Hervieu, 166 Piccadilly, W. . . .

Messeriger Brothers Ltd., Hounslow. "Messenger, Hounslow "

Palmer, T. W., & Co., Church Road, Mertoun Abbey, Surrey

Ruberoid Co. Ltd. (Roofing), 81-3 Knightrider Street, London, E.C
Rubery Owen & Co., Darlaston, South StaflFs . . ,

Spiers Ltd., 13 Blythswood Square, Glasgow

The Fairby Construction Co. Ltd., 317 High Holbom, W.C. .

The Trussed Concrete Steel Co. Ltd., 115 Caxton House,W'minster, London, S.W. [Vic. 1296

The Wilfley Co. Ltd., Salisbury House, London Wall, E.C. 2. . . [City 2681-2

Williams & Williams Ltd,, Chester. " Reliance, Chester" . . . Chester 765

Wire Wove Roofing Co., 100 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. . . [Central 4574

CARBIIRETTORS-

H. M. Hobson Ltd., 29 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W. 1.

The Zenith Carburettor Co. Ltd., 40-42 Newman Street, London, W. 1

White & Poppe Ltd., Coventry ......
CASTINGS-See Metals.

CELLLLOID-
Greenhill & Sons, 8 Water Lane, E.C. 4.

London Label Co., Beckton Road, E. 16.

The Hughes Label Co. Ltd., Enfield

[Battersea 1094

. [North 1805

[Norwich 851

[Museum 1489

. [City 3067

[Aylesbury 57

. [Central 5315

. [Regent 3031

[Hounslow 6

[Wimbledon 1313

. [City 9880

[Holborn ISl

[Victoria 4670

. [Regent 4812

"Greenberg, London
" Lonlabel, Canning, London

[Central 1306-7

. [East 1300

. [Enfield 543
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CHAIN DRIVES-
Hans Reynolds Ltd., Didsbury, Manchester

The Coventry Chain Co. Ltd., Coventry .

Westinghouse Brake Co. Ltd. (Morse), 82 York Rd. King's Cross, London, N [North 2416

CLOTHING-
A. W. Gamage Ltd., Holborn, London, E.C. . . . [Holborn 2700

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. . . [London Wall 0300

Burberry's, Haymarket, London, S.W. 1. " Burberry, Charles, London " [Regent 2165-G-7

C. H. Holmes & Son (Safety Belts), Albert Street, Manchester

Dunhills Ltd., 2 Conduit St., London,W.l,:r.9EustonRd., N.W.I [Gerrard 3859, North 340.=i

Gamage Ltd., Holborn, E.C. 1 [Holborn 2700

Gieves Ltd., 6.5 South Molton Street, W.l .... [Mayfair BfiO*

Harrods Ltd., London S.W. ...... [Western 1

Hazel and Co., 4 Princes Street, Hanover Square . . . [Mayfair 4071-2

Robinson & Cleaver, Ltd., Regent Street, London, W. 1 . . [Gerrard 1070

Ross Bros. & Co. Ltd., 20-21 King St., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

CO.MMERCIAL .MOTORS-See Motor Vehicles.

CO.MPONENT PARTS—See Aviation Accessories.

COPPER AND BRASS RODS, SHEETS, TUBES, ETC.-See Metals.

CORDS—See Fabrics, Cords, and Yarns.

CORDS AND THREADS-MacLcnnan, J.. & Co., 30 Newgate Sreet, E.C.I; and at

Glasgow. (Kite, Binding, and Sewing Cords.) . • . . . [City 311

DIE CASTINGS-See Metals.

DOPES—See Varnishes.

DRYING KILNS—See Timbers.

ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES—
Edison-Swan Electric Co. Ltd., 123-125 Queen Victoria Street, Enfield [Enfield 520

E. Kalker S: Co., Coventry. " Kalker, Coventry "
. . . [Coventry 24x

Johnson & Phillips Ltd., Charlton, London, S.E. 7 [Central 178 and 2207, Greenwich 400

Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., 177 Cleveland Street, London, W. 1 [Museum
Premier Electric Heaters Ltd., 258, 259 and 260 Bradford St., Birmingham [Midland 981

ELECTRO-GALVANISERS—Deptford Steel & Iron Works Ltd., Old Pye Street, West-
minster......... [Victoria 4607-8

ELECTRIC TELEPHONES (for Aeroplanes)—

Alfred Graham & Co., St Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London, S.E. [Sydenham 952

Mears Earphone Co. (London) Ltd., 193 Regent Street, London, W. . [Regent 5755

ENGINES AND PARTS-
A. B.C. Motors Ltd., Walton-on-Thames .

Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., " Ascol House, " 125 Long Acre, W.C. 2. . [Gerrard 276

Allen, W. H., Son &: Co. Ltd., Bedford [Bedford No. 1

Arrol-Johnston, Ltd., Dumfries. " Mocar. Dumfries" . . . [Dumfries 281, 282

Austin Motor Co. (1914y Ltd., Northfield, Birmingham. . . [King's Norton 280

Beardmore Aero Engineering Ltd., 112 Great Portland Street, W. 1 . . [Gerrard 238

Beverley Engineering Works, Barnes ...... [Putney 478

Blackburn Aero and Motor Co. Ltd. , Olympia, Leeds .
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ENGINES AND PARTS {continued)—

British Anzani Engineering Co. Ltd., 31-33 Scrubbs Lane, Willesden Junction,

N.W. 10. . . . . . . [Willesden 2214, Gerrard 280

Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Co., Clun House, Surrey Street, W.C. 2 . . [City 7724

Daimler Co. Ltd., Coventry and London . .... .[Regent 9.30

Darracq Motor Engineering Co. Ltd., Townmead Road, Fulham, London, S.W.

[Putney 2.'i60 and 1892, Mayfair 5607

Dudbridge Iron Works Ltd. (Salmson), Stroud(Glos.)& 87 Vict. St., London, S. W. i [Vict. 702G

Evans, Joseph, .S: Co. Ltd., Liverpool Street, Birmingham . . [Central 733

Gnome & Le Rhone Engine Co. Ltd., 47 Vict. St.,S.W.(P. Hooker Ltd.) [Walthamstow 811

Gordon Warney & Co. Ltd., Weybridge. " Mercedes, Weybridge "
. [Weybridge 5.50

Green Engine Co. Ltd., Twickenham ..... [Richmond 1293

Gwynnes Ltd., Hammersmith, W. ..... [Hammersmith 1910

Napier, D., & Son, Ltd., 14 New Burlington St., London, W., and at Acton, W.
"Nitrlfier, London" ..... [Chiswick 1220, Gerrard 8926

Omnium Central, 29 Red Lion Square, W.C. 1 .

Robertson, J. H., & Co., 1 Albemarle Street, London, W. 1 . . . [Regent 3096

Rolls-Royce Ltd., 14 and 15 Conduit St., W. 1. " RoUhead, London " [Gerrard 1654-5-6

Selsdon Aero & Engineering Co. Ltd., 1 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. 1 [Regent 1181

Siddeley-Deasy Motor Car Co. Ltd., Coventry .... [Coventry 954

Standard Motor Co. Ltd., Cash's Lane, Coventry . . . [Coventry 530

Sturtevant Engineering Co. Ltd., 147 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. [Central 7121

Sunbeam Motor Car Co. Ltd.. Wolverhampton . . . [Wolverhampton 985

The Beatty School of Flying Ltd., The Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W. 2 [Hampstead 3000

Vickers Ltd., Basil Street, Knightsbridge, S.W. 3

Vulcan Motor and Engineering Co. (1906) Ltd., Crossens, Southport

White & Poppe Ltd., Coventry .....
Willans & Robinson Ltd., Rugby . ....
Williams & Williams Ltd, Chester. " Reliance, Chester

"

Wolseley Motors Ltd., Adderley Park, Birmingham

EYEBOLTS—See Aviation Accessories.

FABRICS, CORDS, AND YARNS-
Brown, Percy, & Co., 49 Newgate Street, E.C. 1. " Ominate, London '

Carr, J., & Sons Ltd., Chester Road, Manchester. "Car, Manchester

C. G. Spencer & Sons Ltd., 56a Highbury Grove, London, N.

General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, London, W.

Jame? North Hardy & Sons Ltd., 54 Portland Street, Manchester

John Maclennan & Co. (Tapes, Webs, Cords), 30-31 Newgate Street

and 166 Ingram Street, Glasgow ....
Jones Bros. Ltd., 12 York Street. Manchester

North British Rubber Co. Ltd., Edinburgh

Stevenson & Sons Ltd., Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, Ireland

William Heaton & Sons Ltd., Lostock Junction Mills, Bolton .

William Gschwind & Co., 211 Deansgate, Manchester .

FELTING AND ROOFING—See Buildings.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS-
Herbert Terry & Sons Ltd., Redditch. "Springs, Redditch

'

. [Redditch

The Selsdon Aero & Engineering Co. Ltd., 1 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. 1

[Regent 1181, Croydon 1761 and

[Kensington 6810

[Southport 1348

, [Rugby 112

[Chester 765

. [Central 4361

[City 4659

[Central 1295

[Dalston 1893

[Gerrard 280

. [Central 6471

London, E.C,
[City 3115

61

883
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1

FLYING SCHOOLS-
Aeronautical Correspondence Schools, 13 Cedars Road, Chiswick
Beatty School of Flying Ltd., London Aerodrome, Hendon . . [Kingsbury 138
Bournemouth Aviation Co. Ltd., Talbot Village, Bournemouth . •. . [IIGO
British School of Aeronautical Engineering (Correspondence), 3G Maiden Lane,

London, W.C., and 2r,i Oxford Road, Manchester . . .

Eastbourne Aviation Co. Ltd., Eastbourne

Graham-White Aviation Co. Ltd., London Aerodrome, Hendon, London, N.W.
[Kingsbury 120 and 124

Hall Aviation Co., London Aerodrome, Hendon . . . [Kingsbury 142
London and Provincial Aviation Co. Ltd., London Aerodrome, Hendon, London, N.W.

[Kingsbury 102
Midland School, Billesley Aerodrome, King's Heath, Birmingham
Northampton Polytechnic Institute (Lectures), 280 St John St., London, E.C. [Holborn 3072

Northern Aircraft Co., Bowness-on-Windermere-

Nottingham Flying & Correspondence Schools Ltd., 32 King Street . [Nottingham 57G6

Ruffy-Baumann School, London Aviation Ground, Acton . . [Chiswick 1219

GALVANISING—
Boulton & Paul Ltd., Rose Lane, Norwich. " Aviation Norwich "

. [Norwich 851

Deptford Steel & Iron Works Ltd., Old Pye Street, Westminster . [Victoria 4607-8

Rustless Iron (Cowper Coles Process) Ltd., 1 French Street, Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex ........ [Sunbury 37

GEARS—Moss Gear Co. Ltd., Thomas Street, Ashton, Birmingham . . [East 407

GLUES AND CEMENTS-
Adams & Co. Ltd., West Bromwich. "Reliance, West Bromwich " [West Bromwich 264

Central Chemicals Ltd., 283 West End Lane, London, N.W.

6

Grove Chemical Co. Ltd , Appleby Bridge, near Wigan . . [Parbold 12

Improved Liquid Glues Co. Ltd., Great Hermitage Street, E. 1 (Croid) [Avenue 3178

Lactocol Manufacturing Co., Studley Road, Clapham, S.W, 4 . . [Brixton 1443

Mendine Co., 8 Arthur Street, E.C. 4. " Mendinique, Cannon, London" . [Bank 5873

Nieuwhof, Surie & Co. Ltd. (Casein), 5 Lloyds Avenue, London, E.C 3 [Avenue 34 and 35

Oldroyd, Wm., & Sons Ltd., 9 Mincing Lane, E.C. 3 . . . . [Avenue 4978

HANGAR CONSTRUCTION-See Buildings.

HARDWOODS—See Timber.

HOSE—
Dermatine Co. Ltd., 95 Neate Street, London, S.E. .... [Hop 31

Harold Harley & Co., Becton Road, London, E. . .

Mestre & Blatge, 20 Store Street, London, W.C. . . . [Museum 1220

JOINTING—
Bell's United Asbestos Co. Ltd., Southwark Street, London, S.E. . . [Hop 4040

Dermatine Co. Ltd., 95 Neate Street, London, S.E. .... [Hop 31

LABELS—See Nameplates.

LIFE-SAVING BELTS, JACKETS, AND WAISTCOATS-
Boddy Life-Saving Appliances (1914), Ltd., 4 Broad Place, London, E.G., and G02

Tower Buildings, Liverpool ...... [London Wall 7G50

C. H. Holmes & Son, Albert Street, Manchester

H. H. Read, Falmouth, Cornwall

Robinson & Cleaver, Belfast and London . [Gerrard 1070
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LIBRICATING OILS—
Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.G. . . [London Wall 6300

C. C. Wakefield &Co., Wakefield House, Cheapside, London, E.C.'2 [Central 11305 and 13466

Dick, W. B., & Co. Ltd., 90 Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. 3. . . [Avenue 7854

General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, London, W. . [Gerrard 280

Premier Oil Extracting Mills Ltd., Hull. "Poem, Hull"

Sterns Ltd., (i Finsbury Square, London, E.C. . . . . [London Wall 3797

MACHINE TOOLS-
Alexander, George H., 83-84 Coleshill Street, Birmingham. "Viking" [Central 1918

Brewster & Co., 11 Queen Victoria St., E.C. 4. " Circumfuse, Cannon, London" [City 768

Brookman & Co., Paddenswick Road, Hammersmith .

C. A. Hunton & Sons, 110 Bishopsgate, London, E.C. .

Coats Machine Tool Co., Thanet House, Strand. W C. 2

Drummond Bros. Ltd., Guildford....
E. W. Bliss Co., 2 Pocock Street, S.E. .

Haighs, Ltd., Oldham. " Haigh, Oldham "

Henry, J. Brewster & Co., 11 Queen Victoria Street, London,

J. Butler & Co., Halifax

J. Evans & Co. Ltd., Liverpool Street, Birmingham

J. Sagar & Co. Ltd., Halifax, and 60 Watling Street, E.C.

Lash, R., Ltd., 29 and 31 Portugal Street, W.C. 2, and at Letch

Robinson T. & Son Ltd., Rochdale

Wadkin & Co. , Leicester. " Woodworker Leicester "
.

Walber, W. A., & Co., 38 Victoria St., Westminster. " Vilvalle

William Asquith Ltd., Park Lane, Halifax, England .

Wilson Bros., Victoria Road, Leeds. "Mortising, Leeds

E.C.

. [Hammersmith 226

. [London Wall 1724

[City 626

[Hop 4340

[Oldham 1273

[City 768

[Bank 4 and

worth, Herts

[Leicester 3614-15

, London ' [Victoria 3190

. [Leeds 723

MISCELLANEOUS—MacLenaan, J. & Co., 30 Newgate Street, E.C. 1, and at Glasgow

(Tapes, Cords, and Smallwares) ...... [City 3115

INSTRUMENTS (Anemometers, Altimeters, Barometers, Densimeters, Speed and Pressure

Indicators, Manographs, Revolution Counters, Watches, etc.)—

Alexander, G. H., Coleshill Street, Birmingham . . . .

Alfred Graham & Co. (Loud Speaking Telephones), Crofton Park, London, S.E.

[Sydenham 366

British Wright Co. Ltd., 33 Chancery Lane, London, E.C. . . [Museum 494

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. . . [London Wall 6300

Cowey Engineering Co. Ltd., Kew Gardens, Surrey . . . [Richmond 447

Foster Instrument Co., Letchworth, Herts. .... [Letchwprth 26

George Taylor (Brass Founders) Ltd. (O'Kill Pressure Indicators), All Saints St., Bolton.

General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, London, S.W. 1 . [Gerrard 280

Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co., 112 Regent Street, London, W. . [Gerrard 9091

Hasler Telegrapli Works (Revolution Speed Indicators), Westminster, London, S.W.
Heenan & Froude Ltd. (Engine Testing Brakes), Worcester .

Henry Hughes & Sons Ltd., Fenchurch Street. London, E.C. . [Central 555

Kelvin, Bottomley & Baird Ltd., 16-20 Cambridge Street, Glasgow .

Mears Ear Phone Co. Ltd., 193 Regent Street, London, W. . . . [Regent 5755

Negretti & Zambra, 38 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. . . . [Citj* 1525

Omnium Central, 175 Shaftesbury Avenue. London, W.C.
Rivers Engineering Co. Ltd., Cremorne Wharf, Lots Rd., Chelsea, S.W. [Kensington 3116

Short 8; Mason Ltd., 46a Holborn Viaduct. E.C. . [Walthamstow 180. Central 7014
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INSTRUMENTS {contumed)

Simms Motor Units Ltd., Percy Buildings, Gresse Street, London, W
S. Smith & Sons Ltd.. 179-185 Great Portland Street, London. W. .

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd., lo Victoria Street, London, S.W.
The Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co. Ltd., Cambridge
William Evans (Automatic Pi-^tols), 63 Pall Mall, S.W.
W. G. Walker & Co., 2 Emery Hill Street, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

GOGGLES^-Triplex Safety Glass Co. Ltd., \ Albemarle St., Piccadilly, W. l

HANGARS-See Buildings.

HEATING AND VENTILATING-See Ventilating.

MAGNETOS-
British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd., Rugby, and 83 Canon Street. E C.

Fellows & Co., Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, N.W.IO
G. H. Smith & Co. Ltd., 12 Mortimer Street, London, W.
Lavalette & Cie., 175 Ave. de Choisy, Paris. "Allumanto. Paris" .

Meagher & Ratcliffe, 2S0 Deansgate Street, Manchester
Morris, Russell <S Co. Ltd., Curtain Rd., E.G. 2. " Luminously, Phone
Simms Motor Units Ltd.. Percy Buildings, Gresse Street, W. 1

The British Lighting and Ignition Co. Ltd. (Vickers Ltd.), 204 Tottenham Court
Road, W. 1. " Vicksmag, Phone, London

"
. . . [Museum 430

The M-L Magneto Syndicate Ltd., Victoria Works, Coventry- . [Coventry 1008-9

METALS (Aluminium, Copper, Brass, Alloys, Ingots, etc.)—

Aerolite Piston Co. Ltd. (Aluminium AII03' Pistons), Hanover Court. Hanover Street,

London, W. ....... . [Garrard 7865

[Museum 2460

[Mayfair 63.50

[Victoria 7397

[Cambridge 642

. [Regent 4018

[Victoria 1022

[Reeent 1340

[City 2135

[Willesden 1560-1

[Museum 1282

. [Ojob 1999

[Wall 5443-4

[Museum 2460

Alardu.x- Co. (Aluminium flux), 23 Fleet St., E.G. 4

Aluminium Plant and Vessel Co., Point Pleasant, Wandsworth, S.W.
Wands "

.

Anger Manufacturing & Supply Co. Ltd., Bank Chambers, Preston,

Bernard Xicklin & Co. (Sheets), Smethwick, Birmingham
Birmingham Aluminium Castings (1903) Co. Ltd., Cambridge Street,

British Aluminium Co. Ltd., 109 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C
Broughton Copper Co. Ltd., Manchester

Bulls Metal & Melloid Co. Ltd., Voker, near Glasgow .

Charles Clifford & Son Ltd., Birmingham. "Clifford"

Combined Metals & Reinforced Castings Co. Ltd., Point Pleasant

worth, London, S.W. "Overturned, Phone"
Coventry Premier Ltd., Coventry. " Premier, Coventry "

Delta Metal Co. Ltd., East Greenwich, London, S.E. .

Edward Le Bas & Co., Dock House, Billiter Street, London, E.C.

Evans, Joseph, & Co. Ltd., Liverpool Street, Birmingham

Ej're Smelting Co Ltd., Barden Road, Tonbridge

Gabriel & Co., 4 and SAB Row, Birmingham. " Gabriel, B'ham "

Guthrie, J. B., & Son, 30 St Mary Axe, E.C. 3 .

J. H. Richards & Co. Ltd., Cato Street, North Saltley. Birmingham

London Aluminium Co. Ltd., 57a Westwood Road, Aston, Birmingham . [East 497

London Die Casting Foundry- Ltd., Tremlett Grove, 112 Junctipn Rd., N. [Hornsey 2294

Pritt & Co., 46 Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. 3 . . [Avenue 995. 995 and 7996

Robert W. Coan (Aluminium Castings), 219 Goswell Road, London, E.C. " Kran-

kases, Isling " . . .
^ [City 3846

. [City 866

Anaclastic,

[Putney 2353

Lanes

[Smethwick 224

Birmingham
. [City 2676

[Central 42-43

Wands-
[Putney 2405

[Coventry 514

[Greenwich 123

[Avenue 6463

.[Central 733

[Central 1223

[Avenue 1432
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METALS, &c. (continued)—

Sale, H. B., Ltd., Constitution Hill, Birmingham
Samuel Mercer & Co., 198 Upper Thames Street, E.G. 4. . . . [City 6842

The Hoyt Metal Co. Ltd., 189 Hammersmith Rd., W. 6. . . [Hammersmith 17C'2

T. H. Birkett & Sons, Marsh Street, Hanley, Staffs. . . .

Vickers Ltd. (Aluminium Alloys and Steels), Broadway, Westminster, S.W. [Victoria 69rX)

Vowles Bros., Hall End, West Bromwich
William Mills Ltd. (Castings), Grove St., Birmingham .

Yorkshire Engineering Supplies, Ltd., near Wortley Rd., Leeds . [Central 3927

METALS (Copper and Brass Rods, Tubes, Sheets, Wire)—
Blackburn & Co., Stephen Street, Tottenham Court Road, W. 1

Clifford, Charles & Son Ltd., Fazeley Street, Birmingham
Hatton & Co., Upper Thames Street, E.G. .

Johnson & Burgess Ltd. (Yellow Metal Sheet), 9 Quay, Swansea
Pritt & Co., 46 Fenchurch St., E.G. 3. " Poetry," Fen., London
Rollet, H. & Co., Metal Warehouses, 34-36 Rosebery Avenue, E.G. 1

S. Sansum & Co., Alexandra St., Wolverhampton

METALS (Steel Plates, Sheets, Bars, Rods, Castings, etc.)—

Burj-s& Co. Ltd., Sheffield

Dunford & Elliott, Attercliife Wharf, Sheffield .

Firth, Thos. & Sons, Sheffield. "Firth, Sheffield"

[Museum 650

[Central 3634

. [Bank 5062

[Avenue 995-6

[Holborn 2620

. [Phone 111.

. [Central Sheffield 4

[Central 1165, 1713, 2&21

[Sheffield 3230 to 3237

[Avenue 1432Guthrie & Son, 30 St Mary Axe, E.G. 3. " Busiris Led," London
Marsh Bros. & Co. Ltd., Sheffield

Nicklin, Bernard & Co., Birmingham. " Bernico, Birmingham ''
. [Smithwick 224

Park Gate Iron and Steel Go. Ltd., Rotherham, England

Vickers Ltd., Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W. . . . [Victoria 6900

W. T. Flather Ltd., Sheffield

METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS (also refer to Aviation Accessories)—

Accles & Pollock Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham. " Accles, Oldbury '

Aero Parts Manufacturing Co., 199 Piccadilly, London, W. i

Aeroplane General Sundries Co., 69-70 Fidwood House, Fulwood Place

W.G.I. "Zeppiskout, Holb., London" ....
A.G.S. Mfg. Co., 4 and 5 Norfolk Street, London, W.G. 2

Aircraft Construction Co., Beckton Road, E. 16.

Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., Ascol House, 125 Long Acre, W.G. 2

Aluminium Plant & Vessel Go, Ltd., Point Pleasant, Wandsworth, London, S.W. 18
" Anaclastic, Wands., London" ..... -[Putney 23'

Arnott & Harrison Ltd., Hythe Road, Willesden Junction, N W. 10 [Willesden 2297

Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss Ltd., Wolverhampton (Bolts and Nuts). [Wolverhampton 1041

Birch Aircraft Go., 169-171 High Road, Willesden Green

Birmingham Guild Ltd., 45 Great Charles St., Birmingham .

Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds

British Gold Shell Ring Go. Ltd., Inverness Rd., Hounslow, London

British Metal (Kingston) Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Sreet, London, E.G. 2

Bulpitt & Sons Ltd., Birmingham .

Clews & Sons, 195 Aston Road, Birmingham

Cole, W. & Son, Hammersmith Rd., London, W. 6. '" Imota, London " [Hammersmith 1413

[Oldbury 111

[Gerrard 6603

Holborn,

[Holborn 4959

. [Central 1440

[East 1300

[Gerrard 27(1

[Central 37'

[Roundhay 'c,\

[Hounslow 2.^4

[London Wall OoCO
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METAL PARTS AND FITTINGS {continued)-

Combined Metais & Reinforced Casting Co. Ltd., Wandsworth, London,
S.W, 18. " Overturned, Phone, London " .... . [Putney 2405

Coventry Premier Ltd., Read Street, Coventry. "Premier, Coventry" [National 514

Durke, H., Chitty Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W. 1 .

Evans, J.,&Co. Ltd., LiverpoolSt., Birmingham. "Adept, Birmingham " [Central 1774, 733

Gabriel & Co., 2 and 4 A B Row, Birmingham. " Gabriel, Birmingham " [Central 1223
Guthrie, J. B., & Son, 30 St Mary Axe, E.C. 3. " Busiris, Led, London " [Avenue 1432

Harris & Sheldon Ltd., Stafford Street, Birmingham .

Harrison & Co., Bradford Street, Birmingham. "Remarkable, B'ham." [Midland 675

Heavy Stampings Ltd., Middlesbrough. "Stampings, Middlesbrough " [Middlesbrough 291

Hewson Mfg. Co., Newman Yard, Newman Street, W. 1 . . [Museum 1477

Jones Brothers & Co. Ltd., Wolverhampton

Kroll & Co., Bayham Place, London, N.W. ..... [Morth 1402

London Aluminium Co. Ltd., 57a Westwood Road, Aston, Birmingham . [East 497

London Sheet Metal Working and Welding Co., 21 Risinghill St., Pentonville, London, N.
Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., 177 Cleveland Street, London, W. 1 . [Museum 70

Meerloo E-ngineering Co. Ltd., Forest Lane, Stratford, E. 15 . . [Stratford 973

Meteor Mfg. Co. Ltd., 72 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C. 1 . . [Holborn 4632

Minchin Engineering Co. Ltd., Penrhyn Road, Kingston-on-Thames [Kingston 97

Monk Engineering Co., High St., Coventry. " Assistance, Coventry " [Coventry 807

Moss, W.; High St., NewOxford St., W.C.2. " Airobilmos-Phone, London " [Gerrard 6731

Motor Mac's Ltd., Holdenhurst Road. Bournemouth . ' . . [Bournemouth 219

Mountford, Fredk. Ltd., Lifford, Birmingham .... [Kings Norton 261

Omnium Central, 29 Red Lion Sq., W.C.I. "Omnicentum,Westcent, London" [Holborn 185

Pulvo Engineering Co. Ltd., Dane Street, Holborn, W.C. 1. "Pulvipult" [Holborn 410

Randall, J. H., & Son, Paddington Green, W. 2 , . . [Paddington 6340-1

Rivers Engineering Co. Ltd., 27 Lots Road, Chelsea, S.W. 10. . [Kensington 3116

Robertson, J. H., & Co., 1 Albemarle Street, London, W. 1 . . - [Regent 399C

Robson, S. T., Ltd., 275 Coventry Road, Birmingham. . . [Victoria 432

Rotax Motor Accessories Co., Willesden Junction, N.W. 10 . . [Willesden 2480

Rubery, Owen & Co. Ltd., Darlaston. " Roofs, Darlaston " . . [Darlaston 87

Sankey, Joseph, & Sons Ltd., Wellington, Shropshire . . . [Wellington 66

Sclsdofi Aero & Engineeriivg Co. Ltd., 1 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. 1 . [Regent 1181

S. Mercer & Co., 198 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C. . . . [City 6342

Smith, A. W., & Co., London Road, Barking, E. . . . [East Ham 519

S. Sherman & Son, 57 New Compton Street, London, W.C. . . [Gerrard 4939

Sun Electrical Co. Ltd., 57-59 Neal St., W.C. 2 " Secabilis Ox, London " [Gerrard 2291

Thompson Bros. Ltd., Bradley, Bilston. "Thompson Bros., Bilston" . [Bilston 10

W. H. Briscoe & Co. Ltd., 51-53 Park St., Birmingham. "Brisk" . .[Central 550

Whiteman & Moss Ltd. , 15 Bateman St., W. 1. " Whitomoss, Ox, London ' [Gerrard 6824

Williams & Williams Ltd., Chester. " Reliance, Chester "

. . [Chester 765

Woodside Engineering Co. Ltd., North Woodside Rd., Glasgow [" Fuselage," Glasgow

Wooler Engineering Co. Ltd.. Old Oak, Common Lane. Willesden Junction, N.W, 10
[Willesden 117

MODELS AND PARTS-
A. E. Jones Ltd., 97 New Oxford Street, London, W.C.
A. W. Gamage Ltd., Holborn, London, E.C. .

Edwin Cooper & Co. Ltd., Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E.

Littleover Motors, Derby ......
T. W. K. Clarke & Co., High Street, Hampton Wick .

W. G. Evans & Sons, Stanhope Street, Euston Road, London, N.W.

[Holborn 2700

. [Hop 3807

[Kingston 869
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MOTOR VEHICLES-
Arrol Johnston Ltd., Dumfries. " Mocar, Dumfries " . . . [Dumfries 281-282

CroSSley Motors Ltd.. ;iO Page St., W'minster, S.W. 1, & M'chester [Victoria 7240, City 4611

Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., 379-381 Euston Road, London, N.W. 1 . [Museum 70

Standard Motor C:ir Co. , Co\'entry. " Flywheel Coventry "
. . [Coventry fi'.'O

NAMEPLATES AND LABELS-
British Metal (Kingston), Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames

Endolithic Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Cl^ Fore Street, London, E.C. 2 . [London Wall 3421

The Clegg Metal Engraving Co., Chatsworth Works, Worthing
The Hughes Label Co. Ltd., Titchfield Works, Enfield .

.'

. [Enfield .^43

OIL— .See Lubiicating Oils.

OIL CANS— Kaye, Joseph, & Sons Ltd., Leeds, and 93 High Holborn, London, W.C.
[Holborn 1847

OXYGEN WELDING-See Welding.

PACKING—
Bell's United Asbestos Co. Ltd., Southwark Street, London, S.E.

Dermatine Co. Ltd , Neate Street, London ....
PAINTS, ENAMELS, ETC.-See Varnishes.

PARACHUTES—
C. G. Spencer & Sons Ltd., 56a Highbury Grove, N. .t . . [Dalston 1893

E. R. Calthrop's Aerial Patents Ltd., Eldon Street House. Eldon Street, E.C. 2

[London Wall 3266-67

PETROLS, TAPS, COCKS, FITTINGS, FILLERS, PIPES, ETC.—See Accessories.

PLUGS—See Sparking Plugs.

PLYWOODS—See Timber.

[Hop 4040

[Hop 31

POWER PRESSES AND DIES—Bliss, E. W. & Co., 7 Pocock Street, Blackfriar

;

London. S.E.I. "' Blissdon, Sedist, London' - . . .

PRESSWORK-See Sheet Metal W^orkers.

PROPELLERS-
Aircraft Construction Co., Beckton Road, E. 16 .

Austin Motor Co. Ltd., Northfield, Birmingham
A. V. Roe & Co., Miles Platting, iManchester .

Barker & Co. Ltd., 66-68 South Audley Street, W.
Bath Cabinet :Makers, 41 Rathbone Place, W. .

B. Cohen & Sons Ltd., 1-19 Curtain Road, E.C.

Betjemann & Sons Ltd., 36 Pentonville Road, N.

Bianco Ltd., Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds

Boulton & Paul Ltd., Rose Lane, Norwich. "Aviation, Norwich"
British & Colonial Aeroplane Co. Ltd.

Brush Electrical Engineering Co. Ltd., Loughborough .

C. F. Kearley Ltd., 4 Gt. Marlborough St., W. [City 8742, Gerrard 693

Darracq Motor Engineering Co. Ltd., Townmead Road, Fulham, S.W
Davidson Aviation Co. Ltd., 231 Hammersmith Road, S.W. .

Davies, Bennett c't Co., Horseferry Road, S.W. 1 . . [V

Dixon Bros. & Hutchinson, Woolston, Southampton
Dove Bros. Ltd., Cloudesley Place, Islington, W.

Road,

[Hop 4340

. [East 1300

[King's Norton 230

[Mayfair 7110-7114

. [Regent 3382

. [Wall 3729

. [North 2092

[Museum 208

[Roundhay 345

[Norwich 851

. [Bristol 3906

. [624

, Hammersmith 467

[Hammersmith 1992

ictoria 1212 and 707

. [389

. [North 1804
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PROPELLERS {continued^—

Ebora Propeller Co., 11 and 12 Surbiton Park Terrace, Kingston-on-Thames [Kingston 672

Falcon Airscrew Co., 113 Tottenham Road, Holloway, N. . . [Hornsey 910

Farringdon Engineering Co., 39 Victoria Street, S.W. 1 . . [Victoria 1338

Frederick Sage & Co., 58-62 Grays Inn Road .... [Holborn 2664

F. Sage & Co. Ltd., Peterboro' ......
General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 30 Regent Street, London, S.W. . [Gerrard 280

George Trollope & Sons and Colls & Sons Ltd., 77 Grosvenor Rd., S.\N'. 1 [Victoria 1971

G. & J. Weir Ltd., Cathcart, Glasgow ..... [Langside 450

Graharae-White Aviation Co. Ltd., Hendon, N.W. 9 [Kingsbury 120

Handley Page Ltd., 110 Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2. "Hydrophid,Crickle' [Hampstead7420

Hermann & Phillips, Acton Street, Kingsland Road, N.E. . . [Dalston 1590

Integral Propeller Co. Ltd., Edgware Road, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W 9 [Kingsbury 104

John Brinsmead & Sons Ltd., 18-22 Wigmore Street, W. . [Mayfair 1243 and 3524

J. Curtiss & Son, Oxford Row, Leeds ....... [463

Joseph Evans & Sons, Salisbury House, E.C. . . . . [Central 796

J. Samuel White, 28 Victoria Street, S.W. 1 . . [Victoria 4507 and Cowes 3

John Thompson & Son, Wood Street, Peterborough

Lang Propeller Ltd., Weybridge. " Aerosticks, Weybridge '

.

Lucraft & Westcott, Albert Road, Wood Green, N. 22 .

Mann, Egerton & Co. Ltd., Norwich. "Motors, Norwich '
.

Maple & Co., 149 Tottenham Court Road, W. .

Marsh, Jones & Cribb Ltd., Leeds . . . .

Messenger & Co. Ltd., 122 Victoria Street, S.W. 1

Morris & Co., 28 Granville Place, Orchard Street, W. .

Oddy, W. D., & Co., Leeds. "Airscrews, Leeds"

Ogilvie S: Co., Mildmay Ave., Newington Green Road, N. .

Parnall & Sons, Livart Street, Bristol . . • •

Portholme Aerodrome Ltd., St John's Street, Huntingdon

Prestige & Co. Ltd., Cambridge Wharf, Grosvenor Road, S.\N

Rippers Ltd., Castle Hedingham, Essex . . . •

R. S. Watling & Sons, The Makings, Great Yarmouth

Ruston Proctor Ltd. ....
Shapland & Petter, 62 Oxford Street, W.

Short Bros., 29-30 Charing Cross, S.W. .

Stanley Aviation Co., 67 Kingsland Road, E. 2 .

Tamworth, Hindley 6c Co., 26 Buckingham Gate, S.W.

Thos. Horsman, 10-12 Mark Lane, Leeds

Tibbenham's Aviation Co., Portland Road

Trevor, Page & Co., Exchange Street, Norwich

T. W. K. Clarke & Co. Ltd., High Street, Hampton Wick

W. E. Blake Ltd., Stevenage Road, Fulham, S.E.

Westland Aircraft Works, Yeovil. " Aircraft, Yeovil "
.

White Allom & Co. Ltd., 15 George Street, Hanover Square

Wolseley Motors Ltd., York St., W'minster, S.W.I .
[Vict

Wm. Beardmore & Co. Ltd., Dalmuir

Wm. WiUett, Sloane Square, S.W.

. [35

. [Weybridge 520-521

[Hornsey 1807

[Norwich 482

[Museum 7000

. [Leeds 594

[Victoria 1209

[Gerrard 2431

. [Central 291

[Dalston 1388

. [26

I
Victoria 6630 and 1812

[9

. [130

[Lincoln 581, London City 5148

[Museum 1434, Barnstaple 9

. [Regent 378 and Eastchurch 9

[City 8347

[Victoria 5745

. [900

[Ipswich 505

[National 238

[Kingston 869

. [Putney 331

. [Yeovil 129

W. [Gerrard 5716

6220 and B'ham Cent. 4561

[Kensington 4660

PULLEYS, SHAFTING, BEARINGS-

Smith & Grace Ltd., 35 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

Walber, W\ A. & Co., 38 Victoria Street, S.W. 1. " Vil

Works, Thrapston ' [City 9531

valle, London " [Victoria 3190
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RADIATORS-
Auto Radiators Ltd., 8 Manette Street, London, W. .... [Regent 2362

Barimar Ltd., 10 Poland Street, W. 1. " Bariquamar, Reg. London" [Gerrard 8173

Doherty Motor Componentb Ltd., Earl St., Coventry. "Circulate Coventry" [Coventry 228

Gallav Radiator Co. Ltd., 19S Great Portland Street, W.l. . . [Mayfair 4826

J. H. Randall, Green Street, Paddington, London, W. . . . [Paddington 6340-1

London Sheet Metal Co., 21 Risinghill Street, Pentonville, London, N.

Midland Motor Radiator Co., Ashton Rd., B'ham. "Radiator, B'ham ' [Central 705

Motor Radiators Ltd., Hanway Street, Oxford St., London . . [Hammersmith 1134

Randall, J. H., & Son, Green Street, Paddington, W. 2 . . [Paddington 6340-41

Randle Radiator Co., Cheylesmorc, Coventry .

RUBBER CORD (Braided)

London, S.E. .

W'hitely Exerciser Ltd. 35 Southwark Bridge Road,

[Central 12215

RLBBER TUBING AND ACCESSORIES—Hancock, James Lyne Ltd., 226 Goswell

Road, London, E.G. 1. " Masticator, Isling, London "
. . . [City 3811-12

SAFETY BELTS-
Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., 125 Long Acre, W.C. 2

Holmes, C. H. & Son, 38 Albert Street, Manchester.

[Gerrard 276

Semloh, Manchester" [City 4432

SCHOOLS—See Flying Schools.

SEWING MACHINES
E.C.I .

-Singer Sewing Machine Co. Ltd., 17 Chiswell St. Finsbury,

. [City 8510

SHEET METAL WORKERS—
Accles & Pollock Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham. " Accles, Oldbury "

.

Anger Manufacturing & Supply Co. Ltd., Bank Chambers, Preston, Lanes

Barimar Ltd., 10 Poland Street, London, W.
Birmingham Guild Ltd., Gt. Charles Street, Birmingham

Blackburn Aeroplane and Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds .

British Metal (Kingston) Ltd., Kingston-on-Thames

Brooks, J. B., & Co. Ltd., Criterion, Birmingham

Combined Metals and Reinforced Casting Co. Ltd., Wandsworth, S.W
Evans, Joseph & Co. Ltd., Liverpool Street, Birmingham

Ewart & Son Ltd., 346 Euston Rd., N.W.
Fredk. Braby & Co. Ltd., 352-364 Euston Road, London, N.W.
Gabriel & Co., 4 and 5 A B Row, Birmingham. " Gabriel, Birmingh

Jones Bros. & Co. Ltd., Wolverhampton....
Joseph Sankey & Sons Ltd., Wellington .

J. B. Guthrie & Son, 36 St Mary Axe, E.G. 3. " Busiris Led, London "

Kensington Motor Sheet Metal Co., AndsellSt., High St., Kensington, W
KroU & Co., Bayham Place, Camden Town, London, N.

London Aluminium Co. Ltd., Wcstwood Road, Aston, Birmingham

Musgrove & Green Ltd., Bromsgrove St., Birmingham

Nicholls & Lewis Ltd., 16 Princip St., B'ham. " Colpressed, B'ham
Pearce, G. W. & Sons Ltd., Chester Street, Birmingham
Randall, J. H. & Son, Green Street, Paddington

Randle Radiator Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry

Rubery, Owen & Co. Ltd., Darlaston. " Roofs, Darlaston
"

S. Sherman & Son, 57 New Compton Street, London, W.C. .

[Oldbury 111

[Gerrard 8173

[Central 3750

[Roundhay 345

[Kingston 879

[Putney 2405

[Central 733

[Museum 2570

[Museum 3032

[Central 1223

[Avenue 1432

[Western 6722

. [North 1402

[East 497 B'ham

[Central 7188

. i[East 847

[Paddington 6340

[Darlaston 87

[Gerrard 4939
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[Darlington 2612

S.W. 1 [Vic 4830

W.C. 2 [Regent 1181

[Chester 560

[Central 550

[London Wall 63<JO

[Central 6259

[Victoria 4670

. [Rugby 235

[London Wall 5443

Gerrard 7758

[West Bromwich 322

[Central 1223

[Redditch 61

. [City 22

SHEET METAL WORKERS {coniinucd)-

Skerne Works Ltd., Darlington. "Wheels, Darlington"

The Acetylene Corporation of Great Britain Ltd., 49 Victoria Street

The Selsdon Aero & Engineering Co. Ltd., Imperial House, Kingsway
Williams & Williams Ltd., Chester ....
W. H. Briscoe & Co. Ltd., 51 and 52 Park Street, Birmingham

SPARKING PLUGS—
Apollo Manufacturing Co., Moseley Street, Birmingham
Brown Bros. Ltd., Gt. Eastern Street, E.C. 1 .

C. C. Sparking Plug Co., 145 Queen Victoria St., E.C. 4

Forward Motor Co., Summer Row, Birmingham
Hobson Manufacturing Co., 29 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W. 1

Lodge Sparking Plug Co. Ltd., Rugby. "Igniter, Rugby" .

Morris, Russell & Co. Ltd., 75 Curtain Road, E.C. 2 .

P. C. Jettes (Joly), 62 St Helens Park Road, Hastings

Ripault, Leo & Co. Ltd. (Oleo Plugs), 64a Poland Street, W. 1

Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Birmingham....
SPRINGS—
Dart Spring Co. Ltd., 0%'erend, West Bromwich. "Dart"
Gabriel & Co., 4 and 5 A B Row, Birmingham. "Gabriel, Birmingham
Herbert Terry & Sons Ltd., Redditch. "Springs."

Tubbs, Lewis & Co., Noble St., E.C. 2. " Elastics, London "

TANKS (Petrol, etc.)—See Sheet Metal Workers.

TAPES, WEBS, AND S.MALLWARES—See Fabrics.

Maclennan, J., & Co., 30 Newgate Street, E.C. 1, and at Glasgow

TESTING .MACHINES-
Heenan & Froude Ltd., Worcester and Caxton House, S.W. 1

W. St T. Avery Ltd., Birmingham .....
TI.MBER (Aeroplane)—

Brown, R. F. & F. W., Wollaton, Notts.

C. B. N. Snewin & Sons Ltd., Black Hill, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

[Holborn 5900, and Central 8754
C. Boss & Co., 634 Royal Liver Buildings, Liverpool . . .

C. Noel Legh & Co., Miller's Bridge, Bootle, Liverpool

Engineering Timber Co. Ltd., 9 Victoria Street, S.W. 1 . . [Victoria 5073, 4210

Evans & Son, Williams Mews, Stanhope Street, London, X.W.
Fox, Elliott .& Co., G. W. Docks, Plymouth. "Baltic, Plymouth '

. [Plymouth 1217
Hopton & Sous, George Street, Euston Rd , N.W. 1. " Hoptons, London " [Museum 496
Hopton, G., &; Co., Manchester Street, King's Cross, W.C. 1 . . [North 3426-7

J. Gliksten & Son Ltd., Carpenters Road, Stratford, London, E. . . [East 3371

John Remer is: Co., 14 Dale Street, Liverpool

Owen, Joseph & Sons Ltd., Borough High Street, S.E. 1. " Bucheron, London ' [Hop 3811

R. Cattle, 27 Wybert Street, Stanhope Street, London, N.W. . . [Museum 1814

Siberian & General Trading Co. Ltd. (Plywood), 1-3 Lennard St., E.C. 2 [London Wall 3577

The London Plywood Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 3&4 Old Street, E.C. 2

Venesta Ltd. (Plywoods), 1 Great Tower Street, London, E.C. . [London Wall 4760

TI.MBER DRYING-
Ruston Proctor Ltd., Lincoln ......
Sturtevant Engineering Co. Ltd., 147 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4 . . [Central 7121

[City 3115

[Victoria 687

[Nottingham 1526
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TIMBER (Cane Seats)— E. Bowser, 50 Park Lane, Leeds TCentral S437

TIMBER (Hollow Spars>-

M'Gruer Bentwood Hollow Spar Co. .Commercial Wharf, Lambeth, S.E. [Hop 718, 719, &375S

Robert Young's Construction Co., Cannonbury, Wales, Essex Road, N. [Dalton 2935

TLMBER (Bent Farts)-

British Bentwood Co., Welbourne Road, Tottenham,

Hopton & Sons, George Street, Euston Road, N.W. 1. ''Hoptons, London

Hopton, G., & Co., Manchester Street, King's Cross, W.C. 1 . . [

Williams, T., & Sons, Bristol ......
TIMERECORDERS—Gledhill-nrook Time Recorders Ltd., 26 Victoria St., S.W.I

fN. 17

[Museum 496

[North 3426-7

[Vict. 1.310

TOOLS (Small Aero)—

Accles t^ Pollock Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham .... [Oldbury 111

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.C. . . [London Wall 6300

Montgomery, Smith & Co. Ltd., Metal Shearing Tools, Keynsham, near

Bristol. " Ingenuity Salford' ..... [Keynsham 21

TRANSPORT BY ROAD—Pickfords Ltd., 96 Hackford Road, S.W.9 [Brixton

TLBES (Aircraft)—

Accles& Pollock Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham .... [Oldbury 111

John Russell & Co. Ltd., 145 Queen Victoria Street .... [Bank 31".

Mannesmann Tube Co. Ltd., Landore, Swansea

Ruber J-, Owen 8: Co., Darlaston, South Staffs .

Stewart's & Lloyds Ltd., 41 Oswald Street, Glasgow

United Flexible Metallic Tubing Co. Ltd., 112 Queen Victoria St., London, E.C. [Bank 773

Weldless Steel Tube Co. Ltd., Icknield Port Road, Birmingham

650

2620

1115

TIBING (Copper and Brass)—

Blackburn S: Co., Stephen Street, Tottenham Court Road. W. 1 . [Museum

Rollet, H., & Co., Metal Warehouses, 34-36 Rosebery Avenue, E.C 1 [Holborn

S. Sansum 6: Co., Alexandra Street, Wolverhampton .... ['Phone

TLRNBL'CKLES—See Accessories.

TYRES AND WHEELS-
Blackburn Aeroplane and Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds . .

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.

Dunkleys Ltd., 76 Houndsditch, E. . . . . .

General Aeronautical Co. Ltd., 38 Regent Street, Lc ndon, S.W. 1

North British Rubber Co. Ltd., Clincher House, 169 Great Portland St,

Rudge-Whitworth Ltd., Dept. 704, Crow Lane, Coventry

The Palmer Tyre Ltd., 119-123 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. 2

Wood Milne Ltd., Manchester, Avenue, London, E.C.

VARNISHES, DOPES, PAINTS, ETC-
AUied Aircraft Varnish Co. Ltd., 3b Farringdon Street, London, E.C. . [City 7274

British Aeroplane Varnish Co. Ltd., Milburn House, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 166

Piccadilly, W. 1

.

. [Gerrard 2312

British Cellulose and Chemical Mfg. Co. Ltd., 8 Waterloo Place, S.W. 1 [Regent 4045

British Emaillite Co. Ltd., 30 Regent St., London, S.W. 1 [Gerrard 280, WiUesden 2346

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, London. E.C. . . [London Wall, 6300

Cellon Ltd., l;road St. House, New Broad St. , London, E.C. [London Wall, 5359 and 8622

[Roundhay 345
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VARNISHES, DOPES, PAINTS, ETC. {conti7iued^-

Clark, Robert Ingham, & Co. Ltd., Caxton House, S.W. 1 . . [Victoria 292o
Freeman, Jos., Sons, & Co. Ltd., Wandsworth, S.W. 18 . [Battersea 596, Putney 86
(Jeneral Aeronautical Co. Ltd., oO Rey^ent Street, London, W. . [Gerrard 280
Griffiths Bros. & Co., Bermondsej', London, S.E. . . [Hop 807, and Hop 3587

Hall, J., & Sons (Bristol and London), 17:^ Pancras Road, N.W. 1 . [Museum 34.56

James Jackson & Co., Jamaica Road, London, S.E. .... [Hop 4783

Naylor Bros. (London) Ltd., Southall, 407-409 Oxford St.,W.l [Southall.30, Paddington 926

Parsons, Thos.. & Sons, ;',15.317 Oxford St., W. 1. " Varjap, Westo, London " [Mayfair 6347

Pegamoid (New) Ltd., 134 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. . . . [City 9704

Pinchin, Johnson S: Co. Ltd., Bevis Marks, E.C. 3. "Pinchin, Aid., London" [Avenue 910

Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd., 187 Westminster Bridge Road, London, S.E. . [Hop 3401

Tabor, Tregs, & Co. Ltd., .52 Bishopsgate, London, E.C. . . [London Wall 2615

W. Harland S: Son, Merton, London, W.S. 19 . . . [Wimbledon 45 and 1395

Wilkinson, Heywood & Clark, 20 Poplar, E. 14. " Starso, London "
. . [East 1860

Willesden Varnish Co. Ltd., 8 Hythe Road, Willesden Junction, N.W. [Willesden 291

DOPE BRUSHES-
Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., "Ascol House," 125 Long Acre, W.C.2 , [Gerrard 276

Hall, J., & Sons, 173 Pancras Road, X.W. 1, and Btoadmead, Bristol [Museum 34.56

DOPE SPRAYING AND PAINTING MACHINES-The Aerograph Co. Ltd., 43 Holborn

Viaduct, E.C. 1 ....... [Holborn 2041

VENTILATING-

C. P. Kinnell & Co. Ltd., 65, 65a Southwark Street, S.E.I. " Kinnel "
. [Hop 372

Aland & Co., Great Dover Street, S.E. 1 " Ulnnine, Street, London "
. [Hop 3881

Leach, S. G., & Co. Ltd., 26-30 Artillery Lane, London. E.C. 2. . [London Wall 3840

Sturtevant Engineering Co. Ltd., 147 Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 4 . . [Central 7121

Sutcliffe Ventilating & Drying Co. Ltd., Cathedral Gates, Manchester . [City 3920

WELDING AND WELDING PLANTS-

Accles & Pollock Ltd., Oldbury, Birmingham .

Acetylene Corporation of Gt. Britain Ltd.,The, 49 Victoria St., W'minster, S.W.I [Vict. 4830

AllenLiversidgeLtd.,106 Victoria St., S.W.I. '• Aceterator, Sowest, London " [Vict. 4155

Barimar Ltd., 10 Poland Street, Oxford Street, London, W. . . [Gerrard 817S

Blackburn Aeroplane & Motor Co. Ltd., Olympia, Leeds . . [Roundhay 345

British Oxygen Co. Ltd., Elverton Street, Westminster, London, S.W. [Victoria 4706

Carbic Ltd., .^1 Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 1. .

'
. , [Holborn .511

Geo. C. Blackwell Sons «S Co., Ltd., The Albany, Liverpool . . [Central 952 and 959

H. L. Meteorlite Ltd., 106 Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Hoggett, Young <S Co., 274a Goswell Road, E.C. 1. " Weldoxacet, London " [Central 1S90

Imperial Light Ltd., Welding Plants, 123 Victoria Street, London, S.W. [Victoria 3540

Jones Bros. &; Co. Ltd., Wolverhampton .

Matthews & Vates Ltd., Swinton, Manchester .

M'Gowan, Wild & Co., Hurst St., Birmingham. " Logic, Birmingham " [Midland 1816

Oxygen Welding Co., 42 New Summer Street, Birmingham

The Acetylene Illuminating Co. Ltd., 268-270 S. Lambeth Rd., London, S.W. [Brixton 2171

Thorne & Hoddle Acetylene Co. Ltd., 151 Victoria Street, London, S.W. [Victoria 6666
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WELDING GAS HOSE-
The Electric Hose & Rubber Co. Ltd., 7 Rochester Row, S.W. 1 IVictoria 4:i41

Bariniar Ltd., 10 Poland Street, \V. 1. " Bariquamar, Reg, London
"

fGerrard 817H
Imperial Light Ltd., I2;i Victoria Street; London, S.W. 1 . . (Victoria 3540
The New Welding Co., 26 Rosebery Avenue. London, E.C. 1 . . [Holborn .^252

WIND SHIELDS-
Aircraft Construction Co., Beckton Road, E. 16 . . . . [East 1300

Auster Ltd., 133 Long Acre, W.C, " Winflector, London '
. . , (Regent .5910

London Label Co. Ltd., Beckton Road, E. 16. . . . . . (East 1300

Triplex Safety Glass Co. Ltd., 1 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. \.

.

[Regent 1340

WIRES AND CABLES (Aeroplanes)—

Aircraft Supplies Co. Ltd., " Ascol House," 12.5, Long Acre, W.C. 2 (Gerrard 276

Bowden Wire Ltd., Victoria Road, Willesden Junction, N.W. . [Willesden 2400

Brown Bros. Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C. 2. ... (London Wall 6300

Brunton, W. N., & Sons, Musselburgh. " Wiremill" . (Musselburgh 28

Bullivant & Co Ltd., 72 Mark Lane, E.C. 3. Works : Millwall, E.C.

[Avenue 2108 and East 239

Cliflford & Son Ltd., Birmingham .

French, E. O., 44 Earl St., Coventry. " French," Earl St., Coventry [Coventry 117

Geo. Cradock & Co. Ltd., Wakefield, and 7 East India Avenue, London, E.C.

(Wakefield 460 and Central 4904

Marsh Bros. & Co Ltd., ShefiSeld

Woodside Engineering Co. Ltd (Tie-rods), Possilpark, Glasgow . [Central 34.'i6

WIRE GAUZE-
Guthrie, J. B., & Son, 30 St Mary Axe, E.C. 3 .

N. (ireening & Sons, Ltd., 16 Finsbury St., London, E.C. 2.

WIREWORK-
Terry, Herbert, «S Sons Ltd., Redditch. " .Springs, Redditch

WOODFILLERS, CEMENT, ETC.—
Nieuwhof, Surie & Co. Ltd., 5 Lloyd's Avenue, E.C. 3.

WOODWORKING MACHIISERY-
Haighs Ltd., Oldham. " Haigh, Oldham "

Robinson, T., & Son Ltd., Rochdale. "Robinson, Rochdale

Sagar, J., & Co. Ltd., Halifax. "Sawtooth, Halifax"

Wadkin & Co., Leicester. " Woodworker, Leicester "
.

Wilson Bros., Victoria Road, Leeds. " Mortising, Leeds"

[Avenue 1432

[I-ondon Wall 1082

[Redditch 61

. [Avenue 34

[Oldham 1273

. ['Phone 467

. [Halifax 136

Leicester 3614

. (Leeds 722

Printed at Thr Darikn Prf:ss, Ediuburcfi.
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THE

SOPWITH

AVIATION COMPANY, LIMITED
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, ENGLAND.
(

'

o y Ti:AVTo li s t o h.m. g o i eh .xmex t.

Telephone :

KINGSTON 1988
(8 lines).

Paris Office:

Telegrams

:

SOPWITH.
KINGSTON. •

21 Rue Du Mont Thabor.

\\'/ieii coDiDiitnicaiiii'y with Advertisers t>Iease viention the Aviation Pocket-Hook



CXXVll ADVERTISEMENTS

TIME RECORDERS
JOB-COSTING SYSTEMS

ALL ACCESSORIES

1918 CATALOaUE FREE ON APPLICATION

THE

GLEDHILL-BROOK TINE RECORDERS Ltd.

26 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.I Telephone: VICT. 1310

HUDDERSFIELD „ hudd. io69

44 HILL STREET, BIRMINGHAM „ mid. 2086

W'/u'N communicating -L^'ith Advertisers please ?nc>itioii the Aviation I'ockci-Book



-TV TJ

000 587 459

BULLIVANT and Co.
LIMITED

WIRE ROPE MAKERS
ENGINEERS & CONTRACTORS

Makers of

STEEL WIRE STRANDED
CORD FOR AIRCRAFT

MAY FLEXIBILITY
' 1/aA.. STRENGTH

MI NT DIAMETERS
i i^- HEAD RESISTANCE

The highest quaUty material is used in these cords, and

every complete cord is tested and a certificate of the

actua.1 Breaking Stress supplied to each customer

SEE TABLE, Page 84

Rcgd. Offices " 72 MARK LANE, E.C,3

LONDON
Telegraphic Address Telephone No.

"BulHvants (Fen.) London" AVENUE 2108

When connnunicatiiii^wifh Advertisers please ine>itioii the Aviation Poeket-Iiook




